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Ushg in rilu and satellite data, this thesis idenafies and explains the spatial and temporal 

characteristics ofsea ice visible (0.15-0.70 w) and uifiared aibedo (0.74.0 pm) during 

the annual s p ~ g  melt. Specifically, spectral albedo and complementary physical 

measurements were colleaed over first-year and muitiyear ice located in the Barrow 

StJLancaster Sound area of the Canadian Archipelago in the s p ~ g  of 1993. 

Concurrently, clear-sky Advancd Very ffigh Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite 

data liom NOAA 13 were recordeci for aaalysis. Of specinc interest was the utility of the 

satellite's visible (0.58-0-68 pn) and near-inffared (0.73 - 1.1 m) channels for e h t i n g  

visible and infiareci sea ice surtace albedo during the dynarnic s p ~ g  transition period. 

Suface aibedos were inverted fkom satellite top-of-atmosphere radiances after correcthg 

for sensor cafibration drift, scene anisotropy and atmospheric attenuation In order to 

determine the uncertainty Ui the inversion method, a complete error budget for the 

satellite-derived surface albedos was perfonncd. The sensitivîty of the method to 

uncertainties in input parameters was also e m e d .  

A sigrilficant drift (8-25%) was detected in the calibrations of the visible and near-infiareci 

satellite channels. Updated calibration coefficients were denved and are presented herein 

Scene anisotropy was comected ushg scene models derived 60x11 Nunbus-7 ERBE data 

The hi& variability in the anisotropic reflectance factors for individual view coafigurations 

Limits the precision of the aibedo inversion method presented here. A statistical approach 

was used to remove atmospheric anenuation effects by incorporating Lin- coefficients 

denved from radiative transfer simulations. During wiater and early spring in the arctic, 

increased atmospheric turbidity warrants carenil spdcation of aerosol optical depth 

within the atmospheric correction procedure. Simulated albedo d a c e s  were used to 

denve iinear coefficients used to convert nanowband aibedos to broadband visible and 

innared albedos. The satellite-denved sudiace albedos comparai weil to in situ albedo 

measurements (0.05-0.1). However the inversion method suffiers fkom uncertainty 



regarding the employed anisotropic refiectance factors. The in situ albedo observations 

were used dong with the satellite-decïved albedo data to idemi@ and characterize the 

spatial and temporal variaôility of sea ice albedo over the experiment region. Pairwise 

image cornparison techniques were used to examiDe change between image dates and 

difFerences between visible and i.&ared albedo. Principal component analysis was used to 

idente the major and minor scaie variance st~ctur& in the multitemporal sateUite albedo 

dataset. 

The satellite and in situ albedo measuements indicated that sea ice albedo is high and 

relatively homogeneous over the study scene for winter and &y spring conditions. 

Variability in visible albedo for this part of the season was found to be W e d  to the 

visibility of the darker undertying ice d a c e .  Due to their thick snow volumes, visible 

albedo of multiyear ice melt pond areas stayed constant for the winter and the omet of 

melt penods. Alternatively, thinner volumes on fint year ice resuited in visible albedo 

decreasing with the onset of melt conditioas. The consistently lower infiareci aibedo 

decreased in response to the seasonal enlargement of snow grains in the top layer of the 

snow volumes. The saturation of the snow volumes resulted in decreases in both the 

visible and Ilifiared albedo. The subsequent development of d a c e  melt ponds resuited in 

significant decreases in both visible and hfhred dbedo, as well as an increase in the scene 

variability. The higher ponding on ice that coasolidated in Iate 1992 compared to that ice 

which consotidated in late *ter 1993 iiiuminated the importance of snow depth and ice 

macromorphological characteristics in determining late season patterns of albedo. 

Breakup and dispersal of ice in the study scene resrilted in a signincant lowering of the 

magnitude and variability of both visible and h f k e d  aibedo. Hi@ frequency fluctuations 

in aibedo were found due to melt water drainage and ice convergence and divergence. 

Feedback diagrams describing the relationships between both seasonal visible and inhird 

albedo and relevant environmental factors are presented herein. 
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Single scatîe~g albedo 
Taylor and Stowe (L84) 
Television and Infiareci Observation Satellite 
Thematic Mapper (Landsat 5 )  
Top of the atmosphere 
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (MMBUS-7) 
TIROS-N Operational Vertical Sounder 
World Meteorological Organïzation 
Second Simulation of the SateBte Signai in the Solar Spe- 



estimated broadband Mareci (0.704.0 pm) albedo 
transformed esthateci broadband uinared (0.70-4.0 pm) albedo 
eigenvalue 
ratio of &se irradiance to total irradiance 
dieerence albedo image 
filtered response of satellite channel n 
absolute humidity 
aaisotropic reflectance factor (ARF) 
aibedo 
semi-inhite albedo 
surface AVHRR 1 and AVHRR 2 chamel aibedo 
broadband dwave (0.15-4.0 pm) albedo 
finite albedo 
ice albedo 
broadband infiared (0.70-4.0 pxn) albedo 
transformed broadband ïnhred (0-70-4.0 pm) albedo 
spectral albedo 
mixed surface dbedo 
melt pond albedo 
snow albedo 
surface aibedo 
TOA albedo 
broadband visible (O. 1 5-0.70 m) aibedo 
fraaonal uncertainty in measurement 
measurement error 
deviation nom cosine response 
emissivity of snowfice (0.99) 
relative azimuth angle 
viewing azimuth angle 
nmow to broadband conversion factor 
density of ice 
wavelength 
wavelength of incident iight in a vacuum 
solar or illumination ande 
viewing incident or satellite angle 
reflect ance 
atmospheric reflectance at TOA 
spectral reflectance 
surface reflectance 
TOA reflectance 



standard deviation 
variance 
S tefan-Bol- constant (5.67 x IO( w/rn2K') 
layer optical depth 
aerosol opticai depth 
atmosphere optical depth 
gaseous absorption optical depth 
Rayleigh optical depth 
snow optical depth 
singie scattering albedo 
snow age factor 

eigenvector 
spectral range of radiometer channel 
sun-Earth distance (AU) 
asymetry factor 
channel or band nwnber 
pixel location 
line location 
volume absorption coefficient 
volume extinction coefficient 
volume scattering coefficient 
imaginary pan of refiactive index of pure ice 
aa in  radius 
Y 

atmosphenc sphencai reflectance 
cos (8.) 
precipitable water amount 
depth of layer 
depth of snow layer 

channel caliiration offset 
covariance matrix 
correction factor 
length of snow grain major a 9 s  
length of snow grain minor axis 
d f i s e  irradiance 
direct irradiance 
incident M i a n c e  within channei i 
incident spectral irradiance 
irradiance at surface 
exoatmospheric irradiance 
upward turbulent latent heat fiw 
incident longwave flux 



net radiative d c e  flux 
upward turbulent sensible heat flux 
incident shortwave flux 
channel caliiration gain 
absorbed hctïon of incident shortwave flux 
Degrees Kelvin 
radiance 
path radiance 
iiquid equivalent water depth 
target radiance 
TOA radiance 
reflected spectral hadiance 
melt pond fkaction 
extinction efficiency 
instrument signal response 
total atmosphenc trammittance 
surface temperature 
ciifnise atrnospheric transmittance 
direct atmosphenc transmittance 
two-way transmittance due to gaseous absorption 
f i e e ~ g  temperature for sea water (-2 O C )  

two-way transmittance due to scattering 
watts 



As society begins to accept the premise that human activity has the potential to influence 

the Earth's c h t e .  physical scientists are increasingiy being called upon to identify these 

anthropogenic perturbations and to predict the direction and magnitude of any change in 

the E h ' s  climate system. Curent large-de modelhg efforts suggest that, compared 

to the rest of the globe, the arctic wiii experience an ampLified wamiing under current 

climate change scewios (e-g. 2xC02). Climatologists aclmowledge that these sùnulatioas 

only crudely represent the climate system and these resdts should be accepted in that 

context. In fact, the simplistic treatment of sea ice in large-scale c b t e  models belies its 

significance in controlling ciimate in both the arctic and the rest of the world. The arctic's 

heightened sensitivity to global wanniog is acknowledged to be mainly caused by the 

sensitivity of sea ice albedo to surface temperatwe and vice versa. 

Albedo is a deceptiveiy simple variable that refers ro the fiaction of incident solar radiation 

(0.15-4.0 pm) reflected from a surface. It thus controls the amount of energy entenng the 

sea ice volume. Long recognized as a critical cba te  variable, the irnprovement of the 

parameterïzation of sea ice albedo has been given high pnority in climate studies. 

Unfortunately, these efforts are hindered by a dearth of observational data Sea ice albedo 

data that have been collected are often stationary, b t e d  in tirne, and collected with 

different instruments over different surfaces and under di&rent atmosphenc conditions. 

-4s a result, linle is known regardhg the spatial and seasonai variability of sea ice albedo 

over large areas. However, this type of information is required for the proper 

incorporation of sea ice in climate models. There is the potential to use sea ice albedo as 



an indicator of c h t e  change in the araic. Yet, in order to dinerentiate real climate 

change hom the system's naturai variabiiity, the elernental variability ofsea ice albedo 

must be known; it is not. Also required for an accurate parameterkation of Wace dbedo 

is the identification of the environmentai variables and processes that influence both the 

temporai and spatial variability of sea ice aibedo. 

Scientists agree that increased observation of the Earth system is needed to properly 

investigate climate change. These observations must be systernatic, accurate and capable 

of resolving the important spatial and temporal characteristics of the many processes that 

define the climate system. In terms of the polar regions, satellite remote sensing is the 

only viable method of performing this task. Sensors operating at microwave wavelengths 

have proven their ability to provide valuable scient& and operational sea ice information 

in the arctic (LeDrew, 1992). WMe these instruments have the enviable ability to 

penetrate cloud cover, they cannot directly measure reflected solar radiation. On the other 

hand mapping surface albedo is the most naturd application for sensors operathg within 

the solar spectmm. These optical semors are capable of directly meamring portions of 

the visible (0.1 5-0.70 pm) and i&ared (0.70-4.0 pm) radiation reflected nom sea ice 

surfaces. While considerable attention has been given to extracthg swface albedo fbm 

optical sateliite data collected over lower latitude terrestrial surfiices, relative1y linle effort 

has been devoted to examining the utility of these data over polar suifaces. 

1.1 Statement of Objectives 

This thesis has three major objectives. 

1. Examine the interaction of incident solur radiation with a seasolt4lly varyzng mow- 

covered sea ice volume and to relate thejkzctian and ~psc~ral chwactenstics of the 

ir~cidetlt radiation retumed to the atmospkre (spectral afbedo) to the geophysical 

churacteristics of the volume. 



-4 combined approach utilizùig both empirical meanirement and theoretical modeilhg is 

used to examuie sea ice albedo. Spectral albedo data collecteci primarily d u ~ g  the 

Seasonai Sea Ice Monitoring and Modeiiing Site (SIMMS) 1993 experiments in the 

Canadian Arctic Archipelago are used to iden* the seasonal characteristics of spnngcime 

sea ice albedo. Coincident geophysical measurements and a theoreticai snow albedo 

mode1 are used to relate surface aibedo to the physicai state of the volume. Of specific 

interest is the identification of the major stages in the evolution of both new and old sea 

ice spectral albedo throughout the observed spring transition in 1993. 

2. Assas the abil@ of nmowband visible and neor-infiared suteIlite abta to meamte 

the seasonal vmiaaihty of sea ice dbeda 

Narrowband Channel 1 (0.58-0.68 pm) and Channel 2 (0.72- 1.1 pm) Advanceci Very 

High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite data have been identified as a potential 

source of surtàce afbedo information in the arctic. However, Little is known regarding the 

feasibility of using top-of-the-aunosphere (TOA) data coiiected by these two charnels to 

measure clear-slq surface albedo in polar regions. This investigation examines a multistep 

method capable of converting TOA raw digital numbers @Ns) of AMiRR 1 and AMIRR 

2 into climatologicai broadbaad visible (0.28-0.7 pm) and innared (0.74.0 pm) albedo 

respectively. The sensitivity of the final satellite derived aibedo is examineci in the context 

of the uncertainty involved in each step of the inversion process. 

3. Describe and interpret smafi ami large-scale pattern in sudace visible und tnfrmed 

ulbedo dtrnng the spring nmQllSltion s e m .  

The satellite-derived surface aibedo data are used to map the spatial and temporal 

variability of the visible and near-infiareci aibedo of sea ice throughout the s p ~ g  transition 

period. Of specific interest is the identification of the dominant patterns of sea ice albedo 



vari-ability for the entire spring season Using in situ data, the environmental factors 

responsible for the ensuing patterns are identifieci. 

The thesis begins with this chapter, a brief introduction to sea ice albedo and remote 

sensing and, as weü, a statement of thesis objectives. The purpose of the foiiowing 

chapter, Chapter 2, is to explain the motivation behind this work by placing it in the 

appropriate scientific context. Specifically, the chapter examines the role of sea ice albedo 

in the climate system and descnbes previous attempts to measure, mode1 and parameterize 

this variable. The fkst objective of this thesis is addressed in Chapter 3. The SIMMS 

experùnent and the measurement method01ogy are desmbed. The s p ~ g  transformation 

of spectral albedo over both new and old ice covers is examined in conjunction with the 

seasonal metamorphism of the snow and ice cover. In Chapter 4, a methodology for 

measunng surface visible and near-infi.ared albedo ushg satellite, nanowband AVHRR 

data is presented. Uncertainties in the extraction method01ogy and sensitivities to input 

parameters are examllied. Using the satellàe-derived albedo data, the spatial and temporal 

variability of sea ice surface aibedo in the SIMMS region is examined in Chapter 5 .  In 

Chapter 6, the concluding chapter, the 6ndings ofthis investigation are summarized in the 

context of climate studies in the arctic. 



The objective of this chapter is to explain the motivation behind this research by examining 

the role of sea ice albedo in both the arctic and globai energy balance. The chapter be@ 

with a rudimentary description of the physical sea ice volume and its hown seasonai 

characteristics. The tenn ulbedo is dehed and expanded upon. The role of sea ice in the 

local and global energy balance is discussed. Current treatmems of sea ice albedo in 

climate modeis are discussed. 

2.1 The Arctic Sea Ice Volume 

To those unfamilia with the term, sea ice may conjure up images ofcold, dry, flat and 

bare slabs of white ice forever covering the polar oceans. In ftct, more than a cenniry 

of observations have proved otherwise. The sea ice volume is a very cornplex, 

dynamic medium that displays a wide range of spatial and temporal variabiiity. This 

variabiiity is intrinsicaiiy tinked to both the dynamic and themodynamic variations in 

the atmosphere and ocean Wler, 1980). A seasonal snowcover ofken covers arctic 

sea ice nom consolidation to melt. Its presence is of considerable sisnificame to the 

evotution of sea ice and is thus, in this work, considered a part of the sea ice volume. 

The foiiowing &on describes the fûndamental physicai characteristics of the 

formation, growth and annual decay of arctic sea ice. It concludes with a description 

of the clirnatic significance of sea ice. 



2.1.1 Seasonal Evolution of the Sea Ice Volume 

The formation, growth and decay of sea ice is characterizcd by a wide variety of changes 

in the physical properties of the volume. Figure 2.1 contains a schematic that descnis 

the evolution of new ice based on the World Meteorological Organizatioas (WMO) 

classification system Sea ice is formed by the fieezing of sea water. Unlike fkesh water, 

sea water contains sait (30-35 parts per thousand (?m)) which proves to be signincaat in 

the evolution of sea ice. Sea ice begins to fom by cooling at the ocean suditce which 

results in the formation of srnail ice platelets and needies terrnedfiaziII The 

unconsolidateci fiad ice crystais and sea water together form a soupy mixture known as 

grease ice. Under calm conditioas, grease ice begins to congeal to fom an elastic, 

transiucent layer up to 10 cm thick known as niIar. Wmd and wave action ofien break up 

the nilas sheets to fonn separate floes. These floes, known as pancake ice, have r a i d  

edges due to their constant bumping into one another and by grease ice mixtures lapping 

up ont0 the floe. Eventuaily, these pancake fields are afiowed to consolidate into ice 

sheets. If the ice has consolidated against land it is commonly tenned land/ast or fast tce. 

Ice formation primarily begk  in the Ml with the Iowering of sutrice temperatures brought 

on by the annual decrease in solar insolatioa 

For much of the year, sea ice is covered by a seasonal snow volume. The extent and 

duration of this snowcover are crucial to the evolution of the uaderlying sea ice volume. 

Mer initial deposition, predominantly in the f d  months, the snowpack is modi6ied by 

wind erosion, di& melting and fieeshg raui (Male, 1980). Due to persistent nirface 

winds, the arctic snowcover is trausient in nature. This constant eolian redistribution of 

snow in the fall and polar winter results in the transformation of snow crystals to minute, 

rounded snow grains. Snow depths are highly variable and are largely a function of 

surface features which serve to cause local non-uniformities in the nw-surfàce wind flow. 

The resultant changes in wind velocities a@ect the snow accumulation pattern (Kind, 

198 1)  and give rise to the high spatiai varïability of snow depth found on sea ice. 



Figure 2.1 WMO dwüication for the evdrtioi of thin, new ice. Ice types arc 
shown in boxes and environmentil procases are in iWM within square brackcts 

Source: Adapteâ from GredeH ad (1992) rad Wcdcs (1976) 

Both thennodynamic and mechanical forces are responsible for growth ofthe ice volume. 

Thermodynamically, the formation of a coasolidated fiazii layer semes to iarailate the 

warm ocean fkom the cold atmosphere. This ensuing thermal gradient resuhs in heat being 

conducted upward through the overiying ice which in tum fieezes sea water in contact 

with the bottom ofthe ice sheet. Sea ice predominantly consists of columnar ice cqnals 

which are onentated parallel to the direction of heat flow. These columnar aystals consist 

of dendritic plates of pure ice separated by srnail brine inclusions. Rapid coobg of sea 



water redts  in b ~ e  entrapment in the crystai ma& The amount of emrapped bine is 

dependent on the salinity of the water and the growth rate- The more rapid the growth, 

the more salt that is enuapped in the ice. Young ice can have a saiinity as high as 10- 

1 SOI, (Weeks, 198 1). in growhg ice sheets, b ~ e  loss is mainly due to gravity drainage 

and b ~ e  expulsion due to pressure kcreases within the brine pockets due to fieezing. 

Brine drainage redts in air f i g  b ~ e  cavities and thus hcreasing the porosity and 

decreasing the density of the ice volume. Arctic sea ice in its first-year of themodynamic 

growth, commonly tennedjirst-yeur ke, oftea reach thicknesses of 1-2 rn Fust-year ice 

that survives a summer's melt and encounters another winter growth season is te& 

mdtiyear ice. Multiyear ice can be as old as 3-7 years with thicicnesses ranging nom a 

few metres to tens of metres- 

Apart from landfan ice, sea ice is constantly mov& dnven primady by surface winds. 

Compressive and shearing forces act to increase sea ice thicknesses through the creation 

of pressure ridges and through ice floes riding up on each other, or rafting. These same 

forces can create areas of open water where rapid new ice growth and intense heat loss 

may occur (Maykut, 1982). These new ice lead areas can quickiy close due to convergent 

winds and a s  a result, the thin ice is crushed against the adjacent thicker ice leaving behiad 

ridges of deformeci ice oAen several meaes thick above and below the water line. This 

type of ndged ice is a major component of the distribution ofice thichess and may be 

responsible for up to 50% of the ice volume in the arctic (Wadhams, 1994). 

Over a typical year, sea ice cover in the northem hemisphere fluctuates nom a mininiun of 

8 x 1 o6 kxd (August) to a maximum of 15 x 106 km2 (Februaty) (Maykut, 1982). This 

dynamic cover is made up of ~ a s o d  fïrst-year ice and muitiyear ice wbich has SUMved 

the summer melt period. The Central Arctic is predoIliiaantly multiyear ice up to 3 m 

thick (Barry et ai., 1984). Fust-year ice accounts for 40-50% of the ice concentration 

when the ice is at maximum extent (Carsey, 1982) 



W e  a more complete examination of the spring decay of sea ice is o f f d  later with 

the benefit of in situ obse~atioas, a cursory description is offered here. in general, the 

factors responsible for the annual decay of sea ice are agreed upon. A number of 

studies have modelled the decay and examineci it in situ (Langleben, 1972; Maykut and 

Perovich, 1987). uicreased insolation and mullrml cloudcover in the early spring 

begins the decay of the sea ice volume. The excelient iiwlating properties ofthe 

snowcover causes a temperature gradient to quickly develop across the snow volume 

in the early spMg as temperatures nse. The daiiy increases in incident radiation are 

closely foliowed by the decomposition of the snowcover. The onset of melt conditions 

increases the amount of free water in the snowpack and causes rapid metamorphism 

within the volume. As the snowcover deteriorates, the accompanying decrease in 

surfice albedo causes more and more energy to be aboorbed within the sea ice cover. 

The once homogeneous snowcover is usually replaced by a heterogeneous system of 

drainage channels eventually exposing bare ice surfaces ad, depending on the amount 

of meltwater and morphology of the d c e ,  producing melt ponds of various sizes. 

Surface melt on multiyear ice drains preferably into inter-hummock melt ponds. The 

s pringtirne developrnent of this drainage system and the subsequem refieezing of the 

floe encourages the development of the hummock-like surfixes characteristic of 

multiyear ice floes. ïhe nuface water of first-year ice accumulates in drift 

depressions and subsequentiy drains through cracks, lads and holes le-g behuid a 

fragde, porous white ice layer. Reduced in strengtfs the ice cover evenîudy breaks up 

allowing radiation absorbed by the open water to fûrther weaken the ice cover by 

melting the sides and bottoms of individual floes. 

2.1 -2 Clirnatic Importance of Sea Ice 

On a global scde, polar regions represent an energy sink whose inte- controls the 

strength of the equator-pole energy gradient. The present pattern of the Earth's 

atmospheric circulation is largely driven by the poleward transport of eaergy across this 



gradient via the atmosphere and ocean Throughout its formation, growth and decay, sea 

ice plays a s i e c a n t  role in key large-sale processes of the Earth's ciimate system 

Some of the major roles are: 

The high albedo of sea ice relative to that of open ocean reduces the amount of 

shortwave radiation absorbed at the d c e .  The radiation balance of the Arctic Basin 

is thus very sensitive to the any changes to the surface albedo and sea ice extent. 

Sea ice controls ocean calinity through brine' injection during ice growth and fiesh 

water injection during mek Increased saliaity increases water deasity thus encouraging 

convection, while the I o w e ~ g  of calinity causes a stabiiization of the water column. 

In marginai ice zones, the transition to open water encourages eddy fonnatios oceanic 

upweliing and cyclogenesis. 

The sea ice cover decouples the warm ocean from the cold atmosphere thus preventing 

the direct traasfer of energy between the two systems. 

These processes intimately Luik sea ice cover to the atmosphere and ocean over a wide 

range of spatial (rnetres to kilometres) and temporal (diurnal to decadal) d e s  (Carsey et 

al-, 1993). Of specific imerea here is the spatial and temporal variabüity of sea ice aibedo 

and its influence on the evolution of the sea ice volume, 

2.2 The Role of Su Ire Albdo in tbt Cümate System 

Among the natural nirfaces of the Eax-th, the polar basins with varying sea ice cover likely 

exhibit the largest range in suditce aibedo. As mentioned, this variabiliry is a sigdicant 

control on both the local and global energy balance. Although its importaace has been 

acknowledged, attempts at measUnng and modelling sea ice albedo have beai sparse in 

relation to other global climate variabies. The foiiowing section begins by denning the 

various expressions of the tenn albedo utilized in thïs work Subsequently, the role of sea 

' Brine refers to the m i .  of salt and water 



ice aibedo in the local and global energy balance is then describeci and current methods of 

parameterking sea ice albedo in climate models are examiLled. 

3.2.1 AIbedo and Related Nomenclature 

The term albedo onginates directiy nom the Latin word (alhs) meaning white. h 

simple terms. albedo was considered to be a measure of an object's brighmess or 

whiteness (Henderson-Seliers and Hughes, 1982). This rneasuce is usudy expressed 

as the ratio of the energy reflected fiom the object to the energy incident on the objea. 

Nicodemus et al. (pg. 2; 1977) defhe reflection as the "process by whîch 

electromagnetic flux, incident on a stationary surfkce or medium, leaves that sucface or 

medium ffom the incident side without change in firquency". Today there exïsts rnuch 

confùsion and Lale aandardization in the Literature over the usage of the ternis aibedo 

and refectmce. In the context of this work the following five temu are defined and 

distinguished: qxctrai rejectmce. qecaai aibedo, VisibIe oibealo, infiared ahdo 

and aihvave albedo. It should be noted that the usage of these ternis may Mer nom 

other investigations. 

The terms aibedo and reflectmce are distinguished by the measurement ofthe 

radiation reûected from the d a c e .  Figure 2.2 ilfunrates the merence between the 

two ternis. The terni albedo (a) refers here to the fiaction of incident flux that is 

reflected fkom a d a c e  in ai i  upward directions, in other words, integrated over the 

celestial hemisphere (Figure 2.2(a)). The refiected flux is usuaiiy measured by 

instruments employing hemîsphencal coliecton, such as pyranometers. 

The term reflectunce @) wiü refer to the fiaction of  incident flux that is reflected h o  

a certain direction. The terxn is a bction of the viewing incident (9') and azimuth 

(6)  agie, i.e. p@', 4 j .  These directional measurernents are typically made by wface 

or orbital radiometers employing a narrow aperture. Since these measurements are 



often made on ciear-slq~ days when the incident soiar bûun is considered to be 

restricted to a small soiici angle2, the term bzdirectiond reflecftrrnce is often used to 

descnbe these types of measurements. 

Figure 2.2 Viewing gcomttry of  (a) dbcdo vs. (b) reflectance 

(a) (b) 

When the word ~pectrui is used in conjunction with reflectance and aibedo (Le. 

spectral refectmce @r) and qwctrai albedo (aA) ) the measurement is defined at 

discrete spectral wavelengths. Albedo measurements refer to those integrated over 

various spectral ranges or broadbands of the solar spectrutn- Visible aibeab (G J 

refen to the aibedo integrated over the visible part of the solar spectrum from O. 15- 

0.70 Pm. Inficaed albedo (a,) refers to the albedo integrated over the idtareci part 

of the solar spectrum h m  0.704.0 p. Alfwuve albedo (GIA), or what is sometimes 

caiied broadband or climatological albedo, implies a measure integrated over the entire 

A solid angk dien to a geometrical mrfke consisting of iines originstllig b r n  a ammon poim and 
p-ng through a closed cime or polygon (Borowski and Borwein 1991). 
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range of the solar spectrum (0.15-4.0 pm). This range is aiso refened to as the 

shortwave range of the electromagnetic specmim 

Both albedo and reflectance are expressed as unïtiess ratios represented by a value 

berneen O and 1, with a total reflector having a value ofunity and a total absorber 

(e-g. black body) having a value of zero. Most naturd d a c e s  f d  somewhere in 

between. In climatology, two types of aibedo are distingUshed, the d e  albedo and 

the planetary (system) albedo- The surface albedo refers to rhe reflectivity of the 

Earth's surface as measured below the overlying atmosphere. The plaaetary or TOA 

albedo pertains to the reflectivity of the Earth-atmosphere system as m m e d  above 

the Earth's atmosphere nom space. This measure represents the reflectivity of both 

the surface and the atmosphere, as weli as its constituents. Whiie there exists a close 

iïnk between the two variables, this thesis focuses on the former use of the tenn, that is 

surface albedo. 

2.2.2 The Role of Sudiace Sea Ice Albedo in Surface Energy Balance 

In climate studies, the albedo of sea ice is most cornmonly expressed as an allwave albedo 

(g,), i.e. integrated across the solar spectrum. It is caicdated as the ratio of the rdected 

spectral hadiance (ML) to the incident hadiance (El). Irradiame refers to an energy flux 

incident on a plane expressed as a deasity, e-g. W/m2. Numerïcdy, the aiiwave albedo is 

expressed as: 

where the limit of the integration is defineci by the spectral range (0.15-4.0 CM). This 1 s t  

can be subdivided h o  a visible (0.15-0.70 p) and infiared (0.7040 pm) albedo to take 

into consideration the strong spectral dependence of snow and ice albedo. 



22.2. i Aibedo and the Surface Energy Bafmce 

The shortwave radiation regime in the polar regions cm be best d e s c r i  as extremes 

separated by the Earth's vernal and autumuai equiwxes (March 2012 1 and September 

22/23 respeaively). S p ~ g  is characterized by incident solar d a t i o n  at the top of 

the atmosphere ïncreasing daily untii June 21/22 (summer solstice). As an example, at 

Resolute Bay, N.W.T. (74a43'N,95000'W), there is m sun rise between November 9 

and February 3 and the sun doesn't set fiom Apd 27 to August 17 (Cogiey and 

Henderson-Seiiers, 1984). This large amount of daiiy insolation is countered in the 

atmosphere fiom highly reflective cloud tops and at the surfice by high-albedo sea ice 

that is present over much of the Arctic Basin for a considerable part of the year. 

Sea ice aibedo is a strict control on the net shortwave flux at the surface of the sea ice 

volume. The net radiative flux available at the sea ice surfiice cm be expressed using 

both radiative and energy balance terms &er Ebert and Curry (1993) as: 

where Fi,, is the net radiative flux at the sucface (positive downward), ad is the 

dwave surface albedo, 10 is the absorbed fiaction of shortwave flux that penetrates the 

ice intenor and forms briw pockets, F,and Fh are the incident shortwave and 

longwave fluxes, Fs is the upward turbulent sensible heat flux, Fl is the upward 

turbulent latent heat flux, gdi is the longwave emmissivity of snow andfor ice (0.99), o~ 
2 4 is the Stefan-Boltmuin constant (5.67 x loJ ~ / m  /K ) and t is the d a c e  

temperature. The onset offieeze-up or melt conditions is dependent on the energy 

balance at the snowlice surface. The physical state of the volume feeds back on this 

balance through the surface dbedo (Shine, 1984). Snow-covered sea ice can have an 

aiiwave albedo as high as 0.90. As the snowcover mehs and reveals more of the 

underlying ice, surtàce albedo c m  deaease 45-50% from this hi& vaiue. Total 



ablation of the sea ice cover reveals the darker, very low-albedo surfàce of open water 

The lower the nirface albedo, the more energy avaïiable at the sea ice d a c e  for melt 

processes. The higher the suditce albedo, the less shortwave energy avaiiable in the 

sea ice volume. This ïntimacy is best explahxi through the concept of the sea [ce- 

albedo feed64k 

2.2.2.7 Sea Ice-Surface Albedo Feeûhzck 

The concept ofa sea ice albedo feedback was introduced formally by the energy 

balance modelling (EBM) efforts of Budyko (1969) and Seilers (1969). The concept 

cm be illustrated with the use of a feedback diagram These diagram have been used 

by others to describe various processes within the climate system (Kellog, 1983; 

LeDrew, 1986; Curry et aL. 1995). Figure 2.3 contains a simple feedback diagram- 

Components 4 B and C of the diagram are linked by positive or negative Ioops. A 

Iink with a positive sign indicates that the onginai perturbation in the original 

component results in a change in the iinked component of the same direction. A 

negative iink indicates that a change in originai component results in an opposite 

change in the liaked component. For example, an incfease in A results in a decrease in 

B. The decrease in B results in a decrease in C. A decrease in C results in an increase 

in A, Since the ultimate result of the initial increase in A is a fider increase in 4 the 

feedback loop is self-amplifjing and termed positive. 

Figure 2.4 illustrates the positive sea ice - albedo feedback mechanism in the arctic. 

Bnefly, the initial air temperame is perturbeci by a lower latitude advecàon of kat .  In 

fact, the onset of melt conditions in the arctic is believed to be aiggered synopticaliy. 

The increased au temperature causes an Uicrease in the air to d a c e  heat flux. 



Figure 2.3 Simple fccdback diagram 

Figure 2.4 Positive sea ice dbedo fccdback 
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This results in the replacement of the highS refîectivc sea ice cover with a lower 

albedo water Mace. This lowering of surfkce albedo increases the amount of 

absorbed solar radiation which firrther inmeases the arctic air temperame- Since the 

hi@ stability of the arctic's lower atmosphere discourages mDàng, much ofthis heat is 

redirected to the surface. Ia this positive! feedback scenario, the result is an 

amplification of the original perturbation and an overaii increased sensitivity (LeDrew, 

1986). This is the main r ewn  given for the amplification of global warming in the 

polar regions predicted by global circulation models- Ross et aL @g. 13 115, 1987) 

state that since Fletcher's (1965) early heat budget studies to more recent generai 

circulation model ( K M )  simulations (Meehl and Washington, 1990), surface aibedo 

has been identifid as a "high leverage parameter capable ofenhancing themial 

changes in high latitudes." Studies have shown that s d  changes in sea ice albedo 

lead to large changes in sea ice thickness, areal extent and timing ofmelt (Shine and 

Sellers, 1985). It is important to note that the positive sea ice albedo feedback is Wrely 

only one of many positive and negative feedback rnechaaisms ongohg in the arctic. 

For example, the high sensitivity of GCM reailts to sea ice albedo may be offset by the 

effects of cIoudcover. Since large-scaie climate models do not properly incorporate d 

cornponents of the climate system, the net effécts of these feedback rnechanisms are 

not understood (LeDrew, 1986). 

2.7.2.3 Pmameterizution of Sea Ice Albedo 

Given its importance in regulating the amount of energy entering the snowke volume 

and its central role in the ice-albedo feedback, sea ice albedo is explicitiy represented 

in both sea ice and climate models. However, the degree of sophistication of this 

representation varies greatly between and withh model types as show in the reviews 

by Morassutti (1989) and more recently by Barry (1996). These reviews reveal the 

diversity in both the parameterization and prescription of sea ice aibedo within large- 

scaie climate models. ï h i s  diversity and the ofien simplistic albedo parameterization is 



partly a resuit of the dearth of accurate, systernatic measwernents of sea ice aibedo 

that include the quantity's inberent spectral, spatial and temporal variabilitytY 

Climate Models 

The apparent sensitivity of ciimate mode1 results to sea ice albedo warrants the 

incorporation of accurate parameterùations. Howwever, given the size and complexity 

of general circulation models (GCMs), simple parameterizatiom of sea ice and other 

components of the c h t e  system are desireci whenever possible. Current 

pararneterizations of sea ice albedo are tiniited by the mdimentary incorporation of the 

sea ice component in GCMs. This limits the availability of prognostic variables upon 

which to base a realistic parameteriration. men these variables are resûicted to such 

quantities as ice thickness, sww depth and d a c e  temperature. As a resuit the 

parameterizations are sïmpiistic, ofken coasisting of presm'bed albedo values for 

certain broad classes of ice. e-g. snow-covered ice, bare ice aad open water. Table 2.1 

describes the parameterkation of sea ice albedo in curent general circulation models. 

The parameterkation of sea ice albedo has improved in the last decade through the 

incorporation of more physical processes such as snow depth and age (Barry, 1996). 

Previously, sea ice albedo was often based simply on latitude andor s d c e  

temperature. The Canadian Clirnate Centre (CCC) GCM's pararneterïzation of sea ice 

albedo is characteristic of sea ice albedo parameterizations in large-gale climate 

models and is described below in more detaii. 

The CCC second generation GCM or CCC2 parameterizes sea ice albedo (ar) for the 

following IWO spectral intervais: 1 - 0.3-0.68 pm and 2 -0.68-4.0 pm- Mer 

McFarlane et al. (1992), the model's pararneterizations for bue sea ice albedo (al) for 

intervals 1 and 2 are: 



where 20 is the daily mean d a c e  temperature and f~ is the fteezing temperature for sea 

water (-2 OC). The last term accounts for the apQearance of melt ponds on the nirtace 

&er temperatures reach above fieezing. It is constrained to be non-negative. As 

Table 2.1 shows, albeit crudely, the CCC model is the only model to incorporate the 

influence of melt ponds on su&ace albedo. For snow-covered sea ice, the albedo of 

snow (m) is used and is parametetized as foiiows: 

where a is a snow age factor d e s c n i  in detail in McFarIane et al. (1992). Ifthe 

mass of snow within the horizontal grid is greater than 10 k& (about 3 cm of 

accumuiated snow), the surfirce is considered completely snow-covered and the aibedo 

of snow is used. 

Table 2.1 Parameterization o f  sea ice dbedo in GCMs. 

- - - 

Albedo dependeni on CCC GFDL GISS NCAR üKM0 

Fractional snow cover O O 

Ice surface temperature O O 

Ice thickness O 

Snow accumulates on ice O O O 

Melt ponds O 

Source: Adapted fiom Barry (1996). 

Notes: 
CCC = Canadian C h u t e  Centre NCAR=National Center for Atmospheric Research 
GFDL = Geophysicai Fluid Dynarnics Laboatory üKMO=United Kingdom Meteorologicai Ofnœ 
GISS = Goddard Institute for Space Sciences 



As large-scaie cümate models incorporate more detaijed, physicaiiy-based sea ice 

components, improved parametentations of sea ice aibedo can be accommodated. 

These models wiii ask more of the observational dataset, Le.. accume, detaiied 

information of sea ice albedo will be reqWred. The foiiowing section briefly describes 

a physical sea ice model that incorporates a more daaüed albedo parameterization 

scheme. 

Physcui Seo Ice MdeIs 

in order to assess the cutent results of geaerd circulation models and to idenw those 

sea ice components that require improvement, sciemists are developing more realistic 

and complex dynamic (Fiato and Eiibler, 1992) and thermodynamic (Semtner, 1984; 

Ebert and Curry, 1993) sea ice models . Models such as these aUow the incorporation 

of sophisticated treatments of ice, oceanic and atmospheric components that are 

beyond the reach of today's large-de c h t e  models. These models are often a 

precunor to the improvement of the physical d a c e  components of large-scale, multi- 

dimensionai climate models. 

Ebert and Curry (1993) employai a detailed one-dimensionai thermodynamic sea ice 

model to examine the sensitivity of sea ice thermodynamics to the physical processes 

of the climate system in order to idenrify those feedbacks that require accurate 

representation in larger scale climate models. The study identifid a number of 

important positive and negative feedbacks operating in the sea ice system. Among 

them was the previously dexribed positive sudiace albedo feedback Heeding the c l  

for accurate albedo representation in sea ice models (Shuie and Henderson-Seilers 

( 1985), Ebert and Curry (1993) employ a detailed albedo pafameterization (Table 2.2) 

that is sensitive to the physical state of the ice surface. The albedo parameterkations 

are based on theoretical albedo models mscombe and Warren, 1980) and 

unfominately, on a very s m d  nurnber of field obsetvations (Grenfell and Perovich, 

1984; Grenfeu and Maykut, 1977). Still, the parameterization is one of the moa 



sophisticated to date. Most of the scheme's unceriaiaty lies in the albedo of the ice 

surface during the spring transition period. 

Table 2.2 S a  ice aibedo pamntterlzrtion of Ebert and Cuny's (1993) 1-D su ice 
mode1 

Baodl Band2 Band3 Band 4 
0.254.69pm 0.69-1.19 p m  L.19-2.38 2.384-00 pm 

Dv snow 

Direct 

D m s e  

.\leIrhg snow 

h,20. i  m 

h, 0.1 m lineariy redUCc3d to linsatiy r e d d  to lineariy reduced to Linearly reduceâ to 
bare ice value base ice value bare ice value bare ice value 

Bare sea ice 

htc 1 m 

I < h , c 2 m  

h,?2 m 

Melt pond 

Open warer 

Direct 

Diffilse 

Unlike lower-latitude terrestrial d a c e s ,  the albedo of sea ice has received relative 

Iittle attention. The reasons for this have been discussed. Henderson and Wdson 

( 1  983) state that it is unlikely that GCMs wiii reparameterize cryospheric d a c e  

processes until better obsewationai data are made available. In response, there have 

been attempts to improve the observationai record of sea ice dbedo in the arctic, as 



weii as in Amarctica. As a result, sea ice parameterizations have become more 

redistic. However, withwt proper meaas to validate these mode1 simulations, theu 

accuracy is unloiown. Field observation. the traditional source of albedo information, 

continues albeit with more advanceci measurement technology. The value of these 

measurements continue to be huidered by their inherent lack of spatial and temporal 

coverage. Satellite remote sensing has ben  heraldéd as the mon practical means to 

meanire sea ice albedo at spatiai and temporal scales appropriate for dimate d e s .  

However, thus far, attempts at measuring arctic sea ice albedo have been lacking any 

type of field vdïdation. As a result, the utility of using satellite data to meanire 

surface albedo is still unknown. 

2.3 Coaclusions 

The physical state of the sea ice volume plays a si@cant role in the Earth's ciimate 

syaem The sea ice volume is linked to the larger climate system tfuough its seasonally 

dynamic surtace albedo. Given this important role, sea ice aibedo is expticitly included in 

moa sea ice and large-scaie climate models. However, the simple parameterization of sea 

ice albedo belies its leverage in the local and global clirnate system. Since many 

observational datasets are limited iu spatial, temporal and spectral dimensions, 

irnprovements in curent parameterizations are delayed by the dearth of appropriate sea ice 

albedo data. Climatologists are interesteci in how sea ice albedo changes seasonally and 

annually over large geographic areas. To this point, sea ice albedo observations have been 

collectecl over short periods and over srnail spatial scales. While these efforts have been 

instrumental in the development of our current understanding of the climate system, many 

acknowledge the need for more systematic observations of sea ice albedo that are capable 

of identifjing the spectral, spatial and temporal characteristics of the quamlty at 

ciimatological scdes. W1th this in mind, the objectives presented in Chapter t were 

formulated and subsequently addressed in the work presented in the cemainder of this 

thesis. The foiiowing chapter examines the spring evolution of the visible and infiared 



albedo of sea ice through the analysis of spectral dbedo and snow/ice geophysical data 

coIlected in situ. 



In recent years, increased attention on the climate of polar regioas has highlighted a need 

for improved observational datasets of sea ice albedo. Spdcaily, improved climate 

models and remote sensing technologies require information regarding the s p e d  

characteristics of sea ice albedo throughout the year. Shce measuruig sea ice dbedo has 

been a traditionai exercise in most arctic arpeditions and experiments, it is disfouraging to 

see disparate surface albedo values among datasets. kender son-Seliers and Wdson (pg. 

1745. 1983) blame discrepancies benveen surfàce albedo datasets on the inherent 

variability of albedo as a "fùnction of d a c e  type, state and incoming radiation, etc. and 

the lack of a coherent and rigorous measurement program" 

This chapter examines the in SiIU memement of the spectral aibedo of sea ice. Fust, the 

opticai properties of sea ice responsible for sea ice albedo are desCnbed and the use of 

radiative trander models to predict snow and sea ice albedo is reviewed. Previous 

investigations of sea ice aibedo that hold particular sigoificance to this investigation are 

descnbed. Using sea ice spectral albedo measurements collecteci dWng SIMMS '93 and 

SIMMS '95, the spring transition of the visible and near-infiard albedo of sea ice is 

examined. Ofspecific interest here is a description of the seasonal transition in spectral 

sea ice dbedo with the omet of melt conditions and the identification of the physical 

factors of the sea ice volume that drive this change. 



3.L The Albeâo of Seri k t  - A Theoreticai Perspective 

Sea ice aibedo is ïntimately ünked to the physicd properties of the ice volume and vice 

versa. This relationship was characterized in the prevbus chapter as a positive feedback 

mechanism (Figure 2.3). With the omet of melt conditions, the physicai chitracteristics of 

the sea ice volume begin to change. This seasonai metamorphosis of the sea ice volume 

exerts significant control over the opticai properties of the entue ice volume. The sea ice 

volume is considered an opticaily complex medium whose albedo is primarily controlled 

by the optical properties of its near-nutace layers. Volume s c a t t e ~ g  within these layers 

is largely responsible for the albedo of sea ice. At any given tirne, the characteristics of 

these surface layers may Vary widely over horizontal distances of mems and vertical 

distances of miiiimetres. This variability defines the spectral, spatial and temporal 

characteristics of sea ice albedo. 

The interaction of solar radiation with a sea ice volume has been theoreticaily investigated 

through the use of radiative transfer models. ïhese models are usefid for ciireding and 

interpreting field observations of sea ice albedo. Before examinuig the field observations 

of sea ice albedo collectai in this investigation, it is osefil to review the theoreticai 

modeliing of the albedo of sea ice. For this discussion, the icescape (LeDrew and Barber. 

1994) is separateci into three general categories: snow-covered sea ice, bare sea ice and 

melt pond covered ice. Based on observations, this simplification adequately represents 

the sea ice volume for the purposes of this discussion. 

3 .1 .1  S now-Covered Sea Ice 

For much of its existence, sea ice is covered by a seasonal snowcover whose depth can 

range from mitlunetres to weli over a metre. The albedo of the snow-covered sea ice 

volume is dependent on the transparency of this overtying snow layer, which in tum is a 

funaion of its intemal structure. Due to its continual intenial metamorphism, snowcover 

exhibits a much wider range of optical properties than does sea ice (Grenfeli and Maykut, 



1977). Essentiaily the transparency or opticai depth (3 of a mowpack is dependent on 

the bulk optical propertÏes of the constituents of the volume: ice grains, air, water (at O" C) 

and particulate impunties (dust, soot). Snow opticai depth (7s) is a dimensiodess mursure 

of the thickness of a snow layer and is dehed as: 

where k, is the volume's extinction coefficient and zs is the depth of the snow layer- 

Since snow and ice are opticdy cornplex, Le. incident radiation is lost through both 

absorption and scatte~g,  the extinction coefficient is equivalent to: 

where k,, and kak are the scattering and absorption coefficients respectively. The 

scattenng coefficient is the reciprocai of the average distance a photon travels through the 

volume before it is scattered. Similady, the reciprocal of the absorption coefficient is the 

average distance a photon travels in pure bubble f?ee ice before being absorbed (Mullen 

and Warren, 1988). ln terms of a pure snowpack, ive. no irnpurities present, the volume's 

absorption coefficient is reiated ody to the imaginary part of the refiactive index of pure 

ice (mm) through the foliowing: 

where A, is the wavelength of incident light in a vacuum. The absorption coefficient for 

pure ice within the solar spectrum is shown in Figure 3.1. Unlike other optical properties, 

the absorption coefficient of ice is a strong funfaon of wavelength and is thus respoaUble 

for the characteristic shape of the spectral aibedo ofice. Over the visible part of the 

spectrum, the absorption coefficient for ice is low, implying uiat radiation incident at these 

wavelengths would likely be scattered by ice grairis instead of being absorbed. 



Figure 3.1 Absorption cocflïcient of pure ice 

(source: Wanen. 1984) 

Figure 3.2 ModeUed spectral d b d o  of snow 
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The result is a higher probabiity of light leaving the snowpack and thus a higher albedo. 

However. absorption of ice increases rapidly with wavelength h the red and intiared 

portions of the spectrum This results in a steadily decreasing albedo as wavelength 

increases. The presence of impurities can aftiect spectral albedo by their substantiaiiy 

different absorption coefficients. As will be s h o m  these Merences uaidy d e s t s  - 

themselves as a change in the magnitude andlor shape of the albedo spectra. 

The spectral albedo of snow is characteid by a spectral curve high in the visibible portion 

of the electromagnetic specuum and consistently Lower in the infiared. Figure 3 -2 shows a 

typicd snow albedo spectra for a pue semi-iofinite snowpack. The general shape of snow 

spectra is due the absorption coefficients of the two main constituents of the pack, ice and 

water. Although, the amount of ice and liquid water in the snow volume wiil change with 

season, their similar absorption coefficients redt  in the shape of the aibedo spectra shape 

being relatively invariable over Mie. The peaks and d e y s  in the ùifiared snow albedo 

are due to the vdeys and peaks in the absorption coefficient of ice respectively- 

Fortunately, the albedo of snow has received considerable attention f?om both the 

empirical and modehg communities. A comprehensive review of the optical properties 

of snow and snow albedo is provided in Warren (1982). Considerable effort has been 

invested in modehg the albedo of snow (Bohren and Barkstroxn, 1974; Choudhury and 

Chang, 198 1). Wiscombe and Wanen (1980) developed a snow model that predicts 

spectral albedo over the solar spectrum for various snow grain sizes and iliumiaation 

conditions. The model is described in detail in Appendk 1. The model hereafter referred 

to as the WW model, appears to adequately reproduce observational measurements and is 

used here to describe the spectral albedo of snow. 

The intensity of a beam passing through a layer is reduced by extinction to e" of its 

original value. The optical depth of unity corresponds roughiy to the depth where one can 

distinguish objeas through a layer (Barkstrom et al.. 1975). If the snowcover is deep 

enough where the undermg ice surface does not contribute to the d a c e  albedo, it is 



considered opticaiiy thick or semi-infiite- Wscombe and Warren's (1980) definition of a 

semi-uifinite volume is used here, ie., a volume where the albedo at al1 wavelengths is 

withïn 1% of that of an infiaitely thick snowpack The sea ice alùedo is then essentially a 

snow albedo. Conversely, in the case ofafinie snowcover, the underlyùig ice volume 

significantly effects the albedo. Both of these cases are now considered funher. 

3.1.1. i Semi-Infinite S m  Voitcine Owr Sea Ice 

In a semi-intuute snow layer, the scattering and absorption of incident radiation is 

considered to occur entuely within the swwpack Observational and modehg efforts 

have identified grain size and the presence of the impurities as the two Iuniàng factors in 

the aibedo of an optically thick snowcover. Figure 3.3 shows the theoretical spectral 

albedo of snow for various grain skes in a semi-uifinite snow layer. Giain ske is specified 

in the mode1 by the radius of an opticaiiy quivalent sphere (Wkombe and Warren, 

1980). Increasing grain size, simulated here by various sizes of grain radii3, resuhs in a 

slight decrease in aibedo in the visible spectnun and large decreases in albedo in the 

infiared spectrum A photon has a chance to scatter when it is at an air-ice intefice and it 

has a chance for absorption when it is passing through an ice grain. Larger ice grains 

result in a longer path length through the grain, thus there is a greater chance for 

absorption and less volume sca t te~g within the volume over ail wavelengths (Grenfeu 

and Maykut, 1977; Warren, 1982). Dozier (1989) qualifies this by pointhg out that 

increasing grain size does not significantly affect snow albedo in the visible spectnim 

because of the low absorption coefficient ofice in that regioa, Le. there is a low 

probability that a light photon will be absorbed when it enters an ice grain. Increasing the 

size of the ice grain wiU not kely increase this probabdity significantly. However, in the 

near i&ared region, ice is moderately absorptive and thus albedo is more sensitive to 

grain size, especiaiiy at 1 .O - 1.3 Pm. 

Since one of the more noticeable changes in the snow volume d u ~ g  spring is the rnelting 

of snow grains and the increase in liquid water in the pack, the effect of i n c r d  iiquid 

3 A mean grain radius of 100 pm is considemi representative of a new snow layer 



water on albedo desemes attention. Under laboratory conditions, O'Brien and Munis 

( 1 975) blew warm air over a snow sample to înaease the volume's liquid water content. 

A decrease in reflectance was observed. However when the sample was refiozen, thus 

reducing the liquid water in the snow, the reflectance did not increase significandy. Since 

water and ice have similar rehctive indexes in the solas specmim, iîquid water present 

within a snowcover does not afkct reflectance by itself Instead, liquid water within the 

pack fills pores spaces between individual snow grains encouraging the development of 

grain clusters (Colbeck, 1979). These grain clusters e f f i e i y  niimic larger grains thus 

causing decreased reflectance, partiailady in the near-infiareci regions. The presence of 

liquid water can speed up the rate of grain metamorphosis, thus a short exposure to 

melting conditions can reduce albedo considerably wscombe and Warren, 1980). 

The other important factor affecting the albedo of a semi-ionnite layer is the presence of 

impurities. The inability of the WW mode1 of pure snow to reproduce the arctic ice island 

spectral albedo measurements of Grenfeu and Maykut (1977) highlighted the need to 

address the absorptive effects of snowpack impurities such as soot and dus. This was 

first theoretically addressed in Warren and Wiscombe (1980) with their modelling of an 

impure snowpack. Assuming that the impurities were externally mixed in the volume, Le. 

the soot or dua particles are outside of the snow grain, Warren and Wkombe showed 

that smail amounts of dust (-10 parts per d o n  by weight (ppmw)) and carbon soot 

(-0.1 ppmw) can reduce visible albedo by a few percent (Warren, 1982). Chylek et 

aI..(1983) showed that approxïmately halfas much soot is needed for the same redudon if 

the soot particles are present within the snow grains, i.e. intemally rnixed. 

The effect of soot on the albedo of a new snowpack (grain radius(r)=100 mm) is modelled 

in Figure 3.4. Its influence on albedo is determineci by the rehctive index of the impurity, 

its volume fiaction and distribution within the volume. In this example, the absorption 

coefficient of the ice grains is based on Chylek et al's (1983) refkactive index (imaginary 

part) of two i n t e d y  mixeci mot-ice mixwes with volume hctions of 1x10-8 (typical 

of very pure snowpack) and 5x10-8 (typical of snow in rural areas). 
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The presence of soot increases the absorption coefficient of an ice grain and thus reduces 

albedo. In the case of soot and dust, this reduction is limiteci to wavelengths -0 

The absorptive effécts of ice grains beyond L pm dominate such that any effeas due to 

impunties are Însignifïcant. Since the absorption coefficient of soot is also independent of 

wavelength Corn 0.3-0- 9 pm (Dalzeli and Sarofim, 1969). its presence causes a flanenin8 

of the albedo speara in the visible spean>m (Wiombe and Warren, 1980) (Figure 3 -4). 

In the arctic, there are two major sources of impuaies for sea ice snow volumes. The 

natural source is crustai material blown onto the ice fiom adjacent land areas. This is 

especiaily prevalent in coastal areas when the snow has disappeared fiom the land with the 

spring thaw. The other major source is anthropogenic in ongin Airborne carbon 

particdates originahg tiom lower latitude industriai areas are transported to the arctic 

regions and cause increased atrnosphenc turbidity or arctic hue. Spring precipitation 

eventuaily removes these particulates from the air and incorporates them into the arctic 

snowpack thus reducing its albedo (Hall, 1988). Arctic haze will be discussed fùrther in 

the next chapter. 

3.f. l .Z Finite Snow Volme Over Sea Ice 

The aibedo of the underlying ice surface contributes to the overall surface albedo of an 

opticaily finite snow volume. The factors that &kt the albedo of a semi-idhite 

snowpack effect the finite volume albedo as weU. In the case of finite volume, two 

additional f a o r s  are important to surface albedo: the albedo of the undermg surface and 

the snow depth. Figure 3.5 compares the transparency of a snow volume consisthg of 

new snow ( ~ 1 0 0  pm, density = 100 k3/m3) and old snow (r=1000 pm, density = 400 

kg/m5) overiykg bare ice. The top spectra in each case represents an opticdy semi- 

infinite snowpack. At the short visible wavelengths, the decrease in snow depth results in 

a lowering of surface albedo as the darker underlying ice d a c e  interacts increasingiy 

with incident radiation. In the near-infiared, the decrease in albedo with snow depth is 

much less noticeable. In terms of incident radiation greater than 1.3 pm, most snow 

surfaces can be considered opticaiiy semi-infinite. The transparency of a pure snow 



Figure 3.5 Modclltd effkct of  siow depth on snow Plbedo on sea ice for grain radius 
of (a) 100 pm and (b) Lûûû Pm. 



volume is dependent on its grain size and density. The mode1 indicates that just over 15 

cm of snow is required to d e  the new snow volume opticaîiy thick and thus negate the 

infiuence of the underlying ice (Figure 3.5(a)). In the case of the old snow volume (Figure 

3.5(b)), almost twice as much snow is needed to do the same- Snow volumes with smaller 

grains scatter light more efficiently thus decreashg the penetration depth of incident 

radiation. Also significant is the influence of very thin mowcovers on su, ice albedo for 

both cases. A 0.25 cm dusting of new snow increases bare ice v i d e  albedo by 15% and 

triples infiared albedo at some wavelengths. A 1 cm old snowcover inmeases bue ice 

visible and uinared albedo by 14% and 6% respectively. As snow grain size increases, 

absorption of incident radiation increases at the snow su&ace. As a result, the sensitivity 

of infiared albedo on snow depth deneases with snow grain size- 

3.1.2 Bare Sea Ice 

Compared to the modelling and observational efforts committed to understanding the 

albedo of snow, limited t h e  has been invested in understanding the albedo of bare sea ice. 

Part of this inequity can be blamed on the diflidty (and danger) in sampling an often thin 

sea ice cover afier snow melt or just after fieeze-up. Sea ice albedo measurements have 

been canied out via polar experiments, but compared to snow d a c e s ,  very Me spectral 

data over bare andlor melting sea ice have been coiiected. Theoretically, the assumptions 

of radiative transfer theory in snow are somewhat applicable to sea ice given theu shared 

granular characteristics. Similar to snow, the modehg  of the radiative traasfer in sea ice 

is ofien based on the assurnption that the media can be represented by a plane pardel 

system with layers consisting of air, saline ice and water. Also, like snow, the distance 

between scatterers are assumeci to be larger than the size of incident radiation and thus 

Mie scattering theory is applicable (Grenfeu and Perovich, 1986). 

A detailed review of the evolution of sea ice radiative trader models is provideci in 

Grenfell and Perovich (1986). Early attempts at modelling radiative transfer w i t h  sea ice 

were made with one-dimensional thermodynamic models which did not predict, but 



employed prescnied surface albedos (Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971). These early 

attempts ignoreâ the spectral dependence of the absorption coefficients of ice and brhe 

and the incident inadiance by employing a bulk extinction coefficient and uicorrealy 

assumed that the absorption of radiation within the ice volume strictly foilowed Bouguer's 

~ a w ~  , Le. an exponential decay dependem on layer thickness and buik extinction 

coefficient. Improvements were made with the incorporation of a two-meam (upwebg 

and downwehg kadiance) spectral model that more realistically pararneterized radiative 

transfer within the ice (Greafel, 1979; Perovich, 1990). Perovich ( 1990) developed a 

simple, multi-layer radiative transfer model to investigate the attenuation of visible and 

near-innared radiation in a spatiaiiy and temporaily varying sea ice cover. While the 

model is usefbi for providing regional estimates of albedo and transmission where 

measurements are available, the physical properties of the ice are w t  directly related to the 

optical properties of the volume (Grenfell, 199 1). 

The current genre of sea ice radiative t rader  models more rdstically emulate both the 

extinction of light and the intimate relationship between the optics and the physical 

properties of the ice volume. Although these physicaiiy based models represent an 

significant increase in complexity, they are considered more accurate than previous 

formulations. Using a multi-stream, single layer modeL Grenfeu (1983) and Grenfell and 

Perovich ( 1986), examineci how the evolution of fkt-year ice affects the opticai properties 

of sea ice. Figure 3.6 shows their modelled spectral albedo for ice thickness of 1 cm to 3 

m representing a move fkom a gray-black d a c e  to an intermediate gray-white surface 

(Grenfeu, 1983). Since the volume is dominated by the optical properties of the ice 

constituent, the shape of the ice spectra is generdy sunilar to that of snow. Bare ice 

visible albedo is dominated by volume scattering and thus found to be dependent on ice 

depth. At infiarecl wavelengths, absorption at the very top layers dominates resulting in a 

lower albedo independent of ice depth. 

' According to Bouger's Law. the attenuation of light through a medium is propariional to the distance 
traversai in the medium and to the local fia. of radiation It is also refened to as Beer's Law or 
Lambert's Law. 



Figure 3.6 Moddled buc ice dbedo v a  ice depth from G n n f d  (1983) 
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Figure 3.7 shows modeiled spectral albedo fiom Grenfeu (1983) for bue ice for two 

growth phases: cooling afier formation and the warming ofcold ice. The modeUed albedo 

increases quickly d e r  fonnation due to the transformation of the modelled b ~ e  stnictwe 

from cylinders to more efficiently scat te~g spheres- The albedo quickly deaeases as 

these spheres shrink in size and it is doubthil whether this rapid increase at 23°C would be 

observable. ïhroughout this phase there are miniml changes in the visible albedo and 

much less in the ùifi.ared. The albedo of ice below the eutectic point (< 21-23OC) is 

inciuded in Figure 3 -7. This ice temperature is common in the upper layers of sea ice 

during winter and early s p ~ g .  Below the eutectic point, ail liquid k the ice volume 

fieezes and the salt is precipitated out as sotid cubes. The number density of these crynals 

would be rnuch greater than the brine inclusions resulthg in more efficient scattering and 

the much higher albedo shown in Figure 3 -7. Thus in early s p ~ g ,  bare ice d a c e s  can be 

expected to yield albedos similar to adjacent snow-covered surfaces. 

In the warming phase, the enlargement and intercomection of brine pockets and the 

growth of air bubbles withh these inclusions reduce scattering in the volume and 

consequentiaily reduce albedo. Again changes in albedo appear to be minimal and 

restricted to visible wavelengths in this phase. However, the widespread appticability of 

these resdts are questionable given the sensitivity of the model to the growth rate of the 

ice and the distribution of b ~ e  and a u  bubbles within the volume. Also the model ignores 

the effects of brine expulsion from the ice and also cannot accommodate a surEace 

granular layer that is commonly found overlying bare ice covers afker the removal of the 

snow layer. This layer has been observed to scatter more efficiently and cause an increase 

in sufice albedo (Grenfeu and Maykut, 1977). 

In Grenfeu (199 l), the previous model is irnproved through the addition of multiple layers. 

The mode1 also includes reflection and refraction of light at aU layer boundaries which is 

considered especidy important for bare sea ice (Perovich and Greafel, 198 1). Refiaction 

at the snow-ice interfâce causes incident radiation to be redirected in a more normal 

direction dowing deeper penetration into the ice. Mode1 r ed t s  indicate that ignoring 



refkaction cm lead to a sigirificant overestimation of d a c e  aibedo, especialiy with bare 

ice at large solar zenith angles. Arrigo et ai-,( 199 1) modelied the eff- of biogenic 

materiai, like algae, on the optical properties of Antarctic sea ice. While considered 

important for the spectral uansmiss~ty of sea ice (Arrigo et al.. 199 1). the presence of 

biogenic material such as aigae oniy affects the aibedo of thin ice volumes ancilor aigae- 

contaminated snowcovers. 

In summary. the albedo of bare sea ice is controiied prùnarily by the absorption coefficient 

of the volume's primary constituent, ice. Similar to snow, bare ice albedo is high at visible 

wavelengths, demeases rapidly in the ne-&ed and levels off to a constant value 

throughout the rest of the infîared speanun. Theoretical modeiling of the optical 

properties of sea ice has highli@ted the close relationship between the physical 

microstnicture of the ice volume and its albedo. Specificdy, the models reveal the 

importance of brine inclusions, vapour bubbles and solid salts in controhg extinction in 

the volume. These structures have been found to be sensitive to ice temperature and 

growth rate and are thus expected to Vary on both a seasonai and annual scale. Shoner 

wavelength visible radiation capable of penetra~g the ice volume is most sensitive to 

these microstructure changes. As a result, the visible albedo of bare sea ice has been 

shown to Vary the most over the formation, cooling and wamiing of the sea ice volume. 

Since the attenuation of incident radiation increases rapidly at infrared wavelengths, the 

albedo in this region is determùied by the physical characteristics of the d a c e  layer. 

3.1 .3  Melt Ponds 

The spring ablation of the overlyùig snow volume results in the pooiin~ of melt water on 

the ice surface in melt ponds. The removal of the snowcover and the addition of the water 

layer affects s e a  ice albedo. Although not yet explicitly incorponited in sea ice radiative 

uansfer models, melt ponds through their ubiquitous springthe presence are a significant 

influence on the regional albedo. Melt pond albedo is characterized as high in the shorter, 

visible wavelengths and rapidly decreawig in the 0.5 to 0.8 Pm range. Since water is 



transparent to the short visible waveiengths, the reflectance in thÏs range is determineci 

p k d y  by the optical characteristics of the underlying ice cover. However, at 

wavelengths greater than 0.5 pm, the absorption of the incident radiation by the melt 

water increases rapidly with wavelength Above 0.8 ~ i m ,  water absorption dominates and 

the resultant albedo approaches zero. An important factor in the albedo of mett ponds is 

the presence of biogenic and/or crusta1 material in the pond water. These can accumulate 

on the surface, pond bottom or even throughout the water column. These materiais cm 

reduce and change the spectral characteristics of the pond's albedo. Also notable is the 

formation of a thin layer of ice and/or slush on the pond surface during s p ~ g  rnelt-fieeze 

events. The ice cover usuaily increases both the visible and inFared albedo. Also relevant 

is the ability of this cover to support newly fden or M e d  snow which can dramatically 

increase melt pond aibedo. 

3.2 Field Observations of Sea Ice Albedo 

The observation of sea ice albedo is a fundamental part of polar climate studies. However, 

unlike terrestrial c h t e  observations, sûi ice albedo cannot be recorded at continually 

manned weather stations. As a resuit, observatioas have been restricted to various d a c e  

programs that range in duration £iom days to a few months, ofien located in dïerent parts 

of the Arctic Basin. Also significant is the fact that these measurements are ofien 

collected under varying atmosphenc conditions and at Merent sua-target geometries. As 

a result, the record ofsea ice albedo is spatially, tempordy and methodolo@cally 

inconsistent. This precludes a straightforward cornparison of measurement results. 

However, in order to place the observations made during this investigation in context, it is 

useful to review previous field observations of sea ice albedo. The measurements 

examined here consia of both aüwave and spectral albedo. 



3 -2.1 Aiiwave Mbedo Measurements 

Most of the recorded sea ice albedo measurements have been cacried out over fast ice 

dunng the spriag transition period of April to July, ofien in suppon of sea ice surfiace 

energy balance studies. ui most instances, dwave sea ice albedo was muwred by 

ratioing the response of two integrating pyranometers - one pointed at tenith and the 

other normal to the d a c e .  Pyranometers are capable of measuruig and imegraiag 

incident solar radiation on a plane d a c e  over a hemisphere usually in the spectral range 

O. 3 - 3.0 Pm. Early albedo observations in the arctic (Marshunova, 1 96 1 ; C hemigovisky, 

1963; Bryazgin and Koptev, 1969) provided ice albedo values in the range of 0.2 over 

melt ponds to 0.75 over white ice (Grenfeu and Maykut, 1977). Langleben used 

pyranometers suspended above the ice by high towers (1968) on Ellesmere Island (8 La 25' 

N, 76" 50' W) and by aircraft (1971) in the Beaufort Sea (69" 26' N, 133' 02' W) to 

monitor the effects of melt on fan ice albedo. The Langleben studies found that pre-melt 

snow-covered sea ice albedo averaged around 0.7 and began to decrease with the onset of 

melt conditions. As daily mean temperatures exceeded O°C, the airface transformed into a 

mixture of melt ponds, drauiage channels and bare ice areas. The author detemiined that 

the dependence of dwave albedo on the presence of melt ponds cm be expressed by the 

following Linear model: 

where Pm, is the percentage of ponded area (0-1). in the Ellesmere Island mdy, the 

surface melt aibedo ranged fiom 0.49 (OO/o ponds) to 0.19 (1000/o ponds). Unfortunately 

the studies provide littie quantitative information regarding the pphysicai characteristics of 

the snow, ice and melt ponds. 

3 -2.2 S pectrai Albedo Measurements 

Although previous studies had considered the spectrai characteristics of sea ice aibedo 

(Thomas, 1963), the first extensive examination of the spectral characteristics of sea ice 



albedo occurred over fist-year fa ice (Point Barrow) and muitiyear ice (Beaufort Sea: 

84W. 77W) (Grenfiell and Maykut, 1977). Examining sea ice aibedo in the 0.4- 1 .O pm 

range, the study found that albedo was highest in the 0.4-0.6 prn range and deaeased at 

longer wavelengths at a rate M y  determined by the tiquid water content of the near- 

surface Iayers. Albedos at 0.5 pm ranged from 0.25 (mature melt pond) to 0.93 (dense 

dry snow). Bare ice albedo appeared sensitive to the physical properties ofthe upper 

surface of the volume. Multiyear bare ice albedo at 0.4-0.6 pm was found to be Iargely 

due to a decomposed surface layer consisting of tiny air bubbles that scatter light 

efficiently. The study showed melt pond spectra to exhibit a maximum at 0.4-0.5 pm due 

to efficient s c a t t e ~ g  by the underlying pond bottom and a rapid decrease at longer 

wavelengths, caused mainly by the absorption of incident radiation by the pond water. 

Grenf'éil and Perovich (1984) p e r f o d  a more extensive spectral dbedo experiment in 

the fast ice off of Point Barrow, Alaska between mid-May and mid-June. Using a custom- 

built spectrometer with a spectrai range of 0.4-2.4 pm, first-year and second-year sea ice 

were sampled under diffiise kadiance conditions. ûfspecific interest here is the temporal 

evolution of sea ice albedo with the onset of melt conditions. Overaii, the albedo was 

found to decrease at ail measured wavelengths with the spring melt. The spectral albedo 

of snow-covered sea ice appeared to be similar to that over terrestrial snow surfaces when 

the pack was optically thick or semi-infinite, As the snow aged, the investigation found 

that spectral albedo decreased at both the visible and inaared wavelengths. The roundmg 

of ice grains and increases in grain size reduce the scat te~g efficiency of the volume. The 

largest changes were found in the inErareci region where ice and water is rnoderately 

absorptive. Larger grain sizes and liquid water in the snow volume absorb more infiared 

radiation, thus lowering the albedo. The removal of the snowcover lefi a drahed, white 

Iayer that scattered efficientiy, thus maimaining an albedo just lower than the previous 

snowcover. The albedo of sudaces where melt ponds occurred were similar to those of 

the Grenfieil and Maykut (1977) investigation. 



Schlosser ( 1 988) examineci the spectral albedo of Antarctic sea ice under -se irradiance 

conditions using a coarse reoolution spectrometer (0.05 p) capable of sampliug nom 

0.4-1.3 p. Of interest is her rneanirements over thin ice types. As the ice thickens, the 

albedo was found to increase at aif wavelengths. Largest incruws were found in the 

visible spectral range. Schlosser also examineci the monochromatic bidirectional 

reflectance of thin ice using a photometer and laboratory-growa sea ice. The study found 

that very thin ice (depth* mm) the reflectance is highiy anisotropic (directionai) in the 

ionvard direction and this anisotropy decreases with ice thickness. This decrease is likely 

due to the increased volume s c a t t e ~ g  within the ice due to increased grain sizes. 

Perovich (199 1) also examineci the spectfai albedo of thin sea ice as part of the 

Coordinated Eastern Arctic Experiment (CEAREX). The drift experhent began at 82'4 1' 

N, 32'32' E and took place between September through November, 1988. Using a SE- 

590 spectrometer (usable spearal range4.4-l .O P), Perovich sampled 40 sites that 

represented new lead ice, second-year ice and multiyear ice. The study was enhanced by 

the collection of ice cores to aid in the interpretation of the coUected spectra. Like 

Schlosser (1988), the study found the largest changes in albedo were found in leads where 

new ice was forming. The 0.4-0.7 pm d a c e  albedo increased steadiiy nom O. 1 (wind- 

roughened open water) to 0.38 (bare new ice? 20 an thick). A 4 cm snowcover increased 

the albedo sharply to approxïmately 0.86. A hnîted set of bidirectional surbce 

measurements were pedormed over a refiozen melt pond and a bare, new ice surface 20 

cm thick. At detector zenith angles fîom 0"-60" the reflectance ofboth surfaces were 

fairly constant. Due to the s p d a r  reflection fiom the pond's smooth d a c e ,  

reflectances increased sharply over the melt pond when the detector's relative azïmuth was 

0°, looking directly at the s u n  

Perovich ( 1994) continued his examination of sea ice refloctance with a study outside 

Resolute. N. W. T. on snow-covered kst-year fast ice during the omet of melt conditions. 

Added to this study was an examination of the polarization ofreflected light. Albedo was 

found to decrease at ail waveleagths with the onset of s p ~ g  melt. The largest changes 



were found at longer wavelengths where the albedo is moa s e d v e  to the conditions of 

the near-surface layers of the volume. Using a Io fieldsf&iew. Perovich examineci the 

anisotropy of the reflected radiation fkom the following ice surfaces: snow, glazed snow. 

bare ice, blue ice, and k e n  melt pond. 

3.3 Sea Icc Albedo Measurements During SIMMS 

Probably the moa lïmiting aspect of the sea ice observations descnid in the previous 

section is the absence of physical infionnation regarding the conditions of the sea ice 

volume during measurement and the briefkess of the observation period. In order to 

better understand sea ice albedo, it is necessary to iden* how the physical characteristics 

of the sea ice volume changes on a seasonal basis and how these changes affect and are 

afEeaed by surface albedo. This requires consistent rneasurements made over a relatively 

long penod. The establishment of the muai Sea Ice Monitoring and Modehg Site 

(SlMMS) experiment in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago provided an oppominity to 

regularly mesure sea ice albedo throughout the s p h g  transition period (LeDrew and 

Barber. 1994). The location of the experiment afEorded access to both fan first-year and 

multiyear ice covers. This section describes the coUection, processing and anaiysis of 

surface albedo data collected duriag SIMMS. Using primariiy surface data collected in the 

spring of 1993, the evolution of both kst-year and multiyear icescape and the subsequent 

effects on surface albedo are described and examined. The followiag discussion expands 

on the investigation of De Abreu et al. (1994). 

3 3-  1 An OveMew of the 1993 SIMMS Experiment 

Before examining the mwurement of albedo during SIMMS, it is useful to both 

surnmarize the project's scientSc objectives and to describe the physical settkg of the 

field program. The SIMMS project is a multiyear, muiti-discipliiiary field experiment with 

four major research themes ( Misurak et al.. 1993): 



sea  ice mïcrociïmate, 

numerid modelling of atmosphenc processes, 

remote sensing of snow-covered sea ice, and 

ecosystem stuclies. 

The meanirement of sea ice aibedo is considered important to aii four themes. The 

SiMMS experirnent was first staged in the s p ~ g  of 1990 and continuai on an annual 

basis up to 1995. The relative location of the SIMMS '93 study site and the experiment 

region is shown in Figure 3.8. An extensive overview of the 1993 experiment and the 

datasets coliected can be found in Misurak et-ai.(L993)- 

3.3.1.1 CIimate Conditions of S W S  '93 *riment Area 

The climate of the eastern portion of the Arctic Archipelago is controiied primady by the 

solar radiation regime and the characteristics of ninounding synoptic systerns. After April 

28, twenty-four hours of daylight was available in the region. The mean and maximum 

incident solar irradiance measuced at Atmosphere Environment Service's (AES) weather 

station Resolute is shown in Figure 3.9. As the season progresses, daiiy insolation 

increases until the June solstice. Values then begin to decrease. The noise in the radiation 

signal is due to the presence of cloud cover. Cloud cover increases dramaticdy in much 

of the araic during spring. This is in contrast with the very ckar skies experienced in the 

late winter and early s p ~ g .  The appearance of cloud cover in the May and June months 

mark the waning inûuence of the colcl, dry high pressure Arctic system that controls 

conditions for much of the polar year. uistead, the persistent low pressure maritime 

Atlantic system located over B& Bay now begins to dominate the synoptic 

characteristics of the region (Maxwell, 1980). As a result, warmer moister air masses 

bring warmer temperatures, hcreased precipitation and incrrased cloud cover in the 

months of May and June. The area can also corne under the auence  of wanner air 

masses originatïng nom more southerly latitudes. Figure 3.10 shows the daily mean a u  



Figure 3.8 Locatioa of SIMMS aperiment region 

Figure 3.9 Seasonrl change in solar imdiaace measurtd at AES Resolute over 
study period. Seasonil trend lines are poiynomid W. 



temperature measured at the SIMMS '93 first-year ice site. The seasonal inaease in 

ambient temperature conditions is evident and its effkct on the decay of the seasonal ice 

volume is paramount. 

Figure 3-10 Daiiy mean air temperature during SIMMS '93. 

3.3.1.2 Ice Conditions in the S . S  '93 E*pennment Area 

Regionai Ice Conditions 

Each year the experiment has been situated in the Lancaster Sound/Barrow Strait [egion 

approximate to Resolute, N. W.T. This region is part of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago 

and for much of the year, it's waters are coverd by a seasonal sea ice cover. The island 

system encourages the formation of a seasonal fast ice regime domhateci by first-year ice. 



Prevalent whd and ocean m e n t  patterns encourage the movement of ice nom the Arctic 

Ocean, east through the arctic islands. Older multiyear ice types originating fkom the 

permanent ice pack in the Arctic Ocean move through the archipelago during the fd and 

occasionally are ffozen fàst within the regioa's fht-year ice regime- The SlMMS 

experiment region is located in the middle of two dEerent consolidation regimes: the 

Barrow Strait regime and the Lancaster Sound regime. The flow ofice through the 

Barrow Strait, Lancaster Sound routeS is responsible for the largest influx of ice hto 

nonhem Baffin Bay since it is open the longest and is the widest channel (Dey, 198 1). 

This flow of ice is controlled by the annual formation of an ice dam in Barrow Strait south 

of Bathurst Island. The dam normdiy fonns in December and breaks up in September. 

Thus there are ody two to t b m  months of unimpeded ice flow f?om the Arctic Ocean to 

Baffin Bay. Mer the formation of the dam, ice still fomis east of the dam in Lancaster 

Sound and continues to move through the sound until fieeze-up. Consolidation of this 

area can occur as late as early Apd. The eastem edge of the Barrow Strait ice dam is 

shown in Figure 3.8. 

Local Ice Conditions 

The SIMMS '93 experiment site was established on Apd 22 adjacent to a multiyear ice 

floe trapped in fist 6rst-year ice at the eastem mouth of Resolute Passage (74.59" N I 

94.7 1" W) (Figure 3 -8). The site is located in the midst of an annual consolidation shear 

zone that separated two diierent consolidation regimes. To the West of the site, the ice in 

Resolute Passage of'ten consolidates before lanuary. In 1993, AES observations at the 

nearby Resolute weathet station indicate that nearby Resolute Bay was completed covered 

with ice by October 14. 1992. On the east side of the ndge, the ice in eastem Barrow 

S trait conso lidated substantidy later in the year. ERS- 1 imagery suggests that this reghe 

was stiU unconsolidated at the end of February 1993. The consolidation zone consisted of 

very rough, pressure ridged ice caused by the movement ice dong the consolidation 

bouniiary. 

' This major Archiplago watemy is also howu to as the Parry Channel 
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The SiMMS experiment region is predominantiy composed of fïrst-year sa ice fiozen f a  

againa Cornwallis 1s. and Griffith 1s. (Figure 3.8). These land masses are larsely 

unvegetated and consist of r a i d  beach grave1 and tiU. The passage side of Griffith Island 

is relatively steep with a maximum elevation of 625 fi. AS-L.. The opposite side of the 

island gently dopes d o m  to sea level. Across the passage, the shore of Cornwallis 1s. is 

comprised off raised glacial beaches with some raised headlands. Uniike -th 1s.. the 

shore of Cornwallis 1s. is marked with several bays. It is not uncornmon for sea ice in 

these bays to s u w e  a surnmers melt. 

SIMMS experiments were timed to span much of the spring transition penod when the ice 

surface transfonns fiom a dry, snow-covered icescape to a flooded melt d c e .  In 1993, 

sufiace sampling began on April22 and continueci to Juw 22 rerail~g in eight weeks of 

surface observation. Figure 3.1 1 shows the dramatic changes in surface conditions that 

occurred over this sampling period at the M site. For much of the sarnpling period, 

changes occurred slowly within the sea ice volume. During this relatively stationary 

period, temperatures neared zero degrees and the ice surtace resembled the conditions 

show in Figure 3.1 l(a). As arnbient temperatures neared zero. the ice volume began to 

change rapidly and ulllmately rewited in the wet, heterogeneous d a c e  show in Figure 

3 -  1 l(b). 

The major objective of the surface sampling was to identify and quanti@ these changes 

over both first-year and multiyear ice types. To this purpose, intensive samplhg sites 

were established on both first-year ice and multiyear ice within the rough shear zone. A 

Thematic Mapper (TM) image showing the location of the SIMMS '93 sampling sites is 

provided in Figure 3.12. The first-year ice (FYI) site was situateci on flet, fast fist-year 

ice with an ice thickness that ranged fkom 1.3 7- 1 -45 m over the expriment. Snow depths 

over the ïYI  site typicaliy ranged fiom 10- 15 cm (Misurak, 1993). 



Figure 3.1 

(a) 

1 Early spring (a) and late spkg (ô) FM icescapes during SlMMS '93 



Figure 3.12 Location of SIMMS M and MYI site 

TM Channel 4 June 4, 1993 



A second site, the multiyear ice (MY0 site was iocated on an oval shaped multiyear ice 

floe approlcimately 2.5 km x 2.1 km in size. nie hunmiocky topography ofthe floe was 

typicai for a mdtiyear floe that appeared to be 4-5 years old Ice thicknesses measured in 

melt pond areas ranged nom 2.4-3 -2 m, whiie those measured in hummock areas 4. I->S -9 

m (Serreze et al.. 1993). Snow depths on the multiyear floe ranged from O cm on 

hummock tops to 88 cm in melt pond depressions - 

in order to properly address the themes listed in Section 3.1, an extensive set of ofairfe 

observations was collected dunng SIMMS experiments. Table 3.1 Iists the snow, ice and 

microchate variables measured and derived during SIMMS '93. Fuliy-equipped 

rnicrorneteorological (micromet) towers were ereaed at both M md MYI sites and they 

operated into the third week of bne when ice conditions forced their dismantling. 

Adjacent to each site's micromet towers, inteasive snow volume observations were made 

in an area known as the "Crystd Pit Area". ui these areas, a snow p t  was dug on every 

third day and intensive snow pit profiles were perfonned. Snow grain structure through 

these profiles was recorded ushg 35 mm photography at the site. Pnor to excavation of 

the snow pit, spectral albedo data were collected. In order to supplement these detailed 

yet spatiaüy coaservative meamrements, large sampiing grids were set up at each site 

where allwave albedo measurements (250 m transects) and less detailed snow pit 

measurements (300 m x 300 rn grid) were performed. Fuaher infornianon on these 

measurements are avaifable in Misurak (1 993) and Serreze et al. (1 993) respectively- 

Other surface measurements were made in support of various projects. These wili be 

discussed where applicable to the goals of this investigatiom 



Table 3.1 Surface dataset coUectd during SIMMS '93 

- 

Component Meascued and Derived Variables 

depth 
density 

iiquid water volume 
grain microstructure 

snow temperature profile 
uaosmissivity 

depth 
salini5 

temperature (incl. ocean) 
densiîy 

dieledc constant 
microstnicture 

surface roughness 

air temperature 
humidity 

whd velocity and direction 
incident and reflected short-wave radiation 

broadband albedo 
net radiation 

incident and reflected longwave radiation 
incident spectral irradiace 

spî&al albedo 
cloud type, cover 
cloud base heights 

atmospheric soundings 
aerosol optical depth 

One of the major objectives of SIMMS is the development of methodologies whereby 

remotely sensed data can be used to map environmentaliy significant variables in the arctic. 

To this purpose, both airborne and orbital remote sensing data were collected during 



SlMMS '93. Table 3.2 identifies the varbus remote sensing datasets. These wïii be 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 and 5. 

Table 3.2 Remote sensing ditasets coiiected during SLMMS '93 

Platfonn Sensor Type Image ~esolution' 

35 mm bdoon photography visible / infked < 1 m 
Airborne 

CVS8O C/X band SAR active imaging radar d m  

ERS- 1 active irnaghg radar 25-30 m 

Orbital AVHRR 1 1 ,  12 visible / uifiared / thermal 1.1 km 

Landsat TM visible finftared /thermal 30 m 

SSM/I passive microwave 13 km 

Nominal resolution 

I 3.2 Albedo Measurement Objectives 

The objectives behind the measurement of sea ice spectral albedo during SIMMS '93 can 

be summarized as: 

( 1 )  characterize sea ice spectral albedo over fh-year and multiyear ice surfaces 

during the spring transition, 

(2) relate these characteristics to the physical condition of the ice volume(s), and 

(3) provide in situ measurements for the interpretation of remotdy sensed data 

Given these objectives, spectral albedo measurements were uicorporated in the intensive 

sampiing program. The linhg of these measurements with the intensive sww pit 



observations at the aystal pit sites was designeci to address objectives 1 and 2 and was 

given measurement priority in the field. When coaditiom allowed, objective 3 was 

addressed through transect samplingS It should be noted that allwave albedo 

measurements were collecteci f?om the micromet towers for the duration of the 

expenment. 

3 - 3 - 3 instrumentation 

Surface spectral albedo measurements were made in SIMMS '92-95 with an Anaiyticai 

Systems Devices (ASD) Personal Spectrometer II radiometer. The instrument collects 

light fiom an extemal source through a fibre optics bundle. The captured light strikes a 

holographie g r a ~ g  which diffiacts the incident Iight into its respective wavelengths and 

directs the light ont0 a siiicon photo diode array detector. The silicon detector records 

light in the wavelength range 0.34- 1-06 pm and stores it in 5 12 data elements with 12 bit 

precision (4096 couats). This renilts in a samphg interval of approximately 0.00 14 p. 

The radiometer has a mechanical shutter that aliows for the rneasurement and Iater 

removal of dark ment6 .  The exposure time of the array is connolied by a user-specified 

integration time. The radiometer is powered by one 9.6V battery. The radiometer's 

hardware interface is a IBM-XT compatible palmtop computer which sits on top of the 

radiometer. The computer is powered by two AA batteries. Its üquid crystal display 

provides real time display of signai spectra. Data are saved to one of two 1 megabyte 

PCMCIA flash memoty cards. Each recorded spectra is saved as binary data füe 

approximately 1500 bytes in sue. ïhe instrument nippons the foliowing field of views: 

1°, 5". IO0, 1 8 O  and 22". A remote cosine receptor (RCR) provides the instmment with a 

hemispherical 1 80° view. The radiometer was quite portable (< 10 lbs.) and performed 

weii given the harsh environmentai conditions. Appendk 2 shows a typical instrument 

setup during measurement. 

" Dark current refers to the electrical charge that b d d s  up on the device array. Since it is considered 
additive noise. it is uncally removed fiom the measured current. leaving only the desired signal cunent 



It should be noted that the Uistruments response range, 0 .341 .O6 w is only capable of 

meaniring the visible and near-infiami d a c e  albedo. Revious modeüing and 

observational studies have show us that, while snow albedo rapidly decreases outside the 

range of this detector, the Uifkared region is particularly sensitive to the morphological 

characteristics of the volume's surface layers (Grenfeil and Perovich, 1984). 

Unfortunately, due to the limits of the internai detector, this portion of the albedo 

spectnun could not be observed in the field. 

3.3 -4 Spectral Albedo Measurements 

In 1993, spectral albedo measurements were made possible with the incorporation of the 

RCR. UnIike bidirectional reflectance measuements made with narrow fields-of-view, 

spectral albedo data is readily incorporated hto ciimate studies. The measurement 

procedure for specnal albedo can be desaibed as follows: 

1. Mount radiometer head equipped with RCR to 1 m tripod extension m. 

Position tripod adjacent to target, opposite solar plane. Swing extension arm 

out over target and adjust instrument height to 0.75 m 

2. Orient sensor head nonnal to slq ceiling- 

3. Set radiometer integration tirne to maicimize use of dynamic range while 

avoiding signal saturation and measudremove dark current signai. 

4. Save scan of incident irradiance (EA). 

S. Invert RCR, position normal to target nirface and immediately take scan of 

reflected irradiance (MA). 

Ten measurements of incident and refiected irradiance were taken in the crystal pit area 

and averaged. Each crystal pit was sarnpled every third day at solar noon M e r  

measurement, the surface's spectral albedo (a~) was calculated as: 



Given the setup configuration, ninety percent of the reflected signal is from a surfiace area 

approximately equivalent to a circle with a diameter of 4.5 m. 

3.3.5 Potentiai Error Sources 

Several potential sources of uncertainty can be identifieci in the spectral albedo 

measurements: 

( 1 ) instrument calibration and signal-noise-ratio (sir), 

(2) response of cosine receptor, 

(3) instability of irradiance conditions, and 

(4) field of Mew contamination. 

Coliecting spectral albedo data in polar regions requins special attention to these error 

sources. Overall, the mea~u~ed  albedo spectra presented here are considered accurate to 

5% at visible wavelengths and 10V0 at UiFared wavelengths. Probably the most serious 

source of error is the poor cosine response7 of the remote cosine receptor (KR) .  Most 

receptors perform acceptably for lower latitude measurements under low solar zenith 

angles. However, in polar regions, the high solar zenith angles require a receptor with 

vety good cosine response. The foilowing examicles each of these potential sources of 

measurement uncenainty. 

3.3.5.1 ~mtrurnent calibration and signai to noise ratio 

Since albedo is a relative rneasurement, a calibrateci instrument is not required. However, 

for absolute measurements such as incident irradiance or reflected radiance, a cali'bration is 

required to convert the instrument-measured voltages to absolute units. The radiometer 

A sensor with uue mine response weights incident radiaace by the factor cos(s0urce zeaith angle) and 
integrates the resultant power over the upper hemisphere. 



was calibrateci before the 1993 field season by the manufkcturer. The accuracy of the 

ASD radiometer is 1 nrn at caiibration temperatures (24OC) @recîsion O. 1 nm) and drops 

to 4 nm at temperatures between O°C and 50°C. Since the instrument was often operated 

in the field at temperatures below O°C, the accuracy is WLkLlown, but conservatively 

estimated to be better than 10 nrn (ASD Inc., personai communication). The sensor 

1inearit-y is 21% as measured by ASD Inc. As previously mentioned, dark current error 

was measured and subtracted before each spectra was saved. 

The sensitivity of the silicon sensor in the ASD is reduced at infiami wavelengths. This 

loss in sensitivity, and the fact that the signal measued at these wavelengths is often low 

over sea ice surfaces, reduces the instrument's signai to noise ratio. This reduction 

manifests itseif in the noise seen in the raw aibedo spectrum shown in Figure 3.13. In 

order to reduce the effects of the noise, the data are truncated to 0.4-1.0 pm and 

smoothed using a robust, locally weighted regression technique - LOWESS. An example 

of the effixts of the smoothing procedure is included in Figure 3.13. 

3-3-52 Response of rmote cosine receptor (RCR) 

A signincant source of error for aibedo measucements recorded with the RCR is the 

collecter's poor cosine response. Post field analysis revealed signincant merences in the 

shape and magnitude of ice spectra taken under clear and difbse sky conditions over 

identical targets. Under diffuse conditions, albedo spectra showed the proper wavelength 

dependence. However, clear-sky albedo spectra lacked the wavelength-dependent 

decrease expected at Uifiared wavelengths. Thus the ice spectra collected on ciear days 

had a flatter appearance across the entue instrument range. The nature of this discrepancy 

pointed to an error in sensor response. Since the error only occumd under direct 

irradiance conditions, the cosine response ofthe RCR was identified as the Wrely source of 

error. Similar erroa were duded to by Gredeli and Perovich (1984) and corrected for Ui 

Seckmeyer and Bernhard (1993) and Grenfeu et al. (1994). The construction and material 

of the RCR aperture can lead to significant wavelengthaependent departures fiom a true 

cosine response. 



Figure 3.13 Raw vs. proeased dbedo spectra. Note: procascd spectnim is offset 
for cornparison. 

1 1  

Figure 3.14 Fractionai deviation in RCR cosine mponse 



in view of this, the cosine response of the RCR was evaluated in a laboratory setting A 

standard point source was used to illuminate the RCR and the incident angle of 

iflumination was stepped at five degree increments fiom 5'- 90°. Deviation fkom a true 

cosine response (AA=') as detetrniaed by comparing the measured signal of the insaurnent 

at a particular iiiumination angle (SA(@) with the tme cosine response expected at that 

angle. cos(@ Sn(OO). A fiactional deviation of cosine response was determineci as follows: 

Figure 3.14 shows the fiactional deviation for various wavelengths. The results show: 

( 1 ) the cosine response of the RCR degrades with an increasing incident 

iuumination angle 

(2) the cosine response of the RCR degrades with increasing wavelength 

At 0.1 pm and 0.6 jm, the cosine response of the instrument deviates slightly fiom a true 

cosine response. However at 0.8 and I .O p, the RCR deviates si@cantly from a 

proper cosine response at larger iüwnination angles. In the range of incident angles 

measured in the field, 500-60°, the cosine error is 12 % at 0-4 pm and at -25% at 0.8 m. 
Grenfeu and Perovich (1984) state that the cosine depamire at Wared wavelengths may 

be due to the absorption characteristics ofthe plastic hemisphere diniiser. Overail, the 

response of the RCR was very poor. This has been acknowledged by the manufacturer 

and efforts are currently undeway to design an RCR with proper cosine response. The 

steep dependence of the response error on illumination angle is of specid concem for 

irradiance measurements made at the large solar zenith angles of the polar regions. 

The most serious effect of this incorrect response on albedo measurements made in 1993 

was a significant underestimation of the irradiace at uifkared wavelengtbs under clear-sky 

conditions. This subsequentiy resuited in the flat spectrai infiared albedo spectra noted 



eartier. Cosine error correction of the clear-sky albedo data was perfiomed ushg the lab- 

meanireci cosine response of the RCR and the correction procedure descriied in 

Seckmeyer and Bernhard ( 1993) and Grenfeu et aL (1994). The correction procedure is 

described fii11y in Appendur 3. Asswning the direct and diffiw spectrai irradianees at thne 

of measurement is known, irradiances mea~u~ed in the field can be correcteci ifthe mie 

cosine response of the RCR is detennined. Figure 3 ..lS iliustrates the effkcts of the RCR 

correction on the original spectra The fina overall correction ranges nom a reductioa in 

the onghal spectra of 6.25%. Mer correction, the dbedo s p e a n i m  now shows proper 

wavelength dependence. Correction of this emr severely restrïcted the albedo dataset in 

that ody data colleaed under clear-sky conditions and/or totally overcast conditions could 

Figure 3.15 Effmts of RCR caiibration on Cidd dbedo s p t ~ b .  

1 1  



3-3-53 Imabiizty of irraaliaaliance conditions 

Another source ofuncertainty is the potential for irradiance conditions to change between 

the measurements ofdownwelluig and upwelling hadiance. Dependhg on the type of 

change, this may lead to an underestimation or ovetestirnation of d a c e  albedo. The only 

way to avoid this possibility is to use two radiometers and measure the upwelling and 

downwelling flux simultaneously (Duggin, 198 1; Mütoa, 1982). However, this is ofien 

not a feasible solution in this study, a complete set of albedo measurements (upwelling 

and downwehg irradiance) usually required one minute alter the instrument had been 

properly orientated and the radiometer had been adjusteci. In orcîer to minllnize potda1 

errors. albedo measurements were restricted to times when s& conditions were 

considered stable, i-e. clear skies or totally overcast, no solar disk These requirements 

place severe restrictions on an albedo measurement program. However, @en the 

sensitivity of albedo to irradiance conditions, it is a necessary preconditioa to 

meautrement. it should be noted that even under apparently clear skies, irradiance 

conditions can fluctuate. In the arctic, the presence ofhigh cimis are especialty dficult to 

detect visudy, but do &kt downwelling irradiame. Another step taken to mllumue the 

effect of unstable irradiance conditions is the bracketing of the upwelling irradiance 

measurement with downwelling irradiance measurements. dows one to ascertain 

whether downwekg irradiance conditions changed during measuement. h o ,  an 

average of the two irradiance measuements were used to calculate the albedo. F d y ,  

since the ASD radiometer provided real time display of spectra, changing irradiance 

conditions ofien could be detected by observing the displayed irradiance specaa. 

Measurements were delayed until the displayed spectra appeared constant. 

3.3.5- 4 Field of view contmnhation 

Kimes et al. (1 983) point out that amthet potential source of error during field albedo 

measurements is the contamination of the incomuig and reflected radiation field by nearby 

objects, such as the operator, vehicle and/or trïpod. This interference c m  enhance the 

measured signal through reflection, or it can d u c e  the signal through shadowing. In 



order to minimize these effeas, instrument setup and operator position in relation to the 

Sun was kept constant throughout the measurement season. helped remove any 

random aspect of this error. Due to its large field of view, use of the cosine receptor 

required the instrument and operator to be as E u  removed h m  the site as possible. 

Fortunately, due to the 5 m length of the optical bundle, the operator and radiometer 

could be removed fkom the measurement area. When m d g  incident irradiance, care 

was made to ensure that di objects were below the level of the RCR As fk as reflected 

irradiance, measurements in the field with and without a nearby operator (radiometer was 

controlled by a timer) showed a underestimation of albedo of approxhmtely 1%. The 

shadowing effect of the tripod is estunateci at 2% when the RCR is used. Under diiect 

irradiance conditions (Le. clear skies), the radiometer measurements were quite sensitive 

to leveling erron. Care was taken to ensure that the sensor head was normal to the target 

surface. Oniy fiat target areas were selected and a leveiing bubble on the sensor head was 

used to assist in the leveling. 

Of the various sources of uncertainty in the spectral albedo observations, the incorrect 

cosine response of the RCR under direct illumination is the moa limiting factor in the 

utility of the seasonal dataset. Since there were no spectral measurements ofdiase 

radiation in 1993, there remained no method of correcthg data that was coliected under 

muied irradiance conditions. Udortunately, these data represented a large portion of the 

dataset. The data presented here are iimited to those data collected under a clear sky 

(01 10 ths cloud) and cloudy slq (no solar disk visible, 101 1 O ths cloud) conditions. These 

final sampled dates are shown for both ice types in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.16- Eleven 

sampling dates were available for the fkt-year ice site and seven dates for the multiyear 

ice site. While the first-year ice site is represented throughout the experiment period a 

large gap between May 14 and June 4 exists for the multiyear ice site. 



Table 3.3 S p t d  albtdo sampling dates 

First Year Ice Site Multi-y- [ce Site 

Apd 30 May3 

May 6 May 15 

May21 May30 

lune 2 June I l  

June14 Junel6 

June 20 

- - 

May8 &y14 

Iue4 June10 

June 12 June 16 

June 22 

Figure 3.16 Sampling dates o f  (a) first year ice site and (b) multi-year ict site d b d o  
data. Vertical lines iden- sampled date. Daily m a n  a u  temperature (@ 5 rn) 
over erperimeot period U includd. 



3.3.6 Ancillary Measurements 

Subsequent to each aibedo masuremen& a detaiied examination o f  the snow/ice volume 

was made via snow pit measurements. A snow pit consisteci o f  a small rectanguhr 

excavation of approximately 0.5 m2. Sampling was done at venicd intervals o f 2  cm at 

the tïrst-yea. ice site and 3 cm at the multiyear ice site on a shadowed pit w d .  Snow 

wetness was rneasued using a capacitance plate (dieiedc method). There was some 

question regarding the effect o f  snow saliaity on snow capacitaacc measurements. Whiie 

the wetness data appears correct, the accuracy or precision ofthis method has not been 

determined. Snow density was measured to B O  k& using a gravimetric apptoach 

(Garriw and Burns, 1988) . IR sihr macrophotography was used to obtain snow grain 

photographs at each sampled depth. Snow grain size was detenaineci automaticaiiy fkom 

the photos f i e r  digitization (Misurak, 1993). In this study, we consider the smallest 

disaggregated particle in the snowcover to be a snow grain. Snow grain radü in the crystd 

photos were determined by the foiiowing: 
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where DI and D2 is the length of the major and minor axis of the grain respectively. Since 

snow grains were ofien aggregated when removed from the saowpack, the operator 

separated the crystals dong visible grain boundaries for measurement. This likely 

introduced some subjective bias into the measurement. Udomnately, crystd 

photography was stopped on Iune 7 due to the diffidty in keeping the samples nom 

rnelting. Cnide measurements of grain shape and diameter were continueci by vinid 

analysis of grain nte and shape through the use of a magnifyllig glas and gridded paper. 
L. 

These measurements are considered accurate to HO0 pm- At Mie  of measurement, solar 

zenith angles during the field season ranged nom 50" to 60". Durîng SIMMS '93, daily 

average air temperatures ranged fiom -19 O C  to 2 O C  (Figure 3.16). 

3.4 Seasonal Variation in the Visible and Near-infmred Albedo of  Sea Ice. 

The onset of melt conditions and the decay of the sea ice cover are accompanied by 

significant changes in the surtace's spectral albedo. Shce a multitude of factors control 

the evolution of the albedo of a particular ice surface, thk section should not be 

considered definitive in temis of ail sea ice types. For example, field observatioas have 

shown that the d a c e  albedo of different parts of the same ice surface can be evolving at 

difFerent stages due to slight dineremes in surface topography. Instead, by using the 

spectral albedo observations made during the SIMMS experiments, this section attempts 

to describe the principal stages in the aansformation of sea ice visible and near-infiared 

albedo during the spring melt. 



3 -4.1 Assessrnent of Albedo Evolution Wth Tie  

The albedo dataset encompasses approximately the transition months of May and June. 

Figure 3.17 shows the spectral albedo of the M and MYK crystal pit smwfice volumes 

for these dates. The seasonal tranmion in the magnitude and shape of the aibedo spectra 

is evident. For cornparison, the dwave albedo measured adjacent to the sampiïng area 

f'îom 1 O m hi& towers is show in Figure 3.18. These data are not correcteci for the 

shading effects of the tower or adjacent clunate station hfkastntcture. As a result, the 

broadband albedos shown here are underestimated- The dwave albedo data follows the 

seasonal pattern of the visible and near-infiared albedo. 

Since the focus of this investigation is on the visible (aw) and near-hûared albedo (am,) 

of sea ice, the albedo dataset is convened into broadband albedos by weighting the 

measured spectmm by the incident irradiance: 

The resultant broadband albedos are shown in Figure 3.19 and Table 3.4 for each ice type. 

In order to aid in the description of the seasonal transition of albedo spectra, it is usetiil to 

identlfj. those dates where spectra are sirnilar and thus can be grouped together for 

examination. Upon examinhg Figure 3.19, dominant groupings of spectra are obvious for 

both first-year and multiyear ice sites. 



Figure 3.17 Spectral dbeâo of (a) fint year ire site and (b) multi-year ice site 
collected dunng SIMMS '93. 



Figure 3.18 Seasonai change in .Iluave dbedo observeci at the first year ice and 
multi-year ice site. 
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Figure 3.19 Scuood change in Mible and aear-iirfrucd bmadbud albedo 
observed at the (a) fmt yeat icc site and the (b) muiti-ytir in site. 
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Tabk 3.4 Cdcuiatd bmadband visible and near i n f i r d  dbedo for (a) fint p a r  
ire (b) multi-year ice. Albdo stage according to dusttr aoaîysis are g~oupeô in 
boxes. 

Fust Year Ice 
Date Visible a Near Infr;ired a 

Apr.30 

May. 3 

May.6 

May. 1 5 

May.2 1 

May. 30 

Jun.2 

Jun, 1 1 

Sun, 14 

lm, 16 

Sun.20 

Mdti-year Ice 
Date Visible a Near Infiareci a 

May. 8 

May. 14 

Iun-4 

Jun. 10 

Jun* 12 

Jun. 16 



in order to assist in identifjing these naturai groups of data, cluster anaiysis is applied to 

the visible and infrared albedo for each ice type. A Euclidean distance metric is used to 

assess the similarity between dates. Ushg these distances, various methods were used to 

Link the data into groups. Since ail ofthese methods were found to result in comparable 

clusters, the data were h d y  grouped using the most intuitive approach - the nearest 

neighbour (single Mage) method . Figure 3.20 contains dendrograms which show the 

results of the cluster analysis for both visible and near-infiared albedo. Dates with sirnilar 

dbedos are expected to cluster quickly and result in lower distances. Dissimilar spectra 

wiii cluster at larger distances. Since there are no robust, t d y  objective methods of 

detennining the number of clusters (Everitt, 1980)- the determination of cluster groups 

was based here on a subjective interpretation of the dendrograms. In the following 

discussion, the evolution of spectral albedo in 1993 will be examjned withh the context of 

these clusters. 

The albedo spectra were grouped into the clusters outlined in Table 3 -4 and Figure 3 -2 1. 

In terms of visible albedo on the first-year ice site, there appears to be three major groups 

- A p d  3 0 to June 14, June 16 and lune 20. The fist large group represents the albedo of 

snow-covered sea ice. The second group, Iune 16, is the albedo of bare, white ice and the 

final group represents melt pond albedo. The first snow group can be dMded into two 

sub-groups: A p d  30 to June 2 and June 1 1 to June 14. These represent early snow and 

late snow conditions respectively. Neai-infiared albedo data collected at the first-year ice 

site cluster identically to the visible aibedo ifyou include the two snow subgroups. 

Unlike the first-year ice site, the visible albedo on the multiyear ice site separates into only 

three major cluners: May 8 to June 10, June 12 to June 16 and June 22. The white ice 

stage does not occur in multiyear ice mett pond areas. Based on the available data, this 

indicates that the aibedo of multiyear ice melt pond area evolved through fewer stages 

than the first-year ice site over the sampled period. Like the first-year ice site, the fkst 

multiyear ice cluster represents snow-covered ice. In terms of visible albedo, this cluster 

represents the first four albedo dates. 





(b) Near i n f m d  aibedo 

Date Fint Year (ce Site Distance 

May. 3 0  + 1 
t l 

May. 15  + 1 
+- 

Jun.  1 4  - 

Date Y ulti-year Ice Site Distance 

O. 500 

o. 000 

0. 103 

O. 004 

O. O85 

0.032 

May- 8 

May. 14 

Jun. 10 

Jun . 4  

Jun. l6 

Jun. 12  



Figure 3.21 Visble and m u r  h f m d  d b d o  gmupimgs for (a) the fim y e u  ice site 

and (b) the multi-ycrr kt site. 

(a) First year ice site 

Visible Albedo Near4nfiareâ Albedo 

Apn'l30- 
June 14 

June 16 

Aprïl30 - June 1 i - 
June 2 June 14 

(b) Multi-year ice site 

Visible Albedo 

May 8- 
June 16 

June 22 

Near-lnfrared Albedo 

May 8- June 4- June 12- June 22 
May14 June10 June16 

May 8- June 12- 
June 10 June 16 

However, this same period constitutes two distinct clusters for infi=ared aibedo data. Lke 

the first-year ice site, the late snow period June 12-June 16 represents another albedo 

stage for both visible and infiareci data. The final distinct period is the melt pond data 

collected on June 22. 



3.4.2 S p ~ g  Transformation of Visible and Near-infiareci Sea Ice Albedo 

The redts of the cluster analysis indicate that the seasonai transition of sea ice visible and 

near infiared albedo speara can be divided into sornewhat similar stages for both tira-year 

and multiyear ice in 1993- For the purposes of discussioo. the observed albedo for both 

first and multiyear ice types are divided into 6ve major transition stages: 

(1) Dry Snow - Cold 

(2) Dry Snow - Warm 

(3) Wet Snow 

(4) White Ice 

(5) Melt Ponds 

As will be shown, ail stages are not applicable to both ice types. In the foIiowing section, 

these stages will be defined and the characteristics of the volume's visible and near- 

infrared albedo wili be descnied for each of these stages. Ofspecinc hterest is the 

relationship between meanired albedo and the physical nature of the sea ice volume during 

each stage. It should be noted that the SIMMS surface observational record ends when 

the ice is flooded with melt water. N o d y ,  melt water drains fiom the ice leaving a 

white, porous layer. While this stage should be considered a natural part of the late stage 

in albedo evolution, it is not included here due to lack ofobsewationd data Figure 3.22 

summarizes schematicaiiy the physical characteristics of the first-year ice and multiyear sea 

ice volume during each of the albedo stages. Included on the figure are the calculated 

visible and near-Uifiared albedo for each stage. The physical volume data presented 

Figure 3.22 represent conditions averaged over each of the stages. Again, these data were 

collected at the crystal pit, subsequent to each albedo measurement. 

3.12-1 D r y S m  

The Dry Snow stage encompasses albedo data coiiected between Apd 30 and June 10. 

During this stage, the mean d d y  air temperate at both sites averaged -9 OC and for the 



Figure 3.22 The s t w a d  triaformation of  the sea ice siiow volumt and broadband 
dbedo for (a) first year ice site and (b) multiyw ice site. 

Dry Snow Wet Snow White lce Me# Pond 

Snow De@ (cm) 9.5 5 1.5 O- 

Snow ûensity (kg/@) 360(300) 380 

Grain Ske' (p) 297(6 76)) 2750 1500 

Snow Wetness" (% LBV) 2.7 5.6 

Ali 

DV Wet M i t e  Surface 
Snow Snow Ice Ponds 
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" Upper layer 
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Dry Smw I Dry SWW II Wet Smw Mek Ponds 

Snow Depai (cm) 37.5 68 -5 10 O* 

Snow Dens@ (kgf&) 263(327) 373 383(452) 

Grain S!ie ' (pm) 237(500) 700 1500 

Sn0 w Wtness (% LBV) 0.8 1-1 6.3 

Air Temp. (OC) - 9.1 4-26 1 -42 

DW DW Wet Surface 
Cold Wann Snow Ponds 

most part stayed weil below zero degrees (Figure 3.16). Since the surface was covered by 

snow, the albedo at this stage is infiuenced by the opticd characteristics of the overlying 

snowpack. The extent of this influence is largely dependent on the physical characteristics 

of the snow volume. In the hy Snow stage, the volumes are in a predomuiantly pendular 

range, Le. where the distribution of fkee water in the pack ranges from c o v e ~ g  ice grains 

with a thin film of water to being held in the interstices of snow grains (Denoth, 1980). 

Thus, the use of the term "dry" here is not meant to imply an absence ofliquid water in the 

pack. 



Fi-year (ce Site 

The Dry Snow stage for the tirst-year ice site includes data measued fiom April30 to 

June 2. Over this period the ddy  mean temperature averaged -9.0 O C  and never rose 

above zero degrees (Figure 3.16). The average snow depth at the Fn crystal pit site was 

9.5 cm - much shallower than previous years (1990-1992). Ushg data 6om Aprd 30, 

May 15, May 27 and June 2, the vertical variation in snow density and grain radii d u ~ g  

this period is shown in figures 3 -23 and 3.24 respectively. The layer depth is normalized 

by the depth of the volume. Again, snow grain photography ceased at the end of May. 

The data shown in Figure 3 -24 were extracted fiom the grain photographs. 

Snow gain properties and snow density varied widely over the shallow fht-year ice snow -- 
volume. The deasity of the Aprii 30 volume decreases with deph throughout the 6 cm 

volume. The density profile of May 15 and June 2 are C-shaped indicating a low density 

top layer overiying a slightiy denser middle layer. Density then decreases with depth. 

Figure 3.23 Snow density of FM snow voiumes durimg Dry Snow period. 
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Figure 3.24 Variation of  fvst year ice snow p i n  radi with depth for (a) April30, 
(b) May 15 and (c) May 27. 
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Al1 volumes possess a low density bonom layer. Snow grain size and variability increased 

with depth. In the top third of the snow volume, snow p i n  radii averaged 483 whiie 

at the surface it averaged 363 pm. The upper layer in the Apd 30 snow volume consists 

of wind packed sww which likely origiaally fell the previous fàii. The lower density and 

grain sizes of the upper Iayers of the May 15 and Iune 2 volumes suggest a mixture of this 

old snow and new spring snow which feu in May. Visual observations of grain ske on 

lune 2 indicate the formation of polycrystaliine grains with an estunated grab radii of 

1000 pm. The formation of these clusters foliow closely the amival of wann temperames 

and the subsequent iocrease in Iiquid water in the pack. Colbeck (1979) explains that this 

type of clustering resuits as the grains attempt to muiimize d a c e  fiee energy. 

In the middle layer, snow grain size increased and density deaeased. This transitional 

layer primarily consisted of larger, older, rounded cryaals with an average radius of 1030 

pm for the month of May. The low density bottom layer consisted d y  of depth hou 

cxystals. These large, faceted crystals grow nomial to the ice sudace in response to a 



significant negative temperature/vapour gradient within shaiiow snowcovers during the 

winter and early spring (Gray and Male, 198 1 ). 

The mean albedo specna for this stage is shown in Figure 3.25. The corresponding visible 

and near-infiareci albedo was 0.895 (a = 0.0 14) and 0.83 3 (O= 0.0 12) respectively. The 

high albedo indicates that, during this stage, much o f  the incident solar radiation is 

scattered out of the snowpack The albedo speara for this stage is relatively constant at 

visible wavelengths and beghs to increasingiy decrease with wavelength. This is 

consistent with previous theoretical and observational studies. Again, the visible and 

infiared characteristics of snow spectral albedo are largely controiled through the 

wavelength-dependent absorption characteristics of pure ice (Fiwe 3 - 1). The flat 

appearance and the magnitude of the visible portions of the observed spectra suggest that 

the snowcover may not have been pure a d o r  semi-uifinite. 

Figure 3.25 Average fivt year icc .IWO spectrr for Dry Saow stage 

In order to assess whether the underlying ice volume contniiuted to the surface albedo, 

albedo spectra fiom May 15 is compared to the modeiied pure snow &se albedo for a 



single Iayer and multilayer h i t e  and semi-infinite volume. The albedo spefaa on this date 

are closest to the average albedo for this period. in the single layer simulation, the model 

is initialized with the May 15 buk volume properties. ln ternis of the multilayer 

simulation, the snow volume is divideci into three equal and distinct lwels and the physical 

properties from each ievel are used to initialize the snow albedo model. Tbese data are 

summarized in Table 3.5. The albedo of white ice measwed on June 20 was used as the 

albedo of the underlying surface for the finite volume. 

Figure 3.26 compares the modelled albedo with the May L 5 albedo. Included in the figure 

are the calculated visible and near-UiErared broadband albedos. The visible dbedo of the 

May 15 data (0.88) is weU below that expected fiom a pure, semi<&te snow volume 

(0.94) of comparable composition. At short wavelengths, the observed spectra agrees 

better with the modelled finite snow volumes, especially the single layer model value 

(0.85). This suggests that the snow volume in this period was finite. uideed., based on the 

bulk characteristics of the volume, 55 cm of snow wodd be required to make this 

snowcover opticaliy thick. Unlike the singie layer model the multiple layer approach 

appears to closely replicate the shape of the visible albedo spectrwn- However, the visible 

aibedo is 0.04 too high. This discrepancy might be offset by assuming that soot or another 

absorber is present in the volume. 

Table 3.5 laput paramtien for snow aibcdo m d d  

Layer Grain Size (pm) Saow Density (kg/m3) Snow Depth (cm) 

TOP 236 349 2 

3-Loyer Middle 525 366 4 

Bottom 1860 226 4 

Single d a  100 1 307 10 



Figure 3.26 Cornparison of  May 15 albedo to moddkd aibeào for a semiiafinitt 
and finite snow volume. Modd ioitidizd ming lidd-obsewed volunit 
c haracteristics. 

While the presence of visible snowpack irnpunties were aoted in the field, no meanirement 
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the visible albedo. The closest modelled resulf the multilayer finite volume, is 0.02 higher 

than the observed albedo. Since the Ilifiared albedo is highly sensitive to grain size at the 

surface of the volume, the use of a single layer mode1 and a bulk volume grain sue d l  

usuaily iead to an underestimation of infîared aibedo. This is confimeci by the single layer 



rnodelled redts in Figure 3.26. As Grenfèii and Warren (1994) illustrateâ, h h e d  snow 

albedo is very sensitive to the grain characteristics of the upper surfke layer. Simulations 

show that ifthe modekd snow grain radius is Uicreased by LOO pn, the obscerved and 

finite-multilayer infiared spectra then match This grah size increase fglls within the 

accuracy range of the layer esrimate. Another possible reason for an underestimation of 

grain size is the effect of liquid water in the pack. A stonn on May 9 and May 10 brought 

warm temperatures nom the south (Figure 3.16). The liquid water content of the upper 

snow layer on May 15 was 4% indicating that the snow was wet duriag this stonn period. 

This is supporteci by the grain photography which showed that the grains were indeed 

wet. This increase in liquid water can m e r  increase the opticaiiy-effective grain size by 

filling pore spaces and coating graiDs (Dozier er aL. L98 1). This@ a plausible reason for 

the discrepancy between the two spectra. 

Mzdtzyear ire Site 

The Dry Snow period at the multiyear ice site included data coHected fiom May 8 to June 

10. Like the est-year ice site, the mdtiyear ice crystal pit site was covered by a snow 

volume throughout the period. However, the snowcover on the multiyear ice site was 

considerably deeper (27-75 cm) owing to the hummocky surface topography of the floe 

being favorable to the catchment of snow. Figure 3 -27 and 3.28 show the snow volume's 

density and vertical distribution of grain size for May 8, May 17 and June 1. The erratic 

density profile is lkely indicative of several submergeci sudiace layers. Detailed grain size 

data was oniy avdable for the multiyear ice site to Iune 1. Multiyear snow vohune is 

considerably more verticaiiy homogeneous in grain structure than the first-year volume. 

Grain growth appears to be greater w i t h  lower layers of the pack and grain size increases 

with snow deptb Surface grain radü for the three days averaged 230 - smaller than 

the grain sizes of the first-year ice layer. Over the top hall' of the volume, the average 

grain radü over these dates was 264 p (0 =74 pm) and the average density was 326 

kg/m5. Over these three dates, the upper layer of the snow volume was dry with liquid 

water contents less than 1%. Vsual observations of surface grain radü for June 4 and 

June 10 indicate sizes of 650 pm and 750 pm respectively. 



Figure 3.27 Snow density of Mn snow voIuma d u ù g  Dry Snow stige 

Figure 3.28 Variation of mula-year ice snow grain radi with depth for (a) May 8, 
(b) May L7 and (c) Junc 1. 



This rapid increase in size may be partly due to the Niitch to less accurate visual esthates. 

However, this increase in grain size is expecteâ due to the formation of poly-crystalline 

aggregate grains in the upper layers of the snow volume. Liquid water contents increased 



to greater than 1% withui the first week of June. Night-the refkeezing of this fkee water 

at low solar elevations and lower ambient temperatures results in the formation of these 

comp ticated crystal structures in the near-surface layers. 

The average visible albedo during the early stage was 0.92 and showed linle variation 

from May 8 to lune 10. The deep snowcover suggests thar the volume was optically thick 

and the albedo is representative o f  the overlying smw volume. However, the 0.92 albedo 

appears to be lower than would be expected nom a pure, semi-uinnite snowpack 

(Wiscombe and Warren, 1980). Figure 3 -29 compares the albedo spectrum from May 8 to 

a modelled semi-idhite albedo spectrum- The model is initialited with the average grain 

radii and density of the first halfof the volume. The homogeneity ofthese variables over 

this layer suggests a one-layer model may be appropriate. 

Figure 3.29 Cornparison of May 8 d b d o  to modelied dbedo for a pure semi- 
infinite and soot-contaminated semi-infinite soow volume. Modd is initiaiùd using 
field-observed volume characteristics (deptb=27 cm, ~ 2 7 6  um and deosity5312 
kglm'). Soot is assumai to have a density of lg/cm3 , iaternrlly mu&, a refractive 
index of  m l . M ) . S i  and a volume fraction of 5x10~. 

O-, t Pure: 0.97 0.85 
Soot+lce: 0.92 0.84 



The modelied result indicates that the visible albedo of a pure, semi-infinite snowpack with 

a grain size of276 and a density of 3 12 k g / d  would be 0.97. This is 0.05 albedo 

units higher than the observeci data Since the snow volume was semi-infinite, it is 

plausible that snow pack contarninants reduced the visible albedo. This possibility is 

explored by r e c a l d a ~ g  the rnodelled aibedo by first assuming that mot is present within 

ice grains with a volume &action of5x10~. Chyleck fl al- (1983) nate that this fiaction is 

similar to that aeeded to explain Grenfeu and Maykut's (1977) mow albedo measurements 

at T-3. The resultant soot-ice albedo is comparai to the obsened data in Figure 3.29. 

The addition of soot results in a match between the modelled and observed visible albedos. 

Again the presence ofsoot and/or other impurities in the observed snow volumes cannot 

be confirmed. However, the depression of the visible albedo re-ggest that they 

were indeed present. 

Cluster analysis indicates that the infiareci aibedo for this stage can be split hto two 

periods. They are referred to here as Dry Snow-Cold and Dry Snow-Wann. In the fist 

group. both May 8 and May 14 have a near-Uifiared albedo of 0.86. A month later, data 

collected on k n e  4 and June 10 indicate that this albedo had dropped 12 % to 0.76. 

Udike the visible albedo, it appears that over this early Dry Snow stage, the near inûared 

aibedo is less stationary. The large decrease between the near-infîared albedo between 

these two groups is attributable to the ciramatic increase in grain sue at the snow surface. 

In the Dry Snow-Cold penod, measured surface grain sites for May 8 and May 17 were 

similar measuring 226 pm and 243 pm respectively. This is supported by their near 

identical near-infi.ared albedos. VisuaI grah size esthates for June 4 and June 10, the Dry 

Snow-Wam period, indicate a signincant increase in surface grain radii to 650 and 

750 Pm respectively. In the volume's upper layer, increased solar insolation and wanner 

ambient temperatures increased the amount ofliquid water in the pack. This encouraged 

the growth of snow grains through melt-fieeze events. These larger surfàce grains 

absorbed more incident radiation and thus decreased the longer wavelength albedo during 

this penod. It is evident that in terms of a deep, optically thick snowcover, changes in the 



snow's grain structure had linle effect on the amornt of visible radiation reflected out of 

the volume at this stage. 

3 - 4 2  2 Wet Snow 

In the Wet Snow period, the icescape is still covered by a measurable snow layer. 

However, unWre the snow volume of the previous penod the snowpack in the Wet Snow 

period has reached the fimiCUIar stage, Le. fiee liquid water is draining through the pack 

through complicated water structures (Denoth, 1980). The onset of this stage coincides 

with the arriva1 of positive daily average air temperatures (Figure 3.16). As the pack 

approaches saturation in response to the warmer ambient conditions, its albedo decrûases 

ar al1 wavelengths. -. - 
First-yeur Ice 

Compared to the earlier stage, the spectra collecteci on June 1 1 and June 14 show a 

decrease in both the visible and near-ianared albedo (Figure 3.17(al)). This decrease is 

larger in the infkared than the visible. The air temperature data in Figure 3.16 show that 

during this period, the daily average air temperature was positive ranging fiom O to 2 OC. 

Snow depths for Iune 1 1 and June 14 were 6 cm and 4 cm respectively as positive air 

temperatures accelerated the ablation of the remaining snow volume. The measured liquid 

water content of the snowpack was 64% indicating that the volume had moved fiom a 

relatively low water state to a saturateci, freely-draining volume. The saturation of the 

snow volume resulted in the formation ofdense siush at the basal layer. As shown in 

Figure 3.30, this results in a reversal in the snow volume's density profile. Visual 

examination of surface grain size indicate that snow grains clustered to fonn large, 

polycrystailine aggregate structures. Grain radii for June 1 1 and June 14 was esbniated at 

2000 p.m and 3500 pm respectively. 



Figure 3.30 Snow density of M snow volumes durhg Wet Snow sUge. 

The decrease in the visible albedo during this period is in respoase to the larger 

contribution made by the underlying darker, ice volume andor slush layer to the d a c e ' s  

overaii albedo. As the snowcover becarne thinner and grain size increased, the snow 

volume becarne more transparent. Another reason for the decrease in the visible spectrum 

is the possibility of volume contamination by crustal material transporied fkom nearby 

landfonns. Duruig this period, the snow on nearby land disappeared. Withwt the 

blanketing effect of snow, cmstal material is easiiy picked up by winds and deposited on 

the nearby ice surfaces. Although this contamination was seen predominmtly in near 

shore areas, it was visible in the experiment area. However, it was not evident in the 

crynal pit sampling area. It is conceded however that contamination by very smd dust 

particies may have occurred in sampled snow volume and subsequently reduced the 

sampled visible albedo. 



ûver this penod, h f k e â  albedo continued to decrease in response to increasin~ grah 

sizes in the volume's upper layers. Near-idkared aibedo decreased from 0.83 to 0.72. 

Initializing the snow albedo mode1 with the observed d c e  grain size of 2000 pm results 

in a spectrum signincantly lower than the June 1 1 spectra. By decreasing the effective 

optical grain size to 1000 pm, the modeîied spectra matches the observed spectra This 

suggests that the opticaliy equivalent sphere adü for the volume was significantly less than 

the observed grain size. Part of this large discrepancy in grain size may be due to 

sampling error or the fact that the opticaîiy effféave grain size is usuaUy smder than the 

observed grain size. 

Miiltiyear ice d 

At the multiyear ice site, melt pond snowcovers exhibiteci a duii colour as they approached 

saturation levels. Wtthin the melt ponds, b l y  dralliing melt water accumulated within 

lower snow Iayers c r e a ~ g  a darker sub-surfàce slush layer. During this stage, travel on 

the multiyear ice floe was vezy dificuit due to the heavy, wwet snow in melt pond areas. 

Snow volumes during this stage consisted ofa snow layer, an underlying slush layer and a 

basai water Iayer. The volume on June 12 was only 25 cm deep (hunmock side) - 10 cm 

of wet, large grain ( 1 500 m) snow overlying 15 cm of dark biue slush. The volume on 

June 16 was 39 cm deep - 10 cm of snow overlyhg 3 cm slush and 26 cm of basal water. 

Measured snow wetness of the d a c e  layer was 6% on both days. 

W M e  the depth of the volumes on June 12 and June 16 differed substantially, Figure 

3.17(b) shows that the albedo for the two volumes are identical. This is consistent with 

the fact that both volumes had 10 cm of snow overlying a slush layer. In this period, the 

thin overlyuig snowcover ailowed incident visible radiation to interact with the lower 

albedo slush layer decreasing visible albedo to 0.83. The infiateci aibedo continues to 

decrease with increased grain growth in the surface layer. The doubling of the grain size 

to 1 500 pm reduced the albedo 14 % to 0.65. Overaii, the appearance of a saturateci 

snow surface in the Wet Snow stage caused albedo to decrease across the instrument 

range. the largest decrease being at near-infiarecl wavelengths. 



3 - 4 7  3 Whire Ice Stage 

The Iune 16 s p e m  (Figure 3.17(a)) represents the aibedo of white ice at the tira-year ice 

site. The terrn white ice is used here to refer to the remnant ice surface found &er the 

ablation of the snow volume. Void ofany meamrable snow layer, the ice at this stage was 

not as dark and as smooth as found early in the season at the bottom of excavated snow 

pits. Instead, the ablation of the snowcover and the refiazing of the mdt water left a 

thin, dense, grey-white ice surface. At the  of measurement, the layer was estimated to be 

1-2 cm deep. Reviewing previous experiments, this albedo stage appears to be unique to 

the first-year ice site of SIMMS '93. Due to the shallow snow volumes at the 1993 site, 

the amount of snow meit water was srnail. Ponding on first-year ice is caused by 

meltwater pooling within dense, remaant snow drifts on the suFtice-At the 1993 fia- 

year ice site there was little snow resulting in Iittie snow meit water and minimal d a c e  

drifiing. Thus when the snowcover melted, the d amoum ofmelt water did not pool 

but thidy spread over the ice surface and quickly refioze. in cornparison, due to its 

deeper snow volumes, kt-year ice in nearby Resolute Passage was doned by numerous 

rnelt ponds at this stage. 

During this White Ice stage, the site albedo decreased at ail wavelengths, more so in the 

visible spectrum. The measured visble albedo and near-irdked albedo were 0.68 and 

0.5 7 respectively. Although this ice layer scatters light less efficientiy than the ablateci 

snow volume, it sa gives the sea ice volume a relatively high albedo. The surface's 

greyish appearance suggests that the darker underlying consolidateci ice volume was partly 

contribu~g to the visible albedo dong with the sufice snow-ice layer. The 21% 

decrease in near-infiared albedo is in response to the replacement of granular snow 

volume with a denser, more absorptive ice layer. Compared to the modeiled bare ice 

spectra shown in Figure 3.6, this surface layer reduces the sharp wavelength dependence 

of bare ice albedo, resulting in higher albedo over the solar spe*nun and the whiteness of 

the surface. Field observations hdicate that this period is reiatively short as this snow-ice 

layer and underlying ice cover melts and a thin layer of d a c e  water begins to accumulate 

on the surface. 



3.4- 7 4 Me ft Pond Stage 

In the h a 1  stage observed in 1993, both first-year and multiyear ice surfaces evolved uito 

a heterogeneous mix of standing melt water and bare snow/ice sufiaces as air temperatures 

stayed consistently above O OC. The unique topography ofmdtiyear ice noes, having 

encouraged the accumulation of deep snowcovers, led to the focmation of water-fiiled 

melt ponds interspersed among the fioe's hummocks: In cornparison, less snow, increased 

melt water drainage and m e r  topography at the first-year ice site prevented the 

formation of deep water-filIed melt ponds at the study site. instpad surface warer f o d  

a network of shailow melt sheets. The 1993 field season concluded with the appearance 

of surface melt water. In 1994 and 1995, more extensive meit pond studies were 

undertaken (Morassutti and LeDrew, 1995; De Abreu, 1995). -Reaiks fiom these studies 

will be used to cornpiement the limitecl melt pond data nom 1993. 

Ftrst-year Ice 

The depth and distribution of sufice ponding on first-year ice is controlied by the arnount 

of deposited snow and the topography of the ice d a c e .  Deeper snow volumes result in 

more meltwater and the local ice topography determines the depth of the snow volume 

and the coliection this water. Over rough first-year ice, snow and meitwater accumulate in 

ridgedlrafted ice areas. On smooth first-year ice sucfaces, melt ponds usudy fonn in the 

interstitial areas of wind-hardened snow drifts. In the arctic, pond water depths are 

modulated by drainage hto nearby ridge areas or through seal holes. In SIMMS '94, 

extensive samphg of melt ponds showed that pond depths on first-year ice were 

predorninantly in the range of 10 to 15 cm (Morassuttï and Ledrew, 1995). 

Figure 3.3 1 contains meit pond albedo measured on Iune 20, 1993 and lune 19, 1995 over 

first-year ice8. Both ponds were 1 I cm deep and üght blue io colour. The pond's surface 

in 1995 was covered by a thin (<OS cm) transparent ice cover. At the beginning of the 

surface ponding stage, melt pond surfaces often fieeze as temperatures dip below the 

Y Since the instniment's signal to noise ratio was much better in the 1995 dataset. usable data is availabk 
at wavekngths less than 0.4 pm 



ffeezing point. The ablation of the white ice layer reduced the visible albedo to 0.46. 

Again, since water is transparent to VisMe light, the bulk of the visible albedo represents 

light scattered by the underiyhg ice volume. This is especialiy tme for wavelengths less 

than 0.5 a fact t h  piva the ponds a blue colour. The albedo of &st-year ice is 

expected to decrease throughout the melt pond stage as the ice decays. More specificaliy, 

as the ice begins to warm, the brine volume of the uederlying ice volume increases. Brine 

pockets enlarge, connect and coiiect released air bubbles. This reduces scatterin5 withïn 

the ice and thus reduces the albedo of firn-year ice (Perovich et- d.  1986). The effect of 

the ice cover on the pond albedo in 1993 was minimal due to its apparent transparency at 

visible wavelengths. However, as pointed out earlier, by providhg a solid auface for 

snow deposition, these ice covers have the potential to &êct seaikaibedo for short 

penods. 

Figure 3.31 First year ice melt pond a l M o .  1995 d t  pond spectrum included for 
cornparison. Note wavckngtb range utendcd to 0.35 Pm. 



The appearance of d a c e  water has the most e f f i  on albedo at idhed wavetengths. 

Again, water is very absorptive at longer wavelengtbs. Its preseene on sea ice effectively 

reduces the infiared dbedo to near zero. By covering the absorptive water d a c e ,  the 

thin surface ice cover in the 1993 data increased the idtareci dbedo. However, the 

measured pond dbedo at wavelengths greater than 0.75 p appears to be overestimated 

by approximately 0.05. This may be due to the large-fieldsf-view of the RCR As such, 

nearby snow areas surroundhg the melt ponds rnay be contri%uting to the mea~u~ed 

dbedo. In this case, the albedo at aii wavelengths would be slightly overestimated. Also, 

the RCR correction procedure assuneci that the upwebg  irradiaace was diffiise 

(Appendix 3). This assumption is Wely violateci over the speailar water d a c e  of a melt 

pond under direct incident hadiance. This lends some uncertahty to the melt pond data 

that rnay explain its overestimation of i&ared albedo. 

The hummocky topography of multiyear ice and the deep snow volumes are conducive to 

the development of melt ponds. UnWce the sheet-like melt features of first-year ice, 

multiyear ice melt ponds often have discernible boundaries and shapes and are capable of 

holding more melt water. The aerial photo in Figure 3 -32 was taken during SIMMS '95 

from a tethered baiioon (Piwowar, 1995). It shows the contrasting shapes of melt ponds 

on first-year and multiyear ice. In this stage, warm ambient conditions transfomeci the 

deep snowcover in the crystal pit area to a water fiiled melt pond- 

Figure 3.33 shows the melt pond albedos collecteci on multiyear ice on June 22, 1993 and 

June 19,1995. Like the ht-year ice site, the JUM 22 pond is covered by a thin surface, 

this tirne a transiucent slush layer (4 -0 cm). The albedo is very sunilar in magnitude 

(a,=0.46, a,,*. 19) and shape to that of the ice covered first-year ice mer pond. 

However, prelimuiary anaiysis of the dbedo observations in SIMMS 1995 indicate that 

early melt pond visible albedo daers between kst and multiyear ice types. 



June 16,1995 Central Barrow St. Aiütude=3ûû m 



Figure 3.33 Multi-year ice nndt pond dbedo. 1995 mdt pond sputrum indudd for 
compatison. Note wavdength range exteadcd to 0.35 Pm. 
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The Iune 19, 1995 melt pond in Figure 3.33 is typical of the several multiyear ice melt 

ponds measued in 1995. The 1995 meh pond data kdicates that the visible albedo of 

multiyear ice ponds was approximately 0.1 albedo units higher than sarnpled first-year ice 

ponds. This is consistent with the observations of melt pond observations of Grenfell and 

Maykut ( 1977) (their figure 1). The higher visible albedo of multiyear ice ponds is due to 

presence of air bubbles in the near-surCace ice layers. niese air bubbles are efficient 

scatterers and thus increase volume albedo. Field obsewations hdicate that chis bubbly 

layer was absent from first-year ice surfiices, thus resulting in a lower &do.  

Aithough the melt pond crystal pit site was the sarnpling focus at the multiyear ice site, 

hummock ice surfaces were the predominant surface type on the Boe. Five years of 

observations have shown that while these features change slowly over the melt season, 

they exhibit a wide range surfàce characteristics. Usudy, a hummock top consists of blue 



ice overlain by a cmsty, porous white layer which varies in depth. This ice Iayer is very 

similar to the white ice of first-year ice site occasiody found before pond formation 

Early in the season, hummocks can be covered by a thin layer ofsnow which wentudy 

decomposes and contributes to this white surfàce layer. This porous layer scatters tight 

efficiently given these features a high albedo relative to melt ponds. The hummock 

spectrum in Figure 3.33 was measured over a white ice-topped hummock in SIMMS 1995 

on Iune 19. In SIMMS '90, this drained white layer was absent fkom the sampled 

multiyear floe. hstead, the hummock tops were bare and bright blue in colour. Since this 

inaugural experiment ended before airfgce melt, it is aot known whether d c e  melting 

eventually transfionned these bare blue tops. 

Figure 3 -34 shows the effect of both eohan debris on the albedo of a multiyear ice pond 

(depth= 15 cm) and a snow volume (depth=4 cm). The material in the melt pond appeared 

to be predominantly cnistal, with sorne biological matter. Suspended rnatter in the pond 

water and on the surface absorbed much ofthe radiation in the blue portion of the 

spectrum thus leaving the pond with a grey-green colour. The pond bottom was pocked 

by debris pits or c?yoconites as this absorbed radiation melts the pond's bottom 

Snowcover adjacent to the dirty pond was also contaminated. The snow spectrum shows 

the absorptive effects of the gigantic crustal particles nestled between the snow grains of 

the volume's upper layer. This type of contamination is always a possibility for sea ice in 

the island regions iike the arctic archipelago. This is especidy true for muitiyear ice floes 

that travel through the region throughout the year. Again, f a  first-year ice is more kely 

to become contaminated by crusta1 materials when snow disappears fiom nearby land 

masses. 

3.5 Conclusions 

In SIMMS '93, the first-year ice site transfonned fiom a high-dbedo snow-covered 

surfixe to a low-albedo water-covered sufiace. The moa dramatic changes occuced at 

near-infrared wavelengths. The high-aibedo of snow-covered sea ice was reduced when 



Figure 3.34 Spcearl aîbedo of debrbladen multi-ytar ice mdt pond and snow 
cover. 
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reductions in the snow volume's depth and eniargement of snow grains dowed incident 

radiation to interact with the darker, underlying ice d a c e .  The t h e  of season when this 

criticai depth is reached will Vary depending on the ambient temperature and, moa 

imponantly, snow depth. The spring snow depth is dependent on the fiequency of 

snowfall, which can serve to increase snow depth and reduce the volume's snow grain 

size, and the opportunity for catchment to facilitate significant snow depths. The infiared 

sea ice albedo responded to seasonal changes in the d a c e  layers of the volume. When a 

snowcover was present, the seasonal growth of snow grains into polycrystalline units in 

the near-dace Iayer of the pack decreased idkared albedo. When surface water was 

present, the sea ice sdace was a radiation si& at h f k e d  wavelengths. It should be 

noted that the SIMMS '93 experiment did not encompass the full melt season- WRh the 

appearance of the cracks in the ice, this fis-year ice su~ace drained and Oreiy revealed a 

higher albedo ice sudace (Grenfeii and Perovich, 1984). 



Like fint-year ice. the multiyear ice floe in S I M U S  '93 eransfomed fkom a hi@- to low- 

albedo d a c e  with the progression of the spring melt. UnW<e the fïrst-year ice site, at full 

melt conditions the multiyear ice site was less homogenous due to the presence of the 

white humrnocks interspersed among the melt ponds. The floe's overall albedo is thus 

dependent on its hummock to melt pond ratio. [t was evident that this ratio decreased as 

melt conditions progressed over the expetiment period. Eariy in the melt season, the 

floe's melt pond areas were filied with an opticaiiy thick snowcover which resulted in an 

albedo higher than the kst-year site with thinner sww volumes. The idiared albedo was 

more sensitive to microstructure changes occurring in the snowpack's upper layers. The 

visible albedo stayed constant until Uicreased water volumes in the pack resulted in the 

saturation of the cover's lower layers. As this slush layer gre-approached the 

snowlair interface, incident visible radiation scatteMg through the rernaining snow layer is 

absorbed, consequentiy l o w e ~ g  the d a c e  visible aibedo. W1th the appearance of 

surface melt water, both the visible and infiareci aibedo are reduced considerably. The 

shorter wavelength visible radiation interacts more with the pond's bottom and underlying 

ice microstructure. Almost ail of the incident infiared radiation is absorbed within the melt 

water, likeiy leading to the ablation of the pond's ice bottom and sides. 

While the crystal pit measurements were valuable in the understanding of the relationships 

between the seasonai change in aibedo and the decaying sea ice volume, the sampling 

clearly lacked the spatial component needed to M y  comprehend the variability of this 

important climate variable. Traverses throughout the experiment region via helico pter and 

snow machine made this fact evident. Climate studies require accurate albedo idormation 

resolved over regional scales at a temporal resolution capable of capniring the variable's 

cntical variance. The mon efficient way of accomplishing this is through the 

incorporation of remotely sensed data The next chapter d e d e s  how visible and near- 

i&ared satellite data cm be u&ed to map sea ice albedo. 



4.1 Introduction 

Satellite remote sensing is the only viable means of measuring chtically signincant 

variables over the spatial and temporal scaies necessary for thedevelopment, initiaiization 

and validation of c h t e  rnodels. While much attention has been given to the collection of 

these data over lower-latitude terrestrial sudiaces, comparatively linle study has been 

invested in the use of this technology for monitoring important climate variables over 

high-latitude sea ice surfaces. One ofthe most consistent and extensive satellite datasets 

of the Arctic Basin is N O M S  Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) 

arcbive. 

AVHRR has been providing polar coverage continually since 1978. Although AVHRR 

was designed to provide timeiy meteorologicai information, efforts are underway to 

evaiuate the utility of this global archive for providing Earth-atmosphere (LA) 

information important for the long-term simulation of this planet's climate (Gutman et-aL, 

i 995). AVHRR's extensive polar coverage give it the potential to resolve key spatial and 

temporal polar features critical to the modelling of the atmosphere-ice-ocean. However 

Little attention has been given to the application of AVHRR data to the= types of polar 

scientific problems (Steffen et al., 1993). Obvious obstacles to the general application of 

these data to polar regions are the fiequent nimmer cloud cover and its dependence on 

solar illumination. Ais0 the lack of in situ measurements impo~tam to evahiating the 

utility of thcse data is a significant hurdle to the utility of these data. 



The visible and Uifiared channels of AVHRR have the potential to directly measure those 

energy flues that control the energy balance of the marine cryosphere. Among these 

fluxes, the importance of meashg sea ice albedo has been estabiished. Under clear-sky 

conditions, AVHRR's visible channel (AVHRR 1) and near-infiareci channel (AMIRR 2) 

have the potentid to measure sea ice surface albedo over regionai scales readily adaptable 

to larger scaie climate models. However, there is no -established methodology regardimg 

the inversion of these data fiom orbital AVHRR data. Moreova, no attempt has been 

made to assess the potential accuracy of sea ice sufice albedo data derived 60m 

AWRR. 

This chapter describes a methodology for extracthg d a c e  viiibleand îdrared albedo 

from AVHRR 1 and AVHRR 2 clear-sky data. n i e  chapter begins by describing the 

AVHRR sensor and bnefiy reviewing previous studies that have utïiized shortwave 

imagery to extract d a c e  albedo over snow and ice d a c e s .  The theory of using orbital 

measurements collected in solar spectm for measuring surface albedo is disaissed. The 

methodology used to extract visible and infiared surface albedo fiom AMIRR 1 and 

AVHRR 2 is described and validated. The sensitivity of the derived aibedos to input 

parameters is examined and a detailed error d y s i s  is perfomed. 

4.2 Sensor and PlatConu Description 

Regular satellite coverage of the polar regions is currently provided by the National 

Oceanographic and Atmosphenc Administration (NOAA) 1 1, 12 and 14 satellites 

equipped with the AVHRR sensor. Designed to provide meteorological idormation to 

aid in operationai weather forecasting, the TIROS-N satellites have provided 

unintempted service since 1978. NOAA 1 1 was launched on September 24, 1988. 

NOAA 12 was launched May 14, 199 1 and NOAA 14 was launched on December 30. 

1994. NOAA 13 was lost due to mahnction. 



Table 4.1 describes NOAA 12's AVHRR sensor and the parmeters of the TIROS 

NOAA platform. The parameters ofthis satellite have been relative constant since NOAA 

6.  Even numbered satellites have daylight (7:30 AM.) north-south equatorial crossing 

times and the odd numbered plafomis have oighttime (2:30 AM-) crossing times 

(Liliesand and Kieffer, 1987). The orbit and large swath width (2400 km) aiiows all 

locations to be sarnpled at least twice a day at a nom* ïnstantaneous field of view 

([FOV) of approximately 1.1 km at nadir (KidweM, 199 1). At hi# polar latitudes, orbits 

overlap providing coverage several times a day. The seasor's IFOV becomes larger with 

distance nom nadir to a maximum of 2.4 km at the fiir edge of the math- nie data are 

recorded and archived at £Ûii resolution (Local Area Coverage or LAC) or at a degraded 

resolution of 4 km (Global Area Coverage or GAC). -. 
L- 

The AVHRR sensor consists of one visible chamel( 1 : 0.58-0.68 m), one near-infiareci 

charnel (2: 0.734. tpm) and three thermal infia-red channels (3: 3 3 - 3 - 9 3  4: 10.3- 

1 1.3 pm; 5: 1 1.5- 12.5 pm). There is a very small reflected componem in channe13 and 

some researchers have found it usefiil in cloud detedon schemes (Key and Barry, 1992). 

Channels 1 and 2 are calibrated pre-launch and the thermal channels are continually 

calibrated with an onboard thermal source. The spectral response of cIiannels 1 and 2 are 

shown in Figure 4.1. These two channels measure solar radiation reflected nom the Earth 

and atmosphere within these two broad bands. 

4.3 Previous hvestigations 

There has been very little attention given to the extraction of sea ice surface albedo 

using sensors that operate within the solar spectnimectnim The reasons for this are varied. 

On a whole, the utiiization of any type of satellite data for mappiag chatically- 

significant surface variables in the polar regions is st3i relatively recent. More 

specificaüy, the use of opticd sensors is restricted to clear-sky events durhg the sprllig 

and surnrner months when solar ill-tion is available. While there are a sipniacant 



number of clear-sky events in Apd and May, inaeasing cloudcover in the remaining 

spring and summer momhs Limits the availability of usable irnagery. Another relateci 

problem is the detection of cloud cover over hi&-albedo snowhce d a c e s  (Key and 

Barry, 1989). Despite this previous midies have show that visible satellite data bave 

the potential to provide usefiil iaformation regardhg surface sea ice aibedo over 

various spatiai and temporal scales. 

Table 4.1 Cbamcteristics of  AVHRR on NOAA 12 

Parameter NOAA 12 

Launch Date 

Altitude (km) 

Orbital Period (min) 

Orbits per day 

Scan angle fiom nadir 

IFOV at nadir (km) 

IFOV off nadir, maximum (km) 

Swath width (km) 

Coverage 

AVHRR spectral channelst (pm ) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

May 14, 1991 
\ 
» 833 

102 

»14 

S5.4" 

1.1 

2.4 - 6.9 
2400 

Every 12 hr. 

0.58 - 0.68 

0.73 - 1-10 

3.55 - 3.93 

10.3 - 11.3 

11.5 - 13.5 

Raschke et al.'s (1973) study claims to be the first high resolution study of the Eanh's 

annuai giobal radiation budget. Using Nimbus-3 data (0.2-4.8 pm), the study found 



aibedo values of 0.50-0.70 over snow and ice d a c e s  in the polar regions. The 

authon attriited variations of sea ice albedo in the Arctic to mow melt patterns and 

%ormations of fiactwes in the ice and water cover on the ice". Preuss and Geleyn 

( 1980) used Raschke et al. 's data to derive global estunates of d c e  dbedo which 

include measucements of sea ice albedo. The authors inverted surface aibedos using a 

Probably the most extensive study of the use of visible imagery to map sea ice albedo 

is the work of Robinson et al. (1986, 1992). The Operational Line Scanner (OLS) 

system onboard the Defense Meteorological Sateiiite Program (DMSP) satellite was 

used to map d a c e  broadband albedo and snow melt in the Arctic for the first time by 

Robinson et al. (1986) for the years 1977 and 1979 and again by Robinson et al. 

(1987) for 1977, 1979, 1984 and 1985. The Arctic was divided into five study 



regions: Central Arctic, BeaufortK hukchi Seas, east SiberiadLaptw seas, the 

Kara/Barents seas and northwest North Atlantic. The Canadian Arctic Archipelago 

was not included in the study. 

The OLS system operates in the spectral range 0.4- 1.1 pm, and for these midies, a 

degraded image resolution of 2.7 km was utiiized. Wlthin both studies, the authors 

report that at least one cloud fiee scene per tbree day intend was available over more 

than 80% of the basin from May to mid-August. The data were manually classifïed 

into four brightness classes represen~g different d a c e  conditions. Sudce albedos 

for each class were based on a simple parameterkation based on brightness levels and 

previously meanired aibedo values. The bnghtest pixels in t h e y  y grid were 

assigned an albedo of 0.79 und late Iune when the value was decreased to 0.69 to 

account for snow melt. The darkest pue1 which was asaMed to be open water was 

given an albedo of O. L2. These tie-point values were based on published aibedo 

values. Surface albedos of ali intermediate pixels were then linearly interpolated based 

on these two values and the surface c l w  was assigned a mean value. The study 

minimizes the effect of the specular nature of sea ice reflectance by claunùrg that it is 

"minimal over snow, ice and water surfaces" accordhg to Taylor and Stowe (1984). 

Closer e x d a t i o n  of Taylor and Stowe's resdts in this chapter wiil show that, while 

the anisotropy of sea ice may be less relative to other naaual airfaces, it is still 

considerable in a cîimatological sense. As a result, variability in DMSP pixel 

brightness may be a function of viewing geometry and not albedo. However, this 

effect was &ely reduced due to the moathly averaging over the study's ten year 

period. 

The regional and seasonal variability in surnice albedo for the Arctic Basin is presented 

in Table 4.2. During the s p ~ g  and surnmer, the Arctic sea ice albedo ranged from 

0.80 in the Central Arctic in May to 0.23 in the Kara/Barents seas in August. The 

variability among arctic regions is evident and is ascrïbed to vaqing rates of sutface 

melt which ultimately determine ice surface coaditiom (Le. snow-covered ice vs- 



ponded ice). Sorne of this variability may be due to the spatïai varïabiiity oflow- 

albedo open water and thin ice within the ice classes. The authors a~knowledge this 

possibility and assume that these effects were miaimiZed through averaghg- 

Tabk 4.2 Moiithly mean paramtterized regioad sea ice (>10% ice cover) surface 
albedos in the Arctic Basin derived from Robinson etd (1987). 

Month Central Beauf'ortf Laptev/ Karal NW North 

Arctic Chukchi E. Siberian Barents Miantic 

May 0.8 0.76 O. 78 0.7 O. 7 1 

June 0.74 0.62 0.62 O S 5  0.62 

July 0.54 0.44 0.44 4 3 4  0.47 

August ' 0.5 1 0-39 0.38 0.23 0.44 

Values for fkst haif of month only. 

It should be noted that this study employed AVHRR imagery when DMSP imagery 

was not availab te. Morassutti (1  992) subsequently developed a methodology to sp lit 

these DMSP broadband albedos into visible and near-iafiared albedos. 

Schweiger eral. (1993) compared the IO year Arctic parameterized albedo dataset of 

Robinson et-al. (1992) with surface aibedos derived fiom AVHRR 1 data processed 

by the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Program (ISCCP) algorithm The 

ISCCP C-2 dataset contains cloud amount, cloud optical depth, d a c e  temperature, 

atrnosphere constituent profiles and d a c e  reflectivity at 0.6 pm (Rossow and 

Schiffer, 1991). The ISCCP narrowband 0.6 prn albedo was used to estimate the 

spectral reflectance of typical sea ice surfaces over the solar spectm. A radiative 

transfer mode1 was then used in conjunction with derived spectral albedo to calculate 

broadband surface albedo. The spatial patterns of  sudce albedo denved from the 

[SCCP data agreed well with the DMSP dataset. A concenaic pattem of decreasing 



surface albedo progressing towards the south was found in both datasets. Schweiger 

e r d .  's (1993) sdace aibedo was systematicdy lower by O. I than the OLS dataset in 

May and Iune and higher in M y .  The Wrely reason for this discrepaacy wiii be 

addressed Iater. 

Recently, De Abreu et aL ( 1994) and Lindsay and Rothrock ( 1993, 1994) d e d  

the use of AVHRR for mapping arnic sea ice albedo. U&e eartier -dies, these 

investigations attempted to map surface albedo by directly inverthg the satellite- 

measured radiances. De Abreu et al. (1994) investigated the appticability of a simple 

inversion methodology for deriving broadband surface dbedo over snow-covered fan 

ice in the SIMMS study area in L993. The inversion methodology was sMar to the 

method proposed in this investigation. The study was supporteci by in sihc surface and 

atmospheric observations. Using four AVHRR scenes coilected on the same day, the 

authors found that satellite-derived broadband albedo were within 0.01 aibedo units of 

surface broadband albedo measurements when effixts of d a c e  anisotropy and 

atrnospheric attenuation were accouoted for. 

Lindsay and Rothrock (1993) used a very s i d a  methodology to meanire surface 

albedo with AVHRR data of the Chuckchi Sea in March, 1989. Like Robinson's and 

Schweiger's shidy, no sucface validation of the results was available. In Lindsay and 

Rothrock (1994), the authon expanded the scope of theû study to include much of the 

k c t i c  Basin for March to Septernber 1989. The authors calcuiated a mean monthiy 

broadband albedo of the central Arctic range f?om 0.76 in April to 0.47 in August. 

These studies will be examined more closely within the context of this investigation. 

In this chapter, a multi-step inversion methodology is usexi to derive d c e  albedo fiom 

AVHRR charme1 1 and 2 satellite measurements. Figure 4.2 is a schematic diagram 

describing the general methodology used in this investigation. The inversion process 

estimates visible (0.3-0.7 pm) and infiareci albedo (0.7-4.0 p) nom AVHRR 1 and 



AVHRR 2 respectively. The method is appropriate for clearîky A m  I and 2 data of 

spring sea ice surfaces. 

Figure 4.2 Su iiace al bedo inversion metLodology 
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4.4 Data Extraction and Cloud iktection 

The AM[RR data used in this study were provided by the Amospheric Environment 

Service ( AES). AES downlinks and archives AWRR data in appon of its varied 

forecasting operations. Using cloud cover observations nom SIMMS '93 and AES 

weather station Resolute, potential clear-sky dates between April L and July 3 1 were 

identified. AES Terascana software was u s d  to extract al1 avaiiable AVHRR NOM I 1 

and 12 data for these dates. In order to minimite image distortion and atmosphenc 

effects. only images with solar zenith mgles less than 70" and satellite zenith angles less 

than 45' were selected. 280 x 280 km2 LAC seaors fiom the complete orbital swath were 
--- 

extractcd and registered to a rectangdar map (256 x 256 p&i) ceatered on 75" N 93.5 

W. Each datafile consisted of five channels of image data (AVHRR 1-5) and five chaaaels 

of ancillary information stored on a pkei by pixel basis: latitude, longitude, relative 

azimuth, satellite zenith angle and solar zenith angle. 

One of the more serious obstacles to routine employment of optical satellite imagery to 

measure polar d a c e  features and energy flues is the blocking and attenuation eff's of 

ciouds. Cloud detection and mapping procedures developed for lower latitude 

environrnents do not work well over polar surfiaces and atmospheres (Key, 1989). The 

most difficult aspect is the inability to distinguish between clouds and snowrice d a c e s ,  

both of which have sMar  reflectances. Methods under study are generally based on 

spectral or texturd approaches (Key and Bany, 1989; Welch et aL, 1992; Ebert, 1992, 

Rossow and Schiner, 1992). Although this is a very active research area at the moment, 

no accepted or fNy reliable automated method exïsts for cloud detection in the polar 

regions. Thus for the purposes of this investigation, a manual approach was taken to 

ensure the study areas were cloud-fiee. 

Image analysis software was used to display the raw shortwave chaMels and the calibrated 

themal channels of each potential clear-sky image. Using channek 1 and 2, images where 



cloud obviously obscured the experiment area were excluded fiom d y s i s .  At this &st 

level of detedon, water clouds (stratus stratocumdus) were detected primarily through 

their shape, t e m e  and coverage. Fominately, tmlike the Arctic Basin, land surtàces are 

present in the archipelago thus providing image contrast th assisted in the detection of 

cloudcover. When in doubt, the diffîerence between A m  3 and AVHRR 4 was used 

to detect clouds. This method takes advantage of the merence in brightness 

temperatures between the two chanisels during suniit conditions (Yamaaouchi and 

Kawaguchi, 1992). Difference images (AVHRR 3 - AVHRR 4) were compared to 

AVEiRR 4 -es to identify doud contaminated pixels. The remainùig images were 

considered to be cloud-eee. 

-- 
The appearance of ice fog in advanced melt conditions is another source of image 

contamination. This often ubiquitous, low-lyhg fog is restricted to the ice sunace and thus 

may give the impression that the image is ciear due to the cloud-fiee appearance of 

surrounding land sufaces. in this dataset, ice fog presence was detected using visual 

texturai differences in AVHRR 1 and 2. Ice fog tends to result in a smooth sea ice image, 

devoid of the higher variability in pixel brighmess expected in advanced melt conditions. 

Nso, the occurrence of ice fog was monitored by surface observen. 

The dataset assembled for processing and analysis &et screening is summarized in Table 

4.3. The eight image dates available encompass much of the spring melt. In order to trace 

the transformation of AVHRR raw data into surface aibedo, the brightness values 

averaged over a 7x7 pixel area centered in Resolute Passage d be summarized at the 

conclusion of each processing sep. 



Table 4.3 Sun-targtt-sensor gcometry of  AVaRR ditaset 

- -  

Date Local The (approx) Solar Zenith Satellite Zenith Relative Aàmuth 

Apd 30 1 1:30 

May 3 L0:45 

June 4 t l:00 

June 9 1 7:50 

June 16 13:30 

June 30 1330 

July 7 1 1:OO 

July 29 1230 

4.5 Calibration and Conversion to TOA Refîectances 

4.5.1 Calibration 

On request, AES calibrateci the three t h e d  channels and provided AVHRR 1 and 

AVHRR 2 data in their raw digital number @N) fonnat. The digital numbers of each 

image pixel were converted to TOA radiances (LJ (Wmœ2 sr1 -1) for each charnel (i) 

through [4.1] accordhg to Holben et al. (1 990): 

where 4=l/G,, is the channel gain (countsNm-2 srL ~JII-~) and Ci is the channel offset 

(counts). The channel offset and gains are detentljoed by a pre-lauach calibration (TeiUet 

et a/ ( 1994). 



NOAA AVHRR channels 1 a d  2 are routineiy calibrated with a standard light source 

before each satellite launch. However it has been shown that this chiration may chanpe 

during pre-launch storage, during launch and during space flight (Hoben et ai.. 1990). 

Since there is no in-tlight calibration of these chanaels, a concerted effort has been 

launched to monitor and upgrade the pre-launch calibrations of operating AVHRR sensors 

(Price, 1987; Brest and Rossow, 1992; Vermotè and +Kaunnaq 1995; Rao and Chen, 

1995). ïhese techniques range 6om obsening large, homogeneous sufaces (desert, 

ocean, cloud) of known reflectance to using coiricident calibrated airborne or orbital data. 

Teiiiet and Holben (1 994) have taken these results and compiled a database containing 

time-dependent caiibrations for NOAA 6- 1 1. While the calibration offset is considered 

consistent with pre-launch values, investigators have found si@cant changes to the gain 

coefficients of both c h d s .  Figure 4.3 shows the drift in the caliibration gain for NOAA 

7,9 and 1 1 as determined &y desert cahbration Typicdy, AVHRR 1 and 2 expenence a 

large degradation imrnediately following launch- The rate of degradation then slows and, 

as show by AVHRR 1 1, can level out. 

Unfortunately, no known calibration update is avaiiable for NOAA 12's AVHRR senso?. 

In order to account for degradation in AVHRR 12's visible and near-hfked channel, this 

investigation utilïzed coincidental surface albedo measufements in concert with the 6s 

radiative transfer code1' to predict the at satellite radiance for AVHRR 1 and AVHRR 2. 

Surface and satellite data nom Aprii 30 is chosen as the calibration dataset. On this date, 

the reflectance of the sea ice surface appeared to be spatialiy homogeneous. As a result, 

the measured crystal pit d c e  albedo is considered here to be representative of the 

albedo over an AVHRR pixel. 

The Iack of caliration updates is typical of the even-numbered NOAA pla<form~ whkh posscss eatly 
morning equator crossingr Note: the lors of NOAA 13 has mersed th-  mie- 
''' The 6s radiative m e r  code is tupiaineci in dnail in a following section. 



Fipre 4.3 Change in calibration gain for NOAA 7,9, and 11 AVHRR as 
detemincd by desert cilibration. Lauach date showa in itdics. 

Source: Teillet and Holben 1994 

In order to initialite the 6s mode[ the surface albedo measured by the AVHRR instrument 

m u a  be determined. The surface albedo measured by a fïitered radiometer such as 

AVHRR (ar. a) is a tiinction of the solar hadiance incident within the seasor channei, the 

surface albedo and the spectral respoase of the instrument mesuring the reflected 

radiation (mi. The spectral albedo measued by AVHRR 1 and 2 was detetmined by 



where the limits b l  to 62 are the s p d  range of the AVHRR channeî, Le. 0.57-0 -70 p 

for AVHRR 1 and 0.70-1.1 pm for AVHRR 2. The resultant emulated AVHRR I and 2 

surface aibedos for April30 were 0.89 and 0.84 respectively. 

The 6s code required that the denved April30 chanaet albedos be expressed as a 

bidirectional surface reflectance measurement Since sea ice is an aoisotropic reflector, Le. 

its reflectance is a hction of solar incidence angle and vie- geometry, the measured 

sea ice albedo c a ~ o t  be considered equivaient to that viewed by the satellite sensor. 

Perovich ( 1994) sampled the bidirectiod rcfiectance distribution huiction (BRDF) of 

various sea ice covers in Resolute Passage. The 199 1 study derived spectral anisotropic 

reflectance factors" (AWs) Cfn) which relate bidkectiod refl~ance @A) measurements 

to albedo (a*) through the foilowing 

where 8 is the solat zenith angie, O* is the satellite zenith angle, and ) is the relative 

azimuth angle between the sun and the satellite measured at the surface (Figure 4.4). A 

perfealy isotropie surface would have an ARF of WUty. Given the mea~u~ed spectral 

albedo and the target's ARF, [4.3] can be reananged to convert surface aibedo to a 

bidirectional reflectance: 

' ' Anisotropic reflecîance factors are diwancd in depth in a foUoaRng section 
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Figure 4.4. Typicd gcometry of  suri-trirget-sensot 

The spectral ARFs closest to the scene geomeay for the April30 overpass were iategrated 

over the channel bandpass and weighted by the incident irradiance to determine the 

appropriate conversion fitcton. These fâctors were then used to conven the surface 

spectral albedo to a bidirectional reflectance. Table 4.4 shows the derived AVHRR 

surface albedos, the channel ARFs and the resultant AVHRR d a c e  reflectances used to 

initiaiize the radiative trader model. 

Table 4.4 Determination of TOA radiaace as vitwd by NOAA 12 on April30 
overpass. 

Channel Surface AMso~opic Surface TOA ~ a d i a n c e ~  
~lbedo' Reflectance ~ a c t o r ~  Reflectatice (~/m~/sr/pm) 

- * 
- 

Mea~u~ed at IW q s t d  pit April30 

- -* 
Taken ffom Penivich (1994) ARF measurements for mow covered sea ice 
Detennined by 6s radiative vansfer code 



A reasonably accurate radiative tramfier code popular in the remote sensing comrnwity is 

the Second SimuIution of the Weiïite Signal in the Solat Spectnmi or 6s (Vermote ef.aL, 

1994). Compareci with the previous version SS, 6s employs a more accurate scattering 

method for solving the radiative trader quation thus eiaending its former limitation to 

solar zenith angles of less than 60 degrees to at 1east 70 degrees @. Tanre, personal 

communication). However, the accufacy of the solution decreases as the solar zenitb 

angle approaches this lunit. The derived channel refleztances were input into the 6s 

mode1 dong wîth in sinr estimates of the atmospheric conditions during the overpass on 

A p d  30. These atmosphenc inputs (aerosol optical depth, ozone and water vapour 

amount) are discussed in more depth in later sections. The 6s code predicted that, based 

on the surfiace reflectances in Table 4.4, the atmospheric c o n e o n  April30 and the 

sun-target-sensor georn-, the TOA radiance measured by AVHRR 1 and 2 should be 

1 74.53 w/m2/sr/pxn and 1 10.23 ~ l r n ~ l s r l ~  respectively. 

A four pixel ~ b a r e a  (2 x 2) including the SIMMS data site was extracted tiom the Apd 

30 overpass for AVHRR 1 and AVHRR 2. The location of the subarea was chosen to 

exclude the multiyear ice floe. The extracted DNs shown in Table 4.5 reveal that the site 

reflectance appeared homogenous. By rearranging [4.1], employing the TOA DNs and 

a,ssuming that the channel offsets have not changedE, the updated gain coefficients for 

AMIRR 1 and AMIRR 2 were detennined to be 1.7 1 and 2.2 1 respectively. ûver 

approximately two years, this s i m e s  an 8.6 % and a 25.1 % degradation in the 

sensitivity of AVHRR i and 2 respectïvely. While the decrease in AVHRR 1 response is 

comparable to previous p l a ~ o m  (Figure 4.3), the NOAA 12's AVHRR 2 degradation 

appears to be more serious. Given the experience with NOAA 1 1, it is quite possible that 

the gain for both c h e l s  will begui to stabilire. If not, the decrease in seaaàity is 

expected to slow with time. In this study, these new gain coefficients were applied to the 

NOAA 12 data with the asswnption that the gain does not decrease over the tbree month 

midy penod. 

" The channe1 o&ts or deep space counts change v q  slowly with timc a d  are typicaily veiy close to 
prelaunch values (Teillet and Holbeq 1994) 



Table 4.5 Adjustmeat oiNOAA 12's AVBRR L and 2 calibntiom p i n .  uiduded 
are the TOA digital aumbers avtngeâ over SLMMS study site for April M 
ovetpass. 

Channel Mean Subarea DNS' Pre-launch Gain A d j u d  Gain % Change 

- Brackets contain st hiation of DNs over subarea 

4.5.2 TO A Reflectance Conversion 
-\ 

The TOA radiance was converted to a TOA reflectance hoA) by dividing by the filtered 

exoatmospheric solar irradiance within each channel (E), adjusted for the sun-Earth 

distance (4 and normalized by the cosine of the solar tenith angle (û) at Mie  of data 

acquisition1': 

Table 4.6. provides the cddated TOA refl-ce based on the pre-launch and the 

updated cdibration coefficients listecl in Table 4.5. The results indicate ignoring the 

calibration drift wodd sigaificantly underestimate the TOA reflectance and subsequently 

the surface albedo. 

" The chamel subsript i is assumai for ai i  subsequent relations uniess otherwise rpecified 
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Table 4.6. Cornparison of TOA mflut.nces detemincd by pre-huach and updated 
caiibration gain cocnicicna Note: DNs averycd over 7x7 subaru in Rcsolute 
Passage. 

- - 

Date AVHRR 1 AVHRRZ 

DN Pre- updated DN Pre- Updated 
Launch Launch 

1.6 Anbotropic Comction 

The reflectance measured by a satellite is considered bidueaionai, or in other words, 

representative of  an individual view direction at a certain solar zenith and solar azimuth 

angie. It may or may not be representative of  the total amount of energy reflected by the 

Eart h-amosp here system ûver isotro pic surfaces, a seasor' s bidirectional measurement 

is considered representative of the surface's dbedo. Since most naturd surfaces display 

some Ievel of anisotropy, bidirectionai satellite refiectance measurements cannot be 

considered representative of albedo until this anisotropy is addressed. 

The degree of anisotropy of an object's reflectance, in this case the reflectance of the 

Earth's surface and atmosphere, is commoniy expressed by the followuig anisotropic 

reflectance factor (ARF) 0: 



where a r ~ . ~  is the albedo measured at the top of the atmosphere. A perfectly iwtropic 

surface" would have an ARF of unity. Given the TOA-mea~ufed reflectance and the 

target's ARF, [4.6] can be rearcanged to convert a bidirectional reflectance measurement 

(PT04) to a TOA albedo: 

In terms of polar studies, it has beea accepted that the reflectaace of sea ice surfaces is not 

isotropic, but in fact. directional in nature. In most cases, this aniso~opy is waveleagth- 

dependent and strongly dependent on the physicai characteristics of the surface (Perovich, 

1993). In the case of an orbital or airborne sensor, d a c e  anisotropy can be modulateci 

by the overlying atmosphere (Koepke and Knebei, 1987; Kondratyev et al.. 1992). Thus, 

in order to facilitate cornparison of multi-temporal satellite data of TOA radiation data 

coiiected at dserent nin-sensor geometries, the anisotropy of the d a c e  and atmosphere 

should be considered. This is especiaiiy true for sensor's Wce AVHRR that coliect data at 

a variety of times during the day and at varyias satellite zenith angles. Due to AMIRR's 

wide swath (56' nom nadir), the same point on the d a c e  c m  be viewed on two or more 

consecutive days with wide variations in the sun-target-sensor configurations (Roujean et 

al.. 1 992). Figure 4.5 indicates the variation of the su-target-sensor geometry of the 

each AVHRR image in this dataset. It is apparent that the viewing directions are close to 

the solar plane, Le. 0' and 180". 

'' An isotropic surface is often termal a Lambertian mrf5ce. i.e. reflectance h m  the nrrfaEe d l  foilow 
Lambert's mine  law - varyiag with the cosine of the source zenith angle. 



Figure 4.5 Satdütc-run geomeq of study dataset 

Note: Sun at O" Azimuth 

Unfortunately, appropriate BRDF models to derive sea ice ARFs are unavailable. Outside 

of those descnbed eufier (Schlosser, 1988; Perovich, 1994). measurements of the surface 

BRDF of sea ice are rare. These surface measurements, however, cannot account for the 

anisotropy of the overiying atmosphere. Caution should be exercised when solely basing 

the anisotropy of TOA satellite reflectance on dace-measu~ed anisotropic 

charaaeristics. This is especiaily true when the radiance is recorded at large zenith angles 

or above turbid atmospheres where the opportunities for atmospheric s c a t t e ~ g  and 

absorption are large. In order to utiiize d a c e  ARF values, the TOA reflectance 

measurement should be fira co~ected for atmospheric effeas. 

Idedly, a spacebome sensor that can view the Earth at several angles at once is required 

to develop appropriate BRDF models for vatious d a c e  types and overlyhg 

atmospheres. The Multi-angle Imagiag Spectro-Radiometer (MISR) planaed to be 

launched on the EOS AM- 1 pladom in 1998 has been desiped for this purpose and 



promises to provide the data necessary to constnict and validate BRDF models 

appropriate for satellite remote sensing. Until this time however, the denvation of d a c e  

albedo 6om bidirectiod satellàe measurements is cornprornised due to lack of sea ice- 

atmosphere BRDF models. Presently, the derivation of reflectance pattern by Taylor and 

Stowe (1984) using Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) data is the only major 

source of -4RF idormation for sea ice and other surface types. 

4.6.1 Taylor and Stowe Anisotropic Reflection Factors 

Using 6 1 days of Nunbus-7 ERBE data, Taylor and Stowe (referred here on as T&S) 
\- 

( 1984) developed an atlas of reflectance patterns for various geotypes: ocean. land snaw. 

clou& md seu ice. For each sucface type and sun-sensor geometry, the atlas provides 

anisotropic correction factors (AW) capable of converting bidirectional satellite 

reflectance data to TOA albedos factors through [4.7]. 

In the absence of scene identification, the sea ice model is more appropnate for polar 

regions since it represents the widest range of surface conditions. For exampie, Lindsay 

and Rothrock (1994) used the sea ice model exclusively in their long tenn study of sufice 

albedo over the Arctic Basin. In ternis of this dataset, the predominant d a c e  types fiom 

April to July include snow, meltponds, bare ice and open water. In situ observation 

allowed the identification of the predominant d a c e  type at image acquisition and thus 

manual selection of the appropnate ARF modelLS. Given thiq three AEW models are 

applied in this investigation: snow, sea ice and ocem Table 4.7 lias the image dates 

paired with their appropriate model. 

For those image dates that required the snow and ocean models, the appropnate ARF was 

selected from the atlas tables provided in Taylor and Stowe (1984). The ARFs are 

determined by the su-sensor geomeay at tune of data acquisition. A single ARF is 

" in situ observations were not avaiiable for Juiy 7 and July 29. Scene types were estimated 



determineci for each aene based on the nui-sensor geometry of the central pixel in the 

image and applied to each pixel in the image. Since the study area is relatively smaü, the 

sun-sensor gometry rernains relatively constant over the image. In the case of two dates 

rhat requued the sea ice modeL a parameterkation based on the T&S sea ice ARF dataset 

developed by Lindsay and Rothrock (1994) was applied on a pixel by pixel basis. The 

view geometry of each pixel was input into the fobyîng mode!: 

and the p, are weighted least squares regression coefficients w . 6 8  1,8,=0.185, P- 
0 . 2 2 2 , 8 ~ 0 . 3  10, 8 a . 4 1 3 ,  flfl.608, f l d . 3 3 8 ) .  The residual standard error in the 

mode1 is given as 0.084. For each image date, the ARFs were applied to the TOA 

refiectance data to produce TOA albedos. The same ARF was applied to both channe1 1 

and channe12 data The validity of this application will be addressed later. 

Table 4.7 Distribution of T&S ARF mod& 

Date Selected ARF Mode1 Surface Conditions 
- - - - - - - - - - - 

A p d  30 snow Dry snow 

May 3 snow Dry snow 

June 4 snow Wet snow 

June 9 snow Wet snow 

June 16 sea ice Melt Ponds, wet snow 

June 20 sea ice Melt Ponds 

July 7 sea ice Melt Ponds, bare ice, open water 

July 29 open water Open wata, bare ice 



As s hown in Figure 4.5, the two main sensor views for NO AA 12 can be s u e &  as: 

15-20' relative azimuth (looking with the sun) and IS5O relative azimuth (looking into the 

sun). Figure 4.6 shows the T&S snow, sea ice and ocean ARF models for these two view 

geometries. A distance-weighted least squares smoothed d a c e  (McLain, 1974) has been 

apptied and the ARF4 h e  has been added to the data TOA reflectances coiiected at 

satellite-sun geometries which inter- this Iuie are considered representative of TOA 

albedos and no anisouopic correction is necessaty- Data points in the ocean mode1 where 

-3 .O have been auncated to preserve axis scale. 

-- 
Figure 4.6. Taylor and Stowe (1984) Sn Ice Aabotm~pic Rrnection Factor Models 

(a) Snow Mode1 

Reiative Azimuih = 200 Reiative Azimuth = 155" 



(b) Sea Ice Mode1 

Relative Azimuth = 20'' 

(c) Ocean mode1 

Relative Azhuth = 155' 

3 -3 

Relative Atimuth = 15Y 



As e x p d  T&S's results show the similarity berween the ankotropy of mow and sea 

ice surfaces. Sea ice appears to scattw light more snongly in the forward direction 

compared to the snow d a c e .  This is kely due to the anisotropic e f f i  of bue ice and 

melt pond surfaces within the sea ice model redts. Snow appears to be  the most isotropie 

reflector of the three surfaces (Figure 4.6(a)). In fact, of ail d a c e s  examined by Taylor 

and Stowe (1984). snow was indeed the least anisotropic. It is apparent fiom Figure 4.6. 

t hat aii three surtàces are sm>ng forward-scatterers. When the sensor is fachg duectly 

into the Sun (&= L 80°), the surface-reflected radiation contains a large specular component. 

This effect, though lessened, is evident in the ARF values for a relative &uth of 155" - 
when the satellite zenith angles approach the angle of reflection of the direct solar beam. 

In the case of the ocean mode!, the spenrlar characteristics ofwater surfâtes are wefl 
u- 

known. Asa, both snow and ice have ben characterized as stroagly fonvard scatte~g 

media. In this sun-sensor geornetry. the sateiiite-denved TOA reflectance of these 

surfaces often are significantly larger than the TOA albedo. The level of anisotropy also 

appears to increase with solar zenith angle. 

The results of the anisotropic correction are shown in Table 4.8 and Figure 4.7. In this 

investigation, the anisotropic correction is significant in cases, ranging nom +17% to - 
46% of the TOA reflectance for the low aibedo July data The average ARF over the 

dataset was 1 -06. For ail snow images, regardless of viewing geornetry, the TOA 

reff ectance underestimates the TOA dbedo. The opposite is true for the two June sea ice 

images since the sensor was looking into the ain The largest ARF ( f=L -84) was for the 

July 29 image (ocean model) where the sensor was facing into the nui's direction. 

Although these factors were designed to correct data used to muisure the Earth's 

radiation budget at scales of 2.5" x 2.S0, they have been applied to TOA reflectance data 

collected over non-uniform surfaces by other senson operating within the solar spectrum 

at finer resolutions (Koepke and Knebel 1987; De Abreu, 1993; Lindsay and Rothrock 

1994). This is true of thïs investigation and as expected, there are caveats regarding the 



Table 4.8 Conversion of  A V a R R  1 aad 2 TOA reflectanct to TOA rilbedo via 
anisotropic cornetion factors. T O A  rellectances firom dates nith positive d ~ t r t n c e  
underestimate T O A  aibdo. 

- Same anisotropic dectance funaion used for channel L and 2 
-- Difference (DE-) = TOA AIbedo - TOA Reflectance 

% ciifference (% Difi-) = Abs- DiEl TOA Aibedo* LOO 

Figure 4.7 Efftcts of ARF application ta TOA AVHRR 1 and 2 refiectances 
1.0 - 
0.9 

0.8 

- -  - r- AVHRR 1 TOA ni!. 

- -  -AVHRR 1 TOA albedo 



application of the dataset to AVHRR sea ice data These will be discussed in a later 

section. 

Since the Earth's atmosphere is most transparent in the visible part of the soiar spectrum, 

the most obvious use of satellite data is the observation of the Earth's suface at visibIe 

wavelengths (Lenoble, 1993). However attenuation mechanisms of the inte~ening 

atmosphere can significantiy pemirb the reflected signai as it travels back to the sensor. 

As a result, the flux measured by a satellite at the TOA should be considered 
\- 

representative of the surface and the atmosphere. Thus, in order to utiiize TOA 

measurements to estimate surfafe varîables, the attenuation of the overlying atmosphere 

must be accounted for and removed. This process of removing atmospheric effects, which 

essentially converts a TOA-measured flux to a d a c e  flux, is commonly referred to by the 

remote sensing community as atmosphenc con-ection. In previous work, the remote 

sensing community has attempted to bypass atmospheric correction of AVHRR data by 

constructing channel indices (Vermonte et al., 1995). These indices, k e  the Nomaliteci 

Difference Vegetation index (NDVI), nonnalize image data and thus d u c e  atmosphenc 

effects. Further reductions were garnered through image compositing techniques (CiMar 

et al.. 1994). However, in order to derive accurate values of sudiace radiation budget 

variables, such as albedo, atmospheric correction is a necessary pre-analysis step. 

The following s d o n  begins by briefiy desnibing the two atmospheric attenuation 

mechanisms relevant to the atmospheric correction of AVHRR visible and near-in6ared 

data - scattering and absorption by atmospheric coastituents. The theory behind 

atmospheric correction is illustratecl using analytical expressions that approximate the 

interaction of incident and reflected radiation with an atmosphere under a seasor at the 

TOA The implementation of atmospheric correction h the AVHRR sea ice dataset is 

described and the resdts are presented. 



4.7.1 Atmospheric Attenuation 

This section briefly introduces the concept of atmospheric scatteMg and atmospheric 

absorption. In the visible/near-inûaced spectrum, these are the two mechanisms that 

attenuate incident and refiecteù sdar radiation ûfspecific interest is the effect of these 

mechanisms on the transmissivity of the atmosphere within the spectral bandpass of 

AVHRR 1 and AVHRR 2. 

4.7- 1. i Ahnosphenc Scattering 

Radiation propagating through the atmosphere interacts witkptîcles as smaii as 

molecules and as large as rainârops. When this interaction changes the direction of 

propagation of the incident radiation, or difiùses it, without changïng its fkequency, this 

mechanism is referred to as scattering. Scattering is dependent on the foliowing (Slater, 

1980): 

( 1) the site distribution of the scatterhg elements, 

(2) the composition and concentration of the scattems, and 

(3) the wavelength of the radiant flux incident on the elements . 

Radiation travebg dong the sun-dace path and the surface-sensor path is scattered by 

the Earth's atmosphere. Figure 4.8 austrates the potential effects of scattered radiation 

on the signal recordecl by a TOA satellite sensor. Vector a repres-s the direct solar and 

reflected flux that does not expaîence scattering. Veaor b represents the diniise solar 

radiation that is scattered out of the atmosphere and into the path of the sensor. Aiso 

shown is down-scattered flux that can contribute to the direct solar flux (vector a). 

Vector c represents radiation that is reflected by adjacent d a c e s  into the dace-sensor 

path. This environmental effect can be ignored ifthe surface is homogeneous, but is 

considered a perturbation to the signal ifthe surface is heterogeneous in nature. Finally 



vector d represents radiation backscattered by the atmosphere and uitimately connibutes 

to the iiiumhation of the target. The main effect of atmospheric scattering on satellite 

data occurs dong vector b, the addition of scattered raâiation to the recordeci radiance. 

The major cause of this scattering is the presence of air moldes (Rayleigh scattering) 

and aerosols. 

Figure 4.û. Scattering procases in the atmosphere 

TOA 

Rayleigh's theory is commonly used to describe the scattering of solar radiation by air 

molecules. This theory assumes that scatîering particles are less than Vlûth the 

wavelength of incident iight. Rayieigh scattering ocam generaiiy in the firt 8 km of the 

atmosphere and is easily accounted for given the sun-satellite geomeûy and elevation of 

the target (Iqbai, 1989). Rayleigh-scattered radiation is distributeci awily in the forward 

and backward directions. 



An aerosol is defined here as a s m d  solid or tiquid panicle that is nispended in the 

atmosphere and foiiows the motion of the air (Iqbai, 1989). These panicles commody 

reside in the lower troposphere and stratosphere. The material content, concentration, 

size, and distribution of aerosols vary widely making thek distn'butiori extremeLy dficuit 

to predict. Aerosoi radii and concentration cover ranges of8 and 30 orders of magnitude 

respectively (laenicke, 1984). Aerosols scatter incident solar radiation in a marner that is 

dependent on their opticd characteristics. 

4 7 - 1 2  Atmospheric Absorption 

Atmospheric absorption describes the process whereby radiant energy incident on an 

atmospheric particle is absorbeci and emitted as thermal radiation- in remote sensiag, 
h 

incident or reflected radiation propagatkg through the atmosphere is absorbeci by gases 

and aerosols within the intervenïng atmosphere. The major absorbhg gases within the 

solar spectrum are oxygen (Oz), ozone (a), water vapour (&O), carbon dioxïde (COz), 

methane (CHi) and nitrous-oxide (Nfl) (Vermote et al., 1994). The atmospheric gases 

Or, COL CHi and Na are considered constant and unEody mixed in the atmosphere. 

Conversely, 0: and Ha are considered to be spatially and temporally variable and thus . 

more difficult to characterize. Most sensors are designed to  avoid coliecting data at 

wavelengths where oaseous absorption is prevalent. However, as will be shown wïth 

AVHRR, some sensors are S i e d  by atmospheric absorption. 

The other potential absorbers of solar radiation in the atmosphere are aerosols. Most 

troposphenc aerosols consist of non-absorbing material (Bohren and H u m  1983) and 

thus are usualiy not considered a major absorption agent in remote senshg operating in 

the solar range. However, particles that contain carbon, such as soot, are very absorptive 

in the solar specmun and as wiU be shown, their presence mua be considered when 

correct ing satellite data for atmospheric attenuation. 



4.7.2 Theory of Aimospheric Correction 

Simply stated, atmospheric correction attempts to reconstruct the originai radiance leaving 

the sufice in the direction ofthe sate&te se!Psor by accounting for the major attenuatbg 

mechanisms dong the atmosphenc path to the seasor. The foliowing section uses 

analytical expressions takea nom Verrnote et-al- (1994) to theoreticdy describe the 

attenuation of the reflected satellite signai and the determination of airtàce albedo nom 

TOA radiance rneasurements over a lambertian surfàce. 

A satellite sensor at the top of the aunosphere records radiation reflected from the Earth- 

atmosphere (E-A) system The use of satellite TOA radiaes t~ measure d a c e  aibedo 

is based on the assumption that the signai received at the sensor is composed largely of 

radiation reflected from the surface and that the perturbing effkts of the atmosphere cari 

be adequately separated from this d a c e  signai. Symbolically, the radiance recordai at 

the satellite (LTOR) can be decomposed into two conm'buting t e m :  

where L, is the radiance reflected fiom the target surface and L, is radiation scattered f?om 

the atmosphere. La is commonly referred to as polh radiance16. By assuming the surface 

to be a unifonn lambertian reflector, the target d a c e  radiance can be expandecl as 

foilows: 

'" Aithough not eupiicitly stated, ai i  vafiables in this discussion are assumed a fwction of rpccnal 
channel. 



where ETOA is the solar spectd radiance incident at the top of the amiosphme integrated 

over the sensor channei, id  is the cosine of the solar zenith angie (cos@, fi(B,û',gl) is the 

surface reflectance withui the sensor channel, T is the total (direct and diffiw) two-way 

transmittance of the atmosphere due to scattering and absorption, and s is the refleztance 

of isotropie light entenng from the base of the atmosphere. 

in terms of scattering, the total trammittance (7) dong an atmospheric view angle (8') is a 

produa of the direct (TD) and difftse (Td) mansrnittance: 

utf)= T D ( a + & ( g )  [ 4-12 ] 
\ -- 

The variation of direct atrnosphenc transmittance with viewing angle can be expressed 

according to Bouguer's law, : 

TD (8' ) = e -r, .  -8 
4-13 1 

where ?4 is the total optical thickness of the atmosphere. in t e m  of the Earth's 

atrnosphere, the optical thickness can be subdivided k o  the foiiowing components 

(Saunders, 1990): 

where r. , r ,and r ,  are the mean aerosol optical depth, the Rayleigh optical depth and 

the mean opticai depth due to gaseous absorption respectively. s, încludes absorption due 

to water vapour, mixed gases and ozone. 

By combining [4.10] and [4.11] and by norrnaiizing [4.11] by the incident solar radiance 

(&-a4 11). the satellite reflectance at the TOA boA) can be expressed: 



where p, is the atmosphenc reflectance measured at TOA In the above fomuIation, 

s c a t t e ~ g  and absorption effects are decoupleci into I;, the two-way transmittmce due to 

scattering and Tg, the two-way transmîttance due to gaseous absorption In fact, these 

processes are somewhat interdependent. Since the Vermote et. al. (1994) formulation 

used here is designed for operationai atmosphenc cogxtion, this couphg cannot be 

explicitly considered in lieu of a time-consuming, full radiative tcansfkt algorithm This 

decoupling and its consequences are examiLLed in detail by Tanre et al. (1992) and Tanre 

rr al. ( 1995). The error is considered to be Iess than one percent with solar zenith angles 

less than 84'. In the process of this decoupling, the gaseous transmission ftnction is ody 

evaluated for wn-target-satellite direct paths. 
--u 

Re-arranging [4.15], the surtace reflectance can be expressed by: 

where 

Thus, given the satellite-measured TOA reflectance, the inversion of surface reflectance 

requires specification of the reflectance of the atmosphere and the two-way trammittance 

of the atmosphere at tirne of satellite overpass. In the foliowing section, the atmosphenc 

factors that effect the transmissivity of the atmosphere to incident and reflected radiation 

in the wavelength ranges of AVHRR 1 and 2 are examined. 



In order to examine the factors affecting TOA radiances measured by AVHRR 1 and 2, 

the effects of ozone, aerosols and water vapour on atmosphenc transmissivity are 

modelled. Sùnilar experiments can be found in Saunders and Edwards (1989) and Tanre 

et al. ( 1992) with difEerent radiathe traosfer models comtraked by Merent atmospheres. 

The LOWTRAN 7 radiative transter model (Kneiqs et al.. 1988) was used to model the 

atmospheric transmissivity within AVHRR 1 and 2. By using a wide range ofatmosphenc 

models. LO- is capable of calculating path radiances, atmospheric transmissivity 

and direct spectral irradiance under a variety of atmosphenc conditions at a spectral 

resolution of 20 cm-'. The modei's sub-arctic a t m o s p h e ~ ~  was selected with a 

solar zenith angle of 60 degrees. The code was run for both aumner and winter seasons. 

These two model seasons approximate the range of water vapour content and ozone 

content similar to that found in this investigation The simulations were coastrained by the 

aerosol conditions d e s m i  in Table 4.9. The h t e r  lower troposphere (0-2 lan) aerosol 

mode1 was customized to reflect arctic haze conditions using aerosol optical properties 

provided in Shaw et aL (1993). Within AVHRR 1 and 2, the haze model corresponds to 

aerosol optical depths of 0.53 and 0.34 respectively. 

Integrated tramnittances based on the AVHRR 1 and 2 filter fiuctions were calculateci 

for each attenuator in the atmosphere. The resultant channel trammittances for the mon 

sipniticant attenuators - air molecules (Rayleigh), aerosols, ozone and water vapour - are 

provided in Table 4. L O. The results are shown graphicdy in Figure 4.9. A trammittance 

of O refers to a totdy opaque atmosphere and a transmission of 1 refers to a totdy 

transparent atmosphere. It is apparent that atmospheric transmissivity and the controllhg 

mechanisms Vary between the two channels and between the two seasons. 

In AMIRR 1 aerosol scattering and to a lesser extent, aerosol absorption are the most 

sigdicant extinction mechanism. Ozone absorption and Rayleigh scattering also 

decrease AVHRR 1 transmissivity. Rayleigh scattering and ozone absorption are for the 



rnoa part seasonaiiy invariant and spatiaiiy conservative. Therefore, of these three 

attenuators, they are the moa easiiy accoumed for. Water vapour has vety Iittle &ect in 

AVHRR L and can be ignored. Seasonaiiy, winter haze events can sisnificantly decrease 

atrnospheric transmissivity in both chmneis. The e f f i  ofhaze wiil be discussed further 

in following sections. 

Table 4.9 Aerosol Models used in Transmissivity Modelling 

Lower Troposphere arctic haze tropospheric 

Upper Troposphere tropospheric tropospheric 

S tratosphere rnoderatdaged volcaiuc modrra<daged volcanic 

Table 4.10 Atmospheric transmittances integrated over AVHRR Ch. 1 and 2 

AVHRR Channel 

Wlirrer Summer Wtnter Summer 

Rayleigh 0.89 0.89 0.96 0.96 

Ozone 0.94 0.94 1 .O0 1 .O0 

Water Vapour 0 -99 0.98 0.94 0.87 

Aerosols 0.59 0.73 0.71 0.80 

TOTAL ' 0.49 0.60 0.62 0.65 

Represents ail attenuaton in the atmosphere. Le. indudes attenulton not included in table 

Source: Modelied via LOWTRA. 7: Sub-Arctic pmtiie. solar zenith a n g l d ,  spectral resolution 20 
cm- 1 : 03 amount: wïnter=0.3 2 cm M'P. nimm~û.27 cm NIP. Hfl content: wïnteH3 dS g/cmf. 
S U I I ~ I I ~ ~ F ~  .3 g/cmZ: aemsol type = winter: lower troposphere (0-2 km) - ban (afker Shaw et al.. 1993). 
upper troposphete - troposphetic. stratosphere - moderatdaged volcanic; sllmmer troposphere- 
troposphenc. stratosphere - rnoderatdaged volcanic. 



W~thin AAVHRR 2, water vapour absorption and aerowl attenuation are the prhwy 

mechanisms controlling atmospheric fransrnissivity. Shce Rayleigh and aerosol scattering 

are proportional to waveiength, their inauence deaeases in AVHRR 2. The innuence of 

ozone is negligiile in this channel. The atmosphere's ~ansnu'ssivity due to water vapour 

varies invenely with the suisonal water vapour content in the arctic atmosphere. 

Transmission is higher during the winter months when the amosphere is drier and 

decreases significantly in the summer months when the atmosphere's water content is 

higher . 

Ozone. water vapour and aerosols are significant factors controlling the extinction 

properties of the atmosphere in the spectral regions of A-2 and 2. For the most 

part. the transmissivity of the atmosphere decreases with increasing solar zenith angle. The 

long path lengths that accompany large solar zenith angles kcrease the opportunity for 

atmospheric attenuation. 

Figure 4.9. Atmospherk Transmissioa within AYHRR Cbannels 1 and 2 



The success of amiospheric correction is dependent on the procedure's ability to 

accurately estimate the magnitude and characteristics of these amiospheric attenuators 

during image acquisition. The following section describes the methods used in this 

investigation to estimate ozone, water vapour and aerosol content of the atrnosphere 

during satellite overpass thes. Since Rayleigh scatterkg is predictable and easily 

accounted for, it is not considerd further. 

4.7.3 In Situ Atmosphenc Measurements 

Criticai to atmosphenc correction of image data is the avdability of a priori information 

regarding the foiiowing : 



(1) iliumination and viewing geometry (preferabiy for each pixel), and 

(2) atmospheric conditions for the scene (ozone amount, aerosol optical depth and 

watet vapow amount). 

The acquisition geometry information is oflen inchideci in the satellite's data meam and 

easily accessible. in the case of this AVHRR dataset, these ancillary data were available 

on a pixel by pixel basis. 

In Teillet ( 1 992) and Tanre et (71. ( 1 992), various sources of atmosp heric infiormation for 

correction of AVHRR images are recommended. Optimaliy, these data should be 

acquired fiom the satellite wene itself. Unfortunately, m@ods - for extracthg nich data 

are few, often inappropriate for polar regions and most require further vaiidation- Future 

sensors Iike MODIS will utilite scene-based atmospheric data deriveci from its own bands 

for atmospheric correction. Today, atmospheric correction schemes commonly uùlize 

either coincidental ground-based measurements or more likely, climatologicat data of the 

required atmospheric variables. In this investigation, in si)u atmospheric measurements 

coincidental to the image acquisition WU be used as initiabation data for the atmospheric 

correction. The following section describes the measuernent of ozow arnount, aerosol 

optical depth and water vapour content. The 6nai inputs to the atmospheric correction 

schernes are presented in Table 4.1 1. 

4.7.3.1 Ozone Amount 

Although dependent on latitude and season, compared to water vapour and aerosols, 

atmosphenc ozone content can be considered relatively invariant. Ozone is currently 

measured by a world-wide network of m o n i t o ~ g  stations and climatological ozone 

information is readily avdable. While satellite idionnation on ozone is also avdable 

(Keating et aI., 1989), the benefits of incorporating such data would have to be weighed 

againa the processing effort, the accuracy of the dataset and the overall importance of 



ozone in the correction scheme. The sensitivity of AVHRRderived d a c e  albedos to 

ozone amount w i U  be assesseci later. 

Total column ozone arnount is measured twice daiiy at the AES Resolute weather station 

These data, dong with similar data fkom stations around the worlâ, are published annudy 

in Ozone Data For the World (AES, 1993). Ozone data for overpass events were 

extracted fiom the 1993 dataset and are included in Table 4.1 1. As shown in Table 4.1 1, 

arctic ozone values peak in the winter and early spring and begin to decrease in the s p ~ g -  

Table 4.11 inputs to Atmosphcric Correction 
-. -- 

Date Water Vapour Ozone Aerosol Optical Depth 

(cm precipitable H20) (columo Amt -cm NTP) (@ 0.55 p ) 

April30 

May 3 

June 4 

June 9 

June 16 

June 20 

July 7 

July 29 

4.7.3.2 Water Vipmr Content 

The transmission modeiiing in 4.9(b) suggests that in order to estimate surface aibedo in 

channel two, an estimate of the water vapour content ofthe atmosphere at Mie of image 

acquisition is desirable. Teillet (1992) reviews various sources of regular uifonmion 

suitable for the correction ofwater vapour in dam nese sources can be broadly 

classified as climatological, radiosonde and satellite data Climatological datasets provide 



seasonal, latitude-dependent data Radiosonde data provides information on the vertical 

distribution of water vapour in the atmosphere. Unfomuiately, the world wide network is 

irregular, sparse and data revieval can be ambersorne. Tame et aL ( L 992) suggest a 

climatology denved fkom GCM modelled resuits based on radiosonde data, but 

acknowledges that the accuracy of nich an approach wouid be poor given the scarcity of 

data over remote regions. 

The ability to extract water vapour amounts fiom satellites is attractive. Carelton (199 1) 

provides a thorough review of the satellite retrieval of atmospheric water vapour. Justice 

et a/. ( 199 1 ) utilize an empiricd relationship between the difference between AVHRR 

channe14 and 5 and water vapour content. The approach is highiy sensitive to location - 
and its applicability to polar regions remains to be investigated. The TIROS placfom 

which carries the AVHRR also canies the TOVS (TIROS-N Operationai Vertical 

Sounder) sensor which includes both an idkared (HIRS/2) and rnicrowave (MSU) 

sounding instrument. TOVS commoniy provides information on water vapour patterns 

only in the mid to upper troposphere. Microwave iastnunents with their penetrating 

capabilities are more capable of providing moisture Uiformation at ali column levels, thus 

making them more usefùl in the correction of satellite data (Prabhakara et al., 1982) 

In order to estimate the atmospheric water vapour content on overpass days, this 

investigation utilizes radiosonde data collected twice d d y  (00:OO and 12:00 hours GMï) 

at the nearby AES Resolute, N.W.T. weather station (Figure 3 -8). Temperature and 

relative humidity data were extracteci 60om AES radiosonde data for the 12:OO GMT 

launch (0700 hrs local tirne) on overpass days. A common way of expressing the amount 

of water vapour in a column of air is the calculation of pncipitable water (w). Precipitable 

water can be described as the thichess of the liquid water that wouid be fomed if ail of 

the water vapour in a vertical coiumn were condensed at the d a c e  of a unit area (Iqbal, 

1983). Precipitable water can range fiom O. 1 cm for a very dry atmosphere to 5 cm for a 

hurnid atmosphere. Since data beyond the altitude of 12 km were inconsistent between 

overpass dates and aven that very littie water vapour exists beyond this level, the 



precipitable water was caldatecl for the 0-12 km columa Data for this cohunn were 

extracteci and the precipitable water amount (w) for the vertical colum~ was calculated by: 

where 9, is the absolute humidity (mas of water vapour per unit volume of air) in kg/m3 

and r is the height of the layer. The precipitable water amounts for each overpass day are 

shown in Table 4.1 1. 

The calculated precipitable water amounts iilustrate the -ad variability of 

atmospheric water vapour in the Arctic Archipelago. Early in the sprhg, the atmosphere 

was very dry with precipitabie water vapour amounts around 0.35 an MeIting sea ice 

and the injection of moist air fkom southerly latitudes increased water vapour amounts in 

Iune to approltimately 1.5 cm. In M y ,  whea the ice had broken up and open water was 

ubiquitous, water vapour amounts chbed to > 2 cm. 

Due to its high degree of variability in radiative characteristics and distniibution, the efféct 

of aerosol attenuation is the most di&icu.it atmosphenc variable to estimate for the 

atmospheric correction of satellite data The amount and characteristics of stratosphenc 

aerosols are considered to be relatively static compared to those inhaôiting the 

troposphere. The tropospheric aerosols in the first 2 km display the widest range of 

vax-iability in content and type. As a result, this regime is the hardest to characterize. The 

amount of aerosols in an atmosphenc layer is oAen expressed in ternis of extinction, that is 

as the aerosol optical depth of the layer. Clear-sky aerosol optical depths cm range fkom 

0.05 for a very clear, non-turbid atmosphere to greater than 0.4 for a hazy, turbid 

atmosphere. 



An optimal atmospheric correction strategy would require scene-based identification and 

knowledge of the following characteristics of aerosols present in the intemenhg 

atmosphere: optical thickness, phase hct ion and single scattering albedo. Future 

senson may incorporate such schemes, but present day schemes are forced to rely on 

ciimatologicai aerosol information. These types of data are scarce for much of the world, 

but espetidy so for tropical and polar regions. Regardless, the use of climatological 

information is questionable given the variant effkts of aerosol masses in both the Arctic's 

troposphere and matosphere. As wiU be s h o w  the influence of aerosols on AMIRR 1 

and 2 data is large and thus requires close attention in atmospheric correction schemes. 

This section begiw by briefly descnbing the Arctic aerosol regimes that have the potential 
1 

to affect AVHRR measuremeots of d a c e  albedo. The method employed here to 

estimate aerosol content for the correction of the 1993 AVHRR dataset is described. The 

resultant aerosol optical depths for the overpass dates are presented in Table 4.1 1. 

4.7.3.3.1 Arctic Aerosol Regimes 

Freund ( 1983) identified three major regimes of arctic aerosols - d found to be relevant 

to this investigation. The fkst regime is the spkg loading of the lower troposphere (< 2 

km) by anthropogenic pdcles originating from lower latitudes. The second regime, also 

tropospheric. is a result of airbome crustal materiai appearing when snowcover melts kom 

the surrounding land masses in the archipelago. The final reghe is the background or 

stratospheric regime that has been regarded as opticaily t h  (sa = 0.05) and invariant. 

Volcanic activity this decade has proved this characterization to be Mse. Another arctic 

aerosol regime, not identified by Freund (1983) but potentially relevant to this 

investigation, is lower tropospheric ice crystals or "diamond dust" which fonn w i t h  the 

lower 2 km of the atmosphere. 



Arctic Hase 

Aithough once thought of as a pristine environment in terms ofatmospheric conditions, 

the opacity of the Arctic's sprîngtime atmosphere has been shown to occasionally rival 

that of a large urban centre. This seasonal loadulg of the atmosphere presents significiillt 

obstacles to the conection of sateiiite data coiiected during these epides .  Studies have 

shown that during the winter and spring, the arctic aerosol is composed of significant 

amounts of anthropogenic material, primariiy soot (graphitic carbon) (Barrie et al.. 198 1; 

Shaw, 1982). The source of this seasonai increase in atmospheric mot is lower-latitude 

induanal regions. The layered characteristics of the aerosol's distriiution and the 

resultant reduction in visibility has led to this muai phenornenon ta be labeled mctic 

hme. h i ~ g  the winter and spring, the clear-@y atmospheric aerosol optical depth is 

commonly 0.1-0.3, a range more typical of urban environments. This range is consistent 

with those shown in Table 4.1 1. This regïme begins to dissipate with the onset of melt 

conditions (May and June). The reasons for this decrease are Wely twofold. Increased 

springtime precipitation, especially drizzle fiom low level stratus clouds, scavenges out 

aerosols, thus decreasing its load (Barrie et al.. 198 1). Also, the establishmem of a more 

zona1 (latitudinal) flow in the northem hernisphere as sumnier approaches reduces the 

exchange of aerosols from turbid centres in the south (Smhov et al.. 1994). 

Of panicular significance to this study is the opacity of soot to visible radiation Whiie 

most atmospheric aerosols have single scattering dbedosl' (SSA) approaching unity at 

visible wavelenghs, soot is considered a strong, wavelength-dependent absorber with a 

SSA of c0.2 (Blanchet, 1989). The overaii e f f i  of soot is to decrease the aerosol's 

overali SSA in an amount that is proportional to its relative m a s .  The optical properties 

of arctic aerosols have been determined through observation (Clarke et al., 1984; Barrie et 

al.. 198 1) and theoretical rnodelhg (Blanchet and List, 1984). ïhe  airborne observations 

of Clarke et al. (1984) have shown tbat the SSA range for dry air arctic aerosols in the 

first 5 km of the atmospbere is 0.77-0.93 (at 550 am). This mean of 0.86 agrees with 

'-single scattering albedo (0-1) &ers to the probability tbat a photon inteapod by a particle wiii be 
scattered rather than absort>ed. 



modeiied resdts for dry air (J3lanchet. 1989) and with observed and rnodeüed resdts at 

Resolute N. W.T. ( M c M e  et aL, 1985). 

Backgrotind Saatospheric 

in cornparison to the highly variable tropospheric aerosol masses, aerosols in the 

stratosphere (background aerosols) appear relatively invariant. However, in the last 1 5 

years, volcanic advity and new obse~ational techniques has shown the optical properties 

of the upper atmosphere to be Eir &OUI static. The eruption of volcanoes, ldce El Chichon 

in 1982 and Mount Pinatubo in 199 1, inject large quantities of S a  maight into the 

stratosphere. The injected material reacts directly with incident irradiation changing the 

radiative balance of the E-A system. The pre-ce of volcanic material increases the 

background optical depth in the Arctic. Airbome photometer measurements collected 

during the 1992 Lead Experiment (LEADEX) in the B d o r t  Sea rweaied stratospheric 

optical depths of approximately O. 1, which is a magnitude higher than normal. These 

larger than nonaal optical depths are amibuteci to suspended volcanic ash in the lower 

stratosphere that originated fiom the 1 992 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in the Philippines 

(Stone et al., in press). The reduced transparency of the atmosphere is thought to be 

responsible for the global cooling experienced after the eruption. 

Figure 4.10 shows a Mie senes of polar aerosol optical depths nom 2 km and upwards 

rneanired by SAM II (Stratosphenc Aerosoi Meawemement II). The immediate and long 

term effects of volcanic activity is evident. Aerosol optical depths retumed to pre-1979 

background levels 8 years afker the 1982 El Chichon eruption (McCormick et al., 1994). 

Given that the Mt. Pinitubo eruption injecteci thne times as much material into the 

atmosphere in 1991, it is reasonable to say that this aged volcanic material continues to 

augment the aerosol optical depths measured today and in 1993. the year of data 

coiiection. Episodic sources of aerosols. iike volcanic aaivity, warrant caution when 

applying background values of Arctic aerosol optical deptbs based on climatological 

values. 



figure 4.10 SAM 11 weekly average aerosol optical depths @1 .O Fm at higb latitudes. Arrows indicatc 
volcanic cruptions throughout period. Source: McCormick et al., (1993). 



Lower Atmo~phere Ice Crystail Precipiraon 

During the cold haif of the year in polar regions, ice crystal precipitation commody occurs 

within the lower troposphere- Ice crystal precipitation (ICP) bas been obsewed to have a 

winter frequency of approximately 50% and to occur primarily within 1 km fiom the nirtàce 

(Curry et al.. 1990) ICP or "diamond dust" for- m d y  as a result of isobaric cooling in 

amospheres with temperatures lower than -15' to -20" C (Wison et al., 1993). ICP events 

were regularly observed during SIMMS '93 under clear-&y conditions in Apd and early May. 

While the effkct of ice c r y d  precipitation on the d a c e  energy balance (ûverland and Guest, 

199 1 ) and on satellite response in the thermal channels (Stone and Key, 1993) has been 

investigated , little attention has been given toas effect on shortwave sateIlite imagery. 
u 

Cnlstal Material 

Snow fiee land of archipelago land masses in the Arctic is a sigdicaut source of aerosols 

in the w m e r  spring and summer months. Wmd-blown cmstal materid contributes to the 

aerosol mass in the lower troposphere. While their residence time is low, this terrestrial 

aerosol source may prevent optical depth levels from retumhg to low background levels 

after the Arctic haze effects have dissipated in late spring. 

4.7.3.3.2 Sun photometer measurements 

Sun photorneters are used to measure direct solar kadiance, ofhm with the purpose of 

retrieving total atmospheric optical depth These iastniments usually consist of a silicon 

photoelectric detector in a tube capable of coIl ima~g incident light. Filters are usually 

employed to focus measurements in wavelength internais fhe nom gaseous absorption 

(atmospheric wiItd0ws). The measurement of direct incident kradiance allows the 

estimation of atmosphenc extinction and relatecüy, total atmospheric optical depth. 

Theoretically, by accounting for the Rayleigh and ozone optical depths, the residual 

extinction is attributed to aerosols and serves as an estimate of aerosol optical depth. 



In SIMMS '93, Serreze et al. (1993) coUected sun photometer meaSuTements at two 

wavelengths, O. 3 8 p and O. 50 pm., during clear-sky events between May 6 and Iune 9. 

Measurements consisteci of a sample of six to ten photometer readhgs. The instrument 

was re-caiibrated after reairaiag fiom the field and it showed no drift fiom its absolute 

calibration at Mauna Loa, Hawaii. The total optical depth measurements were corrected 

for Rayleigh scattering, ozone absorption and changes in relative airmass. Figure 4.1 1 

shows the variation of daily average aerosol optical depth within the t h e  penod spanned 

by the AVHRR coverage. These optical depth values are estunateci by Serreze et al. 

( 1993) to be accurate to 0.02 or less than 1% of the values. 

Figure 4.1 1 In situ-measud daily averagc~erasd - opticai depths at 0.5 pm 

Note: Enor bars = +/- one standard deviation 

There is considerable day to day varïabiiity in the depth meamrements, especially in May. 

This variability could be due to the movement of Merent synoptic systems in and out of 

the region. A trajectory analysis of dominant systems during the period may reveal the 



cause of this variability in optical deptlu (Smirnov et al., 1994). The simple trend Iule 

fined to the data helps to show the general decrease in aerosol optical depth throughout 

the spring period. The increased presence of clouds and occurrences of precipitation in 

the late spring effectively remove aerosols nom the atmosphere. Aiso increased synoptic 

activity improves the exchange of turbid air in the Arctic. In July, the aerosol optical 

depth is expected to level off at background stratosphenc levels. 

The measured data are compared in Table 4.12 with the results of previws studies of 

aerosol optical depths at Resolute, N.W.T. (Freund, 1983; McGufne etaL.1985). These 

studies utilue pyranometer measurements to estimate aerosol optical depth ushg a simple 

traflsfer equation. The values presented i~ - Table 4.12 have been adjusted to 0.55 p 

according to the method d e s c r i  in the foliowing section. Aithough limited in tirne, the 

surface measurements of spring 1993 for the most part are comparable with the resdts of 

the climatological stuclies. It should be noted that these climatological studies occurred 

pnor to the volcanic aaivity discussed in the previous section and thus may not be 

representative of current conditions in the Arctic. 

Table 4.12 Monthly average aerosol optical depths (0.55 ~ J U )  at Resolute, N.W.T. 

Month Freund (1983) M c W e  et al. (1985) SIMMS '93 

1978- 1980 1970- 1979 

April O. 15 O. 19 

May O. 13 O. 16 O. 13 

June 0.09 0.08 O. 10. 

July 0.04 

basd on June 1 to June 9 

Aerosol depths derived fiom the sun photometer measurements were coincidentai to the 

acquisition of the June 4 and June 9 AVHRR data. As shown in Figure 4.1 1, the opticd 



depth measurements only cover the rniddle of the spring season There are ao coincidental 

photometer measurements available for the rest of the AVHRR data As aich, the optical 

depth meanired on May 6 is used for April30 and May 3. Aerosol opticd depths for June 

16 and June 20 are assumed to be O. 1 based on the slimatological studies and the values 

meawed in the eariier part of the month The aerosol depth values for Iuly 7 and 29 are 

asnimed to be 0.05 based on McGufne et a!.% (1985) estimate. Although the value is 

likely low due to the residual efféas of volcanic activity? it is accepted here in lieu of data 

to the contrary. 

4.7.3.3.3 Spectral Adjustment of Aerosol Optical Depths 
u 

As with most atmospheric correction schemes, the aerosol optical depth is ofken required 

to be specined at one wavelengtb usually 0.55 p- in this investigation, aerosol optical 

depths are determined at 0.5 pm through observation Therefore, some adjustment is 

necessary before these depths can serve as input to atmospheric correction schemes. 

In Shaw ( l982), the wavelength dependency of Arctic (and Antarctic) aerosol optical 

depth are empincally found to follow a power law relationship of the form 

where Q is a constant and values of s were found to range f?om 0.9 to 1.7 based on 

multiple wavelength sun photometer measurements. Based on an aerosol optical depth of 

0.2 at 0.5 pn, Figure 4.12 shows the relationship between aerosol optical depth and the 

wavelength of incident radiation using E coefficients of 0.9. 1.3 (midpoint of obsmred 

range) and 1.7. The effective centre wavelengths of AVHRR 1 and 2 an also identifieci. 

Since Shaw ( 1982) provides little information regarding the E coefficient range, the 

midpoint value of 1.3 will be used. Ail calculated depths wiii be adjusted for a wavelength 



Figure 4.12 Spcctril Adjustment of A t m 1  Optiul k p t h  

of 0.55 pxn using an a of 1.3. The final aerosol optical depths at 0.55 pn for use in the 

atmospherk correction of the AMIRR data are included in Table 4.11. 

4.7.4 Implementation of Atmospheric Correction 

A wide variety of atmosphenc correction techniques for visible and infiareci satellite data 

have been developed over the years. The method and application of such schemes is 

dependent on the scope of data, the avdability of a priori information regarding the state 

of the surface and overlying atmosphere, the availabiiity of the acquisition geometry and 

finally, processing restraints. Theoretically, given the availabüity of the necessary ancillary 

information and a code that simulates radiative transfer of light through the atmosphere, 

[4.16] could be solved for each pixel in each image scene. Although possible for d 

scenes, such an approach requires considerable computing overhead for large scenes and 

multiple images. 



A more common approach is to solve [4.16] for a variety of view geornetnes, atmospherïc 

conditions and suffie reflectances. A simple ünear relationship d e s m i  the 

relationship between the TOA albedo to the su* albedo is then developed for a variety 

of atmospheric and view conditions. 'The required multipücative and additive coefficients 

cari be stored in muiti-dimensional look-up tables for q u a  access. The appropriateness 

of such a scheme is dependent on the similarhy between the atmospheric and d a c e  

conditions used to constrain the radiative trader mode1 fkom which the model 

coefficients were derived. 

In this investigation, two methods for atmosphenc correction were utilized: 

( 1) Koepke M e t W  a simple linear model relathg AVHRR surface aibedo to TOA 

albedo. Coefficients for the model are taken nom Koepke's (1989) radiative 

transfer model results for various Earth nirfaces under varying atmosphenc 

conditions and at variable solar zenith angles; 

(2) Second ShuiatrOn of the Sateiiite Signal in the Solm Spchvnt or 6s radiative 

tramfer code in inverse mode. M e r  being initialized by an appropriate 

atmospheric and aerosol model the 6s code provides d a c e  albedo for a 

given TOA measured AVHRR albedo. 

Both methods were used to correct the TOA aibedos calculated in Section 4.6 to d a c e  

atbedo by correcting for atmospheric effécts. 

47.4 I Koepke Method 

In Koepke (1989), a simple procedure to rernove atmospheric effècts fkom AVHRR 1 and 

2 data is presented. The method takes advantage of the foiiowing hear relatiomhip 

cornmonly used to esthate between TOA albedo (aroR) and surface albedo ((4) (Chen 

and Ohring, 1984): 



and vice versa: 

Since ankotropic correction has been applied to the satellite TOA reflectances IprOrt), 

these are now quivalent to TOA albedos. Koepke & Kriebel( L 987) point out that 

essentiaily the coefficient a describes the path radiance and b represents the mean effective 

two-way trammittance. Given the appropnate coefficients aad the TOA albedo. Wace 

albedo in each channe1 is economicaliy calculated on a pixel by pixel basis. 

The atmosphenc model utilized in Koepke (1989) to determine the AVHRR coefficients 

is described in detail in Koepke and Kriebel(1987). The mode1 accounts for ail orders of 

s ca t t e~g  in the atmosphere and calculates radiances at wavelengths with M 4 . 0 5  pm 

over the entire solar range. The radiames are integrated over the spectral response 

hnctions of AVHRR 1 and 2. The computation accuracy is better then 1.5% and the 

spectral radiances are caldated with an accuacy less rhan 1%. For each atmospheric 

case. the channel radiances are caldated at 25 zenith angles and 80 azimuth angles and 

integrated over the hemisphere to produce irradiances. Ushg band-weighted s p e d  

irradiances (Neckel and Labs, 198 1) and the caldated flux densities the channel albedo 

at the top and bonom of the atmosphere is caiculated. niese albedos are calculated for a 

set of model atmospheres and the coefncients a and b are determined as imercept and 

slope of a linear regression. The model atmospheres represent both clear (ra=û.05 at 0.55 

pm) and turbid (ra=û.4 at 0.55 p) conditions and the total amount of ozone in the 

atmosphere is varied with values of 0.24 and 0.36 an at normal temperahue and d a c e  

pressure (MI'). Two aerosol types are considered: continental and marine. Both aerosol 

types are considered to be siightly absorbiag. The water vapour content in each of the 

models is varied with precipitable water content values of 0.5, 2 and 5 @cm2 - a range 

that represents the natural range of water vapour in the atmosphere. The vmiab'iIity of the 

Earth's surface is accounted by the incorporation of the fouowing BRDFs: clean fiesh 

snow, Pasture land, savanoah and coniferous forest. 



Essentidy, the coefficients developed by Koepke (1989) represeat the extremes of 

atmospheric conditions and a general surface reflectivity model. The appiicability to sea 

ice surfaces in the Arctic is thus unknown, These coefficients have been used to derive of 

sea ice surface albedo in De Abreu et al. (1993) and Lindsay and Rothrock (1993, 1994). 

In De Abreu et aï. (1993). the authoa found that A m  broadband atbedos deriwd 

with Koepke's coefficients (and Taylor and Stowe's (1984) anisotropic correction factors) 

compared weU with in situ observations of broadband albedo. However, since only one 

scene was utilùed in the study, the applicability of the approach to a wide range of 

atmospheric and surface conditions was stil i questionable. Although Lindsay and 

Rothrock's (L993,1994) studies also resuited in reasonable surface albedos, d a c e  

validation of the redts  was unavailable. 

Koepke ( 1989) supplies coefficients for AVHRR 1 in a look-up table defined by solar 

zenith angfe (0-8O0, 10' increments), two aerosol optical depths (0.05 and 0.4) and two 

ozone amounts (0.24 and 0.36 cm NTP). Coefficients for AVHRR 2 are based on the 

same variables except that ozone is replaced by three water vapour arnounts (O.5,2 and 4 

cm precipitable water). Table 4.13 summarises these models. Ozone absorption is only 

considered for AVHRR 1 and water vapour absorption is restricted to AVHRR 2. This is 

a logical sirnplitication given the modelled transmissiVities shown in Figure 4.9. In order 

to determine coefficients intermediate to the supplied zenith angles, a fourth order 

polynomiai equation was appiied to each look-up table variable (?>0.99). This equation 

was used to derive coefficients at one degree intervals. 

Figure 4.13 shows the Koepke coefficients for AVHRR 1 and AVHRR 2 for the solar 

zenith angles O-80'. Recalhg that the a coefficient is anomalous to path radiance, Figure 

4.13 indicates that as the atmosphere becomes more turbid and the optical path le@ 

increases, the more the atmosphere conaibutes to the measued TOA si@ through 

increased path radiance. This is more evident in channel 1 where scatterhg is more 

prevalent. An increase in ozone and water vapour amounts results in increased absorption 



in charme1 1 and chamel 2 respecthely. As a resuit, path d a n c e  and atmospheric 

iransimissivity is reduced. Both coefficients dispiay a strong dependency on wiar zenith 

angies greater than 50°. Large zenith angies result in longer path lengths for radiation in 

the atmos2here. This keases  the oppodty for absorption and scattering of photons. 

This is particularly relevant in polar regions where large zenith angles (>50°) are common. 

Table 4.13 Atmosphcric parameten for Koepke modd 

-- -- - 

Channel1 0.24,0.36 d a  0.05, 0.4 

Channel 2 n/a 0.5, 2, 5 0.05,0.4 

Figure 4.13 Koepke Coefficients for (a) AVHRR 1 and (b) AVBRR 2 

Source: Koepke ( 1989) 
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Using Koepke's atmospheric correction coefficients, the following procedure was used to 

convert AVHRR TOA albedos to d a c e  aibedos on a pixel by pixel basis. 

1. Defne atmospheric m e  for each image. 

Each image was assigned an aerosoi optical deptb, a water vapour amount and an ozone 

amount based on the values caldated in section 4.73. It is assumed that these quantities 

do not Vary sigaincantly over the small study area and are thus valid for each image pixel. 

2. Exnact solm zenith mrgle for each pixel. 

ïhis data is provideci in the AVHRR data Stream upon coliection and readily available as 

an ancillary data file with the same dimensions as the image data. 

3.  Detemine correction coeflcients (a, b) for each image pixel 

Using a loohp table, correction coefficients corresponding to the atmospheric state 

variables (aep 1)  and solar zenith angle (step 2) wete determined. Looking at the 



atmospheric state values in Table 4.1 1, it is apparent that moa ofthe atmospheric V- 

fail withh or just outside the ranges provided by Koepke (Table 4.13). For observational 

values intemediate to the Koepke values, the correction coefficients were derived fiom 

simple linear interpolation There were instanas where the observationai data were 

outside the range used by Koepke to derive the model coefficients. in the case of ozone 

data where values were greater than 0.36 cm NTP, the coefficients were determined by 

linear extrapolation based on the values of 0.24 and 0.36 cm NTP. in the case ofthe 

water vapour data, values less than 0.5 cm precipitable water were extrapolateci ushg a 

second order p o ~ o m i d  (8=i) based on the values 0.5, 2 and 5 cm precipitable water. 

These extrapolations are made over smaii excursions fiom the data ranges and are 

considered reasonable- 

4. Appij anoqheric correction. 

Using the TOA albedos determined in section 4.6 and the appropnate atmospheric 

correction coefficients, [4.2 L] is applied to each image pocel to convert TOA aibedo values 

to surface albedo values. 

Table 4.14 and Figure 4.14 contain the results of the atmospheric correction on the TOA 

aibedos. Since the effects of the overlying atmosphere have been removed, the TOA 

aibedos can now be referred to as d a c e  albedos. 

4.7.4- 2 6s Method 

The atmospheric correction of AVHRR data is based on the cddatiow and solutions of 

atmosp herïc radiative transfer formulations. Given an extemal source (e-g the sud s 

emission), the refiective and emissive propertïes of the Earth's surnice, and the 

atmosphere's characteristics, radiative transfer models can predict the direction and 

magnitude of radiance at any wavelength (Lenoble, 1993). The remote senshg 

community cornmody employ these modets in what is termed direct and inverse mode. In 

direct mode, the d a c e  reflectance can be suppiied to the model as a boundaty condition. 



Table 4.14 Conversion of AVEBR 1 and 2 TOA .IWO to suiface dbedos via 
Koepke Method. 

Date TOA Albedo Surface Albedo D E I  % Diff. ' 

. - 
Dinereace (Da) = TOA Albedo - TOA Rdectance 
% ciifference (% Dm) = Abs. Dm/ TOA Albedo8100 

Figure 4.14 AVHRR surface albeclos determincd via Koepke coefficients and 6s 
code. Differeace between Koepke surface albeclos and TOA rlbedos i b o  sbown. 

(a) AVNRR I 
1 .O 1 .O 



By dlowing the atmospheric characteristics to Vary, the TOA radiance (or reflectance) 

measured by a sensor operating at a specific wavelength over different atmosphenc 

conditions can be predicted. In the more comrnon inverse application, the TOA radiance 

(or reflectance) is known and the unknown quanti@ is a characteristic of the atmosphere 

or of the surface. It is agreed upon that compared to the direct application of the modei, 

the inverse problem is much more cornplex 6s supports both direct and inverse 

applications. 

in order to compare the results of the Koepke rnethod to those denved fkom a more 

rigorous approach, the 6s model was used to invert surface albedos using the TOA 

dbedos in Table 4.8. The model was initiaiized with the rame atmosphenc parameters 

used in the Koepke correction. The program's continental aerosol mode1 was chosen to 

define the aerosol type. The code was initialized with the TOA albedos for each overpass 

day and run in inverse mode to produce a surface albedo for each c h d .  The results are 



compared to the resuhs fiom the Koepke approach in Table 4.15 and Figure 4.14. îhe 

6S-derived Nface albedos are very close to those calculated fiom the simpler Koepke 

approach. This validates the use of  the Koep ke's lin- mode1 and c&cients in the 

atmosphenc correction procedure for this study set. 

Table 4.15 Cornparison of  A W R R  1 and AVBRR 2 surface dbedos derivec! via 6s 
code and Koepke coefficients. 

Date 6s Method Koepke Method ~ifférence' 

4.7.5 Results 

The resuits of the atmosphenc correction indicate that the attenuation efféas of the 

atmosphere are indeed large over sea ice daces .  The t h e  series in Figure 4.14 show 

that the albedos in AVHRR 1 and 2 steadily decreased from a very high value in early 

sprïng to near zero as the ice cover disappears. In t e m  0fAVHR.R 1, the TOA albedo is 

on average 12% lower than the respective surface albedo. Suailady, AVHRR 2 TOA 

albedo underestimates d a c e  albedo on average 19.h. The dEerences between the 

surface albedos and TOA dbedos are provideci in Table 4.14 and Figure 4.14. The 

attenuation e f f i s  of the overlying atmosphere significantly dmeases both the flux 



incident at the surface and the reflected flux dong the path to the seasor. Both result in 

the TOA albedo underestimating nirfiice albedo. 

Atmospheric transmissivity in AVHRR I hcreases with the seasonal decrûw in aerosol 

optical depth. Ah, the seasonal decrease in solar zenith angles decrease the opportunity 

for atmosphenc attenuation thus increasing atmosphenc transmissivity. Thus, the 

difference between the surface and TOA AVHRR 1 aibedo decreases with t h e  over the 

season. There was less change in the dinerence between AVHRR 2 &e and TOA 

albedo as the season progresseci. Eariy in the season, like AVHRR 1, this channel's 

transmissivity is controiied by aerosols. However, the seasonai decrease in aerosol opticai 

depth is countered by a sharp increase in water vapour content in June and July. Since the 

tranmissivity in AVHRR 2 is also ~ i e d  sisnificantly by water vapour absorption, the 

transmissivity does not increase in the late spring and the atmospheric correction is s t d  

significant in this channel throughout most of the period exaahed here. 

Mer being iniaalized with the identical atmospheric opticai variables, Koepke's hear 

coefficients produced surface aibedos consistent with those derived fkom the more 

rigorous 6s model. WMe this may be more an indication of the similarity between the 

radiative trader model used by Koepke and the 6s model, these resulis do validate the 

use of the simpler linear model for thîs âataset. As mentioned, computationally, the shnple 

linear model is most easily implemented for large datasets. Also, the simifarity in the 

results nippon the use of simple üneariy interpolated Koepke coefncients for atmospheric 

variable values intemediate to the model cases. Before widespread application to other 

polar surfaces, the sensitivity of these results to larger solar zenith angles (i-e. >70°) 

should be investigated. Again the performance of 6s and other radiative traasfer models 

over these long atmospheric path lengths is considered poor. While Koepke provides 

coefficients up to 80°, their validity is unknown. Also, it is not known whether the results 

of the two approaches diverge in these viewing conditions 



4.8 Narmw-teBrnadband Conversion 

Climate midies ofien require surfâce albedo information integrated over large portions of 

the solar spectnim. Shce sateIlite d a c e  albedos often represent energy reflected in 

narrow bands of the solar specaum, a procedure to convert a narrowband albedo to 

broadband albedo is required before these data can be utilized for c b t e  studies. Much 

work has been concentrated on developing simple models that relate narrowband satellite 

measurement to a broadband climatological measuement (Koepke, 1982; Stum et. al.. 

1 985, Pinty et. al.. 1985). ï h e e  studies take advantage of the strong linear relationship 

between narrowband and broadband measurements fomd over most sufàces. Until now, 

most of the development and application of these schernes has concentrated on deriving an 

allwave (0.15-4-0 pm) albedo (aA) or outgohg allwave flux estimates nom narrowband 

satellite radiance measurements. In these studies, theoretical and empiricai approaches use 

bivariate analysis to produce linear models that relate the narrowband rneasurement to the 

broadband climatological measurement. In the theoretical approach, radiative transfer 

models simulate both the narrowband and broadband flux @en a particular channe1 

response tùnction. These data then serve as input to a regression analysis. In empincal 

studies, satellite or surface radiometer obsewations provide the required narrowband and 

b roadband observationai data. 

Sea ice studies have utilized the work of Wydick et al. (1987) and Li and Leighton Both 

studies used TOA ERBE broadband data to create algonthms for estimahg TOA aiiwave 

albedo using AVHRR 1 and 2 data. Wydick et aL (1987) used a radiative transfer model 

to derive the followiag linear model for denving broadband albedo nom AVHRR 1 and 2 

TOA albedo data for snow sufaces: 



Lindsay and Rothrock (1993) used this mode1 to convert AVHRR 1 and 2 sea ice data to 

allwave surfâce albedos. Strictly speakiag, this model was derïved for TOA albedos. 

However, the authors assume that they are applicable to d a c e  albedo vaiues in clear-sky 

conditions. 

Li and Leighton (1987) compare TOA ERBE broadband satellite data to AVHRR 1 and 2 

data to develop a similar narrow to broadband model for allwave snow and ice albedo: 

On average, Li and Leighton's model produce broadband albeâos approxhately 5% 

higher than Wydick et al. 's conversion This model was wd by De Abreu et (11. (1993) 

to convert sea ice AVHRR 1 and 2 d a c e  dbedo data to broadband albedo data ïhe  

authors also assurned that this TOA model could be extended to d a c e  narrowband data. 

In Lindsay and Rothrock (1 994), the authors u&e the foiiowiag conversion scheme for 

snow-covered sea ice based on albedo measurements in Antarctica by AUison et al. 

( 1993): 

Many of today's climate models no longer require an aiiwave aibedo. Instead, the solar 

spectrum is often divided hto two portions representing the visible and infiami regions. 

The surface globai hadiance for a typicai, clear-sky day is shown in Figure 4.15. The 

visible and hfkared regions of the soiar spectcum appear to fom two nearly equal regions. 

Today's clirnate models reguire an estimate of the surfie visible (0.15-0.70 pm) albedo 

(G) and infiareci (0.7-4.0 p) albedo (ak)). In this investigation, a theoretical approach 

simiiar to that of Wydick et al., (1 987) is used to develop a model that allows the 

estimation of visible and Uifiared nuâice albedo from h c e  albedos denved by AVHRR 

1 and AMIRR 2 respectively. 



Figure 4.15 Visible and infrucd bmadbuid regions of the sudiace dobd i m d h c t .  
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Note: Spectnim is modelied inadiaace of clear sLy (q4.08) and dry amtospherr (04.66 &d) 

1.8.1 Data 

The estimation of broadband albedo fiom a narrowband c h a ~ e l  requires an 

understanding of their bctionai relationship and how this changes as a bction of 

environmental conditions. Discrepancies bettveen a aarrowband and broadbaad satellite 

albedo are due to merences in: 

(1) the d a c e  albedo within and outside of the channel, andlor 

(2) the distribution of irradiance both across the broadband and within the channel. 

These two factors interact to define the fùnctionai relationship berneen narrowband and 

broadband albedo. Depending on conditions, thex Eicton can compensate each other to 

minimize albedo difkences, or conversely, together they can increase the diffaence 

between nmow and broadband dbedos. It is safe to say that the wider the satellite band, 



the more Likely it is to be representative of the broadband albedo. Theoretically, by 

simulating the response of AVHRR 1 and 2 under various ùradiance and nidice dbedo 

conditions, a hear tùnction can be fit to the caldateci narrowband and broadband 

aibedos- 

Towards this, the first step requires the caldation of narrowband and broadbaad albedo 

measurements observed for typical sea ice and atmosphaic conditions. To facilhate this, a 

radiative trader mode1 is used to simulate surfàce spectral irradiances representative of 

an early spring and late spring Arctic atmospheres. Modelied and observational spectral 

albedo data were then used to characterize the wide range of surfàces observed in the 

springtime Arctic. Together these data are used to sirnulate the narrowband and 

broadband albedos of each surface type under the different irradiance conditions. From 

rhis database, regressions analysis based on lest squares optimization was conducted to 

relate the sirnulated wrowband albedo with its broadband counterpan. 

4.8.1.1 Global Spectral Irradimce at the Surface 

In order to assess the influence spectral irradiance may have on the conversion of 

narrowband AVHRR albedo to broadband albedo, global irradiances on a horizontal 

surface for the foliowing four atrnospheric states were modelled for a solar zenith angles 

of 50a, 60' and 70": 

Dry/Clear - a clear dry atmosphere, 

DryMaq - a hazy dry atmosphere, 

Wet1Clea.r - a clear moist atmosphere, and 

Wet/Hazy - a hazy mois atmosphere. 

The DryKlear and the Dry- atmospheres are considered typical of early sprhg 

conditions, while the WetKlear atmosphere is typical of a late spring atmosphere. The 



Wet/Hazy atmosphere is atypical of spring Arctic conditions, but is included here for 

purposes of comparison In ternis of this investigation, conditions in 1993 are best 

approximated by the DrylHay atmosphere for the months of April and May and the 

WetICIear atmosphere for fune and M y .  Further details on each atmosphere is provided 

in Tabte 4.16. 

Table 4.16 ModeUd atmosphere for namw to bmadband conversion 
- -- - . . . - - - - - - - - -- 

Label Atmosphere Water Vapour Ozone Boundary Layer Aerosol Optical 

Mode1 ' (B/crn2) (cm NTP) Aerosol Mode1 Depth " 
DryKlear Wmer 0.66 0.3 19 Tropospheric 0.08 

Dv/Hw Wmter 0-66 0.3 19 Arctic haze 0.36 

WetIClear Summer 3 -30 0.270 Troposphenc O. 1 

Wet/Hazy Sumer 3-30 0.270 Arctic haze 0.39 

' Sub-arctic atmospheric model * specified at 0.55 pn 

The procedure used to model the surfàce irradiames is d e s a i i  in Appendix 4. in brief, 

LOWTMN 7 was used to provide transmission fundons for the two atmospheres. The 

sub-arctic atmospheric mode1 was useâ dong with two aerosol models: tropospheric and 

arctic haze. The diBLiise component was estimatecl using a simple two-sneam 

approximation provided in Iqbal(l983). Since the magnitude ofthe diffiise component is 

partiaiiy dependent on multiple reflections between the d a c e  and atmosphere, the 

magnitude and distriiution of global irradiance is dependent on the Ncface albedo. 

Recognizing this, individuai irradiance spectra were generated for each of the surface 

types descnbed in the next d o n .  

Figures 4.16 shows the modeiled irradiance components for the dry/hasr atmosphere and 

the wetklear atmosphere over a new snow nuface. Global irradiance is considerably less 

in the hazy atmospheres due to aerosol absorption of primarüy direct radiation. The 

wet/clear atmosphere shows the effécts of water vapour absorption at water vapour 



Figure 4.16 Moddcd sudace imdiances for (a) huy, dry atmosphert and (b) c b r ,  
wet atmopsherc. Both atmosphcm over a n m  saow siinire and sohr zciith angle 



absorption bands (e-g. 0.95 pm and 1.15 pm). Of signincance hae  is the distn'bution of 

incident irradiance and how it changes with amiospheric conditiom. The direct 

component is centered at longer wavelengths since much of the very shortwave direct 

radiation is scanered out of the direct beam As seen in these Simuiations, this resultant 

diffise component can be significant over hi&-aibedo polar d a c e s  due to the multiple 

refiections betwexm the typicaiiy high-aîbedo sea ice surfaces and the long optical path 

lengths in polar regions. Since scat te~g  of radiation is essentidy inversely proportional 

to wavelength in the visible spectnun, the ditFUse component peaks at very short 

wavelengths. 

4-8.1.2 Sea Ice Surface Spectral Albedo 

In order to develop a conversion model appropriate for sea ice surfaces, the spectral 

albedos of six typical spring sea ice Eurtaces were cafculated: 

new snow (no impurities), 

dry snow (soot present), 

thin wet snow (underlying ice visible) 

m e h g  M bare ice 

late ponded - 60% melt ponds / 40% melthg FYI 

b r h p  - 50% M bare ice / 5û% open water 

The albedo spectra are shown in Figure 4.17(b) and Figure 4.18(b) and d e m i  in Table 

4.17. The snow albedos were modelleû afker Wiscombe and Warren's (1980) f i t e  and 

semi-infinite approaches (Appendix 1). The model nias were initialized by in situ 

observations couected in SIMMS'93. Albedos were generated for solar zenith angles 60" 

assuming that 25% of global incident hadiance consistai of &se radiation This 

proportion was found to be consistem with AES Resolute shadowband measurements at a 

solar zenith angle of 60° on a clear day. The addition of soot to the snowcover is based on 



the internai mixing approach of Chylek et-al., (1983). This approach produces snow 

albedos more consistent with field obsewations than the extenial mode1 used by Warren 

and Wiscombe (1980). The volume fraction of soot useci here is consistent wÏth that 

measured by Grenfieu and Maykut (1977) on the Arctic ice islaad T3. The bare ice aibedo 

was taken nom Grenfeîi and Perovich (1984) measurements in the Southern Beaufort Sea 

of FYI melting ice. A late season ponded surfiace representing a cornplex d a c e  

consisting of melt ponds and melting M was caldated. The mehmg M aibedo spectra 

previously mentioned was combineci with M melt pond spectra rneasu~ed during SIMMS 

9 5  (De Abreu, 1995). The albedo for the k e d  (in) nufaces (G) were daermined as 

fol~ows: 

al = ((1 - P, )as) + (P!~,) r 4-25 1 

where P,  is the proportion of the d a c e  covered by melt ponds (0-1), a, is the albedo of 

the old snow sudace and a, is the melt pond albedo. The maximum pond coverage of 

60% is appropriate for much of the arctic. The breakup spectra was created using [4.25] 

by combining the open water albedo spectra with that of melting M. The open water 

spectra from 0.4-1 .O pm was taken fiom Allison et d ' s  (1993) ship-based measurements 

in the Indian Ocean off Antaraica. Both the rnelt pond and open water albedo was 

extrapolated fiom 1 .O to 4.0 pm by assuming an aibedo of 0.05 acrou this range. 

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the irradiance and spectral albedo in the visible and înfked 

spectrums respdvely. The location of AVHRR 1 appears to represent a sigaiscant 

portion of the visible irradiance (approx. 30-35 %) and the d a c e  albedo in AVHRR 1 

albedo is very sirnilar to the albedo of the broadband. This suggests a strong relationship 

between AVHRR 1 albedo and visible albedo. Like AMIRR 1, AVHRR 2 aiso represents 

a large portion of the incident irradiance (approx. 30-35 %). However, the d a c e  albedo 

for al1 of the sea ice surfaces are higher than the albedo over the rest of the kfiared 

spectrum. î h i s  Uidicates that on its own, AVHRR 2 albedo overestimates sea ice intiared 

albedo. 



.Figure 4.17 Visible spcetnim: (a) spechr l  urridiuice in AVHRR 1 rehiivc to the 
visible spectnim and (b) @picai sea ice Plbedos within visible speetnam 



Fi yre  4-18 bfrucd speemim: (a) spectral imdiance in A m  2 dative to tbe 
infrircd spcrtnim and (b) typicaî su ic t  dbcdos wWn i n f d  sptrum 



Tabk 4.17 Spring sea Kt  surCaces obsvved in SIMMS '93 ucd in u m w  to 
broadband moddluig 

Surface Description 

new snow deptk30 an, grain radius=lOO pm, density=lOO kg m-' 

old snow depth=30 cm, grain radi=500 pn , density=350 kg m-33, 
mot volume f?action=5xl0" 

depth=lO cm, grain radi=lûûO cuii, densit~r-450 kg m", 
thin snow soot same as above, undermg ice has 1.5 cm cnimbly 

d a c e  Jaya 

melting ice M ice covered by 1 -5 cm crumbly layer consisting of 
grain radi=2.5-5 mm with smd d e  irregularkïes 

late ponding 60 % M melt pond, depth=9 cm, 4% melting ice 

breahip 50% open o c e a  50% melting ice 

4.8-2 Method 

Ushg the simulated data described in the previous section, visible and i&ared broadband 

albedos are calculated for each surface under each atmosphere by 

À f 

1 ~ . a , d ~  
- rt 

anr.ir - 21 

where Al and A? are the spectral boudaries of the broadband albedo. Surface AVHRR 1 

and 2 channef albedos are caiculated with [4.2]. 

Bivariate anaiysis was then used to examine the relationship between AVHRR I and 

visible albedo, and AVHRR 2 and infiareci albedo under a range ofatmospheric 

conditions. The objective is to develop a scencùidependent method of converting 

narrowband AVHRR 1 and 2 albedo to their climatological broadband counterparts. 



4.8.3 Redts 

4.8.3.1 Visible Aibedo 

The simulated visible albedos and theu corresponding AMiRR 1 aibedo for the moa 

representative atmosphenc scemios are presented in Table 4.18 for the seven sufices 

and four atmospheres for the sular zenith angles of50° and 70'. The scatterplot in Figure 

4.19 compares AVHRR L albedo to visibk albedo for two atmospheres at a solar zenith 

angle of 60". It should be noted that a similar plot with empirically derived data wodd 

show much more scatter as it incorporates more of the naturai variability of the 

measurement. The results in Table 4.18 show that, with the exception of the late ponded 

surface, the difference between the narrowband and broadband albedo estimate is less than 

O .O 1 absolute albedo unïts. Included in Table 4.18 is the root mean square enor (mrse) 

when AVHRR 1 is used to eshate visible albedo. The error statistic is expresseci in 

albedo units and caldateci as follows: 

where n is the number of dacdatmosphere combinations and i represents each surface, 

solar zenith angle, atmosphere combination. As predicted, AMIRR 1 albedo appears to 

provide a good estimate (nnse=0.0241).028) of visible albedo over ail surfaces, except for 

the late ponding case. 

The variability in the error statistic between cases is due to atmospheric influences, more 

specifically, the variation in the proportion of incident visible irradiance withh AVHRR 1. 

AVHRR 1 appears to provide a slightly better estimate of visible albedo in hazy 

conditions, especially at larger solar zenith angles. This is due to the larger proportion of 

incident radiation contained in AMIRR 1 unda these conditions. Increased atmospheric 

absorption in hazy conditions results in a reduction of incident radiation p d y  at 

wavelengths shorter than AVHRR 1. Figure 4.20 shows how the proportion of incident 

visible radiation within AVHRR 1 changes with atmospheric conditions and solar zenith 



Tabk 4.18 Compuiran of AVHRR t dbeâo witb coomrponding visible aïbedo 
under eady spring huy conditions and hte spring dcu eoaditioos (SZA=W). 

- - 

Surface Earty S p ~ g  Hary Late Spiing Clear 

Vis. Albedo AVHRR L Merence Vis. Albedo AVHRR 1 Merence 

new snow 0.986 0.98 1 

old snow 0.923 O. 924 

thin snow 0.832 O. 83 5 

meiting ice 0.668 0.675 

Iate ponding 0.483 0.4 14 

b reakup 0.370 0.374 

open water 0.073 0.074 

r.m.s.e 

Figure 4.19 Cornparison of AVERR 1 dbedo with componding visible dbedo 
under eady sprïng hazy conditions and late spring dear conditions (SZA=6û0). 
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Figure 4.20 Proportion of visible flux within AVHRR 1 for (a) a so lu  ztnith ande 
of 50" and (b) a solar zenith mgk of 7W. 
(a) 

Note: Surfaces: A=- snow. B=old snow, C=thin snow. D=melting ice, €=late pading, F=bteakup. 
G=open water 



angle. This atmosphenc effect is enhanced over the longer atmosphenc path lengths and 

thus much more obvious at larger solar tenith angles. Again, however, the Werences 

between cases are minor- 

Figure 4.17(b) shows that the albedo of a melt pond surfice tends to be higher at shorter 

wavelengths and deciines rapidly within the AVHRR 1 channel. As expected, AMiRR 1 

underestimates visible albedo of the late melt pond surface by approxhtely 0.07. Since 

the ponded surface simdated here represents the peak coverage of melt ponds, AVHRR 1 

albedo measurements of surfaces with a lower percentage of melt ponds are expected to 

provide a better esthate of visible albedo than the results shown here. These results 

suggea that over moa surtace and amosphere conditions, AVHRR 1 provides an 

acceptable estimate of visible albedo. Given this, no narrow-to-broadband transformation 

will be applied to AVHRR 1 data in this investigation 

4.8.3.7 In/imd Albedo 

The calculated AVHRR 2 and infiared albedos are shown in Table 4.19 and compared in 

Figure 4.20. Over snow and ice surfaces examined here, AVHRR 2 overestimates hfhred 

aibedo by 0.24-0.26. The m error is large (0.19 1-0.2 12) when AVHRR 2 is used to 

estirnate idrareci albedo without a d j u ~ e n t .  The two albedo values become more sunilar 

as the d a c e  water appears and the wavelength-independent albedo of water becomes 

more dominant. This results in the c h - b e a r  relationship between AVHRR 2 and 

infi-ared albedo show in Figure 4.2 1. 

The simulated data indicates that 3 1-36 % of infiareci hadiance M s  within AVHRR 2, a 

similar propoition as AVHRR 1 in the visible spennim AVHRR 2 albedo provides a 

slightly better estimate of inf'rared albedo in clearer, moist atmospheres. Figure 4.22 

shows that in moist atmospheres, AVHRR 2 represents a larger proportion of incident 



Table 4.19 Cornparison of A- 2 a h d o  with correspondhg infmted a l M o  
under early spring b a q  conditioms and hte s p ~ g  c k u  conditions (SZA-). 

Surface Early Spring h z y  Late S p ~ g  Clear 

R Aibedo AVHRR2 Difference IR Aibedo AVHRR2 DEereace 

new snow O. 705 0.936 -0.23 1 O. 725 0.938 -0-213 

old snow 0.582 0.860 -0-278 0.604 O. 864 -0.259 

thin snow 0.46 1 0.753 -0.292 0.484 0.758 -0.274 

melting ice 0.339 0.570 -0.23 f 0.359 0.575 -0.217 

Iate ponding 0.169 0.267 -0.099 O. 179 0.270 -0.092 

breakup O. 198 0.32 1 -0.124 0.209 0.325 -0- 1 15 

open water 0.060 0.074 -0.0 13 0.062 0.074 -0-012 

r,m.s.e 0-21 r, m-S. e O, 19 

Figure 4.21. Cornparison of  AVHRR 2 dbedo with comsponding b f m d  d b d o  
under eariy spring hay conditions and Iate s p ~ g  deu conditions (SZA=6û0). 



Figure 4.22 Pmportion of iifnml nus within AVBRR 2 for (a) i soiar m i t h  angle 
of 50" and (b) a rdu zenith angle of iOa. 

Atmspnere 
Note: Surfaces: A=new snow. B=old soow. C=thin snow, P-melting ice, E=late pnding, F=breakup, 



i&ared inadiance due to water vapour absorption occu.rring pnmarily at longer 

wavelengths outside of the channel. This gives more weight to the charme1 albedo 

resultïng in a doser infiared aibedo estimate. At ïnfked wavelengths, the eef i s  of 

atmospheric haze appear onIy si@cant at large solar zenith andes. Attenuation effécts 

reduce the arnount of incident irradiance within AVHRR 2, which ultimately resuits in an 

overall poorer estimation of the broadband idmeci albedo. 

Unhke AVHRR 1, AVHRR 2 cannot directiy be used to estimate infiareci albedo without 

a large error. Some type of conversion is required. It is preferable to implement a scheme 

independent of surface, atmospheric and solar conditions. Furthemore, to ease 

interpretation and implementation, the simpler the method, the better. Towards this, 

regression analysis was used to relate inûared albedo (dependent variable) to AVHRR 2 

(independent variable) using the simuiated dataset. Anaiysis is run on three atmosphenc 

datasets: 

( 1 ) Dry/Hazy - from here on referred to as 'Eacly Spring", 

(2) Wet/Clear - referred to fkom here as Xate Spring". and 

(3) Combined - a combination of both the above atmospheres- 

The fkst two aîmospheres are rnost representative of the conditions during acquisition of 

the 1993 AVHRR dataset and are considered typical of spring Arctic conditions. Each 

dataset represents albedo of the seven typical sea ice surfaces simuiated for three zenith 

angles - 50°, 60' and 70°. 

A simple linear mode1 relating AVHRR 2 aibedo and infkared albedo is attractive due to its 

simplicity in application and interpretation. As mentioned however, the relationship 

shown in the scatterplot in Figure 4.21 appears to be non-Linear, thus suggesting that a 

simple h e u  mode1 may be inappropriate for these data. An acceptable altemative is the 

transformation of the of the dependent, independent or both variables of the dataset in an 



attempt to linearize a non-hear regression W o n  (Tuky et.aL. 1977). The dependent 

variable, inûared dbedo, was trdocmed as follows 

The results of the transforcnation on the dependent viiriable is shown in the scatterplot in 

Figure 4-23. The relationship between the two variabies now appPan ünear m a h g  a 

simple linear model suitable. The traasfomed regression fbnction is now given as 

where a;, is the best estimate of înfiared albedo correspondiig to an AVHRR 2 aibedo 

(a?). or, expressed in the original albedo units 

S tatisticd software was used to calculate the regression f'unctions for the early spring hazy 

data, the late spring data and for both atmospheres combined. The caldated regression 

parameten and fitted fûnctioas are shown in Table 4.20 and Figure 4.23 respectiveIy. 

Analysis of the model's residuals and regression parameters show tint the linear model 

utilized is apt. There seems to be no large ciifference between the models denved for 

individual atmospheres and the combïned atmosphere. For that rrason, the following 

combined atmosphere model is adopted for the conversion of the AVHRR 2 albedos 

derived in this investigation 

a y = (0222 + 0.6~6~~)' 14-311 

The accuracy of new prediaions derived 60m the model in r4.343 was estimated to be 

M. 05 d e r  the approach of Neter et al.. (1985). The caldated broadband visible and 

infiared albedos are shown in Table 4.21 and Figure 4.24. 



Table 4.20 Derived mgnssioa panmeters for i n f m  NTB modd 

- - 

CoeE of Standard Confid. Level 
Atmsophere Constant Determination Enor of (0.95) New 

(bol (br) (4 Modei Prediction* 
- - 

Eariy Spring 0.219 

Late Spring 0.225 

Combined 0-222 

*Calcuiated for a new AVHRR 2 obsemtion equhient to mean of independent variabte a d  @en here 
in original Uaits ( M o ) .  

Figure 4.23 Same data as figure 4.21 escept infmrcd dbedo transformed (da,). 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

AVHRR 2 Aîknri 



Table 4.20 Coavenion of oarrowbuid chaand aîbedos to brordbrnd dbeâos 

- - -- - - - - - 

Date AVHRR Surface Albedo Broadband Surface Albedo 

Figure 4.24 Visible and infrurd surface dbedo 

1.0 1 



Observations have shown that, at high solar zenith angles, the diwave aibedo of mow, and 

hence snow-covered sea ice, inmeases as the s u ' s  elevation decruixs (Liljequist, 1954; 

Carrol and Fitch 198 1). As the solar zenith angle increases, there is an increased 

probability that incident radiation d begin scattering doser to the surface. This increases 

the opportunity for the scattered radiation to scatter out of the snowpack and thus 

increase the Nfafe albedo (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980). Theoretically then, clear-sky 

snow aibedo data coliected at Werent sols  zenith angles require normaljzation before 

cornparison- Lindsay and Rothrock (1994) used a fit to L$epuist7s (1956) albedo data for 

Antarctic snow to nomalire their clear-slry AVHRR albeâos to a solar zenith angle of 

70". Using this approach, the corrections to this dataset would be less thaa 0.01 after 

nonnaliring the results to the median solar zenith angle of 56'. 

However, Wmen (1982) States that this issue is somewhat controversial since the 

magnitude of this dependence is dl unknown @en the wide range of uncertainty in field 

observations and the complex effécts of d a c e  roughwss on this relationship. Usbg 

measurements made fkom the first-year ice climate tower on June 4 under clear skies, 

Figure 4.25 compares dwave albedo with the cosine of the solar zenith angle. Solar 

zenith angles in the AVHRR data ranged fiom 5 14L0. A least squares fit is applied to the 

data. There is considerable scatter around the h e  and the correlation coefficient ($3 is 

low. Nevertheless, the June 4 data show a slight dependence on zenith angle consistent 

with the findings reported elsewhere (Warren, 1982). However, the applicability of these 

results to this AVHRR dataset is questionable given the wide range of surface conditions 

over the scene and through the melt seama For example, this correction is typicdy for 

smooth surfaces, therefore ds application to rubble ice areas is likely inappropriate. 

Similady, the zenith angle dependence ofmelt pond and bare ice albedo i s  likeIy more 

pronounced than a snow d a c e .  However, there is no data to CO- this. A h ,  the 

dependence is likely more pronounced for the infiard albedo due to increased d a c e  

anisotropy, but again, no empirical data exias to c o h  this. In light of these 



uncertahties and the small range of solar zenith @es sampled here? the fhd AVHRR 

albedo data were not normalized to a common solar senith angle. 

Figure. 4.25 Depeidtnce of rllwave albedo on solu zenith angle 

0.30 0.35 0.40 0-45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 

Soîar Zenïth Cosine 

4.10 Sources of Uncertainty 

Of obvious concem to potential usen o f  this method is the precision at which d a c e  sea 

ice albedo cm be derived fiom AVHRR data. Precision is defiwd here as the smallness of 

range of statistical error, or in other words. fieedorn from random error (Lyon, 1970). It 

is expresseci here as the fiactional uncertaimy (&a,) or 



where Aas is the uncertainty or enor in the sateUite derived surface albedo. Essentiaily 

the error in sutface albedo is quivalent to surnrnation of the error in the determination of 

M A  reflectance (TOA), the anisotmpic correction (mfs) and the atrnospheric correction 

(am) and the narrow to broadband conversion (nb), or 

Aa, = Acr(T0A) + Aa(anis) + Aa(rihn) + Aa(nb) [ 4-33 ] 

The uncenainties in these tenns can enhance each other or cancel each other out 

depending upon their sign (Koepke and Kriebel(1987). in terms of the determination of 

visible albedo, the inversion equation is 

where dl terms ofthe equation have been defined previously except for q, which refers to 

the narrow to broadband conversion factor. In the case of AVHRR 1, q = 1. In the case 

of the infiared albedo, the inversion equation is 

where cl and cr refer to the regression coefficients. Using the law of the propagation of 

errors, the total uncertahty in both expressions can be expressed as a hction of errors in 

each of the parameters. Thus for visible albedo, the foiiowing equation applies: 

Aa, = - h+- Ab+-Aq 14-36] 
4 a otl 

where A refers to the difference between the true and estimated value or the error. In 

terms of the total error in the infkared albedo, the following expression applies: 

Aa,, = - + 
ir  da+-^^+%^^ + - ~ [ 4 - 3 7 ]  ir 

a 4 a2 



&sumuig the errors stated in [4.36] are independent and random, the total enor in the 

derived visible albedo cari be determined by solving the foliowïng differentiai equation 

where Aq refen to the error in the narrow to broadband conversion The conespondkig 

equation for the ï&ared albedo is 

[4.38] and [4.39] were used to estirnate the total uncertainty in the deiived surface albedo 

for each study date based on the precision of the input parameters to the inversion process 

for that day. The average relative uncertainty of the method over the snidy period for 

emacting the visible and infiared albedo was 21% (e =6%) and 16% (e 4%) 

respectively. The poor precision is due mainly to the large uncertainty in the Misotropic 

correction of the TOA reflectances. In the following sections, this and other sources of 

uncertainty in the inversion rnethodology are closely examined. 

In the foIiowing sections. the solutions of 14-38] and [4.39] were used to assess the 

sensitivity of the error in wfàce albedo to the uncettainties of each of the input 

parameters. For example, wlving [4.36] for visibie aibedo results in: 



In order to include the role of nirtace albedo in the sensitivity adysis, the preceding 

expression was modiied and simplifieci to: 

The preceding expression is identical to that found in Koepke and Kriebel(1987) except 

for the inclusion of the A m  and A q  hereI8- %y assumiag no error in the other t em,  the 

sensitivity of surface channel albedo to errors in each of these variables was assessed. If 

the error is positive, the derived/assumed value is too low. tfthe error is negative, the 

opposite is tme. In the following sections, the errors in each of these terms are examineci 

in detaiI. 

4.1 0.1 Calculation of TOA Reflectance 

One of the moa senous obstacles to AVHRR sensors measurùig absolute d a c e  albedo 

is the uncertainty in the diration of the visible and iafrared channel and the subsequent 

caiculation of TOA reflectance. Even after c o d o n  for smsor drift, the channe1s only 

have an accuracy of k7% (Che and Pnce, 1992). On its own, this inherent error precludes 

the use of this wnsor to provide highly accurate afbedo information- 

Ignoring the drift in the channel calibration will result in a systematic error in the 

caiculated albedos. Table 4.6 shows that reflectances denved fiom radiances based on the 

pre-launch calibration will be underestimateci on average 0.05 for AVHRR 1 and 0.14 for 

AVHRR 2''. This uacertainty is somewhat lessened by pst-launch caiiiration 

p p p p p -  

'* In Koepke and Kri&l( 1983. it was arsomed thn there was no enor in the determination of the TOA 
aibedo and nanow to broadbanâ conversion was not applicable. 
l9 These average mors reqrrsnt the RMSP. 



experünents that help detect the magnitude of sensor drift- in this investigation, aa 

attempt was made to reduce this uncertainty by updathg the prelauach calibration by 

employing d a c e  albedo measurements and the 6s d a t i v e  t d e r  code. The TOA 

radiances based on the updated calibration is coasidered to have a relative uncertainty of 

7%. It appem ihat the uncertainty in this calibration method is just slightly l e s  than the 

drift in AVHRR 1 and thus, this method is unliLeiy capable of correcthg for drifts in this 

channel less than 7%. Teillet et al., (1990) found that a similar calibration method was 

incapable of tracking AVHRR calilration changes l es  than lP?. 

The sensitivity of enor in the determination of mA is assessed using [4.41]. Assumiag 

that there is no error in the derivation of the other parameters the error in d a c e  albedo 

due to error in the caldation of TOA reflectance is inversely proportionai to 6, which 

essentiaiiy represents the transrniuivity of the atmosphere, and the anisotropic correction 

factor. This dependence is shown in Figure 4.26 where the transmissivity of the 

atmosphere is represented by aerosol optical depth. Since the atmospheric transmissivity 

is always less than one, a positive error in TOA reflectance will be amplifieci over a suiface 

where the ARF is less than or equal to one. Since an ARF greater than unity indicates that 

the TOA aibedo is initiaily overestimated, the masking effect ofthe atmosphere can be 

compensated and the effe* of the error on the surface albedo can be dampened to some 

degree. Figure 4.26 illustrates both the importance of a propedy calibrateci instrument in 

the derivation of surface albedo and the compensatory relationship of some erron in the 

inversion process. 

4.10.2 Anwtropic Correction 

The anisotropic correction is the largest source of error in the inversion process. In 

order to correct for the anisotropy of the surface and atrnosphere, this study applied 

anisotropic correction factors derived nom ERBE data (Taylor and Stowe, 1984). These 

factors were chosen based on the sun-target-sensor geomeay at the subarea's central 

pixel. The anisotropic correction factors were derived for angdar buis with an anguiar 



resolution of 12' for the zenith angles and 30" for the aimuth angle- The variability of the 

ARFs cm be describai by the relative dispersion of radiances in each angui= bui 

Figure 4.26 Emr in cdeulrtcd visible dbedo due to 0.05 error in the derivation of 
TOA reflectance for varying atmospheric turbidity aad bmed on ditTtrcnt ARFI. 
Note: Ozone amount fueâ at 0.35 cm NTP. 

0.14 

0.13 - -  AVHRR 1 

0.12 .- 
0.1 1 -- 

expressed as a percentage (standard deviation of radiances in each bin divided by the bin 

average). This variability is Wrely due to enors in scene identification, field ofview 

contamination, surface type contamination and finally the a~ural variability of the surface 

category and overlying atmosphere (Taylor and Stowe, 1984). Although snow and ice 

surfaces had the ~ d e d  dispersions of aii representative surfaces in the dataset, they are 

still subnantial. Based on the sui ice mode1 and the predominant view angles of AVHRR 

shown in Figure 4.5, the average dispersion for a partidar sun-target-sensor 

conilguration for solar zenith angles between 45' and 78' is 23%. Taylor and Stowe 

( 1984) state that the large dispersions in the database do not compromise the quality of 

their results and they believe that the anisotropic factors are distic and are withia 

expected limits. However, clearly the variability in these values d u c e  the precision of the 

methodology used here. 



The high level of varïability for i n w u a l  view configurations may be due to cloud 

contamination of the target scene. The capabüity of the cloud detection algorithm used in 

the T&S study is questionable (Lindsay and Rothrock, 1994). Speàfically, the technique 

had diEculty d e t e h g  iow cloud (Taylor and Stowe, 1984). This deficiency is 

particularly relevant in the case of the sea ice model .&ce low stratus clouds are prevalent 

over arctic sea ice for much of the spring and summer season. On the other band the 

dispersion in the AWs may represent the eue seasonal varhbility of sea ice anisotropy. 

Taylor and Stowe's ( 1984) ARFs were based on measurements made 6rom Nov. 17, 1978 

ro Sept. 12, 1979, thus representing most of the annual cycle of sea ice growth. The 

ARFs in each view b h  represents an average of the anïsotropy of a mixture of smw, bare 

ice and melt water d a c e s .  Perovich's (1984) ARF results for various sea ice nirfaces 

are summarized in Table 4.22. 

Table 4.22 Variabüity of sea ice ARFs over vanous v i m  confiyrations for (a) 0.45 
pm and (b) 0.95 W. Based on ARFI mcuured in Perovich (1994). 

(a)  0.45 pm 

Solar Relative Snow Giazed Bare Blue Meit Mean St- 
Zenith APmuth Snow Ice lcet Pond Dev. 

'Mue ice refers to bare ice with bluish colour due to minimai bubbles in ice's uppr layer 



(b) 0.95 pm 
- - -  - -  - - - 

Solar Relative Snow Glazed Bare Blue Melt Méan St. 
Zenith Azimuth Snow Ice Ice Pond Dev. 

The large variability within view configurations indicates that for a particular 

configuration, the anisotropy of sea ice can Vary substantidy. The degree of  variability in 

Perovich's results compare weU with the variabifity in Taylor and Stowe's sea ice ARFs. 

It should be noted that the variability in the Taylor and Stowe dataset may also be due in 

part to the anisotropy of the atmosphere. Airborne partidates such as ice crystals Uely 

affect the anisotropy of the surface viewed fiom space. It is apparent that, due to the 

large annual range of sea ice anisotropy, the use of a seasody-independent ARFs in the 

determination of TOA albedo, as done in this and other investigations, swerely cwtails the 

precision of the derived data. 

The estimated error in the A W s  employed here are based on the dispersion in the final 

coefficients as suppiied by Taylor and Stowe (1984). However, there remahs unknown 

uncenainty regarding the use of T&S's ARFs to correct AVHRR data Since there are 

inherent diïerences between ERBE and AVHRR daîa, the application of ARF models 

denved from ERBE measurements to AVHRR-derived reflectances ultimately resuhs in 

uncenainty in the denved surface albedo data. This uncertainty in the ARF arises 

primariiy due to the Merences between the senson' spatiai, temporal and spectral 

dimensions. In terms of the sea ice mode!, the T&S ARF dataset represents the anisotropy 



of ERBE pixels spectrally integrated over the entire solar spectmm, spatiaiiy averaged 

over a 90 km2 pue1 area (nominaiiy). geographicdiy averaged over both poles and 

tempordy averaged over much of the sea ice growth cycle. Of course, the more ssimilar 

the sampling of AVHRR is to ERBE the l a s  potentiai for uncertainty in the resulis. 

Towards this, the foliowing will examine the sources of uncertainty when applyhg T&S 

ARFs to this AVHRR data by examinhg the spatial and spectral samplhg inconsistencies 

between the datasets. 

The T&S study attempted to ensure that each of the d a c e  modds were constructed 

fiom unifonn areas. However, due to the coarseness of the ERBE sensor's spatial 

resolution, the ARF models are likely representative of a variety of surface types captured 

within an pixel area of minimum size of90 km2 (250 km2 out to the horizon). Thus, in 

some cases, the models can be considered a mked reflectance hction denved fiom a 

number of surface features of who's individual contributions to the fùnction is not known 

and is averaged over the sampling p e n d  Since the mow model is based primarily on 

images of Antarctica and Greenland, contamination of the model by other d a c e  types is 

unlikely (Taylor and Stowe, 1984a). Thus, in this regards, application of the snow model 

to smaller AWRR pixels ofsnow-covered ice is appropriate. Similariy, applying the 

ocean mode1 to f ins  resolution senson Ure AVHRR is not likely a source of uncertainty 

since the variabüity of ocean reflectauce is low. 

In contrast, the application of the sea ice model is less straightforward. In the case of sea 

ice surfaces, the intra-pixel feahre composition is seasonally and geographically 

dependent. The T&S factors were based on measurements made fiom Nov. 17, 1978 to 

Sept. 12, 1979, thus representing most of the mual cycle of sea ice growth- For much of 

the annual cycle, the ice surface is snow-covered and relatively homogeneous- The 

derived sea ice ARES can thus be considered to be biased towards this type of d a c e  type 



and thus more appropriate for early spruig periods. Also, the availability of a larger 

number of clear-sky days in early sprïng strengtheris this bias towards snow-covered sea 

ice. However, warmer spring and Summer temperatures replace the snow-covered 

icescape with a heterogeneous surface dotted with melt ponds and dissecteci by open 

water leads. Each ofthese surface types (snow, bare ice, meit ponds, ridged ire and open 

water) have different ARFs (Perovîch, 1994). Taylor and Stowe (1984) poim to this 

feature variability for the higher varïabifity found in sea ice ARFs cornpand to snow 

ARFs. 

Since most of these sea ice features are small and thus not resoived in the AVHRR's 1.1 

km nominal pixel size, a coarse resolution mode1 Wre T&S7s seems appropriate. Caution 

should be exercised, however, when applyiag these coarse resohition ARFs to TOA 

reflectances measured by senson capable of resolving these individual features. On the 

two dates where the sea ice ARF model is appiied, June 16 and June 20, in sihc 

observations reveai that over the area of an AMIRR pixel, the surface consisteci of a 

mixture of melt ponds, wet snow and bue ice. Since the sea ice model is likely weighted 

towards snow d a c e s ,  application to these image dates is a source of uncertainty. Since 

the anisotropy is coasidered to be greater over these melt surf&ces, the use of T&S's sea 

ice model Iikely underestimates the TOA albedo to some srnail degree on these dates. For 

heterogeneous surfaces, Koepke and Knebel(1987) advocate the use of a rnixed ARF 

derived nom the ARFs of homogeneous areas and weighted by the pixel fiaction each 

d a c e  type ocaipies. Such an approach, however, requires idiormation regarding the 

spatial distribution of surface f i e s  over each pixel. There is a potential here for high 

resolution irnagery, such as TM or Sm to provide this feature information. 

FinaUy. the course resolution of the ERBE sensor leads one to question whether the 

variability in denved ARFs is due to the surface's anisotropy or amiosphere's anisotmpy. 

It is possible that over nich a large area, hhomogeneities in the d a c e  anisotropy may 

cancel out, thus leavkg the atmosphere as the primaiy source of variability (Lee, 1990; 

Pinker and Stowe, 1990). This is rnay be especiaily true over the long optical path lengths 



inherent in polar imagery. If this is the case, application of these h o r s  to data nom a 

higher resoiution sensor capable of resolving variability in nufhce anisotropy rnay lead to 

error. 

Compared to AVHRR 1 and 2, the ERBE instrument used to build the ARF models 

operated over a wider spectral range (one band: 0.2-4.5 pm). Since the ARFs were 

derived f3om a sensor operating over the entire solar speanim, care mua be taken when 

applying these correction factors to individual, narrower spectral bands within this 

wavelength range. Of specific interest here is the application of the T&S ARFs to both 

AVHRR 1 and 2. This approach assumes that the anisotropy of radiation reflected by the 

three model surfaces and the overlying atmosphere is constant with wavelength over the 

visible and near-infiared AVHRR cbannels. This assumption has been made in previous 

albedo studies (De Abreu et al.. 1993; Lindsay and Rothrock, 1994). 

In terms of the snow model, given the wavelength-independence of the anisotropy of 

radiation reflected fiom snow surfaces (Figure 4.6(a)), the applicability of these broadband 

factors to both the visible and near-infiareci AVHRR channe1 seems appropriate for snow- 

covered sea ice d a c e s .  In contrast, the anisotropy of water is wavelength dependent 

and the application of the ocean ARF to both AVHRR 1 and 2 is a source of uncertainty. 

However, given the low flux of radiation reflected by ocean d a c e s ,  the overail 

magnitude of error is considered minor in tenns of the energy balance of the surEzçe. A 

similar application of the sea ice model is not as straight-fowrd. 

As pointed out d e r ,  the sea ice model is a composite of the ani~tropy of various sea 

ice sufice types and is most representative of snow-covered sea ice. Over snow-covered 

sea ice, the application of one ARF to both AVHRR charnels, as done in De Abreu (1993) 

and Lindsay and Rothrock (1994) is acceptable. However. as shown in Table 4.22, sea ice 



ARFs are not wavelength-independent. The effect of adding an atmosphere above the 

surfaces measured in Perovich (1994) on the waveiength-dependence of his surface- 

meanired ARFs is unknown, but it is udkely to entireiy mask this wavelength 

dependence. Thus application of one ARF to both channels is likely a source of 

uncertainty. but which channel is it more representative of? Over a sea ice sucface, the 

incident and reflected radiation is heaviiy weighted towards the visible wavelengths. The 

broadband ERBE ARF is thus Wrely more representative of the anisotropy of visible 

radiation, or in t e m  of AVHRR, c b e l  1. Since the near-idked ARFs are 

consistently lower (appron 10%) than the visible A W s  over sea ice melt surfaces 

(Perovich, 1994), the application ofT&S's broadband ARF to the near-iafiared channe1 2 

data likely underestimates the TOA infiareci albedo. 

Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 show the error in caiculated surface albedo for a O. 1 error in 

the anisotropic correction factor for a range ofaerosol optical depths, surfàce albedos and 

solar zenith angles for AVHRR 1 and 2 respectively. Within each graph, the results are 

grouped by the correct ARF. The data indicate that the cdculated d a c e  albedo is very 

sensitive to erron in the anisotropic correction factor. Based on the observed average 

atmosphenc conditions observed here, a surface with an albedo of 0.9 and an ARF of 1 

will have 0.12 error in AVHRR 1 surface albedo when the ARF is in error by 0.1. The 

error for AMiRR 2 is 0.09. AVHRR 1 appears more sensitive to errors in the AW than 

AVHRR 2. This is logicd @en its greater sensitivity to atmosphenc scattering. Based 

on the range of ARFs examined here and the mean observai solar zenith angle, the enor 

in surface albedo ranges firom 0.0 12 to 0.145 for an error of 0.1 in the prescribed ARF. 

The level of error increases linearly with d a c e  albedo, indica~g that over sea ice 

surfaces there is a pater  need for accuracy in the specification of ARF. Errors in d a c e  

albedo are largest for turbid conditions and larger solar senith angks. 

The following equation can be used aloag with the data in figures 4.27 and 4.28 to 

estirnate the requûed accuracy of the ARF (An required to achieve a certain accufacy in 

surface albedo (~a*.) at a specific surnice albedo: 



Figure 4.27 Emr in f.lriilrted visible aibedo to due to 0.1 vror in uisotropic 
reflectance factor based on mie factors of 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2. Results are given for a 
range of aerosol opticai deptbs: turbid (~a+4)9 mean ob i ved  (ra=O.l) aad dcu 
( ~ ~ 4 . 5 )  and solar zenith .agies. Note: the atmopsheric correction is assumai to bc 
correct. 



Figure 4.28 Error in caicdated infrued dbedo to due to 0.1 e m r  in aaisotropic 
reflectaoce factor based on bue factors of O.8,l.O and 1.2. Results are @en for a 
range of aerosol opticai depths: turbid (r.=0.4), mean obsewed ( ~ ~ 0 . 1 )  and clear 
(r,=0.5) and solar zenitb angles. 
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Thus, in order to achieve an accuracy of 0.05 in visible surface albedo (Aai=0.05) for a 

surface with an albedo of 0.9 under a solsr zeaith angle of 70° (Figure 4-28), the 

anisotropic reflectance fùnction ( A n  would n d  an accuracy of O. 1 x 0.05 / 0.13 or 

approximately 0.04. Over the range of M s  examinai here (0.8-1 -2) the accuracy 

required would be 0.04-0.06. A surface with an aibedo of0.3 would ody require an ARF 

accuracy in the range 0.11-0.16 to achieve an accucacy of 0.05 in visible d a c e  albedo. 

1.10.3 Atmospheric Correction 

[4.41] is used to estimate the efféct of uncertainty in the atmosphenc correction procedure 

on the derived sufiace albedos. These estimates are made with the assumption that the 

error due to the derivation of TOA albedo and the anisotropic correction is zero. The 

major source of uncertainty in the atmospheric correction procedure arises fiom error in 

the description of the atmosphere, Le. enors in the estimation ofaerosol optical deph., 

ozone amount and water vapour amount. The resultant effect of enor in each of these 

input variables on the surface albedo is examined in the foilowing sections. 

4 1 O. 3 f Ozone Amount 

Figure 4.29(a) shows the sensitivity of the calculated visible albedo to the accuracy of the 

ozone amount input to the atmosphenc correction model. The resuits are based on a 

mean observed aerosol optical depth of O. 1. For a 0.05 cm NTP error in ozone amount 

over a surface dbedo of 0.9, the error of the calculated surface albedo would be 0.017 

under the mean obsewed solar zenith angk of 57'. The magnitude of the albedo error 

increase iinearly with the albedo of the surface and is greater over larger solar zenith 

angles. The ozone amounts measured in this study ranged from 0.28 to 0.4 1 cm NTP and 



Figure 4.29 Ermr in cdcdattd surfifc dbedo due to (a) 0.M cm NTP error in 
ozone amount, (b) 0.05 e m r  in aerosol opticd depth (viribk i l bdo ) ,  (c) 0.5 cm 
precipitable water vror in water vapour amount and (d) 0.05 e m r  in aerod  
opticd depth ( i n f d ) .  
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represent daily averages. The largest standard deviation of the measured data is 0.005 cm 

NTP. This uncertainty redts  in an enor in surtace aibedo of0.002. The & i s  ofusing 

climatological ozone amoums instead of in situ meaniremats are examined next. 

In most situations, in situ measuements of ozone amount are not available. in lieu of this, 

climatological observations are oflen used. They usuaiiy raide in the fonn ofmonthly 

averages from surface stations or satellite observations. The difEerence between the 

surface observed values (considered here to be the true ozone amount) and the 

climatological value is tenned the error in ozone amount (Am). The Am cm be used 

dong with the results in Figure 4.29(a) to estimate the resultant error in surface albedo 

due to the use of clirnatological ozone observations. Accordhg to TOMS data presented 

in Keating et aL (1989), the zona1 mean total column ozone amount for a latitude of 75" 

for the months of April. May, June and Iuly are 0.462, 0.4 16, 0.370 and 0.332 

respectively. The larges Aoz is -0.05 cm NTP which results in a d a c e  aibedo error due 

to ozone of -0.016 for mean atmosphetic coaditions. The negative sign of Aa, signifies 

that the surface albedo wouid be too high by 0.0 16 ifclimatologicai ozone values were 

utiiized. This error is relatively minor and thus, the use of ciimatolo@cai averages for 

ozone in the correction for ozone a ~ u a t i o n  a p p a s  valid. 

Figure 4.29(c) shows the e f f !  that 0.5 cm error in the water vapour amount (precipitable 

water (w) )  would have on the AVHRR 2 surface albedo under mean atmospheric 

conditions. For a d a c e  with an albedo of 0.9, a 0.5 cm error in water vapour amount 

(Aw) would result in a surface AVHRR 2 aibedo error (Aps) of 0.033. Aar increases 

linearfy with surface aibedo and is slightly dependent on solar zenith angle. In order to 

achieve an accuracy in AVHRR 2 d a c e  albedo of I0.05, the water vapour amount 

wouid require an accuracy of M.76 cm. 



The precipitabfe water amounts used to estimate the atmosphenc water vapour content 

were calculated by daiiy radiosonde data coilected on overpass days. The accuracy of 

these data are dependent on the accuracy o f  the radiosonde data used to caidate the 

absolute humidities. The relative humidity sensor, pressure sensor and the temperature 

sensor are aU subject to error. EUiott and W e n  (199 1) examine the accuacy and 

precision of radiosonde measurements used in long terni ciîmate mdies- They point out 

the difficuity in obtaining accurate humidity measurements in colâ, dry environments iike 

the Arctic. However. since precipàable water is an integral and the buk ofthe integral in 

contained in the surfàce-500 mb levei, these erron have only a srnaIl effect. Given this, 

the precipitable water amounts caldateci here are estimateci to be accurate oniy to 05% 

(M. Serreze, personal communication). Based on the range of water vapour contents used 

in this study (0.3 3-3.1 cm) and the estimateci accuracy of precipitable water estimates, Aw 

would range nom 0.02 to 0.16 . Taking the largest error ( A M .  16), the comesponding 

error in surface albedo for mean observed conditions would be 0.0 1. 

4.10.3.3 Aerosol Optical Depth 

The effects of error in the measured aerosol opticai depth (hier) on the &ce aibedo 

measured by A W R R  1 and AVHRR 2 are Summacizd in Figure 4.29@) and 4.29(d) 

respectively. In terms of a surface with an albedo of0.9 and assurning mean atrnosphenc 

conditions, the error in both AVHRR 1 and AVHRR 2 surface dedo for underestimating 

the aerosol opticai depth by 0.05 is an underestimation of sucface albedo by 0.02. Under 

the mean observed atrnospheric conditions, both chanwls are showing the same sensitiity 

to Mer. The error in surface albedo due to Aaer increases with solar zenith angle for 

surface aibedos p a t e r  than 0.55 for AMiRR 1 and 0.5 for AVHRR 2 and vice. versa for 

lower albedo surfaces. Under mean obse~ed conditions, the Aa, due to Aaer is zero over 

surfaces with an albedo of 0.3 for AVHRR 1 and zero over d a c e s  with an albedo of 

0.23 for AVHRR 2. Over sufaces with albedos fess than these values, an underestimate 

of aerosol optical depth results in an overestimate of surface albedo. 



In order to estimate AVHRR L and 2 surface albedo with an accuracy of0.05, the aerosol 

optical depth requires an accuracy of O. 13. Under a solar zenith angie of 70'. the required 

accuracy wodd increase to O. 1. These required accuracies wodd be lower for surfaces 

with albedos less than 0.9. Sun photometer measurements were used to estimate aerosol 

optical depths in this investigation. As previously stated, these measurements are 

considered accurate to 0.02, well within the required.accuracy of 0.1 calculated above. 

An aerosol parameter not examined here is the absorption M o n  The absorption 

fraction describes the proportion of incident radiation that is absorbeci by an aerosol(1- 

SS A). Koepke and f iebel  ( 1987) found sufice albedos estiniated by the method used in 

this investigation are very sensitive to the aerosol's fiactionai absorption The aerosol 

used to derive Koepke's correction coefficients is slightly absorbing with an absorption 

M i o n  of O. I l  at 0.55 p~, typical of a con~entai  aerosol. In Koepke and Knebel 

( 198 7). a 0.05 error in the aerosol fiactional absorption was found to result in an error in 

the caiculated surface albedo of 0.0 1 in clear conditions ( ~ ~ 4 . 0 5 )  and 0.094 in turbid 

conditions (w0.4). These results refer to a surface with a broadband cluaatologicd 

albedo of 0.9 and a solar zenith angle of 58'. Thus when employing atmospheric 

correction models. care mut be taken to choose the correct aerosol type. For example, 

the use of an oceanic aerosol model with an absorption fiaction of0.0 1 instead of the 

required continental type would result in an enor in surfiace albedo of about 0.2 for Rubid 

conditions. Clearly specification of the proper aerosol model is important to the 

correction of optical satellite imagery. 

It is unfortunate that given the sensitivity of d a c e  albedo to the presaibed aerosol 

optical depth, there is no wide-scale monitoring effort. Aerosol ciimatologies are few and 

information regardhg the opticai properties are rare and difliicult to obtaia Given the 

transient nature of tropospheric aerosols and their wide variability in optical properties, the 

prescription of aerosol optical depth is the most diflticuit atmospheric parameter to 

characterize for the correction of remotely seased data. In the case of AVHRR 1 and 2, it 



has been shown that accurate prescription ofaerosol type and amount is criticai to the 

estimation of surface dbedo fiom these channels. 

Based on the propagation of errors, the total uncertainty in surface albedo due to the 

atmospheric correction are sumniarized in figures 4.30 and 4.3 1 for clear and turbid 

conditions. Generaiiy, the sensitivity of sdace  albedo to erron in the atmospheric 

correction increases with d a c e  albedo, solar zenith angle and airbidity. Therefore, there 

is a greater need for accuracy in the atmospheric correction procedure during early spring 

period in the arctic when the surface is snow-covered, the atmosphere is somewhat hary 

and solar zenith angles are large. This sensitivity decreases linearly with d a c e  albedo. 

Aiso. AVHRR 2 albedo appears more sensitive to erron in the atmospheric correction. 

This is due to that channelys strong sensitivity to both aerosoh and water vapour. The 

effect of using climatological data in the atmospheric correction on the precision of the 

method was examineci. There was less than a 1% decrease in precision using 

climatological data input to the atmospheric correction The lack of Mkrence is likety 

due to the faa that the study site is located adjacent to a weather station. The 

climatological data was deriveci fiom data coliected at the station. Thus, the 

climatologicd data characterizes atmospheric conditions well and does not m e r  greaty 

fiom the in situ sampled parameters. It is logical that this clifference in precision will 

increase in other parts of the arctic not regularly monitored. 

4.1 0.4 Narrow to Broadband Conversion 

The error in the narrow to broadband conversion was expressed as the nnse of the 

converted AVHRR channels and the tnie broadband values over a colledon of typical sea 

ice surfaces and under dinerent atmospheric conditions. No correction was applied to 

AVHRR 1 since the surface narrowband albedo closely matched that of the visible 

broadband albedo for the much of the season. The exception was over a surface with 60% 

melt ponds, in which case AVHRR L underestimated visible aibedo. ûver aü surfaces, the 

nnse ranged fiom 0.02 to 0.03. In tenns of AVHRR 2, the error in ushg the narrowband 



Figure 4.30 Error in calciilited sudace aibeâo due to tom e m r  in itmospheric 
e o k t i o n  for (a) visible aibedo and (b) infrucd dbedo undet c l u r  conditions 
(aerosol opticd depth = 0.05). 
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Figure 4.31 E m r  in ukul r td  suriace dbedo due ta totd error in atmospberic 
correction for (a) visibk d k d o  and (b) infrucd aibedo under turbid conditions 
(aerosol opticil depth = 0.4). 
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d a c e  albedo without adjusmmit to enimMe broadband h f k e d  albedo ranged fiom 

0.19 to 0.2 1. These differences were largest over snow and ice surfkces and decreased 

significantiy as the amount of surface water increased. This is logical &en the position of 

the AVHRR 2 channe1 and the hfked spectra ofthese surfices. A hear mode1 was 

applied with good results ( h . 9 9 ) .  With a confidence level of 0.95, new predictions with 

this mode1 based on the mean aibedo of the sirnulated dataset are considered accurate to 

3 . 0 5 .  

The previous section theoreticaily estimateci the precision of the albedo inversion method and 

sources of uncertainty in the derived results. This section attempts to assess the accuracy of 

the derived d a c e  albedos. Accuracy is defined here as the d i r ence  between the derived 

surface albedo and the m e  value. Although always desired, cornparison of satellitederived 

surfafe quantities to nirface measurements is not aiways possiile. Tbis is espcidy true for 

polar experiments. Surface validation is critical to the development, evaluation and evolution 

of retrieval methodologies for remotely se& data However' its value to the process is 

directly related to one's ability to masure the pertinent variables over appropriate spatial, 

temporal and spectral resolutions with a high degree of accuracy. In order to validate satellite- 

derived surface albedo, surface measurements over an area sufiuciently large enough to 

represent the pixel field-ofiview is required. In the case of A m  the area shodd be 

norninaiiy 1.lxl.l kms. Also, the surface instrument should be capable of reproducing the 

spectral characteristics of the sensor or the satellite-derived quantity. In the case of this 

investigation, coincidental surface measurements of visible and in6ared broadband albedo 

would be required. 

Atternpts have been made to use s d c e  aansects collecteci over a typical pixel area for 

satellite validation purposes. In De Abreu (1993), transect measunmements of broadband albedo 

were perfonned in SIMMS '92 coincident with AVHRR overpasses to assess the spatiai 



variability of d a c e  albedo and thus aiiow for the later assessrnent of the accuracy of a 

satellite-retrieved albedo. Howwer, much of the aibedo Vanability o v a  the samphg naasects 

was attributed to changes in atmospheric conditions and instrument setup. This type of 

samphg required the radiometers to be set up several times over the transect increasing the 

opportunity for such error. Sources ofthis enor are variations in instrument height, 

orientation to solar principai plane, shadowing and sensor levehg. More hportantly, the grid 

transects required 1.5 - 2 hours to complete; a period over which hadiance conditions ofken 

changed. 

The only realistic way to measme Sunace albedo over these scaies is from an airborne 

platform such as an aimaft or bdoon. In SIMMS '93, balloon photography was used to 

monitor the onset ofrnelt conditions (Piwowar et al.. 1994). Unfortunately, no aeriai 

measurements of albedo were co~ected~~.  ïhe  in sihc spectral albedo mearurernents 

described in Chapter Three are representative of a small surface area (less than 0.25 km) 

and cannot be considered to be representative of the brightness of an AVHRR pixel. The 

sufiace based spectrometer is capable ofemulating the response of AVHRR 1 and 2. 

However, its lirnited spectral range (0.41 .O pm ) does not d o w  it to rneasure infiared 

albedo. 

In spite of their obvious spatial and spectral limitations, the in situ spectral aibedo 

measurements are compared to sudiace AVHRR 1 and AVHRR 2 ctiannei aibedos. While 

theoreticdy incapable of truly validating these measurements, the sufice data provide 

some basis for cornparison Given the homogeneity of the sea ice sudisce in the early 

spring, it is assumed that, uaal the appearance of d a c e  melt features, the point 

observations of spectral albedo are comparable to the albedo over the scale ofa AVHRR 

pixel. 

Surface spectral albedo data are transformeci to emulate AVHRR 1 and 2 albedo by 

weighting the high resolution dbedo measunwnts by the spectral response mter of 

" Baiioon-besd measurements of broadband alkQ were attempted in SIMMS '95. 
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AVHRR 1 and 2 and the incident irradiance- SateUitederived AVHRR 1 and 2 d a c e  

aibedo of the SIMMS '93 FYI site were extracteci for each image date (2x2 pixels) and 

averaged. These are compared with the emulated AVHRR 1 and 2 surface albedos in 

Figure 4.32 and Table 4.23 

Despite the poor precision of the method, Figure 4.32 and Table 4.23 indicate that the 

satellite-denved albedos compare very weii with the surtâce albedo obsenmtions. Both 

sets of measurements capture the steady seasonai decrease in surface albedo eariy in the 

season. The discrepancy in the late June obsewations may be indicative of the inherent 

bias in point observations. At that time of the season, the autace was dotted with melt 

water and remnant snowke surfàces. The d a c e  albedo observation was taken over a 

ponded d a c e  and is thus biased toward that surface type. The AVHRR albedo 

measurement is representative of the ponded areas as weli as the brigtner snowlice 

feahires, thus leading to the higher albedo value. This illustrates one of the inherent 

advantages of satellite derived measurements over p o i n t - b d  measurements. 

Although the estimated uncertainty in the denved values are large, cornparison with 

surface measurements and resuits of previous investigations (De Abreu et d.  1993) 

suggea that the denved albedos are at expected magnitudes. 'The resuits in Table 4.23 

suggest that the nnse. ofthe satellite derived aibedos is better than B. 1 for both visible 

and infiared albedo. 

4.12 Summary of Finding 

This chapter examineci the feasïbility of using AVHRR data to estimate clear-sky 

broadband visible and infiared sea ice albedo. The methodology was describeci and a 

detailed sensitivity and error d y s i s  were perfonned. The satellite-derived albedo were 



Figure 4-32 Emuhted surfhce measurrments of A m  dbcdo data cornpucd to 
(a) AVERR 1 surface dbcdos and (b) AVaRR 2 surtice dbedoa 
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Tabk 4.23 Cornparison between in piac and satditt m u s u d  visibk and h f m d  
albeâo. Juunr 20, July7 and July 20 data not incIudd due to I i c k  of tepttsentalvc 
in situ spectral. 

Date Visible Albedo InETared Albedo 

In S .  Satellite Error In Situ SateUite Error 

ApA 30 0.89 0.9 1 -0-02 0.84 0-86 -0.02 

May 3 0.90 0.93 -0.03 0-85 0.87 -0.02 

June 2.4' 0.9 1 0.83 0.08 0.82 0-75 0.07 

June 9 0.8 1 0.85 -0.04 O. 70 0.77 -0.07 

June 16 0.66 0-6 L 0.04 OS7 0.5 1 0.06 

rms-e O. O5 rms. e, 0.07 

- In situ data coiiected on Iune 2, sateilite data coiiected on Iune 4 

compared to coincidental sufice albedo measurements. This investigation rwealed the 

following: 

NOAA 12's AYaRR 1 and 2 has undergone signifiant dibration drift since 

launch 

Past experience has shown that this seasor experiences significant decreases in sensïtivity 

while in orbit. I g n o ~ g  this drift introduces large systematic errors into derived d a c e  

albedos. Thus, AMiRR 1 and 2 cannot be used to derive surface albedos without an 

update to its prelaunch caiiibration. Unlüce other plattom, no update for NOAA 12's 

AVHRR had been pe~ormed prior to this study. Using coincidentai surface and 

atmospheric measurements, an attempt was made to update the NOAA 12's AVHRR 1 

and 2 prelaunch calibration. The results indicate an 8.6 % and a 25.1 % degradation in the 

sensitivity of AVHRR 1 and 2 respeaively. It is not known whether the calirations of 

the two channels have stabilized. Thus, the calkation update pro* here shodd only 

be considered appropriate for the spring of  1993. 



R e c o m m e ~ o n :  AVHRR sesenrs fiom ail NOAA pladonno should be induded'in 

ground-based cabration exercises. In the past, ody caliirations ftom AVHRRs on odd- 

numbered NOAA platforms were updated due to their afternoon passes. Also, an onboard 

calibration source should be included in the next generation AVHRR This is being 

considered (Rao. personal communication). 

The extraction of sudace dbeâo fmm AVHRR wüi rernain impmise wbiie surtace- 

independent su ice ARF's are useâ. 

The high solar zenith angles prevalent in the polar regions and wide scan angles of 

AVHRR demand accurate estimates of sea ice d a c e ' s  anisotropy. SenSitivity analysis 

indicates that over snow-covered sea ice at an solar zen& aagie of 70°, the ARF would 

need an accuracy of0.04 to achieve a d a c e  albedo with an acwacy of 0 . 0 5 ~ ~ .  

However, the required accuracy of the ARF decreases with surfixe albedo and 

atmospheric attenuation. While snow and ice are less anisotropic than other terreseid 

sunaces, the variability of ARFs for snow and ice for a @en sun-airface-sensor geomeuy 

is considerable and is seasonally-dependent. It is unknown whether the source ofthis 

variation is related primarily to inhomogeneities in the anisotropy of the surface or 

atmosphere. Regardless, the precision of inversion methodologies that utilLe surface 

independent sea ice ARFs will be comtrained by this high variance- 

Recomme&ion: Definhg the anisotropy of sea ice and its overlying atmosphere shouid 

be given highest pnority. Suice, in theory, radiative triII1Sfer modelling can explain the 

anisotropy of the atmosphere, the anisotropy of polar atmospheres should receive 

immediate attention Of similar importance are the seasonal characteristics of sea ice 

BRDF. Field programs should continue to characterize sea ice misotropy. Increased 

attention should be given to the anisotropy of large, niixed-Surface areas. The MISR 

sensor on EOS-AM1 pladorni promises to address these issues and improve the extraction 

of TOA satellite albedos fkom past, present and f h r e  TOA satellite reflecuiace 

'' This estimate is based on the assumption tbat the aîmospheric correction is correct. 



measurements. The application of nirfàce dependent ARFs wüi WEely require apnori 

geotyping. 

Over sea ice sudaces, the TOA aibedo signifiantiy underntimata the suriace 

albdo, thus tnaking atmosphenc concetion nccasarg. 

Due to the long opticai path leagths, atmospheric attenuation resuits in an 

underestimation of sea ice albedo in polar regions. This underesgrnation was found to be 

as large as 22% over a snowavered sea ice in April. The mashg e f f i  of the 

atmosphere decreases with the seasonal decrease in the arctic atrnosphere's aerosol optical 

depth. h fact, semitivity analysis revealed that, in terms ofatmospheric correction, the 

surtace albedo is moa sensitive to the accuracy of the input aerosol optical depth. 

Aerosol optical depth would have to be accurate to O. 1 for a surface with an albedo of0.9 

under a solar zenith angle of 70". 

Recommembtioo: hproved monitoring of optical characteristics of aerosols is required 

to facilitate proper atmosphenc correction of optical data Use of chnatologicai values 

may be adequate in late season, but early spring applications are suspect due to episodic 

haze events. Once validated, methods to use AVHRR and other satellite imagery to 

estirnate aerosol opticd depth should improve co~~ections. 

AVBRR 1 ic a good estimate of visible dbedo ovet most s r i  ict  surfaces, whüe 

AVaRR overestimates infrrircd dbedo over aii sta ice surtaces. 

Sudce spectral albedo measurements indicate that AVHRR 1 provides a very good 

estimate of visible aibedo over snow-covered sea ice, bare ice and open water surfaces. 

Over heavily ponded surfaces (60%), AVHRR 1 underestimates visible albedo by 0.07. 

AVHRR 2 consistently overestimates sea ice infiared albedo. A simple function relating 

the two variables was developed via simulation and surface measurements- 

Recomrnen&tion: These theoreticai fïndings would benefit fiom a cornpanion empincal 

investigation. Presdy, spacebome investigation is not possible due to lack of 



appropriate sensor combinations. However, Ri situ measurements wàh fltered 

pyranometers and spectral radiometer are possible. 

Operationil use of AVHRR to measlire surC.re sea ict  dbedo requircs improved 

cloud detection. 

In this study, surface observations and rudimentary, manuai cloud detection wthods were 

used to detect clouds. In order to automate this procedure, an accurate operational cloud 

detection (masking) scheme is required- The suailar reflectances of snowhce and clouds in 

polar regions make this a formidable challenge. Fomuiately, it is an active research ara- 

Recommenctation: Utilize SIMMS experimental data to validate ISCCP cloud algorithm, 

as well as other autornated cloud detection schemes. 

4.13 Conclusions 

This chapter assessed the ability of AVHRR 1 and AVHRR 2 satellite data to estimate sea 

ice visible and infiareci surface albedo. The AVHRR polar dataset is attractive due to its 

accessibitity, substantial archive and very muent coverage of the polar regions 

However, using visible and i&ared satellite data b m  an operatiomi meteorological 

satellite operating in polar regions presents formidable h d e s  to the estimation of surf'ace 

albedo. Most daunhg is the need to account for the strong dependence of TOA sea ice 

refleaance to satellite view configuration. The need for improved idonnation regarding 

the anisotropy of sea ice d e s  and polar atmospheres is paramount in the development 

of a precise inversion rnethod. Aiso. the AVHRR's lack of onboard calibration is a serious 

obstacle to obtainiDg the absolute radiometric measurements necessary to estimate aibedo. 

Regular calibration updates are thus required. The satellite's wide math width and the 

large solar zenith angles in the arctic resuit in considerable annospheric attenuation of the 

incident and reflected nirface radiation. As a result, pmper atmospheric correction is 

required before accunite nirtêce albedos can be derived. Clïmatologists require daily 

surface albedo information with an accuracy of I0.05 (Henderson-Sellers and Wilson, 



1983; Weaver and Troisi, 1996). Although the method examined here was calculateci to 

be far less precise, in this stwly it produced d a c e  albedos that appear to approach this 

Ievel of accuracy. 



5.1 Introduction 

h Chapter 3, ln situ observations of spectral aibedo were used to desmie the seasonal 

evolution of sea ice visible and near-infiared aibedo of snow-covered sea ice volumes on 

bo th fist-year and multiyear ice. While clearty valuable for understanding the seasonal 

metamorphism of these s p d c  d a c e  types and the associateci etlkt on albedo, these 

measurements lacked a spatial component seen as critical to climate studies of sea ice. 

Satellite remote sensing is the most efficient method of providing Surface albedo 

information over the spatial and temporal scales important to chnate studies. in the 

previous chapter, Chapter 4, the measurement of surfiace visible and iofiared albedo fkom 

clear-sky AVHRR 1 and 2 data collecteci over the SIMMS 1993 experiment area duruig 

the spring transition months of Apd to July was descriied. The purpose of this chapter is 

to present the sateiiitederived albedo &ta and interpret the spectral, seasonai and spatial 

variabiiity of this multitemporal dataset with the assistance of the in situ observations 

made through moa of the mdy period. The first analysis section, Section 5.4, examines 

each albedo image individually in the context of three seasonal periods and focuses mainly 

on the interscene variability in visible and infiared albedo. Some attention is given to 

intrascene variability on consecutive dates. When possible, the satellitederiveci values are 

compared to equivalent parameterùed sea ice aibedo values f?om the CCC2 GCM 12-30 

2-41 and Ebert and Curry's (1993) sea ice mode1 (Table 2.2). In Section 5.5, 

multitemporal analysis is used to ident* and kterpret the major the-space characteristics 



of sea ice albedo for the entire study season- In the final anaiysis section, Section 5.6, 

dserences between visible and ïdhred albedo over the study period are ewmwd- 

5.2 Image Prcparatioa 

As describeci in the previous chapter, eight image dates were avaiiabie for anaiysis: April 

30, May 3, June 4 June 9, June 16, June 20, Jdy 7 and July 29. These data span the 

entire melt cycle from the onset of melt conditions to the breakup of the ice cover. The 

following section descnhs the pre-analysis processhg performed on the image data. 

5.7.1 Registration of AVHRR Data 

Although the AVHRR data were georegistered to a common map grid at AES, anaiysis 

showed that the images were slightly unaligned and that "nudging" was necessary. Thus, 

in order to examine change between image dates, an image to image registration was 

performed on the dataset. AU images were registered to the Iune 4 dataset given its 

geometric fidelity caused by its near-nadir position in the AVHRR swath- Tweive groutld 

control points were identified in each image, a second order polynomial bc t ion  relating 

the input image to the Iune 4 image was determineci and a nearest neighbow method was 

used to resarnple the original data The regïstration error (RMSE) was less than one 

AMIRR pixel. 

5 2 .2  Sub-Area Extraction and Masking of LandAce 

The original dimensions of the AVHRR m e s  were 256 pixels by 256 hes .  In order to 

focus on the SIMMS experiment region and to restnct analysis to those regions where 

d a c e  conditions were howu, 60 pixel by 60 iine subareas were extracted for each date. 

This resulted in a 360 km2 study site centered on Resolute Passage. Due to coune spatial 

resolution of the sensor, the SIMMS intensive sampüng areas are not individually 

resolved. 

In order to restrict the digitai analysis to ocean pixels of the study scene, these areas were 

interactively rnasked. The July 29 image was used to separate the land feahxes fiom 



ocean since the boundary between the two were moa pronounced on this image date. 

Due to the coarse resolution of the seasor, pixels near the shorelule Wrely contain mixed 

responses (tnixefs) fkom both land and water . Attempts were made to exclude these 

shoreline mkels fkom the ocean mask Any subsequent digital d y s i s  of the dataset was 

restricted to pixels in the ocean mask Application of the rnask redted in the dataset 

being reduced fiom 3600 pixels to 2564 pixels. 

5.2.3 Generation of Difrence Images 

In order to assist in the analysis, merence images were generated for each pair of 

sequential dates for both the visible and infiared albedo. Difference images were 

generated for the following penods: Apd 30 to May3, May 3 to Juw 4 June 4 to June 9, 

June 9 to June 16, Iune 16 to June 20, June 20 to July 7 and July 7 to Iuly 2gn. These 

ciifference images ( Pa) were generated for band i at pixel j and üne k by the foiiowïng: 

where cr(Q3 and a ( i  are the albedo values at time 1 and time 2. In this formuiation, 

positive values Uidicate an increase in dbedo between the  1 and tirne 2 and a negative 

change value indicates a deaease in albedo over this period. Assuming that the satellite 

denved dbedos have an uncertainty of  0.05, YI between Mages mua be greater than 

*O. 1 to be considered real. To this end, Ya between -O. 1 and +û. 1 have been assigned a 

colour of white in the change images, indicating no discemible change. Pa > 0.1 (an 

increase in albedo) was assigned a tone of blue, while Ya<-û. 1 (a decrease in aibedo) was 

assigned a tone ofyellow/rd. 

1-7 - Note that the periad b a n  TI and Tz are Mirent for each image set. 
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5.3 Scene Description 

In Chapter 3. the ice condiaons in the SIMMS '93 intensive sampbg area were d e s c n ï ï  

and a bnef description of the region's ice conditions was provided. The analysis in this 

chapter wiil show that the variability in nirfhce albedo is dependent on the snow and ice 

characteristics over the AVHRR SC-. Given this, it is useM to precede this d y s i s  

with a detailed review of the snow and ice conditioni over the entire AVHRR study scene. 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the relative location of the AVHRR scene. ERS-1 SAR imagery of 

the S I M M S  experiment region coiiected on Apd 21 is provided in Figure 5.2. ïhis C- 

Band radar is sensitive to d a c e  roughwss conditions and is thus valuable for descniing 

ice regimes and physiographic feafures in the AVHRR albedo scenes. Genedy, when 

snowcovers are dry, the S A R  signal fiorn tsrst-year ice is a strong h d o n  of mfbce 

roughness. Since roua ice conditions are more efficient backscatîerers, these areas caa 

be easily identifid in Figure 5.2 by bright tones in radar irnagery. 

Figure 5.1 Relative location o f  AVHRR study scene ( d u h d  ünts) 

- - - - -  Luncmer Sound . a B a m w  Smit 
O 100 km - 
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Figure 5.2 Apcii 21,1993 ERS4 SAR image oNMM!~ expecbent region 



5.3.1 ice Conditions 

As rnentioneâ, the SIMMS experimental region is located ami& a wide variety of first- 

year ice types that dSer mainly in their t h e  and conditions of consolidation. Nomindy, 

the AVHRR scene can be divided into two major consolidation regimes that are referred 

to here as emb and Iate consolidation zones (Figure 5.3). The AVHRR scene is bisected 

by a consolidation ridge that demarks the transition between these two mues. The 

location of the ridge is shown in Figure 5.3 and is visible as a bright, sharp hear feature in 

Figure 5.2. This wide feature consisted ofuptumed angular ice blocks up to 2 metres in 

height which made the ridge Mrtuaiiy ùnpassable. The SIMMS '93 sampling site was 

located on a pan of smooth first-year ice located in the rniddle of this consolidation ndge 

(Figures 5.2 and 5.3). 

Figure 5.3 Ice regimes in AVHRR study scene. Dottcd lines indicatt ice regime 
boundaries. 
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The early consolidation zone in this midy is part ofthe McD0ugai.I ice sub-regime 

(Gorman, 1988). The regime is characterized by the hü consolidation ofthick nrst-year 

ice with traces of multiyear ice. The consolidation of sea ice in the experiment region 

begins the previous fd in the bay areas. Accordiag to AES records, Resolute Bay 

cons0 lidated in early Oaober, 19%. Consolidation outside in Resolute Passage proceeds 

eastward through Barrow Snait and usually ocrurs in the passage area in December and 

January. Its maximum extent is delineated by the consolidation ridge across the southern 

mouth of Resolute Passage (Figure 5 2). At this time, an ice dam or ice bridge fonns 

annuaüy across Barrow Strait to the north-west of Wth Island. This dam effectiveiy 

haits the movement of heavier Arctic Ocean and archipelago ice nom entering Lancaster 

Sound until approxirnately September of the next year. Mer the dam breaks, heavy, 

rough ice moves down Barrow St., some passing through Resolute Passage. In fact, 

SIMMS experiments were often located adjacent to a multiyear ice floe that was caught in 

the passage area during consolidation 

The formation of new ice in the passage, the eranspon of heavy ice through the passage 

and the occasional presence of second year ice in passage areas aU result in a very complex 

icescape in the eariy consolidation area The SAR image indicates that this zone is a 

mixture of smooth (dark, even tones) and rough nrst-year ice @@ter tones, more 

texture). Some well-dehed mdtiyear ice floes were noKn within the fbt-year ice matrix 

in Resolute Passage. These are identifieci in Figure 5.2. A major rough ice area was also 

located north of M t h  1s. in the eady consolidation zone. This thick rough ice was 

likely fieed when the Barrow St. ice dam broke and consoiidated behuid the new ice in 

Resolute Passage tbat same fa. 

5.3.1.2 Lare ComoIi&tion Zone 

In 1993, ice did not consolidate in the late consolidation zone until late March. ERS- 1 

data in late February confitmeci that the ice was d moving in these areas. U&e the 

early consolidation zone, new ice C O ~ M U ~ S  to fom in the late zone over the winter and 



move through these areas Uno Lancaster Sound and eventuaiiy into Bafiin Bay. 

Movement of this new ice past the eady consolidation zone is responsible br the massive 

shear zone ridge that formed at the boundq  of these zones at the southern mouth of 

Resolute Passage. The late consolidation zone is dMded by the Central Barrow and 

Eastern Barrow sub-regime (Figure 5.3). The shear zone ridge continueci past Griffith 1s. 

and served as a boundary between these two late consolidation sub-regimes. Iâis feature 

marks the location of the Grifiïth 1s. ice bridge which often f o m  and breaks up many 

times during consolidation of Barrow St. 

The Central Regime is characterized by thh, smooth fim-year ice. Essentiaiiy, thk 

srnooth, thin kst-year ice moves eastward into the Eastern Barrow regime. The ice 

continues to grow and compresses as it reaches slower, heavier ice in Lancaster Sound. 

As a result, ice in the Eastern Barrow regime is often thicker and more heavily ridged. 

Surface sarnpling indicated that the ice in this zone was only 30 cm thick, much thinner 

than the thick (>l m) ice found in the eariy consoiidation zone. Like the early 

consolidation zone, the SAR indifates that smooth and rough first-year ice were the 

dominant ice surfaces in this regime. No multiyear ice was present in this zone. 

5.3.2 Snow Conditions 

While much is known about the ice characteristics of this region, relatively littie is hown 

regarding the distribution of snow on the sea ice. Unfominately, the SAR data cannot 

provide information regardhg snow deposition over the AVHRR scene. Snow depths 

were measured at designated areas outside of the SIMMS intensive site in support of 

airbome S A .  calibration experiments. These observations indicate that, compared to the 

first-year ice at the SIMMS site, snow depths were significantiy deeper in the early 

consolidation area of Resolute Passage. Tranxct sampling in the passage revealed snow 

depths averaging 20 cm (a= 9 cm) on May 6. Similar transect measuements at the &st- 

year ice site on the same day found an average snow depth of 8.5 cm ( ~ 3  cm). FuRher 

south. in the late consolidation area, average snow depth was still lower at 6 cm ( ~ 2  cm). 



Although lirnited in number, the obsavations suggest that snow depths wen much pater 

in the early consolidation zone. 

Many interrelateci factors contribute to explain the increased snow deposition in the early 

consolidation zone in 1993. Since much of annual snowfall ocam in the f a  those areas 

that have consolidateci in these perïods can support snow deposition However, in the late 

consolidation zones, newly fonned ice misses this major precipitation season- In the late 

consolidation zone, snow depth is largely dependent on the fiequency of snow events in 

May and lune, which are sparse. Naturally, any spring snowfdl would Lely contribute to 

snow volumes in the early consolidation zone as weil. 

Aside fkom precipitation, another important factor is the ice's ability to catch and retain 

deposited snow. This factor largely depends on surface roughness and exposure to wind. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, rough ice f a e s  ïnterrupt near-surface wind flow and 

encourage the deposition of airborne snow on the leeside ofthe feature due to the 

decrease in wind velocity. Mer the snow is deposited, the rougher ice surface is also 

capable of sheltering the snow fiom winds thus increasing its transience Mie. This 

roughness effect also extends to the topographie effects of the aearby islands. For the 

same reasons, they too encourage snow deposition in their wmd shacllow. In 1993, rough 

ice dominated the icescape of the early consolidation zone. This, along with its adjacency 

to the islands, served to encourage the deposition of snow. Conversely, the smoother, 

exposed icescape in the late consolidation zone encouraged the removal and transferal of 

any snow deposited. Moreover, much of this ~ a n ~ i e n t  snow was kely trapped in the near 

shore, rough ice areas of the early consolidation zone. 

5.4 Scene Variability of Visible and Lafmrcd Sea kt Albedo 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 respectively contain the final visible and infiared albedo maps for each 

AVHRR date. The dynamic ranges of these grey-scded images bave been restricted to &2 



a to improved contrast. Howevet* since this enhancement is scene-dependent, these 

images are not comparable across dates. In order to permit multi-date comparisons, the 

albedo Unages were de* sliced to produce thematic albedo mps. The thematic maps 

in figures 5.6 and 5 -7 aliow a straighdorward cornparison of albedo between study dates. 

In order to &ord this season-wide comparison, the thernatic range of each image had to 

span the entire aibedo range of 0-1. ln order to avoid an inornate number of colour 

themes which would reduce clarity* the albedo values were separateci into broad b h .  

While this resulted in a good representation large cbanges in albedo over the season, there 

was a loss of high kquency detail in some images. 

In order to describe the distribution of dbedo values, histograms of pixel values from the 

sea ice mask were generated for eadi image and placed adjacent to the dbedo images in 

figures 5.4 and 5 S. Simple descriptive statistics were derived for each image and are 

presented within the histograms? Specifically, the mean and standard deviatioa of the 

distribution is presented. The range of nuface albedos is descriied by the fkst and third 

quartde (Q l and 4 3  respectively) of the distniution. îhe aibedo distribution's sixdarity 

to a statinicaiiy normal distribution is described in a measure of lainosis. Kurtosis is used 

to measure the concentration of albedo values around the mean A normal distribution bas 

a kurtosis of O, while a positive value indicates the distriiution has heavier tails than a 

normal distribution (platykwtic) and a negative value suggests that the distribution is low 

in the tail and more peaked than a normal distribution (leptokurtic). The symmetry of the 

albedo distribution is described by a measure of skewness. Positive skewness values 

indicate that distniiution is biased towards larger albedo values. A negative skewness 

value indicates that the distribution is skewed toward lower albedo values. Again, a 

skewness vdue of zero indicates a normal distribution- 

This section presents the AVKRR-derived aibedo maps and examines the inter-scene 

variability for each visible and infked image. The d d y  average air temperature during 

" These statistid measwes should be regarde!d with caution when the albedo distnition does not 
approach nonnaljty. 



Figure 5.4(a) Apcü 30 visible Plbedo 
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Figure 5.4(b) May 3 visible aibedo 
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Figure S.S(a) Aprü 30 infrsred aibedo 

Figure 5.5(b) May 3 infrared albedo 
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Figure Se4(c) June 4 visibk dbeùo 
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Figure 5.5(c) June 4 M i  aibedo 
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Figure 5.5(d) June 9 infmred albedo 
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Figure 5.4(e) Jow 16 Mble  
albedo 
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Figure 5.4(f) June 20 visible dbedo 
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Figure M(e) June 16 iafrared dbedo 
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Figure 55(C) June 20 i n f '  albedo 
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Figure 5.4(g) Juiy 7 visible aibedo 
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Figure 5A(h) July 29 visible aibedo 
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Figure 55(g) July 7 infrPred aïbeào 

Figure 53h) July 29 infrared albedo 
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these overpass dates are shown in Figure 5.8. Overpass dates are higbiighted on the 

figure. The air temperatures mea~ufed at the fbt-year ice site will be used as a reference 

for temperatures across the AVHRR scene. However, the wide variety of d a c e  

conditions and the presence of land masses kely cause ambient temperatures to Vary 

across the scene. For example, the seasonal temperature hcrease fkom near shore ice 

areas is expected to lead that of the tint-year ice site. This type of variation cm 

contribute to inva-scene surface albedo variabiiity and shodd be considered when the site 

temperatures are incorporated in the ensuing discussion. Over the AVHRR saidy penod, 

mean ambient air temperatures ranged from a low of- 19 OC to a high of 12 O C .  Mean 

daily average temperatures mach O O C  on lune 8. The change images described in Section 

5.23 for both visible and infrared data can be found in Figure 5.9. 

Figure 5.8 Daily mem air temperatun duriag SLMMS '93. AVHRR aibcdo data 
available for markcd datas. Note: After June 20, data measund at AES Resolute 
weather station. 
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5 -1.1 Apr& May - Snow-Covered Sea [ce 

The April and May albedo images, figures 5.4(a,b) and 5.5(&b), indicate that, in early 

spring, the visible and i&ared albedo range aarrowly from 0.9 1-0.93 and 0.60-0.63 

respectively. Sudace observations indicate that this high albedo is due to the ubiquitous 

presence of relatively dry snow c o v e ~ g  the sea ice at this tune of year. Air temperatures 

ranging from - 1 5 OC to -25 O C  (Figure 5.8) signifiai that winter conditions dominated in 

this period. The change image for these two dates found no diremible change in albedo 

between these dates. At this tirne of year, NiClce albedo changes very slowLy due to the 

predominantly cold ambient temperatures 

The AVHRR data indicates that the spatial variability ofalbedo over these early xenes 

was relatively low. However, the satellite data did reved same variability over the scene. 

Areas of lower albedo (darker tones) can be fouad over both the visible and innared 

albedo images for both dates. Examining the SAR image (Figure S.2), these lower albedo 

images correspond to areas of rougher ice. These rough ice areas have a visible albedo 

0.07-0.04 lower than the surroundkg smoother ice areas. These lower albedo areas also 

lead to the negative skewness measures of the visible and infiareci albedo distriiutions. 

In early spring, there are three potentiai reasons for lower aibedo in rougher ice areas and 

al1 are plausible here. Fust, upturned, ridged ice create shadows that may artificiaily lower 

satellite-rneasured albedo of rough areas. Secondly, upturned bare ice, often light blue in 

colour early in the spring, are left exposed since, due to gravity, deposited snow cannot 

settle on the inciined surfaces. Mead, deposited snow d e s  in the crevasses between 

these features. This was evident on the consolidation ridge adjacent to the SIMMS '93 

expenment site. Thus the albedo of these areas will be dependent on the ratio of exposed 

ice areas to the airroundhg snow-covered ice. This is likely a hction of the degree of 

ice deformation. In other words, highiy deformed features would Orely have a larger 

proportion of uptumed blocks of lower albedo, bare ice. The thud reamn relates to the 

effect of the rough ice on the microchnate of the ridged area. The complex topography 



can encourage multiple refledons ofthe ice nirfiices thus increasing the d a c e  

insolation. This can increase snow melt and decrease surface albedo. 

This early season imagery suggests that sea ice albedo vvithin Resolute Passage was 

slightly higher (0.02-0.03) than the scene average. The higher albedo in the area suggesu 

Uicreased snow coverage andlor a preponderance of newer snow. Due to the varïed relief 

of the nearby islands, wind patterns, and relatedly, snow deposition patterns w i t h  

Resolute Passage are very complex This complicates the interpretation of small sale 

albedo patterns which may be a fùnction of mow deposition in this part ofthe scene. 

Essentiaily, the high-albedo area under discussion is located in the Passage between 

Griffith 1s. and Cornwallis 1s.. Wmds and airborne snow can be trapped and deposited 

between these two landfionas. Within the passage, this loose new and old snow was 

conùnually being redistributed. An accumulation ofnew snow wouid result in a short 

term increase in albedo. Redistributeci older snow can also cause a similar inccease in 

albedo. Theoreticaiiy, larger particles wiU settle kst in wind blown snow resulthg in 

smaller, more reflective particles to be left in the near-surface layers of the volume 

(Grenfell e ~ .  al.. L 994). 

in the case of the April30 and May 3 images, a blizzard on Aprii 28 and 29 with winds as 

high as 56 mph cmtinued into the rnoraiag of Aprii 30. Precipitation records show that 

snow feu periodically between Apd 23 to Apd 29. On April28 and 29, approxhtely 5 

cm of new snow feu. The average wind direction recorded at AES Resolute dwing the 

two days was 5 6 O ,  or approxïmately origînating northeast over Cornwallis 1s.. This 

direction favors the transport and deposition of prevîously deposited and new snow nom 

the large island ont0 ice în the passage area. A signifïcaat accumulation of this new snow 

within Resolute Passage was the iiûely source of the slightly higher albedo in this part of 

the scene. 

Assuming at least 3 cm of new snow, the scene averaged visible albedo for April30 and 

May 3 compares weil with the CCCZ mode1 prescription of 0.90 . However, the CCCZ 



idiared albedo for snowcover (a,r 4 - 7 0 )  appears 0.08 too hi& The CCCZ value is 

based on new snow. The lower AVHRR idhred albedo niggests tbat average snow grain 

size over the scene is larger than that ofnew snow (grain radü = 50-100 pm). Surface 

observations during SIMMS Uidicate that it is diencult to detect the presence of uew snow 

on sea ice. New snow layers quickly metamorphose under twenty-four hours of insolation 

and are rapidly mixed with older snow layers due to wind action. This may explain the 

lower infiared satellite dbedos despite the recently fden mow. The disaepancy also 

highlights the possible need for different snow age factors for sea ice and terrestrial 

surfaces. The CCC2 model uses the sarne snow age factor for snow on land and on sea 

ice. This factor is based prVnarily on snow age in days. Due to continual dayiight in the 

polar regions, one would expect that snow would age at a different, ifnot f ~ e r  rate. As 

such. difEerent snow age factors for sea ice and terrestrial nufaces may be justified. 

Sirnilarly, the CCCZ model uses the same age factor for both the visible and innared snow 

aibedo. This implies that given the same residence time, both albedos will decrease 

identically. In siru and satellite observations made in this study reveai that infiard albedo 

is more sensitive to the aging of the snowcover and thus, separate age factors for the two 

albedos are wmanted, 

The early season AVHRR visible albedo data do not compare weii with Ebert and Curry's 

parameterized dry snow values (a, =û -98) (assuming @=65"). Their very high dry snow 

aibedo values, modelied via Wtscombe and Warren's snow mode1 (Chapter 3), are ükely 

based on a pure, semi-infinite snowcover. These values, while appropriate for fieshly 

fallen snow on sea ice, are unrealistic for sww-covered sea ice in the Archipelago and 

seems more appropriately Iabeled new snow. Its appropriateness in more remote Arctic 

locations is unknown given a lack of observational data Due to the spectral disaibution 

of incident radiation, Uifiared broadband snow dbedo mea~u~ed in this work should be 

0.1 8-0.2 lower than Ebert and Curry's Band 2 (0.69- 1.19 p) albedo values. Given that, 

the satellite-derived infiared albedo is comparable to their pararneterized dry snow value 

of 0.85, or equivalent to a 0.65 broadband infiareci albedo. The agreement between 

infiared albedos and disagreement in the visible region mggests that the theoretical snow 



volumes aod the observed volumes dEer in terms of impurïty content W o r  snow depth, 

but not gain ske. The incorporation ofimpurities would reduce Ebert and Curry's dry 

snow value bringing it in closer agreement with the early season values obsened in this 

work. 

5 -4.2 June - Surface Melt 

In 1993. Wace observations and the AVHRR image data indicate that June was a 

dynamic month in tenns of sea ice albedo. In this month, i n c r d  insolation and positive 

ambient air temperatures cause substantial changes in the condition of the near-dace 

layen of the sea ice volume. This seasonai metamorphosis causes, and is caused by, 

dramatic reduaions in surface albedo. The 1993 AVHRR data provide a unique and 

valuable record of sea ice visible and infiareci albedo throughout this important transition 

month. 

The June 4 visible and infiared aibedo were 0.83 (c~û.046) and 0.5 1 ( ~ 0 . 0 3 4 )  

respectively (figures 5.4(c) and 5. S(c)). The lune 9 visible and infked albedo were 0.84 

(a -0.0%) and 0.53 (a =O.O43) respectively (figures 5.4(d) and 5.5(d)). The high albedo 

and low variabiiity indicates that the icescape was dl covered predominantly by snow. In 

the early part of June, the region's visible and infked aibedo respeaively decreased 9% 

and 15% from the winter values measured in late Apd and early Mi#. This change 

accompanied a temperature increase of approxïmately Meen degrees Celsius. The 

appropnate change image in Figure 5.9 indicates the areas of discernible albedo dmease- 

The reason for the albedo decrease is twofold. First, surface observations on June 2 

recorded that the ablation and redistribution of thin snow volumes dowed the underlying 

ice to show through in some areas. This redted in a heterogeneous first-year ice surfiice 

consisting of dark grey and white patches. This would have the efféct of decreasing the 

="ince the albedo dinerences between Iune 4 and June 9 are within the accuracy of the sateiiite-derived 
albedos. they WU be considered togetber. 



visible and infiared albedo averaged over the area of an AVHRR pixel. This decr- was 

not captureci by the spatially conservative crystal pit sarnpling. 

A second reason for the decrease in aibeâo, more applicable to the idhred case, is the 

arrival of wamer ambient conditions as daily average air temperatures moved toward zero 

degrees in eady June. This temperature increase resulted in drarnatic changes to the snow 

volume which mark the arrival ofpreviously describeci Wet Snow stage (cf: Chapter 

3 - 4.4 - 2). Similar albedo decreases were detected in the crystal pit observations of June 1 1 

and June 1 6 ~  and were ascribed to the tramfiormation of the snowcover nom a pendular 

to a fùnicular regime. Warmer ambient temperatures encourage grain growth and 

increases the amount of Iiquid water in the pack. Both of these changes increase the 

absorption of infiareci radiation and thus lowers the corresponding albedo. As expected, 

these types of changes would be moa visible in areas where there was a significam snow 

volume and warmer ambient conditions. Areas of change in Figure 5.9 appear to be 

restricted to areas where there was a hi@ deposition of snow and wamer ambient 

conditions, Le. Resolute Passage and near shore areas. There was no discernible change in 

surface albedo between lune 4 and June 9 although daiiy average temperatures at the FYI 

site increased fiom -4 OC to 2 O C .  Curiously, aliwave albedo meanirements on these dates 

(Figure 3.18) show a slight increase in surface albedo. 

The CCC2 parameterized visible and infiareci snow albedos are allowed to range fkom 

0.75 to 0.90 and 0.55 to 0.70 respeaively. Based on the age factor employed, the 

minimum albedo values in these ranges are equivalent to snow 40 days old. The wet snow 

albedos observed on these two AVHRR dates fd within this parameterized range. The 

observed visible aibedo is equivalent to modelled snow approxhately 20 days old. 

However, the observed infiarecl albedo is equivalent to snow at least 40 days old. Again, 

this discrepancy may stem fiom the model's use of the same age f b o r  for both visible and 

infrared albedos. Ebert and Curry's melting snow values (a, 4 - 8 7  1, air 4 . 5  1) are 

comparable to the scene average aibedos for lune 4 and June 9. However, their 

No surface data were avaiiable for June 4 or June 9 



assumption that the idtareci albedo of snow Iineady decreases to a bare ice value &ter a 

depth of 10 cm is questionable. This 10 cm depth is bomwed fiom Sbine and Seilers 

( 1985) thin snow parameterization for dwave albedo. At long wavelengths, only a few 

centimetres ofsnow is needed to make the volume semi-infiaite, thus maicing the 10 cm 

level too high for their infiareci bands. 

The Iune 16 AVHRR albedo data reveal a sharp decrease in both visible and inbed  data 

to 0.64 ( ~ 0 . 0 7 4 )  and 0.35 (~û.070) respectbely (figures 5.4(e) and 5S(e)). The 

change image in Figure 5.9 indicates that this decrease was sceae-wide occurring more in 

the near shore areas and in the early consolidation zone. The daily mean air temperature 

at the first-year ice site was +2 OC, an increase of only 0.5 OC nom June 9. Although there 

wasn't a large increase in temperature between the dates, the period between dates 

represented eight days above fieezins. These average positive air temperatures 

accelerated surface melt and decreased albedo. A h ,  daily temperature minimums were 

just below O "C over this penod. Wtthout the refieezing bmught about by night-the sub- 

zero temperatures, the upper layers of the sea ice volume began to decay rapidly . The 

Iune 16 image represents a transition nom the Wet Snow stage to the Melt Pond stage 

described in Chapter 3. 

The bimodal characteristics of the June 16 albedo data suggest the existence of two albedo 

classes in the AVHRR albedo data: a high-albedo surface with low variability in the zone 

of late consolidation and a lower albedo d a c e  with higher variability in the early 

consoiidation zone. An inaepth anaiysis of the environmental factors respoasible for the 

evolution of these two classes is provideci in a later section In this d o n ,  discussion wül 

be restncted to the description of the characteristics of these twa albedo zones. 

h the early consolidation zone, sea ice albedo decreased significantly fiom June 9. The 

visible and Uifiared aibedo in this zone was 0.60 (a=0.070) and 0.29 (04.046) 



respectively. S d e  observations in Resolute Passage indicate that melt ponds formed 

earlier within th-s area than at the SIMMS experiment site. The lower, more variable 

aibedo in the early consolidation zone suggests that surface ponding was more advanced 

in this part of the scene. It is ciifficuit to estimate the percentage of the ice surfie covered 

by melt water, but some indication is given by baiioon photography collected on June 13. 

Via a 5 km transect fiom the SIMMS site to the shore of Cornwallis Island, baiioon 

photos indicate that melt pond coverage renged from 20°/0 outside of the expriment site 

to 40% in aear-shore areas (Piwowar et al.. 1995). 

The dependence of sea ice albedo w i i  distance from Iand is first evident in the AVHRR 

aibedo data for June 16 and June 2 0 ~ .  In order to iiiustrate this &ect, June 16 and Iune 

20 AVHRR visible and *ed aibedos were extracted fiom a tramect that spanaed 

Resolute Passase (see inset ofFigure 5.10). These data are plotted against distance eom 

Cornwallis 1s. in Figure 5.10. Albedo fkom both dates increase rapidly within the fkst two 

krns fiom the island. This is consistent with Piwowar et al. ' s (1 995) findings that the size 

of melt ponds within the first two km of shore in 1993 averaged over 200 m2. while those 

funher out in the passage averaged only 50 rn2. After the nrst two kilometres, the albedo 

continues to increase, albeit at a much Iowa rate. Two kiIometres out fkom W t h  Is., 

the albedo begins to decrease again as the land nears. 

The decrease in albedo near land is primarily due to two factors. One, near shore areas 

are warmer due to the absorption and emittence of radiation by the often lower albedo 

Iand swface. This semile heat is advected out over the colder ice suface. As a result, 

the near shore sea ice is wanned and melt is accelerated in these areas. As a result, 

surface albedo is lower in these areas. This effe* is most dominant when the bigh-albedo 

snow has melted fiom the land leavhg behind the darker grave1 sufice. The other fâctor 

behind this pattern is the wlian transport and deposition of crustal material ont0 near 

shore sea ice. As discussed in Chapter 3. these particles u d y  d e  in the upper layas 

" Earlier AVHRR data indicating low aibedo shore areas were ignored &en the unœnainty in the land 
masking. These pixels may bave included snow-fke land 



of the ice volume and, due to their aûsorptive properties, reduces its albedo. This too 

Ieads to accelerated m e b g  in these areas. Surfêce observations in 1993 CO- that the 

shore of Cornwallis 1s. was bordered by dirty sea ice which appeared to extend 100 m out 

fiom shore. 

Figure 5.10 Change in sea kt dbedo with distance fmm shom 

0.7 
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Unke the early consolidation area, the magnitude of the albedo and the aabiiity of its 

variance between June 9 and June 16 suggests that the late consolidateci ice had not yet 

evolved into an extensively ponded d a c e .  The albedo in this zone was consistent with 

the white ice visible albedo (a,&I.68) and near-infrared albedon (a.,=0.57) mea~ufed at 

the first-year ice site on the same day. This suggests that this zone was domuiated by 

white bare ice sufiaces and not sigdicant amounts of surface water. The absence of 

surface water can be explaùied by the shallow snow volume. The ablation of the thin 

- The ciifference between the infrared albedo and the near-iaEiared albedo is consistent with the spectral 
albedo of bare ice. 



snow volume Wrely r d t e d  in minimai d a c e  water, which in turn discourageci the 

formation of large, lower aibedo melt ponds. 

The June 16 AVHRR data indicates that the spatiaî vm*ability of infiareci albedo is less 

than the variability of visible aibedo during advanceci melt conditions. This is consistent 

with the fact that visible albedo is sensitive to the volume conditions of the decaying 

snowcover and the underlying ice volume, both of which have characteristics and 

distributions that chance rapidly during this period. Thus the AMIRR mea~u~ed visible 

albedo would be sensitive to the distribution of snowlice and ponded areas. Conversely, 

at infiared wavelengths, the aibedo is sensitive to the very near-surfice conditions of the 

ice volume. Since both a slush volume and the d a c e  of a melt pond are both saturated, 

their inîhred albedo are sidar, and therefore, the satellite mewred infii.areâ albedo is 

less dependent on their distribution. This ciifference in semitivity can aiso be extended to 

shaiiow and deep meltponds. While the visible aibedo is sensitive to the evoiution of a 

melt pond, the infiareci albedo is not dependent on pond depth and tbus less sensitive to 

the distribution of melt ponds of various depths. 

5.42.3 Jtcne 20 

By June 20, the scene's visible and infixeci sea ice albedo decreased to 0.53 and 0.3 1 

respectively (figures 5.4(f) and 530). The June 16 to June 20 difference image in Figure 

5.9 indicates that much ofthis decrease was resuicted to the early consolidation zone. 

The largest decreases in albedo were found in Resolute Passage. On Iune 20, air 

temperatures at the first-year ice site ranged from 2'-5' C. The June 20 histognuns 

indicate that the distribution of albedo over the scene is still bimodai and defined by the 

consolidation regimes. However, visible and ùiFared albedo in the late consolidation zone 

becarne more variable, while the albedo in the early consoiidatioa zone became less 

dispersed. In the eariy consolidation zone, the low dbedos (a,=O.46, a~0.22) and the 

decrease in variability suggest that d a c e  pondiag was more extensive and as a result, the 

surface was becoming more homogeneous as the interstitial snowlice areas decreased in 

area. Surfâce observations on June 20 estimated that melt ponds covered at least 60% of 



Resolute Passage. Very low albedos in Ailen Bay îndicate more extensive pondhg in 

that area. In the late consolidation zones, the Wace albedos are weighted more towards 

bare ice cover. 

Again, satefite seasors record an a d y  averaged albedo. Thus the albedos presented 

here may not be comparable to d a c e  measurements coUected when the d a c e  is 

undergoing advanced meit. Climatologists are not oniy interested in the regional albedo, 

they are dso interested in the relative surfàce area covered by individuai surfaces sucb as 

melt ponds. This idionnation is aecessary to determine heat storage and iight transmission 

through the ice volume (Grenfeli and Maykut, 1977). Thus, an examination of the ability 

of late season albedo images such as Iune 16 and lune 20 to provide informatioa regarding 

melt pond coverage was performed. Grenfeu and Maykut (1977) related the regional 

ailwave albedo of mdtiyear ice to the fiaction of melt ponds using d a c e  spectral 

albedos. This approach is used here. However, unOre Grenfeu and Maykut (1977), the 

effects of the varïability of the surtace albedo on the estimated pond fraaons are 

examined. 

Assuming that the sea ice sucface is composed of bare ice and melt ponds, the respective 

spectral dbedos nom figures 4.17 and 4.18 were used to calculate the visible and infiared 

aibedo for a pixel containhg dinering proportio~ of these two surfilces. [4-253 was used 

to calculate the spectral aibedo of the aWced d a c e .  The final albedos were then 

calculated by integra~g the mixed albedo over each broadband, weighted by the incident 

irradiance within each band. The redtant visible and infiared albedo are plotted against 

pond &action in Figure 5.11. Based on the two input sp- used here, both albedos 

share a similar dependence on pond fiaction. Included on the figure are error bars that 

represent the fiaction results based on the obsewed variability of the visible and infiareci 

albedo of bare ice and melt pond surfaces. In lieu ofobservasioual data regarding the 

variability of bare ice albedo, a conservative estimate of o 4 . 1  was used here for both the 

visible and infiared case. Morrassutti's (1995) melt pond survey indicates the standard 

Ailen Bay is the large bay located northeast of Resolute Bay 



deviation of visible and ïnfiared albedo over Grst-year ice mek ponds is a =O. 15 wider 

overcast conditions. Since no data were available for dear-sly conditions, this valw was 

use& The redts in Figure 5.1 1 show that the large inherent variability in the albedo of 

both surface types makes it d i f i d t  to determine precise pond haions using this 

approach. For example, a visible albedo of 0.60 represents a melt pond fiaction that may 

range fi-om O to 55%. Although leu variable, the infiareci albedo aiso can represent a 

wide range of pond coverage in some cases. These wide ranges have implications for 

those interested in using albedo measuements as proxy indicators for accurate meaaires 

of pond coverage. Similarly, others are investigating the use of miaowave senson to 

measure such proxy indicators of surface albedo as melt pond coverage. The precision of 

these proxy methods are questionable given the variability in the albedo of the coastituent 

surface types examùied here. 

Figure 5.11 Cîear s k y  broadband visible and infrard dbeâo vs. the proportion of 
melt ponds. SurCace U considend as a mixture of bare ice and mdt ponds. Dotted 
lines indicate error estimate bastd on *one standard deviation. 



5.4.3 July - Drainage and Breakup 

Despite the twofold increase in average air temperature, the Jdy 7 AVHRR data indicates 

that sea ice albedo (av,=0.41, a,=0.21) only decreased rnarginaliy shce Jwie 20 and in 

some areas (e-g. Men Bay) i n c r d  in albedo (figures 5.4(g) and S.S(g)). Although the 

changes are within the uncertainties of the derived albedos, they appear logical given 

conditions at that time. ùnportantly, the July 7 imageq reveals a reversal in the spatial 

pattern of surface albedo. On this date. the albedo ofthe late consolidation a m  

(a,,&.3 8, aII=û.20) is slightly lower thaD the early consolidation zone. As a resdt of this 

decrease, the variability of sea ice aibedo over the scene was reduced and the distribution 

of surface albedo appears again to be unimodal. The June 20 to July 7 merence image in 

Figure 5.9 indicates that albedo in the early consolidation remained stable, while aibedo 

decreased significantly in the late consolidation zone. Also, this decrease was greater at 

visible wavelengths in this zone. 

The relative aabiiity of the albedo in the early consolidation zone suggests that pondmg 

had reached its maximum extent. During SIMMS, this rmcïmum was obsewed to be as 

high as 70-80% over &st-year ice. Drainage of melt water through cracks, lads and sea 

hoies regulates pond levels late in the melt period. In fact, on the noal trip through 

Resolute Passage on June 20, melt water was found drainkg through several old seal 

holes. The beginning ofbreakup is oflen closely foUowed by a drauiing of d c e  water 

into newly opened cracks or leads. The remnant, weU draind, porous white ice then 

eventuaiiy domhates the icescape renilting in an increase in surface albedo. This is a 

possible explanation for the apparent stability and, in some areas. an increase in d a c e  

albedo even though ambient temperatures have increased si@cantlyy As mentioned 

earlier, this late sûwn increase in d a c e  albedo due to ice drainage is a phenomenon 

where observational data are sparse. The overall effect of this drainage on the regional 

albedo is unknown. The effect of the higher albedo drained ice may be offkt by the 

decrease in albedo caused by the open water areas s e h g  as the melt water sink 

However, field observations in SIMMS '95 have shown that small open water areas c m  

effectively drain much larger ice areas. 



At first, the reduction in aibedo and incrase in its variab'i in the late consolidation zone 

appeared to suggest that surfjice ponding was extensive on this date. In fact, Juiy 5 and 

July 7 quicklook M imagery of the region (Figure 5.12(a) and (b)) indicates that the ice 

in the late consolidation area and the rest of Barrow StJLancaster Sound was w longer 

consolidated, Le. it had begun to breakup and move. .Northeasterly winds on July 5 

moved weak ice away from Griffith 1s. and aeated open water areas to the southwest of 

the island. Given the thinner ice and strong Nmnts in Bmow St., the ice in this zone is 

first to break up. Its movement is dictateci by ocean currents, winds and the remaiaing ice 

in the pack. On July 7. quicklook imagery shows that much of the open water areas had 

closed as the ice moved back into Griffith 1s.. It is fair to conject that if AVHRR imagery 

were available for Juiy 5, a larger decrease in albedo wouid have been found in the late 

consoiidated ice area due to the presence of open water. The quicklook imagery reveal 

that the decrease in albedo and increase in this zone was due to the presence of open 

water cracks and leads. 

The breakup in the Iate consolidation zone resdted in two areas of very low albedo in the 

Iuly 7 imagery. The first is a large crack ninniag perpendidar to the shore dong the 

consolidation ridge. Its visible aibedo and inErared albedo ranged fiom 0.1-0.2 and 0.08- 

0.10 respectively. Tbe magnitude of both dbedos suggest that the crack pixels are 

actually rnixels of open water and adjacent snowrice sufices. The second much larger 

feature. located off the western shore of Griffith Is., is an open water polynya-lüce feature 

with visible and infiared aibedos less than 0.05. As the sea ice volume decays, its strength 

decreases. Cracks and leads begin to fonn, usuaiiy dong consolidation boundkes and 

dong shorelines. The appuirance ofthese breakup features expose the low-albedo, ocean 

water and lower the area albedo. During fd and winter, smaiî areas of open water have a 

disproportionate e f f i  on the energetics of polar regions. While, their importance lessens 



Figure 5.12 Themitic Mapper QriicklooW imagery of 1993 ice broalmp 

(a) J ~ Y  5 

t Quicklook imagery are reprûduced here under the authority provided by the Canada Cenue for Remote Sensing. 
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(d) July 3 1 

i Quicklook imagery are ceproduced here under the authority provided by ihe Canada Centre for Remote Sensing. 
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during the late spring and sumrner, open water areas are sisoifiaint in ternis of theu 

influence on ice ablation and kinematics. These areas act as radiation sinks and ükely 

encourage meking and weakening of auroundhg ice areas. 

The July 5 TM imagery (Figure 5. IZ(a)) revealed that large areas of open water were 

present jus  outside the eariy consolidation zone dong the shear zone ridge. A crack that 

large wodd efficiently drain much of the standing water in the early consolidatioa area. 

The light image tone in the early consolidation zone does suggest that ponding is now 

minunai in this ice area. The drainage of the eady consolidation zone should r e d t  in 

noticeable change in the surface albedo. Specificaiiy, the infrslred dbedo would increase 

due to the reduction in the proportion of surfêce water on the ice. The visible albedo is 

not expected to change immeciiately in response to a decrease in the areai fiaction of 

surface water. Howwer, the visible albedo may ïncrease as drainage continues and the ice 

becomes more porous. The Iune 20 to Juiy 7 merence image (Figure 5.9) does not 

indicate any large-scale change in surface aibedo within the measurement uncertainty. 

Figure 5.9 includes a diifference image for the same period based on the assumption that 

there is no measurement uncertainty and any change in albedo between dates is real. The 

new image indicates a widespread increase in infiareci aibedo in the eady consolidation 

zone. In contrast, the visible merence image shows areas of both albedo increases and 

decreases. This ditference pattern would support the theory ofwidescale drainage in the 

early consoiidation zone suggested by the TM imagev of July 5 and 7. 

The next avdable AVHRR image was July 29 (Figure 5.4(h) and 53h)). Unfominately, 

no interim aibedo data of the pack's breakup was available. The Juiy 29 ïmagery revds 

that much of the ice has ablated and/or moved out of the passage. However, the contrast 

enhanced imagery indicates that some ice is di present in the passage. What is not 

evident is whether this ice is remnant of the passage's ice cover or whether it was passing 

through the area at time of image acquisition. Examinhg the full AVHRR scene reveais 

that there is stü l  a signincant amount of moving ice in the region and the open water in and 

surroundkg Resolute Passage on this date is somewhat anomalous. Quickiook TM 



imagery coiiected on Iuiy 2 1 and July 29 (Figure 5.12(c) and (d)) iadicates that ice in the 

early consolidation zone was di f m  on July 2 1, but much of the late coasotidation zone 

was now open water. The July 29 quicklook imagery suggest that the ice has cleared out 

of Resolute Passage and small pieces of ice fiom the Barrow Strait ice dam were moving 

through the passage during the acquisition of the AVHRR imagery. According to the 

AVHRR data, this moving ice had a very low albedo.(a,=O. 10, ap=0.08). The 

surroundhg open water had a visible albedo of zero and a slightly higher infiard albedo. 

No surface observations are available to corroborate these breakup ice albedo values. 

The AVHRR-derived albedo maps described the spatial and temporal variability of sea ice 

albedo over the 60 km by 60 km study region over the period Apd 30 to July 29. The 

seasonal evolution of visible and infiareci albedo is summarized in figures 5.13 and 5.14. 

In cold winter conditions, the dbedo of sea ice is hi& relatively constant and spatidy 

homogeneous. Variability in surface aibedo at this tirne of year was associated with the 

lower albedo rough ice areas. Both visible and infiared aibedo decrease in response to 

increased arnbient temperatures brought on by increased solar insolation and advection of 

warmer air fiom southem latitudes. The greatest changes in albedo began when daily 

average air temperatures rernained above -5 OC. In 1993, this period coïncideci with the 

firn week of June. Most of the seasonai variability in surface albedo cm be associated 

with the onset of ponding. During this period, the relatively high-dbedo icescape was 

punctuated by low-albedo melt ponds and as a result, the spatial variability of visible and 

Uifiared albedo increased. The standard deviation of both visible and infkared albedo over 

the study scene reached as high as 0.09 during advanced melt conditions (Figure 5.4(f)). 

Ponds appeared f h t  close to shore areas and then spred into Resolute Passage. The 

distribution of aibedo indicaîed that there were two major ice suites during this period: 

the lower albedo, heavily ponded early coasolidation zone and the higher aibedo bare ice 

late consolidation zone. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show that the temporal albedo signai of 



Figure 5.13 Seasonai change in sattlliteâerived visible and iafrucd dbedo 
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Figure 5.14 Seasonai variabüity in visible and infrucd dbcdo over AVaRR scene 



these two zones began to diwrge on June 9 and reach amcimum contrast on June 20. On 

July 7, the signal is reverse4 Le. the late consolidation zone has a lower albedo due to 

both the breakup of the thin ice in that zone and to the drainage of the early consolidation 

zone. The visible and infiared albedo eveaWy converge due to the replacement of the 

ice cover with open water. 

5.5 Multitempolrl Principai Coaponent Anaiysir of AVHRR AIbdo Data 

In the previws section, the interscene variabüity of the study images was identifîed and 

interpreted. While highlighting important spatial patterns in oea ice albedo within each 

scene. this analysis did not consider the temporal or seasonal aspect of the dataset. ui the 

context of remote sensing, muititemporal anaiysis examines change over a sequence of 

three-dimensional images: the fkst two dimensions represent the image puel's x,y location 

in the image space, and the third dimension commoniy represents the spectral amibutes of 

the pixel. Registered together in a temporal sequence, the image set represents a four- 

dimensionai dataset with tirne being the final dimension (Piwowar, 1994). Essentiaily, 

since images dser  in time ody, muititemporal adysis is based on the assumption that 

differences in imageiy can be attributed mainly to tirne. 

In Iight of the present day concem over environmental change, together with the 

proliferation of remote sensing data, muhitemporal aoalysis over these types of image 

datasets is now particularly relevant. Udortunately, uniilce pairWise cornparison 

techniques that operate on a pair of image dates (e-g. image Merencing) (Singh, 1989; 

Howarth and Wickware, 198 l), there are relatively few techniques avdable for the 

analysis of change in multiple date (greater than two) remote sensing images. The 

dserences images contained in Figure 5.9 are usenil for detecting albedo change over two 

dates, but are ineffeaive for demiing change over muiti-date data. 

The goal of this analysis is to surnmarize the vmiability in sateIIite-derived sea ice albedo 

from April to July within the expriment region. The identification ofthese patterns is a 



first step towards the identification of the physicai variables in the AIO inteae 

responsible for the seasonal variability in sea ice albedo on the regionai d e .  An adysis 

technique appropnate for such apost hoc analysis that bas been accepted by both the 

cIimatology and remote sensing community is eigenvectoc anaiysis or as it is more 

commoniy referred - principal component analysis (PCA). PCA has been extensively 

used in the remote sensing community as a means of . b g e  enhancement (Walsh et al.. 

1990), image compression (Haralick and Fu, 1983) and change detection in muititemporal 

image data (Fung and LeDrew, 1987). More specifically, in the polar remote sensing 

comrnunity, PCA has been utilUed to examine the variabiiïty and intenelationships of sea 

ice and various atmospheric variables. Crane et ai. (1982) used PCA to examine the 

spatial and temporal patterns of sea ice microwave signatures and atmospheric 

temperaturdpressure data. PCA was used to reduce a Scanning MultichaMel Microwave 

Radiometer (SMMR) sea ice dataset and the redtant cornponents were then input to an 

ice classification algorithm (Rothrock et d, 1988). 

5.  S. 1 OveMew of Technique 

Principal cornponent analysis is a muitivariate procedure that transfomis an n x m data 

matrix made up ofn variables and m observations to another matrix where the new 

variables are weighted representatiom of each other and are orthogonal (uncomelated) of 

each other (Johston, 1984). In the context of remote sensing, the oripUiai data matrix 

commonly consists of the covariance or correlation of images of dEerent s p d  bands, 

multiple dates or both. 

The original variables, transfocmed imo a new set of uncorrelateci variables YI, Yz. -.- Yi , 
c m  be expressed as: 



where a* are eigenvectors determineci fkom the covariance matrix Cx. ïhe transformation 

cm be descnied by the following three steps. 

(0 CahIation of the covmirmce matra 

Consider a multidate image dataset recorded at a number of dates (n) at one spectral band 

X. The entire dataset could be represented by variabIes XI, X2, ... X.. Interrelationships 

between the individual images can be represented by the covarkce matrùr CCr of 

dimensions n x n The covariance matrix can be esbaiated by 

where m is the mean vector of variable X In multitempod PCA analysis, it has been 

reponed that PCA shouid be perfomed on the correlation matrix ofX. instead of the 

covariance mat* By standardking the input variables to zero mean and a variance of 

unity, any iduence caused by variables measured with units that were not commensurable 

would be avoided. This is not expected to be a problem with this data since the input 

variabies use identical units. However, if there are large ciifferences in the variances of the 

input variables, certain variables may unduly influence the anaiysis. The resuits in figures 

5.4 and S. 5 show that the level of van-ab- varies widely between images. However, 

since we are interested in the variability of albedo, this variance stnicture should be 

preserved in the input dataset. As such, the covariance ma& is used to derive the 

eigenvectors and related principal components of the dataset. 

(2) Computation of ei'genvectors 

The eigenvalues, E = ~ I J ,  ~ u ,  ~ 3 3 ,  - . . zra], and eigenvectors, EV=[a@ . .. for k 1 to n 

images, and p=l to n components] of the covariance matrix are computed such that: 



The matrix CCy is a covariance mtrk whose diagonal elements f i  are caiied 

eigenvaiues. These eigenvdues represent the variance of the pth principal componenf 

where p=I to n components. The k s t  component extracted contains the moa variance 

and the foliowing componems successiveIy contain less variance. EV is the matrix of 

eigenvectors which diagonalw the matrix CCr. The computation of eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors are commonly availabie in moa aatisticai analysis prograrns. Occasionaüy, 

rotation of the derived components redts in less ambiguous variable loadings and thus 

simplifies subsequent interpretation (Gorsuch, 1983). Rotation was attempted in this 

snidy, but did not result in sigaificant differences. As a resuit, the components preseated 

here were not rotated. 

(3 ) Linear t r~ormat ion of &taset 

The eigenvector matru< EV can be used to tr&orm the orïgiaal image dataset into the 

new uncorrelateci system where a new image is created for each principal component- 

Specificaliy, each pixel in the original dataset (DA(&) is projected onto each principal 

component axis through the foliowing linear adormation 

where D&I is the original digital number or brightness value for image i for the pixel at 

column j row k, DN is the new value for principal componentp for the pixel at cohunn 

j row k and n is the number of images. 



PCA was performed on the foliowing two datasets: 

( 1) Visible - Apd 30, May 3, June 4, June 9, June 16, June 20, M y  7 and Juiy 29 

(2) Infiared - April30. May 3, Iune 4, June 9, Iune 16, June 20, July 7 and Juiy 29 

For each principal component, the eigenvalues and the proportion of total variance that 

the component represents is presented in tables 5.1 and 5.2. Aiong with this information, 

the contribution ofeach image date to each component is expresseci by the computed 

eigenvectors. Also, the p ~ c i p a l  component scores are mapped according to [SS] and 

included with a graphical representation of the associated eigenvectors in Figure 5.15 

Pixel values in the component images were normalized to have a mean of zero. The 

dynamic range of each image was restricted to it2 o to Unprove contrast. 

Tables S. 1 and 5.2 show that the first three components represent over ninety percent of 

the variance in the multitemporai visible aibecfo dataset. Since the aibedo images have 

been essentially normalized (i-e., atmospheric and view angle effects have been rernoved), 

albedo variance in the multitemporal dataset is expected to onginate fiom 

(a) changes to the physical conditions of the sea ice volume, and 

(b) dataset noise. 

By cornparhg the eigenvalues of the denved components to the Iwel of uncertainty in the 

dataset. the contribution of each of these two sources of variability to the derived 

component can be estimated. Based on the eigenvaiues in Table 5. L and assuming an 

absolute error of 0.5 (~=O.OOZS) in the visible albedo data, only the first thra 

components in the visible PCA results can be assumed to physicaüy sigaincii~lt, i-e. the 

variances of these components are ail greater than 0.0025. As a result, ody the first three 

components are examined here. In tenns of the i&ared albedo data, ody the f i r ~  

component is less than the assumed level of noise in the data based on an albedo 

uncertainty of 0.08 (d=0.0064). Since some of the remaining components contain a 



Table 5.1 Eigenvaiues and eigenvuton of covariance utr ir  for the visible rlbedo 
dataset. 

Rincipal Component 

Eigenvalue 

% Totai Var. 

Eigenvectors 

April 3 0  

1May 3  

June 4 

June 9 

June 16 

lune 20 

July 7 

Juiy 29 

Table 5.2 Eigenvaiues and eigenvecton of covariance matris for the infrued d b d o  
dataset. 

Riucipai Component 

Eigenvalue 

% Totai Var. 

Eigenvectors 

April 3 0  

h h y 3  

June 4 

June 9 

June 16 

June 20 

Jdy 7 

Juiy 29 



significant amount of variance, the fint three iafiared compnents are included for 

examination in hope tbat the component images can aid in the d i i c t i o n  between patterns 

of usehi albedo variability and that of random mise. Examination of the resuitant 

principal components in Figure 5.15 reveal that the visible and infiard dbedo datasets can 

be desmibed by very similar components. The o r d e ~ g  of these componeats, however, 

differ between the two datasets. 

The fira principal components of the visible and infiad albedo (PC 1, and PCl,), shown 

in Figure 5.1 S(a) and (b), are quite similar. The components represent 54% and 74% of 

the variance in visible and Mareci albedo respectively over the study penod. The 

eigenvectors indicate that most of the variance in surfàce albedo over the study dates 

examined here occurred in the month of Iune. Specificaily, the most variable conditions 

were found on July 16 and Iuly 20 when M a c e  ponding was present. Given the large 

variances in albedo on these dates, their mong influence on the first component was 

expected. In this month, the daüy mean air temperame in~eased nom -3 OC to 6 O C .  

During the month of June, the icescape aansfonned fiom a predominantly snow-covered 

surface into a heterogeneous rnix of wet snow, melt ponds and bare ice. This 

transformation resulted in an increase in the variability of albedo. 

The positive eigenvecton suggests that the resultant component images represent the 

distribution of albedo integrated over the month of June with most weight being placed on 

two late June dates. As a result, the component images strongly resemble albedo images 

of June 16 and June 20. In ternis of PC 1, the range of component scores represents 

relative albedo. High albedo is reflected in high positive scores and vice versa. The PC I 

image describes the dominant patterns of visible aibedo variability over the study period. 

By correlating these patterns with hown characteristics of the sea ice surfiice, the 
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important factors comolling the spaOal variability of sea ice cm be identifid. In PC 1, 

and PC 1, , there appears to be two major albedo patterns o v a  the AVHRR shidy scene. 

The most obvious pattern is the increase in albedo with distance from Cornwallis 1s. As 

explained in Sec. 5.4.2.2 and by Figure 5.10, the advection of sensible heat and the eolian 

transport of austal materiai onto the sea ice reduces the albedo near land. 

The second pattern is the apparent b i d o n  of the image scene into distinctive albedo 

zones. Although appearing to be an extension of the land effect, this pattem appears 

independent of distance to land and thus believed to originate nom a separate factor. The 

pattern is characterized by a boundary between the eariy and late consolidation ice areas 

that was demibed in Sec. 5.4.2.2.. Ahhough detected in the April30 imagery, this 

pattern is most visible during advanced melt conditions. It is hypothesized that the higher 

aibedo in the late consolidation zone is reflective ofthe lower level ofponding in the area 

during this period. The pattem is more distinctive and the early consoiidation zone is 

more homogeneous in PC 1, than PC 1,. ùutiaiiy, this aibedo pattern was thought to be 

dnven primariiy by the proximity to land. Kowever, this theory was inconsistent with the 

pattern of albedo off the southern tip of Cornwallis 1s. and off the northwestem tip of 

Griffith 1s. tnstead, the albedo pattern closely foilows the consolidation ridge shown in 

Figure 5.3. This has been codimed by the coregistration of the aibedo imagery with 

ERS- 1 SAR data coiiected in the s p ~ g  of 19%. fhis ridge separates the ice that 

consolidated in late 1992 with that ice consolidated in March, 1993. 

In the early consoiidation area, the lower albedo and higher variability suggest more 

extensive ponding in this zone. in the late consolidation area, the albedos are 0.1-0.2 

higher and much less variable. Two factors are believed responsible for this distribution of 

aibedo during advanced melt conditions in 1993. One - since much of the ice's 

snowcover is deposited in the fd months, ice that consolidates in the f d  have a tendency 

to have larger snow volumes. Two - the opportmity for snow catchent is greater 

within these areas due to the proximity to land and increased surfàce roughness. Due to 

the smooth ice and distance from land, any snow that is deposited in the late zone kely 



setties in areas with bdter catchment, Wre the nearby eariy consolidation zone. Both 

factors are responsible for deeper swwcovers in the eariy consolidation zone. Surface 

observations in both zones c o n h  that snowpacks were indeed deeper in the earIy zone 

(20-30 cm) than the late area (cl0 cm). With the onset ofmeit conditions, this dtimately 

resulted in more melt water, which in tum, increased the degree of ponding on the ice 

surface. The albedo was thus Iower and more variab- in t b s  zone. The resdts here 

indicate that in fw ice regimes like the archipelago, tirne of sea ice consolidation and the 

ensuing morphological surface characteristics are signincaat controis over the regional 

scale variability of d a c e  albedo. 

Figure 5.15 (c) and (d) show that the second visible aibedo component and the third 

intiared albedo component are simiIar. PC2, accounts for a much larger portion of the 

seasonal variance in albedo- 29%. In cornparison, PC3, only accounts for approximately 

6%. The eigenvectors and the resultant component image indicate that this component 

represents the contniution of the breakup of the icescape to the aibedo variability over the 

study scene. Again, breakup occurred in the late consolidation zone in the beglluiing of 

July and is captured here by the Iuly 7 image. The late consolidated icescape was replaced 

by areas of open water and brokea. movuig ice. This resulted in a lowering of albedo in 

the area and an increase in its variability. The large areas of open water discussed in 

section 5.4.3 have very low scores in the component image. The early consolidated area 

was still fast on this day and as a result, had a higher aibedo than the late zone. A g a  

consolidation zones appear to be controhg the large-scale distribution of d e  dbedo 

over the scene. Compared to the i&ared dbedo, there is a larger contrast between open 

water and bare ice albedo in the visible portion of the spectnun. Thus breakup conditions 

are expected to conmiute to a larger portion of variabifity in visible dbedo than idtareci 

aibedo. This explains the larger portion of the seasohal variance explaineci by PC2vu. 
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PC3 ,. and PC2, in Figure 5.1 5 (e) and ( f )  appear to descrïibe similar distriiutions of 

surface aibedo. PC2, represents approxïmately 14% of the total oeasond variance in the 

infiared albedo dataset. while PC3, represents approximately 1 1%. Both components 

load most heavily on June 4, June 9, June 20 and July 7. June 20 and Idy 7 dates load 

negatively on P C 3 ,  while only the June 20 date loads negatively on PC2, Based on the 

eigenvectors, areas of higher albedo on June 4, Iune 9 and lower relative albedo on June 

20 will have the highest scores (darkest Mue) on these components. The opposite is m e  

in terms of the lowest component scores. This component describes the magnitude of 

change in albedo during the dynamic melt period. This was confirmecf by tracking the 

change in visible and infiared albedo on these respective dates. The component image 

indicates that areas in the early consolidation zone expenenced the greatest change in 

aibedo relative to other areas in the rene. This is consistent with the metamorphosis of 

bright, deep snowcoven in these areas to dark, surfàce melt ponds. Areas which 

underwent less change in surface albedo are mpped as negative ( rd)  values on the 

component image. These areas represent rough ndged areas, shore areas and much of the 

late consolidation zone. The lower the score, the less change in albedo over the loaded 

dates. In terms of very low scores, surface albedo was constant for much of the  mon^ 

The lower scores in the near shore areas suggests that mrface melt was underway in these 

areas at the beginning of kne. The veiy high scores in PC3, (dark blue tom) rweal large 

open water areas that were evident on July 7. 

The slow change in the aibedo of ridged areas is expected. Informal surface observations 

indicate that ridges often appear darker earlier k the oeason in cornparison to the 

surrounding smooth, snow-covered icescape. This is ofka due to shadowùig and the 

presence of bare, blue ice pieces. In advancecl melt conditions, ridges appear brighter than 

the surrounded ponded icescape. Quite often, snow is stili trapped in these r o u a  ice 
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areas and the blue ice surface melt leaving behind a whiter naril layer. The aibedo of 

ridged areas can thus be out of phase with sunounding, smcmth, snow-covered ice. 

PC3,, and to a lessor degree, PC2, reveal the location of two multiyear ice Boes trapped 

within Resolute Passage- Arrows on Figure 5. I S(e) demte their locations. The floe on 

the right is the sampled Mn floe descnbed in Chapter 3. These old ice 0042s were 

approxirnately the site of an AMIRR pixel and thus could not be readily identified witbin 

the albedo imagery However, it appean that the evolution of visible and infiareci albedo 

of these floes were out of phase with that transition occurring in the surrounding first-year 

ice. Since these components describe the rate of albedo change during melt conditions, 

this floe was detected due to its slow change in albedo relative to that in the sunounding 

first-year ice matrix. Surface obsewations in 1993 and 1995 c0nfb.n this. During 

advanced pondings, helicopter obsewations Uidicated that the multiyear ice floe of the 

SIMMS 1993 site was indeed brighter than the mounding first-year ice. Figure 3 -32 

shows a aerial bdoon photo depicting late season first-year and mdtiyear ice in SIMMS 

-95. The difference in brightness between the two ice types is apparent. The reason for 

this difference is the presence of higher albedo hummock tops interspersed between the 

floe's melt ponds when ice/snow interstitiai areas on the h - y e a r  ice were at a minimum 

during advanced melt conditions. Another potential reawn for this phase merence is the 

rough ice area that typicaliy surround muitiyear ice Boes trapped in first-year ice. Before 

consolidation, the collision of the thicker, old ice floe with the thinaer mounding t s t -  

year ice ofien causes the formation of a rough, ridged ice area sunoundhg the multiyear 

ice floe. Again, the aibedo of rough ice areas was found to change slower tban smooth, 

snow-covered first-year ice. 

5.5.3 Surnmary 

PCA proved to be a useu  rnethod for identifjing and mapping the major variance 

structures in the seasonal albedo datasets. Although differentiy ordered in some cases, the 

principal components of the visible and in£iared data were very simiiar. In t e m  of both 



visible and infiard albedo, most of variability in albedo ocamed during the month of June 

in 1993 - more specificdy, dwing the second haif of the month when sigaificant ponding 

was underway across the study scene. The PCAI images suggest two envirotunentai 

factors controliing the distriiuîion of aibedo on large spatial scales within the scene: 

proximity to land and snow depths related to time of consoIidation. The inaieace of the 

first factor was observed in situ. However, the second factor was not identifid until 

analysis of the AVHRR data. In terms of visible albedo, the wxt major source of albedo 

variation over the scene was the breakup of ice in the late coasolidaîion zone. Ia ternis of 

infiared albedo, this was the third component. The third major source ofvariability in 

visible aibedo (and second in the case of infiareci albedo) caa be bea describeci as the 

evolution of the icescape during the rnonth of Juw. This component mapped areas that 

underwent relatively large changes in aibedo and those that changed relatively linle over 

the month of June. Smooth ice areas with simcant snow volumes underwent the largest 

changes since they evolved into deep melt ponds. Rough ice and shallow saow late 

consolidation ice experienced the smallest relative change in albedo. Of interest is the 

ability of this component to rnap previously undetectable multiyear ice floes in Resolute 

Passage. It appears that due to the presence of hummocks and rough mginal ice, the 

evolution of the multiyear ice floe is out of phase with that of the surround'mg smooth 

first-year ice. 

5.6 Spectral Variabiüty of Sea Ice Albdo 

Chapter 3 discussed the spectral characteristics of sea ice aibedo and how these 

characteristics change with the onset of melt conditions in the arctic. Through its visible 

and near-infiared channels, AVHRR is capable of providing multispearal information 

regarding the albedo ofsea ice over large spatial areas. Given the seasonal dependence of 

the spectral albedo of sea ice, the relationship between the narrowband albedos ofthese 

two channels may be exploited to provide information regarding the conditions of the sea 

ice volume. Again, these data are required by those interested in the energetics of the 



volume and in interpreting rernotely senseci imageqc To thip end, this section will examine 

how the relatioaship between the visible and infiard albedo of sea ice changed temporally 

and spatially over the regîon d u h g  the melt Kasoa 

5.6.1 Nomialireà DifEerence Snow-Ice index (NDSII) 

A simple way of assessing the spectd Merences between the visible and ïnfkared albedo 

of sea ice is to create diifference images for each image date. These Merence images 

demark sea ice areas where the visible and infiareci aibedo are similar and/or Mirent. 

Considering the spectral aibedo of sea ice, the difference between the albedos shodd be 

minimal over snow-covered and open water airfaces and at a maximum over ponded areas 

(Figures 4.17 and 4.18). The snow and ice retrieval dgorithms for the aew MODIS 

sensor plan to exploit sunilas relationships with snowcover through the incorporation of a 

~~orma~izeddzfference snow mdex (NDSI) for the mapping of snow areas. The NDSI is 

identical to the nonnaiïzed différence vegetation index (NDVI) and has been employed to 

map snow in mountainous areas using TM data (Dozier, 1989). Unfôrtunatefy, no similar 

products are scheduled to be produced nom MODIS for sea ice in polar regions. This 

section will assess the utility of such an index in sea ice studies. The same index will be 

incorporated here, but examined in the context of sea ice data and thus consequently 

renamed the normalized-dflerence seu ice index or NDSII . The NDSII is detked as: 

where al and are the surface narrowband albedos for AVHRR 1 and 2 respectively. 

Such an index is used widely in remote sensing due to its simpiicity in formulation, 

application and its effectiveness in vegetation studies. Quite ofken the irnagery is applied 

to the TOA imagery in raw format, i.e. digital numbers are used to compute the index. 

Concemed over possible masking effects of the atmosphere, the surface narrowband 

albedos were used to caldate the NDSII here. NDSII images were created for each 



image date and are presented in Figure 5.16. in this application, the NDSII ranges 6rom O 

to O. 15. Pixels with sunilar visible and i d k e d  albedos will have an NDSII close to O. 

These pixels are representative of snowhce and ocean surfices- As snow volumes decay, 

the results of Chapter 3 suggest that theu NDSII should inmase as the con- between 

the visible and infiareci albedo hcreases. Püels wRh high NDSII dues (>O. 10) are 

expected to consia of a high proportion of surface melt ponds. Before the individual 

images are examinai, it is important to point out that the uncertainty in the index 

parameters, the narrowband visible and i&ared albedo, r d t s  in an average uncertainty 

in the M)SH indices of approxbtely 0.1. This is error is large given the m o w  range of 

the NDSII values presented here. Despite this uncertainty, the followiag NDSII images 

do illustrate the potential usefùiness of the meanire given more accurate input parameters. 

5.6.1-1 hDSK A N 3 0  and May 3 

Ui the April3 0 albedo imagery (figures 5.4(a) and SS(a)), the study scene appears 

relatively hornogeneous with the exception of darker rough ice areas- In Figure 5.16, the 

April30 NDSI1 image reveals the existence of the two major consolidation regimes that 

only become apparent in the aibedo imagery after the appearance of melt ponds. The early 

consolidation reghe had slightly lower MISII values than the d a c e  in the late 

consolidation zone. Initiaily, the lower index values were thought to be due to an older 

snow volume c o v e ~ g  the early consolidation zone. The snow in the early consolidation 

zone likely feu the previous fa while the thin volume in the late zone feu W y  within the 

last month. However, the blizzard descriibed in section 5.4.1 would have likely deposited 

new snow over the entire xene. Also, it is thought that much of the fden snow would 

have settled in the eady consolidation zone. Exminhg the original albedo images, it 

appears that the dinerence in the NDSII values on this date was due to slightly higher 

visible albedo values in the early consolidation zone. Mared albedo values are similar 

between zones. 





in Chapter 3. merences in the visible aiMo of snow-covered sea ice were attriibuted to 

depth of the mowcover, i-e. finite or semi-infinite, and the presence of impurities. Both of 

these factors decrease visible albedo, but have Little effect on the idmeci albedo- Since 

the uuluence o f  impurities was unWEely to -est iwlf consistently over such a large 

spatial area, the difrence in the index values on April30 is atuiiuted to the finite snow 

volume in the late consolidation zone. Using the modeiied spectral albedo data shown in 

Figure 3.2(b), the correspondhg NDSII values were caldated based on irradiance 

conditions on April3 0. The sensitivity of NDSII on snow depth is shown in Table 5.3. 

As the volume becornes more finite, i-e. snow depth decreases. the NDSTI decreases due 

to the decrease in visible albedo. In the eariy consolidation zone, the snow volumes were 

expected to be semi-infinite. In the late consolidation zone, the snow volume was fiaite, 

dlowing the underlying ice sdàce to reduce the volume albedo. As demonstrated in 

Table 5.3, this difference would manifest itself in a slightly higher NDSII values in the 

early zone. î he  dserences found between the indices of the two consolidation zones on 

April30 was kely caused by snow depth. Although present, this pattern is not as 

apparent in the May 3 NDSII image. 

Table 5.3 Dependence of NDSII on snow depth. NDSIl data emuhted fmm 
modelled data in ligure 3.2(b). 

Snow Depth Semi-iafinite 40 cm 20 cm 10 cm 5 c m  

Visible Albedo 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.89 0.85 

I W e d  Aibedo O. 80 0.80 0.80 O. 79 O. 77 

NDSII 0.072 0.07 1 0.066 0.056 0.047 



The NSDLI images in Figure 5.16 capture the evoluti*on of the sea ice volume nom the 

Wet Snow stage to the Melt Pond stage. Since wet, decaying snow volumes have greater 

contrast beniveen visible and infiared albedos, the higher values in the lime 4 and June 9 

imagery Wrely map areas of wet snow. These areas are found predominantly in the 

passage. The rapid iricrease in NDSII value on June .l6 and June 20 signals the amival and 

intensifyùig of ponding in the passage. O f d  of the sea ice surlàces, melt ponds are 

expected to display the highest NDSII due to the sharp wavelength dependence of the 

spectral albedo. As expected, the areas of ponding appears to be restricted to the early 

consoIidation zone. The reason behind the increase in NDSII in the Iate consolidation area 

on June 20 is not apparent. The NDSII suggests cfoud contamination However, it is not 

clear why the distriiutiun of the cloud follows the morphology of the ice surfâce so 

closely. Also, coincidental suface obsewations and examination of the AVHRR thermal 

channels do not indicate the presence ofciouds. It is possible that the noise (enor) in one 

or both of the denved albedos could be responsible for the questionable values. Although 

fiirther validation is warranteci, NDSII appears capable of rnapping the progression of meit 

over sea ice. 

5.6.1.3 NDSI'. - July 7.29 

The July 7 NDSII image shows a decrease in NDSII in Resolute Passage. This decrease 

in the contrast between visible and infiared abedo aiso suggests that surface water in the 

early consolidation zone decreased due to draiaage. The breakip of the Iate consolidation 

zone resulted in only slight changes in the index nom June 16. The variabiiity of the 

index. however, suggests a change in the ice volume. Open water areas appear as white 

on the image. Finaliy, the disappearaace of the ice cover results in an NDSII of near zero 

since there is very contrast between the visible and infiareci aibedo of water. This rnay 

prove usefùi for mapping large areas of open water. 



The seasonal changes in the spearal dependency ofsca ice albedo aliow for the mappïng 

of the state of the sea ice volume using visible and h k r e d  albedo data The NDSII 

proved to be an easily implemented measure capable of exploithg some of these 

differences. With scene identification, the index can be used to moaitor the evolution of 

the ice surface. However, since different ice states can have the same NDSII, the index is 

not optimal. At a cost to implementation, a more complex index employing a thresholding 

scheme would likely result in improved results and leos reliance on scene identification. 

Also more recent techniques k e  spearal mixture andysis (Shimabukuro and Smith, 1991) 

may be usehl to those interested in mapping the state of the ice volume using 

mult isped data- 

5.7 Summary of Finding 

The AVHRR-derived albedo data revealed important the-space characteristics of visible 

and ini5ared albedo that were not detected through traditionai in sini sampling The 

following wiil summafize these hdings in the context of the foliowing seasonai 

categories: Winterd?nset of Melt, Advanced Melt and BreakupLûisperersal. A h ,  

recornmendations are provided when appropnate. 

5.7.1 WmtedOnset of Melt 

The WitedOnset of Melt period coincides with the Dxy and Wet Snow period described 

in Chapter 3. It was characterized by sub-zero air temperatures and the presence of an 

overlying snow volume on much of the ice sdace. The foilowing was observed: 

Visible and infrared dbedo wu big& and invariable acrou the icescape 

The AVHRR observations confirmed what was casuaily observed at the surfâce site. In 

the winter and onset of melt conditions, the albedo of sea ice is high and compared to later 



periods, relatively invariable in t h e  and in space. PCA indicated that these early dates 

contributed minimally to the overail seasonal variance. The lack of variation in this part of 

the season make it least sensitive to the simple prescription of sudice albedos. 

Sea ice snow volumes are impure Ï n  study m o n  

The visible albedo of sea ice in the winter season suggest that the snowcovers were 

impure. Pure snowcovers have visible albedos approaching 0.98. The source of 

impurities range nom crustal material from nearby land masses and adveaed graphitic 

carbon (soot) particles scavenged out ofthe atmosphere. This soot rnay be from haze 

events or fi-om neahy air t d i c .  The p r e s c n i  visible albedo value of Ebert and Cuny's 

parameterizabon appears too high for winter archipelago snow-covered sea ice due to its 

assumption of a snowcover fiee of irnpunties. The increased absorption in an impure 

snowpack is estimated to be 5-1% higher than a pure snowpack (Clarke and Noone, 

1985). Thus impurities represent a pemirbation to the ice volume energy's balance and 

have the potential to uicrease ablation Also, unlike snow grains, impunties do not melt 

and nin off Thus as the snow volume ablates, the d u e n c e  of the impurhies may increase 

(Barrie, 1986). Sensitivity studies have show that smaü changes in sea ice albedo may 

have considerable effms on the evolution of the ice volume. Shine and Seiiers (1985) 

showed that decreasing the dwave albedo of dry snow from 0.8 to 0.75 decreased the 

modelied ice thickness by over a metre and moved up the date of snow melt and the 

appearance of bare ice by one week. 

Recommendrit-on: Snow on sea ice in the Canadian Archipelago is not pure and any 

attempt to parameterue visible sea ice albedo shodd account for the consequent 

decreased reflectance. uicreased observations of snow pack impurities (radiative 

characteristics, mkhg ratios) in arctic snow volumes are required. 

infrared albdo decreased more than visible atbedo with the onset of mdt conditions 

As conditions changeci fkom winter (end of April) to the onset of melt (end ofMay), the 

metarnorphism of the icescape's snowcover resulted in larger decreases in infimeci albedo 



( i 8%) than visiiie albedo (9%). Since infiarecf albedo is more oensitive to the changing 

suucture of the snow volume, this Merence is logical and a g r e s  with ourfice spectral 

aibedo observations made ia this study. ïh is  hding has implications for the CCC2 

parameterization of sww which assumes that the visible and infr;ired albedo of snow 

decrease identically with snow age. 

Recommendarion- I d d y ,  c h t e  modeis shouid employ a physicaiîy-based snow dbedo 

model capable of r e f l h g  the wolution of visible and infiareci snow albedo. 

Realisticaiiy, today's GCMs cannot accommodate such models. However, the shpler 

parameterizations that they do use should consider the differemt rates of seasonai decrease 

for these two broadband albedos. 

Spatial variabiiity in visible su ice dbedo is caused by snow depth vwhblity 

On April30, visible albedo in the ûuly consolidation zone was slightly higher (0.02) than 

that measured in the late consolidation zone. Since there was no difference in infiared 

albedo between the zones, this d i m i o n  of albedo was dependent on the thickwss of 

the snowcover. In the late co~lsolidation zone, the significmtly thinner snowcover resulted 

in the underlying darker ice to slightly lower the visible albedo. This microphysical 

dif5erence resulted in a larger scale aibedo pattern that essentidy bisected the image dong 

the consolidation boundary. 

Recommendatzons: In order to accurately simulate and predict the spatial variability of 

albedo, models will have to incorporate realistic distriïutions of snow on sea ice. 

Towards this, models wÏll have to properly model ice fieezeup, soiid precipitation, eolian 

transpon of snow and ice kinematics that control surface roughness. To aid in this, 

observational studies must focus on large-de distributions of saowcover. Of specinc 

interest should be the distribution of grain skes and snow depths, and those factors 

responsible for snow distn'bution over sea ice. 



Spatial variabüity in su ice dbedo is uused by distribution of rough ice ucu 

Due to theû complex stnictures, a myriad of facton interact to control the evolution of 

sunace albedo in rough ice and ridged areas. This complexity belies any simple 

parameterization regarding the seasonal evolution of albedo in ridsed areas. Although 

ridged and mbble ice accounts for a large proportion of the ice d i e  in the arctic, there 

is linle, ifany, Wonnation regardhg the evolution of sudkce albeào in these structures. 

This dearth of information may be a product of the logisticai difliculties imrolved in 

making radiometric measurements over ndged ice. The sateIlite data examineci here did 

reved small Merences in surface albedo occUmng over large spatial SC&. Most 

obvious was the lower visible and înfiared albedo fiwnd in areas ofridged and rubble ice. 

These rough ice areas had albedos typically 0.03-0.04 lower than mooth ice areas. The 

source of this difference is thought to be due both to the presmce of ban ice and the 

effects of shadowing in the ridge structures. Ifshadowing was the prirnary source of the 

lower albedo, the albedo clifference is a fùnction of viewing geomw and thus is not 

physically meaningfùl. Due to the high solar zenith angles in polar regions, shadowing is a 

significant factor for albedo monitoring near land masses and in very rough ice areas. 

Since the low-albedo structures were found in various orientatioas across the scene, 

bidirectional characteristics of these rough surfaces were not thought to be responsible for 

the contrat with the surrounding smooth ice areas. 

Recommendarons: The seasonai albedo of very rough and ridged ice area requires more 

observation. Of specific interest is the identification of those factors that control the 

seasonal evolution of albedo in these rough ice areas. Studies should incorporate active 

radar data (SAR) which appear to be sensitive to ice stnicture before the onset of melt 

conditions. 



Daily mean air temperatures at the M site reached O0 C on Iune 8. mer that date, the 

average daily temperature stayed above zero faushg rapid ablation of snow volumes and 

exposed bare ice daces .  ûver sea ice, the ;Unval of the Advanced Melt perïod is usualiy 

characterized by the appearance of nirfàce meft f b e s -  in 1993, the appwiraace of 

surface melt ponds increased both the small and large-sale spatial variabilïty of sea ice 

aibedo. The satellite data reveaied die foiiowing: 

The development of melt ponds dramitiully increases the spatMI virhbüity of sea 

ice albedo 

PCA indicated that the largest source of seasonal variation in visible and infiareci albedo 

was the distribution of melt ponds over the AVHRR scene. From June 9 to June 20, the 

variability of visible albedo neariy doubled increasing fiom &.O5 to o10.09. At the 

height of melt, melt ponds can cover 60-80% of the surtace of kst-year ice. The high 

variability in the albedo of the eady consolidation zone on June 16 and Iune 20 indicates a 

variety of concentrations of surface States withui an AVHRR pixel. The moment of 

largest albedo vkability coincides with the omet of ponding when the nuface is a mixture 

of bare ice, wet snow and melt ponds (June 16). As the melt ponds begin to dominate the 

icescape and the proportion of bare ice and snow duninishes, the spatial variabiiity in the 

ponded area begins to decrease (lune 20). These low-albedo melt f m e s  control the 

ablation of the sea ice cover and thus can be a significaat f-or in the areal extent and 

thickness distriiution of sea ice in the arctic. 

In near shore a m ,  surface dbedo was inversdy proportionai to distance fmm land. 

The AVHRR data revealed a distinct lowering of albedo in near shore sea ice areas. The 

effect was moa apparent off the south-ficing shore of Cornwallis 1s. and afler the snow 

disappeared on the land. PCA identifid this shore effect as a major composent in the 

seasonal variability of sea ice albedo dismbuton over the study scene. Surfice and 



satellite observations indicate that me1t ponds f o d  first in aear-shore ar-. The reason 

for the reduced aibedo (and increased melting) in these zones was the w m g  and 

contamina~g effects of the snow-fkee land. 0- of melt conditions is q e d  earlier 

in these areas. This process suggests that, after the onset of melt, the distriiution of sea 

ice aibedo in the Archipelago is somewhat determuid by the uifluence ofnearby land 

masses. Langieben's (1966) measurernents in the ar@c iodicate that the warming effect 

of land in coastai regiow can account for as much as 25% of the net energy gain at the 

surface. 

Recomrne&on: Observational studies shodd take into consideration this near-shore 

bias in aibedo during the collection and imerpretation of data The influence of near-shore 

topography on this effect should be assessed, i.e. is the warming effect more prominent 

opposite south-fàcing high elevation shore areas ? 

Large-scaie distribution of aîbedo over the scene closely meinbled the pattern o f  

consolidation regimes. 

The correlation between the distribution of albedo over the scene with the location of the 

early and late consolidation regime was the most surpriskg fiading of the satellite study. 

With the onset of ponding, these two regimes began to con- in ternis of surnice albdo. 

During advanced ponding, the visible and Mareci dbedo was 0.15-0.16 lower in the early 

consolidation zone than in the late zone. PCA identifieci this pattern as a major 

contributor the seasod spatial variance in sea ice albedo over this scene. The diairence 

was attnbuted to the lack of ponding in the late consolidation zone. Since ablation of the 

overiying snow volume is the major cause of surface ponding on sea ice, the reason for the 

low pondhg in this ice reghe was attributed to sisnificantly lower snow volumes. 

Shailow snow volumes may be a characteristic of this late consolidation ice regime- 

Lirnited surfâce obsenations and the age, structure of the ice in this zone support this 

hyphesis. This fmding fbrther highlights the importance of sww distribution in 

deteminhg sea ice aibedo patterns. 



Recommend;atio11~: The applicability ofthese findings to other ice areas in the 

Archipelago and other seasonal ice zones (Baffin Bay) shouid be assessed. The 

relationship bemeen snow depth and ponding characteristics must be cladid. 

The seasonai deertase in multiyta~ ice aîbedo is mot in phase with Cint-year sea ice 

during advanced mdt conditions 

While the albedo of multiyear ice undergws a seasonal decrease gmilar to that of £kt- 

year ice, the AVHRR data revealed that the physical merences ben~een the two ice types 

become significant in tenns of theu late season albedo signals. PCA indicated that these 

signals begin to diverge with advanced melt conditions. Specifically, in this period, the 

albedo of multiyear ice decreased at a slower rate than that of the surroundmg first-year 

ice. In the Wmter/Onset of Melt period, the aibedo of rndtiyear ice is similar to that of 

fist-year ice. Albedo merences between the two ice types at this time of year can be 

attributed to the condition ofthe d c e  layers of the hummocks - which can range nom 

snow-covered ice to bare, blue ice. The s p ~ g  ablation of the snow volumes on both ice 

types results in W a c e  melt ponds. As the season progresses, melt ponds on first-year ice 

expand laterally across the icescape unchecked by physical boundaries. Conversely, on 

multiyear ice, melt pond widening is limiteci by the surrounding hummocks. instead 

multiyear ice melt ponds deepen with tirne. This eff&vely preserves the melt pod  to 

hummock ratio which esseatidy defbes the areal albedo of the floe. As a result, during 

advanced melt conditions, a multiyear floe often has a higher albedo than that of the 

surrounding kst-year ice matrk The increased ponding on first-year ice is a major factor 

in the annual ablation of the seasonal ice cover. 

R e c o m m e ~ o n s :  Sudiace aibedo patameterizations should incorporate the di&rence in 

ponding fiaction maximums between fht-year and multiyear ice types. Also, shce the 

ponding on muitiyear ice is somewhat dependent on the hummock to melt pond ratio, and 

since this ratio is dependent on ice age, the possibility that ponding fiaction maximums 



may Vary between multiyear ice ofdifferent ages should be explored Ovedi, a more 

hydrologie approach to understanding melt pond evolution over major ice types is weded. 

5.7.3 Breakup I Dispersal 

The July 7 and 29 AVHRR data described the distniLtion of surfâce albedo dWng the 

breakup and dispersal of ice in the study region As the icescape began to break up, the 

number of surface ice types hcreased to include open water and brash ice. The two image 

dates revealed the foliowhg: 

The distribution of surtace i l k d o  foUom the &co)~~~~iriiaioon pattern 

One of the largest changes in d a c e  albedo occurs when the ice d a c e  is replaced by 

open water. The Iuiy 7 image indicates that the appearance of open water and subsequent 

lowering of surface albedo was restricted to the late consolidation area. This is logical 

since the breakup of the icescape alrnost mirron the consolidation pattern in this ice 

regime (Gorman, 1988). The generai pattem of sea ice albedo was again dictateci by the 

consolidation zones. However, unlike the eartier period, the late coasoiidation zone had a 

lower albedo. Of interest is the fact that ahhough the early consolidation area had a 

significantly lower aibedo over the melt season and subsequently absorbeci more incident 

radiation, breakup occurred fkst in the higher albedo, late consolidation area. In this case, 

the thimess of the ice in this zone and the strong sub-ice curent was the criticai factor in 

determining the breakup of the icescape- 

Recommenribn'om: In order to properfy simulate the decay of the springl~~~ll~ler sea ice 

cover, sea ice models will require not only treatment of volume thennodynamics, but also 

some treatment of ice kinematics and ocean dymmics. 



The divergence and convergence of  ice un  cause s i g n h t  fluctuations in surface 

albedo over v e y  short temporal periods. 

The movement of unconsolidated ice in the late consolidation zone resulted in fluctuations 

in surface dbedo as the fraction of open water varies. This vaciabïiity is dependent on 

wind, current action and the consolidation characteristics of surroundhg ice. Important is 

the fact that advected ice can cause d a c e  albedo to. acaially increase in this late stage. 

Since they cannot properly incorporate these dyaamics one dimensionai sea ice models 

may not be able to sixnulate the efects ofice convergence and divergence! on surface 

albedo. However, inmeases in the areal @action ofopen water may overwhelm changes 

due to the thennodynamics of the ice volume. 

Recommenhtions: See above. 

The visibk albedo of su ice is mon variabk tham infmred aibedo during ice 

breakup 

The visible albedo of sea ice varies widely during the breakup of the icescape. This is in 

response to the wide variety of ice d a c e s  during this penod. Albedo values ranged fiom 

O, denoting open water. to 0.6, indicating the presence of wet snow a d o r  bare ice. PCA 

identified breakup conditions as a major source of seasonal variance in visible albedo. 

ln contrast, hfkared albedo was found to be less sensitive to the distribution of breakup ice 

types. Since ail of these ice d a c e s  essentialiy have wet daces ,  the peuetration depth 

of incident irifi-ared radiation is quite shallow. Thus, the infiared albedo is less sensitive to 

the distribution of these ice d a c e s .  

Melt water drainage results ia incremes in surface dbedo 

TM and AVHRR data indicated that widespread draînage took place in the early 

consofidation zone before July 7. This mely sampled event was trïggered by the 

appearance of large open water cracks in the adjacent late consolidation zone and within 

the large consolidation ndge. The seasod decrease of sea ice albedo can be temporarily 

stalled or reversed with the drainage of first-year ice volumes. This has implications for 



simple temperaturedependent sea ice albedo parameterizations. Infiareci sea ice albedo 

appears to be more sensitive to ice drainage due to its sensitivity to the proportion of 

surface water. Drainage events may also increase the amount of fieshwater under the ice, 

thus decreasing the upward transport of heat into the ice (Mkykut and Perovich, 1987) 

and thus slow ablation. 

R e c o m m e ~ O n :  Sea ice albedo parameterizatioas should inciude effects of drainage on 

su~ace albedo. An accurate treatment would Eely require the incorporation o f a  snow 

hydrologie model. Howwer, these changes wiii require more obsefvations of this late 

season process over both first-year and mdtiyear sea ice. 

Finaily, a point unrelatecl to a specific period: 

S A R  imagery greatiy assisted in the interpretation of spatial variabiiity of sea ice 

al bedo. 

Given the reliance of surface albedo on the physical characteristics of the sea ice surface, 

the ability of wintedearly spring SAR imagery to delineate consolidation boudaries and 

smootWrough ice areas was a great aid in the interpretation of albedo patterns. Work is 

currently underway to link SAR backscatter to d a c e  albedo through proxy indicators 

and direct electromagnetic modelling (Barber, 199 1). 

Recommendriron: The strong resemblauce between albedo and S A .  backscatter patterns 

observed in this study encourages this direction of inquiry- Statistical aaalysjs between 

backscatter level and surface albedo within this study area should and d l  be penormed. 

Of specific interest is the seasonal limitations of any s i w c a n t  relationship. 



5.8 Conclusions 

The main purpose b e b d  the incorporation of AVHRR data was to expand both spatially 

and temporaily on the albedo obsewations perfionned at the surface shidy sites. lt is 

impossible to cap- the fbîi temporal and spatiai dimensions of surface albedo through 

surface sarnpling. The satellite-derived albedo d a t a i  aiiowed for the identification and 

interpretation of the large-scale temporal and spatial variability in sea ice visible and 

infiared albedo. As expected, the multitemporal AVHRR albedo dataset revealed 

relationships between the ice volume and albedo that were not discovered thtough in situ 

observation. PCA consolidated the seasonal albedo variance into hterpretable 

components that ailowed the identitication of the major tirne-space relationships of sea ice 

albedo during the spring/summer melt season. The component @es assiaed in the 

interpretation of the environmental factors controüing the large and sxnaii sale seasonal 

variability in sea ice visible and infiareci albedo. 

Analysis of the AVHRR albedo data indicate that, during spring me[& the spatial and 

temporal varkbility of set ice albedo is considerable over the smaii regiod ara examinecf 

here. The seasonal evolution of sea ice albedo, contrary to comrnon parameterkations in 

GCMs, is not a simple hction of d a c e  temperature and defies prescription. Instead, it 

is evident that regional sale variabiiîty in sea ice albedo is also controiied by the state of 

the sea ice volume and its overlying snow volume, ice kinematics, atmospheric dpamics 

and local physiography. These complex interactions belie the use of simple prescn*ptioas 

of sea ice albedos in large-scale climate models. Results of the AVHRR aaalysis 

illuminate the need for redistic, physicdy-based sea ice albedo parameterkations in order 

to properly simulate the decay ofthe sea ice volume. 



Given the mdimentaxy representation of sea ice albedo in today's climate models, it is 

questionable whether these simulations properly capme the evolution of albedo over 

seasonal and regional scales. Ln view of sea ice albedo's leverage in coatrollùig the 

amount of energy entering the volume, this possible deficimcy bas significant implications 

for the proper simulation of the growth and decay of the icescape. As such, there exkt 

two inmediate needs: 

(1) assess whether curent parameterizations can properly simulate the spatial and 

temporal characteristics of sea ice albedo, and ifxequired, 

(2) develop more realistic (physidy-based) parameterizations of sea ice albedo. 

Cnticai to both tasks is the ability to systematically observe the seasonal evolution of sea 

ice albedo, especiaily durhg the dynamic spring melt penod. Traditionally, nvface 

observation program have been the medium for sea ice albedo information Clearly, 

given the expanse of the polar basins and the wide variability in sea ice albedo shown in 

this study, the albedo data derived nom surfiice pragrarns are limiteci due to the inherentiy 

conse~vative spatial and temporal constnicts of the samphg. As a resuit, many have 

espoused the potentid of satellites to provide surface information at scales suitable for 

climate studies. Uafortunately, few stuclies have demonstratecl the use of these platforms 

for monitoring ciimate variables in polar regions 



This thesis has demonstrateci the utüïty of AVHRR satellite data in mappiag the vMability 

of clear se visible and Mared albedo. The value of this qanding image archive bas 

been recognited and efforts are underway to manmite its useiùhess to the polar c h t e  

cornmunity. The AVHRR albedo data collected for this investigation provided a unique 

opportunity to map the spriag evolution ofalbedo in a seasonai sea ice zone over a large 

area While the insights provided by the satellite data highlighted the advantages of orbital 

observation over m siru sampi@, the relationship between the satellite data and surfice 

observations were shown here to be clearly symbiotic. For the first the7 coïncidental 

surfice observations were available to aid in the derivation and interpretation of the 

sateliite-derived albedo patterns. Furthemore, in siru albedo measwements were utilized 

to assess the accuracy of the denved albedos in polar regions. Understandabty, this type 

of validation, although criticai in satellite climate studies. is rare in the polar scientific 

comrnunity . 

While the uncertainty Ui the inversion methodology utilized in this study has been shown 

to be large, the advent of ftture sensors wili improve the utilization of archived and 

operational AVKRR data for rnapping surface amedo. Untii then, incorporation of surface 

albedo values derived via this approach (e.g. Polar Pathnader Program) should be 

performed with the conclusions of Chapter 4 in mind. Two major caveats stand out in 

tems of their duence on an estimateci albedo product. 

This snidy, as weU as others, has shown that the pre-launch cdibration of AVHRR 1 and 2 

severely deteriorates with time and, consequentiy, its application will result in a large 

underestimation in visible and especiaüy infiareci albedo. In light of this the Polar 

Pathfinder program wiil only utilize those satellites where calkation updates available 

(Le. NOAA 9, 1 1). Efforts to update NOAA 10 and 12 AVHRR 1 and 2 calibrations 

should be made. This would significantly increase the amount of data avaiiable and greatly 

improve the opportwiity for clear s i q  imagery. The updated caiiiration coefficients 

derived in this study are a 6rst step towards achieving this. 



The other major caveat is the incorporation of Taylor and Stowe's aniJotropic 

factors for the correction of the viewing e f f i  of the seasor. Tbe published variances of 

these factors imply that they have iimited precision for c h t e  studies. It is unhiown 

whether the variation in the factors are an inherent bct ion  of the seasonal icescape, the 

overlying atrnosphere, a fiuiction of error (e-g. cloud contamination, scene 

misidentification), or more iikely, some combination of these factors. Further 

investigation into the anisotropy of sea ice d a c e s  and overiying atmospheres is thus 

required to accurately conect for this viewing effect. Also, the dependence of scene 

anisotropy on sensor resolution and frequency shouid be examined. In the meantime, 

possible neps to reduce this effect (e-g. data averaging) shodd be considered . 

Due to the wide possible range of ice surface ARFs, it is anticipated that some type of 

geotyping wül be required before the mkmtropy of the d n i e  is properly corrected for. 

This is especially m e  for Ünagery collected durhg spring melt conditions. Scene 

identification cm be assisted by AVHRR data thresholdbg andlor complementary 

information provided by coincidental microwave imagery- In this study, d a c e  

observations ailowed for the discrimination of d a c e  types and application of the 

appropriate scene model. Research priority should be given to developing mixed ARFs 

characteristic of heterogenews advanced melt d a c e s .  

In situ and satefite observations exarnuied in this thesis assisted in the identification of 

those environmental factors respomible for the regional and seasonal scale variabiility in 

sea ice albedo. During sptiag melt, the spatial and temporal variabiiity of sea ice albedo is 

considerable over the s d  regional area examineci here. The seasonal evolution of sea ice 

albedo, contrary to some parameterizations in GCMs, dws not appear to be a simple 

funaion of surfàce temperature. lastead this study revealed that the variabilty in sea ice 

albedo is also controlled by the physical state of the sea ice volume and its overlyhg snow 

volume, ice kinernatics, and local physiography. As such, sea ice albedo is sensitive to the 

variability of these other AM) components. This suggests that a simple, non-physicai, 

representation of sea ice albedo cannot capture this spatial and temporal variability. 



The fïndings ofthis study as they pettain to the variability ofcieat-sky sea ice alkdo are 

~ ~ f n w k e d  here wîth the aid of feedback dia gram^^^. By assuming a closed system, these 

diagrams assis in iiiustrating and deScnbïng the apparent relationships baween those 

cornponents that together control the variability of sea ice albedo withù, the seasonal ice 

regime examined in this study. In order to improve clarïty, a separate diagram is presented 

for the Wimter/Onset of Melt and Advanceci MeWBreakip periods. The former period is 

defined by the absence of melt ponds. The latter period b e g k  with the appearance of  

melt ponds. Diagrams nich as these sbould not be consideted inclusive. Further study 

should attempt to dari@ the components of these diagrams and most imponamly, provide 

means whereby their interactions (links) cm be accurately quantifieci- Here they are 

utiiized as a medium to idenw those variables and environmental processes found to 

interact with d a c e  albedo and subsequentiy control the variability observed within this 

mdy. Since this smdy concentrated on a seasonal ice regime, these findings, whîle 

applicable in some cases to multiyear ice volumes, are most pertinent to fust-year sea ice. 

6.1 - 1  Visible Albedo 

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 contain the feedback diagrams for the visible and hfked early melt 

visible and infiareci albedo respectivefy. In this early period, variability in visible albedo 

was low (a 4 . 0  1-0 -02) and dependent on the visible hction of lower albedo bue xa ice. 

The centrai loop in figure 6.1 indicates that the distribution of snow essentially controls 

the visible albedo during the Wmter/ûnset of Melt period. This suggesis that the ability to 

simulate snow distribution orpatchiness is required to properly estimate a region's or 

mode1 grid's sufice aibedo and consequently, its surface energy balance. In the wuiter, 

the distribution of snow is prÜnady controlied by three Ebaon. 

- -  - - -  - - -  - 

The concept of a feedback diagram was explained in Section 2.2.2.2. 
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Figure 6.1 WinterfOnset of Mdt visiMe rlbcdo fmlback 

Figure 6.2 WinterfOmet of Melt i n f d  dbedo fecdbrck 



Fkst, ice wtacc roughness cm encourage or discourage the accumulation ofsaow. 

During the early melt stages, satellite data in this study indicated that ridged ice anas have 

lower albedos relative to surroundhg flat ice areas. This was speailated to be a result of 

an increased presence of iower albedo bare ice pieces. However, airt8ce observations 

have shown that these same rough ice areas can also encourage the accumulation of snow, 

thus leading to a higher albedo. The albedo of rough ice areas is clearly complex and 

requires fùrther study. 

Second, new snow hcreases snow depth and reduces the influence of the covered ice 

sufiace on surface albedo. Fresh snow thus increases visible albedo. Whea in abundance, 

new snow can slow andlor delay spring melt. Above average spring snowfi in SIMMS 

'92 is believed panly respoasible for the delay in ice melt and breakup in that year. The 

third factor influencing snow depth is d a c e  winds. Seasonal snow volumes are 

continudy being redianiuted by wind. Tbis is especiaiiy true for new s p ~ g  snow. 

Depending on catchent conditions, some areas increase in snow depth, while others 

decrease. T'lis variability in snow depths can manifest in visible albedo variability as 

shaliower snow volumes alternate between f i t e  and seaii-infinite States, The climatic 

implications of such variability, though Wrely insignificant, are unknown. However, this 

variability does influence the surface energy balance over short t h e  scales. 

Surface observations uidicate that the visible albedo remained relatively high (avrr4.89) 

until the first week of June. Both surface and satellite observations indicate that as s p ~ g  

temperatures approached zero degrees, snow depth decreased through melt. if the 

ablation was significmt, the underlying lower albedo ice surface would decrease the 

volume's overd aibedo. This in tum wouid encourage increased -ce temperatures 

and hrther volume ablation. As indicated by the centrai loop in Figure 6.1, this albedo- 

temperature fdback is positive, i.e. self-enforcing. 

Finaiiy, the effects of snow impurities on sea ice visible albedo have k e n  observed and 

modelied. The two primary sources of impurities in arctic snow volumes are airborne 



carbon-based pollutants (soot) and c d  materiai advected from nearby terrestrial 

surfaces. These pollutants hcrease absorption in the volume at short wavelengths 

resulting in a decrease in visible dbedo. In *ter conditions, mow on nearby land 

features in the archipelago for the mst part prevemed the advection of cnistd material 

ont0 the nearby sea ice. However, suface observations ïndicated that, with the removal 

of the snow from the land, coastal sea ice areas were quickly contaminated by eolian 

material. As a remit, sea ice areas close to land were found to have lower visible albedos 

which contributed to the regional variabüity in visible albedo. While thought to be 

important to the ablation of the underlying ice volume, the effeft ofbiological 

contamination was not examineci in this study. 

6.1.2 Infiared Albedo 

In the eariy melt season, the variability in ïnfî-ared albedo (0 4.0 1-0.02) is controlied 

primarily through the physical characteristics of the surface layer of the sea ice volume. 

Specificdy, the size of the snow and/or ice grain in this layer controls the amount of 

infrared absorption Larger gains increase the oppominity for absorption and thus 

decrease the overail surface albedo. In cold winter temperatures, as with visible albedo, 

variability in infiareci albedo over large areas is controlled by the bare ice fiaction. As a 

result, April and May visible and infiared albedo maps revealed d a r  patterns of albedo. 

As Figure 6.2 indicates, the distribution of snow controls the fiaction of bare ice during 

cold conditions. The amount of snow is controiied by new snow deposition, sdace whds 

and ice surface roughness. These factors were discussed previousiy in section 6.1.1. 

In terms of snow-covered ice volumes, the infiareci albedo is sensitive to the average grain 

size of the surface iayer. A change in snow grain size in this layer will result in a change in 

infiared albedo. Afier deposition, snow grains change sbape and tend to increase in size 

through metamorphism. In Figure 6.2, this process is accounted by a snow age factor. 

Since this critical iayer is most exposed to the environmental elements, ùifiared albedo 

exhibited more short tenn variability han visible albedo over semi-infinite snow volumes. 



As a result, inâared albedo may serve as an indicator of the omet of me1t over sea ice. 

This has the potentiai to be used to assess intemuai changes in the timing of this event 

and relatedly, provide infiormation for as ses sin^ potentid c h t e  change in polar regions. 

New snow has the potential to increase the iafiared albedo in two ways. As disaissed in 

the previous section. it can d u c e  the fiaction of bare ice by incteasing sww depth. 

Secondly, new snow can reduce the snow age factor and thus reduce the grain size of the 

volume's surfice layer substantially. Also, surface winds continually redismibute this 

loose, transient d a c e  layer. Assumhg larger grains settle fkst within a volume, suiface 

winds can cause smaller snow grains to displace larger airfiice grains at the d a c e  

resulting in an increase in surface albedo. Albeit, these increases are minor in Iight of the 

much larger seasonal decrease in infiared albedo. 

The intenor of the feedback loop in Figure 6.2 suggests that a positive feedback exists 

between infiareci albedo and surface temperature during the onset of melt conditions. 

With the onset of melt conditions, mrface obsemations indicated that warmer 

temperatures doubied the amount of liquid water in the snow volume. An kcrease in 

liquid water effectïveiy increased the snow grain size resdting in a decrease in infkared 

albedo. This contributeci to the rise in surface temperature and iikely to fiirther ablation of 

the volume. Until the total ablation of the mowcover, this feedback appears to be the 

primary mechanism b e h d  the seasonal decrease in inFiared albedo. 

PCA analysis ùidicated that most of the seasonal albedo varîability occurred durhg the 

advanced melt period when the hi@-albedo icescape was punctuated with low-aibedo melt 

ponds. This period was characterized by the rapid ablation ofboth the mowcover and 

underlying ice volume caused by the dramatic increase in the amoum of solar radiation 



absorbed within the ice volume- The subsequent br&p of the icescape and the 

appearance of leads and cracks fiirther inaeased the regionai variabiiity in surfiice albedo. 

With the appearance of melt ponds, both the visible and infrard albedo over the study 

scene decreased dramaticalty in the advanced melt period (-.83+ 0.64, ap 

=O. 5 1 +O. 3 5). During this period, positive ambient temperatures rapidly ablateci the snow 

volume. The resultant melt water pooled on the sea ice forming a network of lower- 

aibedo melt ponds. The fraction of the icescape occupied by melt ponds, or pond fiaction, 

was a major control on the regionai albedo. In Figure 6.3, pond depth is included with 

pond fiaction for the visible albedo case. Observations of first year ice melt ponds made 

d u ~ g  SIMMS '94 indicated that clear slry visible albedo decreases steadiiy with pond 

depths up to 0.5 metres (Morassutti and LeDrew, 1995). Mer  this critical depth, visible 

albedo was found to level out, no longer responsive to pond depth. The criticai depth for 

near-infiared (0.4-0.7 p) dbedo appears to be 0.2 metres. 

As show in Figure 6.3 and 6.4, the positive feedback between Surface temperature, pond 

&action and albedo signifies a continual decrease in visible and infiared albedo during this 

penod. Surface and satellite observations indicated that nearby land exercises some 

control over the evolution of sea ice albedo. In coastal aras, the land exerts a warming 

effect on the adjacent icescape. As a result, pond formation was more intense in near 

shore areas. Also, eolian material fiom nearby islands can be deposited in near shore melt 

ponds. These particles settie on the pond bottom or if fhe enough, are suspended in the 

pond's water columa This contamination directly decreases the visible albedo through 

increased absorption. 

The feedback diagrarns for this period iadicate that snow depth has both a positive and 

negative link to pond depth and fiaction The negative Iùik is obvious. As the snow 

volume ablates, the mdt water increases the pond fiaction. However merences in 

ponding fiactions between the early and late consolidation regimes suggested t h  pondhg 

is moa extensive in areas where large snow volumes existeci. This explains the positive 



Figure 6.3 Advancd M d t / B d u p  visibk aibedo fdback 

Figure 6.4 Advaoced MdüBreakup i n f d  albedo fcedback 

n 



iink between snow depth and pond fiaaion in Figure 6.3 and 6.4. This study showed that 

differences in snow depth was a Wely fmor in the merence in pond development found 

in the early and late consolidation ice regimes. Closer examination of the deveiopment of 

melt ponds within different ice regimes is wartanted. The role of large roughness features, 

such as ridges, on the evolution of melt ponds is also not clear. Wbile rough ice assists in 

the catchment of snow and thus may a&ct pond forniaton indirdy, its direct role in the 

hydrology of the icescape is uncertain Swtàce observations seem to indicate that the hst 

melt ponds are often found hidden amida rough ice featwes. 

D u ~ g  breahp, the divergence of the icescape resulted in an increase in low-albedo open 

water areas such as leads and cracks. The resultant decrease in albedo is diredy 

proportional to the o p  waterfiaction- With the breakup of the Iate consolidation area, 

visible albedo decreased 0.1-0.3 albedo units. The breakup of the icescape is due to the 

weakening of the ice matrix instigated by ablation of the ice volume. Figure 6.3 indicates 

that warmer spring temperatures result in a decrease in ice thickuess. Dependhg on the 

ice regirne, this thinning may be enough to weaken the matruc and dow ice floes to 

separate dong consolidation lines. The unconsolidateci ice is then fiee to follow ocean 

currents andfor d a c e  winds. Anaiysis of the TM imagery iudicated that the ice cover 

also converges, Likely in respoase to d a c e  whds ador oc- currents and tides. As 

shown in Figures 6.3 and 6 -4, this ice movement can increase or decrease an area' s aibedo 

through increases and decreaws in open water fiaction. These results suggest that it is 

unlikely that a straight thennodyaamic sùnulation of sea ice can accurately estimate sea ice 

albedo over a GCM grid element over short thne perbds. Thus, in order to capture these 

rapid seasonal fluctuations in sea ice albedo, a coupled ice-ocean mode1 with ice and ocean 

dynamics is requued. 

An increase in open water fraction was shown to indiredy result in a short-tem increase 

(M. 1) in the infiareci albedo of adjacent ice areas (Figure 6.4). This appears to be due to 

a decrease in pond fiaction by incred  melt water drainage into nearby open water areas- 

In this case, an increase in lead fiaction cm lead to an increase in idiared albedo. Since 



the visible albedo of melt ponds is more sensitive to the condition of the pond bottom and 

much less sensitive to the ovedying water volume, the image data showed that drainage 

had a less clear eEect on visible albedo. hportam is the fict that the e f f i  of the lead on 

regional aibedo may be out of proportion with its area since ody a small lead or crack has 

the potential to drain a large expanse ofice- This has implications for large scale climate 

models whereby s d  leads and cracks are at sub-remlution scak, but have potentiaiiy 

significant climatic impacts over larger regionai scaies. 

Although the SIMMS experiment has concludeci, sea ice albedo remaùis a principal focus 

within h u e  polar projects such as the Collaborative Integrated Cryosphere Experiment 

(C-[CE) and Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean (SHEBA) experiment planneci for 

autumn 1997. C-ICE plans to continue the themes of the original SIMMS experirnents, 

focusing on sea ice in the Canadian Archipelago. Clnlike SIMMS, SHEBA wül attempt to 

sample throughout the enrire year and will be located within the Arctic Basin. Polar 

scientists recognize the value in long-ter- multicomponent observation programs such as 

SIMMS, C-ICE and SHEBA In temis of fbture observations ofsea ice aibedo. pertinent 

recommendations have been made throughout this work However, the followiag points 

deserve reiteration: 

( I )  The large scale regional variabiiity in sea ice albedo identified in this investigation 

highiights the need for d a c e  prograrns to take a more regional approach toward site 

selection and sampling. This is especiaily true in the Archipelago where several different 

consolidation regimes appear to invoke considerable influence in the seasonal evolution of 

albedo. This type of approach wouid complement the intensive volume observations and 

place thern in proper spatial context. Experience in SIMMS has shown that simple albedo 

transects have diiculty in capturing the tme spatiai variabiiity due to measurement error 

stemmhg fiom changing irradiance conditions and instrument setup Uiconsistencies. The 

SIMMS experïment proved the feasibility of using a tethered bailoon as a platform for 

imtantuneous ice observations over larger scales. The incorporation of an radiometrïc 

instrument payload on such a platform would permit a valuable "scaling up" of d a c e  



albedo measurements. These data are invaluable for validahg and hterpreting 

coincidental satellite data 

(2) This mdy highlighted the importance of meit pond evolution in controhg both 

visible and infiared sea ice albedo in the study area SurElce observations suggest that the 

development and decay of these f-tues is a cornplicated hction of the local ice 

conditions and the partitiornent of energy within the pond itself These features should 

continue to be a major focus of d a c e  programs. It is suggested here that more attention 

be @ven to the eicamination of the hyriiology of the icescape, Le., the sources of meit 

water (e-g. snow volumes), the spatial and temporal variations in the storage of melt water 

on the icescape, and the physical aspects of the icescape that regulate the trader of 

water between reservoirs (ponds, ocean). A better understanding of these processes will 

assis in explaining the apparent Werence in the late season evolution of albedo between 

first-year and multiyear ice surfaces observed on the d a c e  and detected by the PCA in 

this investigation. 

(3) In field midies, melt pond features are oflen the primary focus of late season 

sarnpiing. Unfortunately, as was the case in this study, this results in little or no attention 

given to the albedo of snowhce interstitiai areas. Since these feahires cover at least 20% 

of the icescape, they deserve some consideration in albedo studies. The assumption that 

these areas possess an albedo identicai to the snow covered ice SuTfàce that preceded 

ponding is incorrect. Like melt ponds, these interstitial areas ais0 evolve through the late 

season. The seasonai albedo of interstitial ice areas, especially multiyear ice hummocks, 

require more attention in field studies. 

(4) This study has expanded on the relatively short-term obsemations of sea ice albedo in 

the p a n  by examinhg its evolution over the entire spring decay period. However, the 

evolution of s u i  ice aibedo in the fd fieeze-up period is not well known, md, given the 

faa that it encompasses much of the other haif of the sunlit portion of the year, it deserves 

more attention. According to its ambitious temporal scope, the SHEBA experiment 



promises to be an important step towards definhg the eeeze-up characteristics of sea ice 

albedo and those factors responsible for its variabüity. Ofspecific interest is the 

identification of the ranges of visible and Wared albedo ofnew ice types, e-g. grease, 

niias, grey-white. 

( 5 )  In this study, sorne of the greatest changes in regiod aibedo was due to the 

convergence and divergence of ice during the breakup period. Albeit these are high 

fiequency events, ice movement has the potemiai to increase or decrease an area's albedo 

drarnaticaily. Relatedly, ice d y W c s  are responsible for the devdopment of large scale 

roughness features on sea ice (e-g. ridges) that appear to possess compiicated seasonal 

histones of sea ice albedo. These hdùigs are a M e r  impetus for Mproved 

incorporation of sea ice dynamics in large sale cümate models. A h ,  fiiwe d a c e  

observations should attempt to examine the evolution of  sea ice albedo in ridged ice areas 

and contrat this seasonal signai with that of smoother icescapes. 

Even in lieu of new data, the SiMMS dataset still has considerable potential for nirther 

albedo study. For the most part, the dataset examined in this study represented only one 

year of observation in one small part of the Canadian Archipelago. The next logical step 

in this investigation is the expamioa of both its spatial and temporal focus. Of specifïc 

interea is the further validation and/or irnprovement of the ice-albedo feedback diagrams 

presented previously. Given its regiod and temporal scope, the SIMMS dataset can 

accommodate the foliowing inquiries: Do the relationsbips suggested by the feedback 

diagrarns produced here hold for other parts of the arcbipeiago ? How applicable are 

these results, which essentiaiiy descnbe a seasonal first-year Ïce regime, to the Arctic 

Basin where multiyear ice dominates ? What is the interannuai variability in sufice albedo 

patterns in this region ? Can the incorporation of SAR imagery with AVHRR Uaprove the 

idenufication and understanding of regional albedo ? 

Over the last ten to fifteen years, the parameterization of sea ice albedo in large sale 

clirnate models has markedly improved. This bettemieot was ushered in by uicreased 



observation and more realisbc incorporations of sea îce growth and decay withùi these 

models. However, the inability of m e n t  simulations to reproduce important sea ice 

variability in polar regions suggests that the sea ice component ofthese models requires 

funher improvement. By the close ofthis century, the Mission to Plana Eanh Program 

promises more m u e n t  remote sensing data at various resolutions and at various 

frequencies. ï h e  anticipateci synergism between these new seasors and pl- 

concurrent surface program promises to m e r  our understanding of important chmatic 

variables nich as sea ice aibedo. These fiiture developments can only lead to more 

redistic simulations of sea ice albedo, and in nûn, more accurate predictions of fiinire sea 

ice and chnate conditions in the polar regïons. 



Appendix 1. Wiscombe and Warren Snow Mode1 

The snow model of Wkcombe and Warren (1980) is used derive snow spectral albedo 

over the solar specmuii for a varïety ofsnow grains sizes. The model considers a 

snowpack to consist of ice spheres who's s c a t t e ~ g  and absorption propeities are dictateci 

by Mie theory. The delta-Eddington approximation (Joseph et aL. 1976) , a scattering 

approximation considered appropriate for strongly fornard scattering media (Warren, 

1 982). is used to simulate scatterhg within the snowpack. 

The snow aibedo model requires the following single scattering quantities: the snow 

volume's optical depth (rS), the snow grain's asymmetry factor (g) and single scattering 

aibedo (w) .  The saow volume's optical depth is approximated by 

where L is the equivalent depth of liquid water in the snowpack (g c d 2 ) ,  t is the mean 

snow grain radius, II, is the density of ice (0.9 17 g cm'3) and & is the dirnensionless 

extinction efficïency- Here, a wavelength-independent value of 2 is taken for &. 

Aithough spectral values of Qmcomputed by Mie theory would provide slightly more 

realistic albedos (Grenfeli and Warren, 1994). the value o f  2 is acceptable for the large 

grain sizes examined here. 

The asymmetry factor ranges nom -1 to 1, where g=û for isotropic scattering and ~ s L  for 

total forward scattering. The asymmetry factor of ice grains typicaiiy range nom 0.88- 1 -0 

over the solar spectnim. The foilowing parameterkation taken fiom Choudhuiy and 

Chang (198 1) for semi-transparent ice spheres (refiaaive inde~1 .33)  was used to 

calculate the spearal asymmetry factor (gd: 

g, = 0.87 exp(-2k,r) + 097[1- exp(-2k,r)] [ Al-2 1 

where k is the spectral absorption coefficient of pure ice. The spectral absorption 

coefficient is equivalent to 



where mm is the imaginary part o f  the refiactive index of pure ice. ï h e  mm values used 

here are based on laboratory measurements by Grenfeli and Perovich (1 98 1) w hich are 

summarized in Warren (1984). 

The single scattering albedo is also a dimensionless qmtity describing the probability that 

a photon Uitercepted by an ice grain will be scaîtered rather than absorbeci. A simple 

pararneterization for single scattering albedo which acnirately reproduces Mie results for 

large spheres is (Sagan and Pollack, 1967): 

O = 0.5 + 0.5 exp(- 1.676) [ Al-4 1 

The delta-Eddington approximation requkes the fouowing transformations of the Mie 

variables: 

Four models are considered here: nnite and semi-infinite snowpacks under two 

illumination conditions - direct and difnise irradiation The foiiowing models were taken 

directiy from Wiscombe and Warren (1980). 

Assuming a direct incident bearn at zenith angle qz = cos-'vo and a nnite snowpack 

overlying a diffusively-reflecthg surface of albedo A. the snowpack albedo (ah for the 

finite case is calculated as: 



where 

Under direct bearn irradiation, the spectral albedo of a semi-infinite snowpack (i-e. r+O) 

reduces to: 

In the semi-infinite Iimit, the d i s e  spectral albedo of a snowpack was caidated by 

In the finite case, the calculation of diaise spectral aibedo (a! ) can be time consuming 

due to the evaiuaîion of exponentiai integrals. Wiscombe and Wanen point out that the 

diffuse hite albedo is equivalent to the direct finite case under solar zenith @es of 46- 

53'. When required, the diaise finite albedo was taken fkom the equivalent direct finite 

case. 



Appendix 2. ASD Spectometer Setup 

Note: ïnstrument position is typicai of incident inadiaoce measmement 



Appendix 3. Correcting Clear-Slry Spectral Albedo for Cosine Error 

The accuracy of the cosine receptor was determined at the ISTS Optics Laboratory after 

retumïng fiom the field. The cosine receptor was set up identically to field use and was 

illuminated by a standard tungsten lamp source. The voltage of the lamp was monitored 

to ensure a constant supply of illumination. Care was taken to prevent stray light tiom 

contributhg to the incident illumination The RCR was mounted on a rotary stage and 

positioned normal to light source. The stage was then stepped in 5" kcrements to 

simulate changes in the iiiumination incident angles from 0-90°. Spectral irradiance (EL) 

measurements were coliected at each step. Seckmeyer and Bernhard (1993) and Grenfeu 

and Warren ( 1994) present vimiaiiy identical techniques for the correction of irradiance 

data coiiected by cosine receptors. The second method is used here. Deviation £tom a 

cosine response (q) was determjned by cornparhg the measured response of the 

instrument at a particular incident angle (Sn(@) with the coshe response expected at that 

angle, cos(@S~.(OO). A fiactional deviation of the measured response was determined as 

follows: 

The variation ofA,il" with illumination angle is shown in Figure 3.14. The error in cosine 

response increases with wavelength and with the incident angle of illumination. In order 

to account for AFand derive correct airfàce spectral albedos (mk), both incident and 

reflected irradiance fieIds m u t  be adjusted for error in cosine response. Assuming the 

incident irradiation field (Eî) is made up of a direct (D) and dise (d) component and 

that the reflected hadiance field (MA) is dinise, the true spectral albedo is given by 

Thus, in order to correct for incorrect RCR response, the spectral hadiance of uicoming 

diaise irradiance at t h e  of measurement is needed. Unfortunately this was not measured 

in the 1993 experiment. Upon the discovery of the RCR problem, it was added to the 



experiment program in 1995. Clear-sky measurements of E: were coliected by shading 

the &ser with an opaque disk mounted to the RCR on a rotating arm The disk was 

adjuned und the dïfber was completely covered. These measurements were taken 

during the sarne season and a the same the  of day as the 1993 measurements and are 

considered applicable to the problem here. The dSuse/total ratio (v )  for 1995 is showa in 

figure A3.1. Similar data mea~uced at the South Pole (GrenfeiI et d.  1994) is added for 

cornparison. Air molecules and suspendeci ice crystais in the atmosph diniise 

atmospherîc light at a levef ïnversely proportionai to the waveleagth of incident rd-ation. 

Using the measured global irradiance (El), the diffiidtotal ratio is used to determine ~z~ 

and E: 

E: = v-E, [ A3-3 1 

E: = E L  - E,d A 3 4  I 

The tnie direct component of the incident irradiance is calculated by: 

where 0 refers to the solar zenith angle at the tirne of observation. 

Assuming that the observed diffuse incident and reflected radiation fields were isotropic, 

we can utilize the foiiowing correction factor, CF, to correct the observed difise 

radiation: 

0.5 
CF, = , [ A36 1 

where tï is cosû. Thus, the mie observed albedo on is then found by 

On cloudy days, the incident and reflezted radiation is assumeci to consist entirely of 

isotropic d s s e  radiation. The correction in A3-7 thus cancels out for cloudy day data 

and is not necessary. 



Using the Iab data, direct and difftre correction factors were determined for the fidl range 

of incident angles for the wavelength range of the radiometer. Since ali field 

measurements were coiiected under solar zenith mgles in the rmge 50-60°, average 

correction factors derived fkom the 50°, 55' and 60° data were determined. Correction 

factors varied stightly over this range justifjing the use of an averaged value. This resulted 

in an added uncertainty to the corrected albedo of 1-1 -5%. 

Figure A3.1 Ratio o f  diffuscltotal irradiance on clear days. South Pok data bued 
on-empiricaI fît to data railcetcd by Grenfell et al., (1994). 

- SIMMS '95 
----- South Pole (1 986) 



Appendix 4. Dctermining CIear-sky Surface Global Imdiince 

The global spectral irradiance (EL) at the d a c e  consists of two components - a direct 

(PI) and difnise (&) component. The following expresses the global s p e d  hadiance 

on a horizontal d a c e :  

The global spectral irradiance is expressed in W d2 m'. The direct component of 

surface irradiance on a horizontal d a c e  is a hction of the exoatmosphenc hadiance 

adjusted for mean nin-Earth distance and the atmosphere's total transmissivity 

( Ti) adjusted for atmosphenc path (air mas): 

The direct component of irradiance was determkd by Lowtran 7 using transmission 

functions determined for the prescnied atmospheric conditions. 

Diffuse radiation is caused by scattering of incident and reflected radiation by air 

molecules and aerosols (Dave, 1978; Iqbai, 198 1). The d s s e  component of hadiance 

can form a signincant portion of the giobai irraàiaace at high latitudes over high-albedo 

surfaces. This is mainly due to multiple reflections between the surface and the 

atmosphere. Here the difiùse component is separated hto the following components after 

Brine and Iqbal(1983): 



where f i  is the din iw  spectral irradiance produced by Rayleigh scatterin3 at the ground 

after one pass through the atmosphere, is the diffuse spectrai irradiance produced by 

aerosols at the ground after one pass through the atmosphere, and E'd U the diffitse 

spectral irradüuice produced by multiple reflections. This approach (mu-stream 

~proxitnation) assumes that the scattering of molecules and by aerosols can be separated. 

The following expressions are ail empiricd and approximate in nature. 

The diffuse irradiance due to Rayleigh scattering at the ground generated by an 

exoatmospheric irradiance on a horizontal &ce at the TOA is calcuiated as foilows: 

where Tm& is the transmittance due to molecular absorption (ozone, mixed gases (Ca, 

O?), water vapour), T r ~  is the transmittaace due to Rayleigh s c a t t e ~ g  and Td is the 

transmittance due to aerosol attenuation. The above equation assumes that haif of the 

diffiise radiation is scattered towards the d a c e s .  

The diffuse irradiance due to aerosol scattering is the moa dinicult component of the 

d a s e  irradiance to estimate. The major reason is the diflticulty in accurately describïng 

the characteristics of the scattering aerosols. Here, the optical characteristics of the 

aerosols are based on empirical and theoretical observations. The following expression 

was used to caicuiate f?d after the t i rs t  pass through the atmosphere: 

where g and are the aerosol's asymmetry factor and single scattering albedo 

respectively. These optical parameters for [A3-SI are taken from Blanchet and Lia (1982) 

and are based on a relative humidity of 70%. 



The amount of diaise irradiance teaching the ground due to multiple reflections between 

the gound and atmosphere was calculated as follows 

where asi and ~d are the wtàce spectral albedo and atmospheric albedo. The 

atmospheric dbedo is estimated by 

Qh in [ A M ]  refers to the direct and diflÙse irradiance reaching the ground on a horizontal 

surface after the fïrst path through the atmosphere. It is calculated by 

This assumes that the reflected radiation is isotropic. 

The above calculations were made at a spectrd resolution of 35 cm" (0.0003 prn at 0.4 

Pm and 0.055 pn at 4.0 pm). The direct inadiance and transmission fûnctions were 

determined by the Lowtran 7 radiative t r d e r  code. The caldations of di fbe 

irradiance were taken nom an approach presented in Iqbal(1983). The global, direct and 

diffise spectral irradiance for a clear-sky day for a solar zenith angle of 60° is shown in 

Figure 4.16. 
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